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A BSTRACT

A Grammar of Skolt Saami
The University of Manchester, 2010
Timothy Feist

Doctor of Philosophy

This thesis is a descriptive grammar of Skolt Saami, a Finno-Ugric language

spoken primarily in northeast Finland by less than 400 people. The aim of this thesis is
to provide an overview of all the major grammatical aspects of the language. It

comprises descriptions of Skolt Saami phonology, morphophonology, morphology,
morphosyntax and syntax. A compilation of interlinearised texts is appended.

Skolt Saami is a phonologically complex language, displaying contrastive vowel

length, consonant gradation, suprasegmental palatalisation and vowel height
alternations. It is also well known for being one of the few languages to display three
distinctive degrees of quantity; indeed, this very topic has already been the subject of
an acoustic analysis (McRobbie-Utasi 1999).

Skolt Saami is also a morphologically complex language. Nominals in Skolt

Saami belong to twelve different inflectional classes. They inflect for number and nine
grammatical cases and may also mark possession, giving rise to over seventy distinct

forms. Verbs belong to four different inflectional classes and inflect for person,
number, tense and mood. Inflection is marked by suffixes, many of which are fused
morphemes.

Other theoretically interesting features of the language, which are covered in this

thesis, include (i) the existence of distinct predicative and attributive forms of
adjectives, (ii) the case-marking of subject and object nominals which have cardinal

numerals as determiners, (iii) the marking of negation with a negative auxiliary verb
and (iv) the apparent verb-second phenomenon which is observed in clauses displaying
an auxiliary verb.

Skolt Saami is a seriously endangered language and it is thus hoped that this

grammar will serve both as a tool to linguistic researchers and as an impetus to the
speech community in any future revitalisation efforts.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

1.1 I NTRODUCTION
This thesis provides a grammatical description of Skolt Saami, an underdescribed, under-documented Finno-Ugric language, spoken primarily in northeast
Finland. The aim of this grammar is to provide a descriptive overview of the major
elements of the language from the level of the phoneme to the level of the clause, thus
covering the topics of phonology, morphophonology, morphology, morphosyntax and
syntax.
The purpose of this introductory chapter is fivefold. Firstly, it introduces the
Skolt Saami language, providing information relating to the location and number of
speakers, the genetic affiliation of Skolt Saami and its sociolinguistic status. Secondly,
it provides a brief review of previous literature on Skolt Saami. Thirdly, the
methodology and data used in the research for this thesis is outlined. Fourthly, the
orthography of the language is presented, and finally, the organisation of the following
chapters of this thesis is outlined.

1.2 T HE

LANGUAGE

1.2.1 DISTRIBUTION OF SPEAKERS
Skolt Saami is spoken primarily in Finland, in the Municipality of Inari, in the
northeast of Finland. The language is spoken in a number of villages and smaller
settlements both northeast and south of Lake Inari, a number of which can be seen in
Illustration 1. The main village, and cultural hub of Skolt Saami life, which also has
the greatest number of Skolt Saami speakers, is Sevettijärvi, a small village of
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approximately 300 inhabitants in the northeast of the Municipality of Inari, thirty
kilometres from the Norwegian border. A number of smaller settlements are strung
along an approximately 60-kilometre stretch of the main road both to the northeast and
southwest of Sevettijärvi, from Kirakkajärvi, some 15 kilometres northeast, as far
south as Nitsijärvi.

Illustration 1. Map of the Municipality of Inari1
South of Lake Inari, Skolt Saami is spoken primarily in the villages of
Keväjärvi, thirteen kilometres east of Ivalo, and Nellim, around forty kilometres east
of Ivalo and less than fifteen kilometres from the Russian border. The village of
1

This map is an edited version of a map taken from http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiedosto:Inari.png

[accessed 3-Nov-2009] and is not subject to copyright restrictions.
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Nellim also has about 300 inhabitants, but, unlike in Sevettijärvi, the Skolt Saami
make up only a small fraction of this number; the rest of the inhabitants are either
Inari Saami or Finns.
In addition to the three Skolt Saami villages of Sevettijärvi, Nellim and
Keväjärvi, and the smaller settlements north of Lake Inari, Skolt Saami speakers also
live in the villages of Inari, Ivalo, Pikku-Petsamo and Akujärvi. In particular, a
number of elderly speakers live in Ivalo due to it being the nearest town with facilities
for the elderly.
A number of Skolt Saami families and individuals have moved away from the
Municipality of Inari, either permanently or temporarily, in search of employment or
to further their education, mostly to larger cities in Finland, such as Helsinki, Oulu and
Rovaniemi, but in some cases overseas.

1.2.2 NUMBER OF SPEAKERS
The estimated number of speakers in Finland ranges from 300 (Kulonen et al.
2005: 396) to 400 (Lewis 2009), although the reality is, given the sociolinguistic status
of the language (see §1.2.4), that it is difficult to clearly define the number of speakers
since knowledge and use of the language ranges along a continuum from fluency to
only a basic grasp of the language. In this regard, it should be noted that estimates of
speaker numbers do not give any indication of the degree of fluency of those
accounted for, so the total number of fluent speakers could be much fewer, depending
on the criteria used in determining the figures. A report on the Skolt Saami by
Jefremoff (2005) does attempt to address this issue, however, as mentioned in §1.2.4.
The ethnic population of Skolt Saami in Finland is reported to be around 500 (Lewis
2009).
In addition to the Skolt Saami living in Finland, a small number of Skolt Saami
speakers live on the Russian side of the border, on the Kola Peninsula, estimated to
number around twenty, although the ethnic population in Russia is around 400 people
(Lewis 2009).
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1.2.3 DIALECTAL VARIATION
Sammallahti (1998) recognises four Skolt Saami dialects, two belonging to a
northern group and two to a southern group. The northern group comprises the Neiden
(Näätämö) and Paatsjoki dialects and the southern group comprises the Suõʹnnʼjel
(Suonikylä) and Njuõʹttjäuʹrr (Notozero-Girvasozero) dialects. Of these, the Neiden
dialect is extinct. The Neiden dialect was formerly spoken in the Njauddâm siida2,
around the village of Neiden, on the Norwegian side of the border near Näätämö, and
was unique among the Skolt Saami dialects in displaying the marker k in the
nominative plural of nouns, a feature Sammallahti (1998: 31) suggests was borrowed
from North Saami.
The Paatsjoki dialect was formerly spoken in the siidas of Paččjokk (Paatsjoki),
Peäccam (Petsamo) and Mueʹtǩǩ (Muotka) in what was the Petsamo area of Finnish
Lapland, now the Pechengsky District of Murmansk Oblast in Russia. The Suõʹnnʼjel
dialect was formerly spoken in the siida of Suõʹnnʼjel (Suonikylä) in the south of the
Petsamo region. Following the Second World War the speakers of the Paatsjoki dialect
were resettled in the village of Nellim, south of Lake Inari, while speakers of the
Suõʹnnʼjel dialect were resettled in, and around, the village of Sevettijärvi.
The Njuõʹttjäuʹrr dialect is spoken around, and to the south of, Lake Notozero in
the former siidas of Njuõʹttjäuʹrr (Nuortijärvi) and Sââʹrvesjäuʹrr (Hirvasjärvi),
although as mentioned in §1.2.2 speaker numbers are dwindling and probably below
twenty. It is nowadays the only dialect of Skolt Saami spoken in Russia.
A map showing the location of the former Skolt siidas is presented in Illustration
2, together with the former siidas of the neighbouring Saami languages, Kildin, Akkala
and Ter Saami.
This grammar is only concerned with the Paatsjoki and Suõʹnnʼjel dialects, the
two dialects spoken in Finland, for obvious reasons. Around the 1970s, during the time
the Skolt Saami orthography was being developed, a decision was made to consider
the Suõʹnnʼjel dialect as the standard dialect (Kulonen et al. 2005: 399) and so the
2

The Saami term siida refers to a 'reindeer-herding community, together with its grazing lands, reindeer

herds and camping places' (Kulonen et al. 2005: 392). In Skolt Saami it was used more in reference to
the winter village where the community lived during the winter months. In many places in this thesis
the corresponding Skolt Saami word sijdd has been translated as 'village', since this is the closest
English equivalent.
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Suõʹnnʼjel dialect is used as the basis for this grammar in terms of orthography and
grammatical analysis. This does not, however, mean that data in this thesis is
exclusively from the Suõʹnnʼjel dialect; lexical items from the Paatsjoki dialect, for
example, may appear in examples taken from texts with or without an indication of it
being a Paatsjoki form. Where possible dialectal differences have been indicated.

50 miles
100 kilometres

Illustration 2. Former siidas of the Kola Peninsula3
Dialectal differences, however, appear to be minor, limited primarily to a
number of lexical differences, but also consisting of a small number of differences at
the phonological and morphological levels. These differences are not great enough to
pose any particular obstacle to the mutual intelligibility between dialects and there is a
general awareness among speakers of the dialectal differences so as to render any
potential communicative barrier irrelevant.
An example of a lexical difference is that of the word for 'potato': pååttaǩ
(Suõʹnnʼjel) ~ kartoška (Paatsjoki, Russian=kartoška). An example phonological

3

© Irja Seurujärvi-Kari et al. 2003-2004. The Saami: A cultural encyclopaedia. University of Helsinki.

www-db.helsinki.fi/saami [accessed 3-Nov-2009].
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difference between the two dialects concerns a change from the bilabial stop [p] to the
labiodental fricative [f] when followed by the postalveolar fricative [ʃ], as seen in a
consonant cluster, expressed as the phonological rule [p] → [f] / ____[ʃ], seen only in
the Paatsjoki dialect. This means šapšš 'whitefish' is pronounced both [ʃɐpˑʃˑ]
(Suõʹnnʼjel) and [ʃɐfˑʃˑ] (Paatsjoki).
In addition to dialectal differences between the two dialects referred to above,
there is also a great deal of minor idiolectal variation. In particular, there are a number
of phonological differences—for example, <đ>~<z> and <č>~<š>—even
between family members, which likely represents a diachronic sound change. Speakers
typically refer to others as "speaking a distinct dialect" with regard this type of
variation.

1.2.4 THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION
1.2.4.1 Multilingualism and language attitudes
In recent times Finnish has had, and continues to have, a significant influence on
Skolt Saami. Since the Second World War, bilingualism in Finnish and Skolt Saami
has been the norm and nowadays there do not appear to be any monolingual Skolt
Saami speakers living in Finland. Monolingualism in Finnish, or partial bilingualism
with Finnish as the first language, is also common, particularly so among the younger
generations.
The resettlement of the Skolt Saami after the Second World War (see §1.3), and
the subsequent cultural upheaval, had a particularly negative impact on the Skolt
Saami language and cultural identity. Finnish was the language used in schools and
children were thus forced to assimilate to the dominant Finnish culture. The effects of
this can still be felt today; in some Skolt Saami households the parents communicate
with each other in Skolt Saami, but address their children in Finnish. One of the
reasons given for this is the fact that they do not want their children to suffer the same
discrimination that they went through and, either consciously or subconsciously, feel
that speaking to their children in Finnish will give them a better chance in life.
Attitudes to the language are changing, however, fuelled by the introduction of
an official orthography in 1973 (McRobbie-Utasi 1995) and by a growing sense of
cultural identity among the Skolt Saami and the Saami people as a whole.
22

Skolt Saami has, for many years, been taught at the primary schools in
Sevettijärvi and Nellim and funding has also been provided for a language-immersion
nursery for pre-school children. Language courses have also been offered at the Adult
Education Centre in Inari (Linkola 2003: 204) and more recently as an interactive,
internet-based distance-learning course. A pedagogical grammar of Skolt Saami was
published in August 2009, which will no doubt elevate the status of Skolt Saami and
provide further impetus to those wishing to learn the language.
1.2.4.2 Contexts of use and language choice
Skolt Saami is spoken primarily by those who are over the age of forty to other
members of the community over the age of forty. Jefremoff (2005: 42) shows that the
main contexts of language use are among relatives and with neighbours. The next
largest context is at home, although in some areas showing a much lower level of
usage. Having a Finnish spouse is likely to be one of the main reasons for fewer
people speaking Skolt Saami at home, as is being a widow or widower. Jefremoff's
findings are presented below in Figure 1.
Code switching is extremely common, occurring even in a conversation between
two fluent speakers. If a non-speaker is present it is likely that the entire conversation
will be in Finnish, even if all other speakers are fluent in Skolt Saami.
Younger speakers, from around the ages of thirty to forty, display varying grasps
of the language, from near fluent speakers to semi-speakers. Speakers below the age of
thirty are more likely to have studied the language at school and Skolt Saami may be a
second language for them if they were not exposed to it in the home, meaning a
younger speaker may have a relatively good grasp of the language but lack the nativespeaker abilities and intuitions. In both cases, speakers are typically better at
understanding than speaking.
It would appear that on occasions younger speakers may have the ability to
speak, but lack the confidence to do so, as their mother tongue is Finnish. As
mentioned in the previous section, there are cases where the parents speak almost
exclusively in Skolt Saami to each other, but with their children in Finnish. This is an
example of a situation where a person can understand everything being said but lacks
the opportunity to make use of the language and practice speaking it.
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Figure 1. Graph showing contexts of language use among the Skolt Saami
Community events, such as village meetings and church services are often
conducted primarily in Finnish. Special events, such as the recent celebration of the
60th anniversary of the resettlement of the Skolts in Sevettijärvi, are more likely to be
conducted in Skolt Saami and translated into Finnish, perhaps more so as a display of
cultural identity than because of the linguistic needs of the audience. Outside of the
community, the language is heard on the local Saami radio station, although only for
one hour per week.
A large proportion of the older generation are unable to write in Skolt Saami
because the orthography was only developed in the late 1970s. Younger speakers, on
the other hand, who learnt the language at school, are likely to have a much better
understanding of the writing system, while simultaneously having a much worse grasp
of speaking the language. Some people also experience difficulty in reading, brought
about by the number of characters not found in Finnish, with which they are more
familiar. Jefremoff (2005: 41) also gives an indication of the areas of language
proficiency among the Skolt Saami, reproduced below in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Graph showing levels of oral and written language proficiency among the
Skolt Saami
1.2.4.3 Literature and other works in Skolt Saami
Since the development of the orthography a growing number of books and
primers have been produced in the language, a large number of which are translations
from Finnish or another Saami language.
One significant work is a collection of Skolt fairy tales entitled Maaddârääʹjji

Mainnâz 'Great-grandfather's tales' (Mosnikoff 1992), accompanied by cassette-tape
recordings of all stories. In 2006, a translation of another collection of short stories
was published, entitled Mannu Meä´cc 'The forest of the moon' (Crottet 2006). This
collection of texts, written by a man named Robert Crottet, who lived among the
Skolts for some time, was also published in English, entitled 'The enchanted forest'
(Crottet 1949).
In addition to these, a number of primers and exercise books for teaching Skolt
Saami at school have been produced and a number of children's storybooks translated.
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The Gospel of John was also translated into the language by a small group of Skolt
Saami.
A variety of music in Skolt Saami is available on CD, ranging from traditional
leudds4 to the rock music of Tiina Sanila. A few short feature-films have also been
produced, showcasing aspects of Skolt Saami life.
1.2.4.4 Viability
The outlook for Skolt Saami is rather bleak. UNESCO classifies the language as
severely endangered5 on the scale vulnerable – definitely endangered – severely
endangered – critically endangered – extinct. Despite increased cultural identity and
renewed efforts to elevate the status of the language, the reality is that the language is
not being transmitted in any meaningful way to the younger generations. The issue is
exacerbated by the fact there are very few babies and young children living in the
villages to whom the language could be transmitted, assuming the intention were there.
Families of childbearing age are those who are most likely to have moved elsewhere
in Finland in search of work.
The youngest fluent speakers are said to be two children of around ten years of
age, but this is certainly not the norm. Unfortunately, these children have recently
moved away from the Skolt Saami speaking area. It is difficult to say the age of the
next youngest fluent speakers since this depends on how one defines fluency, but in
terms of native-speaker fluency, both in terms of comprehension and speech, it is
probable that the next youngest speaker is in his or her 30s.
The number of fluent speakers still alive, the increased awareness of issues
relating to linguistic and cultural identity and the newly available language resources
are all positive factors in the maintenance of the language, which provide some hope
to the future viability of the language. However, if the language is to have any real
chance of survival in the long term it is paramount that it is once again transmitted to
the younger generations. Whether or not it is already too late only time will tell.

4

A leudd is a traditional Skolt Saami form of chant, often a sung narrative. An in-depth description of

chanting in the Saami languages is given in Kulonen et al. 2005: 46.
5

Information taken from the UNESCO Atlas of the World's Languages in Danger [online version –

available at (http://www.unesco.org/culture/en/endangeredlanguages) – accessed 6-Nov-2009].
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1.2.5 THE NAME OF THE LANGUAGE
The term Skolt Saami is used throughout this grammar in reference to both the
language and the ethnic population. References to the Skolt Saami as a population
entail both those who speak the Skolt Saami language and those who do not; any
exclusive reference to those who speak the Skolt Saami language will be made clear
by appending the word speakers to the reference being made.
Much of the older literature (e.g. Collinder 1957, Hajdu 1975, Korhonen 1988)
refers to the Saami languages as the Lapp or Lappish languages, hence the terms Skolt

Lapp or Skolt Lappish. This term is now considered to be derogatory and is falling out
of use, with authors occasionally making reference to both terms for the sake of clarity
(e.g. McRobbie-Utasi 1999). The term Lapp is an exonym which was assigned long
ago to the Saami population by outside observers bringing with it negative stereotypes,
whereas Saami is the anglicised form of the word the Saami have always used as a
self-referent (Jones-Bamman 2001: 190).
In their own language the Skolt Saami refer to themselves as simply sääʹm 'the
Saami' or, when differentiating themselves from other Saami groups, as nuõʹrttsääʹm
'the East Saami'. The Finnish term is Koltta 'Skolt' or Koltansaame 'Skolt Saami'.
In English, two alternative spellings exist: Sami and Sámi, the latter marking the
long vowel with an acute accent. The spelling adopted in this grammar, Saami, is more
widely used in more recent literature (e.g. Toivonen and Nelson 2007, Nelson and
Manninen 2003) and is preferred due to its representation of the long vowel in the
pronunciation of the name.

1.3 R ECENT

HISTORY OF THE

S KOLT S AAM I

As already mentioned in §1.2.3, the Skolt Saami previously inhabited the
western part of the Kola Peninsula, centred on the region of Petsamo (see Illustration
3). The region of Petsamo belonged to Russia from 1533–1920 and this no doubt
accounts for the extensive number of Russian loan words which occur in Skolt Saami.
In the 1920 Tartu Peace Treaty, the area of Petsamo became part of Finland
together with three Skolt Saami siidas: the Paatsjoki, Petsamo and Suonikylä siidas.
However, in 1944, following the Second World War, Finland was finally forced to
cede the Petsamo region to the Soviet Union, taking with it the traditional homeland of
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the Skolts. The Skolt Saami, who had been evacuated from Petsamo during the war
years and had fought alongside the Finns, opted to remain in Finland and were
resettled on the Finnish side of the border in the Municipality of Inari (Linkola and
Linkola 2005).

Sevettijärvi

Illustration 3. Map showing the Petsamo region6
These recent events in history have had an enormous impact on the Skolt Saami,
both culturally and linguistically. Following the Tartu Peace Treaty, the change in
citizenship for most Skolts meant they would no longer have a need for Russian, but
instead be required to learn Finnish. Following the resettlement in Finland, right up
until the 1970s, Skolt Saami children were only taught in Finnish. Due to the distance
they lived from school many students stayed in dormitories and were therefore under a

6

This map was taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Petsamo.png [accessed 6-Nov-2009] and is

not subject to copyright restrictions.
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greater influence from Finnish and had considerably less contact with their own
mother tongue.
While this section provides only a brief summary of events which took place in
the twentieth century, it is indisputable that these events were of great and lasting
significance to the Skolt Saami language and culture and reverberate to this day.

1.4 G ENETIC

AFFILIATION OF

S KOLT S AAM I

The traditional view taken in the literature (Collinder 1957, Hajdu 1975, Sinor
1988, Abondolo 1998, Sammallahti 1998) is that the Saami languages belong to the
Finno-Ugric branch of the Uralic language family.7 The relation of Skolt Saami to the
other Saami languages and the Balto-Finnic languages, under this view, is presented in
Figure 3.
Finnic
Balto-Finnic

Saamic
West Saami

East Saamic

Finnish

North Saami

Inari Saami

Estonian

Lule Saami

Skolt Saami

Karelian

South Saami

Akkala Saami

Ludian

Pite Saami

Ter Saami

Veps

Ume Saami

Kildin Saami

Ingrian
Votic
Livonian

Figure 3. Family tree of the Finnic branch of the Uralic language family

7

The precise nature of the Uralic language family—including attempts to establish external genetic

connections and the question of whether all the languages it encompasses are indeed genetically
related—has been the subject of a fair amount of debate. This debate is, however, irrelevant to the topic
of this thesis, but the interested reader can consult Marcantonio 2002 and Abondolo 1998 among others.
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The Saami languages, as seen in Figure 3, can be further sub-divided into two
main groups: the Western Saami languages and the Eastern Saami languages. The
Western Saami languages comprise South, Ume, Pite, Lule and North Saami and the
Eastern Saami languages comprise Inari, Skolt, Akkala, Kildin and Ter Saami. Skolt
Saami is therefore classified as an Eastern Saami language.
All the Saami languages are somewhat similar in terms of basic vocabulary and
grammatical structure, but differ sufficiently from each other to have been classified as
separate languages. According to Sammallahti (1998: 1), the degree of separation
between the Saami languages is at least equivalent to the degree of separation between
Germanic or Romance languages. Nevertheless, speakers on either side of a language
boundary usually share a degree of mutual intelligibility, so that it may be possible to
think of the Saami languages as a dialectal continuum. In fact, Collinder (1957: vi)
refers to Skolt Saami as a sub-dialect of Eastern Saami.

Skolt

Illustration 4. The geographical distribution of the Saami languages8

8

© Irja Seurujärvi-Kari et al. 2003-2004. The Saami: A cultural encyclopaedia. University of Helsinki.

www-db.helsinki.fi/saami [accessed 3-Nov-2009].
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The geographical relation of Skolt Saami to the other Saami languages is shown
in Illustration 4. As will be evident from this map, the majority of the Skolt Saami
homeland is on the Kola Peninsula, with only a small proportion on the Finnish side of
the border, where it overlaps with the region inhabited by the Inari Saami. The
historical reasons for this were explained in §1.3.

1.5 P REVIOUS

RESEARCH

The last century has seen a growing amount of research carried out on the Skolt
Saami language, although up until now no comprehensive grammatical description of
the language has ever been written. A short grammatical sketch and a pedagogical
grammar have, however, been published. In 1973, Koltansaamen Opas 'A Guide to
Skolt Saami' (Korhonen et al. 1973) was published, and included a presentation of the
newly-developed orthography, a small glossary, some grammatical information and
two short texts. In 2009, Koltansaamen koulukielioppi (Sääʹmǩiõl ǩiõllvuäʹppes

škoouʹli vääras) 'A Skolt Saami pedagogical grammar' (Moshnikoff et al. 2009) was
published, incorporating many aspects of the 1973 Koltansaamen Opas in a much
more accessible, easy-to-read and updated format. This pedagogical grammar is aimed
at school children and adult learners of the Skolt Saami community, who may already
possess some knowledge of the language. It thus contains plentiful examples of
grammatical constructions, avoiding the need for the reader to get bogged down in
complex linguistically-oriented explanations and analyses.
The first dictionary available for Skolt Saami, issued in two volumes, was T. I.
Itkonen's 1958 dictionary Koltan- ja Kuolanlapin sanakirja. The Skolt Saami words in
this publication are given in the Finno-Ugric transcription system, because at the time
there was no established orthography. Translations are given in both Finnish and
German. The entries in this substantial work also include information on dialectal
variation and provide several paradigm forms for many words. Other dictionaries,
which use the official orthography, are Mosnikoff and Sammallahti (1988) and
Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991), the latter of which includes some grammatical
notes. In addition, a huge lexicon, compiled by Jouni Moshnikoff, exists in an
unpublished form and is under continual development. More information on this
unpublished lexical database is provided in §1.6.
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There exists a considerable number of publications relating to the issues of
consonant gradation and phonological quantity in Skolt Saami. This began with a
publication on consonant gradation by T. Itkonen (1916) and was followed by
publications by E. Itkonen (1939, 1946) in which he views various structural types of
Skolt Saami disyllabic words from a diachronic perspective.
More recently, further research on phonological quantity was conducted for a
doctoral thesis by McRobbie-Utasi (1991a) entitled An acoustic analysis of duration in

Skolt Sami disyllabics, whose findings were later incorporated into her (1999)
Quantity in the Skolt (Lappish) Saami language: An acoustic analysis. A chapter
entitled The instability of systems with ternary length distinction: The Skolt Saami

evidence (McRobbie-Utasi 2007) also appeared in a recently published volume on
Saami linguistics (Toivonen and Nelson 2007).
McRobbie-Utasi has also written on other topics relating to the phonology and
phonetics of Skolt Saami, including preaspiration (1991b, 2003) and vowel reduction
(2000, 2001), and a paper by Korhonen (1967) discusses the morphological functions
of stem-internal sound changes in Saami languages, including examples from Skolt
Saami.
There is a considerable amount of literature pertaining to other Saami languages
and to Finno-Ugric languages as a whole, often written in German, Finnish or one of
the Scandinavian languages. Included in this literature are many articles and other
publications on issues relating to common features of all Saami languages, and
therefore also of relevance to Skolt Saami. However, space does not permit a full
exposition of the extensive literature available on all Saami-related matters; instead the
reader is referred to the excellent Saami bibliography provided in Toivonen and
Nelson (2007: 259–303).

1.6 M ETHODOLOGY

AND DATA

The methodology used in preparing this thesis belongs to the field of descriptive
field linguistics. This involved visiting the speech community on a number of
occasions to work with native speakers living within the community. A number of
shorter field trips were made, instead of a single prolonged visit, to allow a time for
reflection, to analyse the data collected and to highlight areas where more research
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was required. Subsequent trips therefore permitted the checking of tentative
hypotheses and the collection of more data.
In total six field trips were made with a combined duration of just over eight
months. The first visit in November 2006, lasting only one week, acted as a
preliminary visit to establish contact with the speech community, become acquainted
with the area and find possible language consultants and proved to be a great success
in achieving these aims. The second trip took place in the summer of 2007, from July–
September, and lasted ten weeks. The third trip, lasting six weeks, was carried out
from August–October 2008 and a fourth, lasting five weeks, from March–April 2009.
The fifth visit during the summer of 2009, from July–September, lasted twelve weeks
and a final sixth visit was made in November 2009 for one week to allow for a final
checking of data.
Work was conducted with a varying number of speakers on each visit. In earlier
visits work was carried out with a greater number of consultants, but this number
gradually decreased on subsequent trips as it became clear that it was easier to carry
out linguistic work with certain speakers. The total number of speakers with whom I
worked was 22, comprised of seven male and fifteen female speakers. However, a
number of these speakers were only visited on one occasion for a number of reasons
while eleven of these speakers were visited on a more regular basis.
Consultation work involved both direct elicitation and translation of texts from
Skolt Saami to Finnish (which I could later translate into English). Certain speakers
had more metalinguistic knowledge than others and therefore were more apt at
providing the expected form in direct elicitation, while other speakers were more
readily able to provide word-by-word translations for texts. I attempted to focus
consultation sessions so that they would make maximum use of the speakers’ abilities.
The texts, which were translated with speakers, came from two sources. Firstly,
they came from a collection of published Skolt Saami fairy tales (Mosnikoff 1992),
which I was granted permission to use in my research. The stories in this publication
have two origins. Some of the stories were compiled from texts originally recorded by
Finnish linguist Mikko Korhonen during the 1960s and 1970s. These texts were
transcribed and edited to make suitable for publication; speech errors and repetitions
were thus omitted. A subsequent recording of all the published texts was then
produced to accompany the book. Other stories included in the book are translations
from Finnish into Skolt Saami by Jouni Moshnikoff and originate from Ravila (1931).
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The second source of texts used for linguistic analysis was the Research Institute
for the Languages of Finland (= Kotimaisten Kielten Tutkimuskeskus [KOTUS]), based
in Helsinki,9 who kindly supplied me with audio and video recordings of interviews
with Skolt Saami speakers made during the last few years by researchers at this
institute. Researchers at

KOTUS

have arranged these recorded interviews with the aim

of growing a corpus of data on the language, to act in part as a form of language
documentation while at the same time providing data for researchers. A Skolt Saami
speaker was contracted to transcribe these texts and instructed to provide a word-byword transcription, including any speech errors.
These two sources of data are particularly complementary. The former provides
recordings and transcribed texts which are considered to comprise grammatically,
well-formed sentences, yet for the most part based on naturally-occurring speech. The
latter provides much more natural recordings of the language than the recordings made
to accompany Mosnikoff (1992), including speech errors, hesitations and other
features of natural speech such as interjections which may have been omitted in
Mosnikoff 1992.
There are two additional advantages with the latter of these two sources of
textual data—firstly, these interviews were recorded on video, providing information
on gestures and other extralinguistic information. Secondly, the interviews, though
arranged by

KOTUS,

were conducted by a native speaker of Skolt Saami, removing the

negative effects of bilingual interviewing techniques that would have been present had
the KOTUS researcher, or indeed I myself, attempted to conduct similar interviews.
In addition to data collected during elicitation and the extensive textual data to
which I had access, a vital source of data was generously provided to me by Jouni and
Satu Moshnikoff in the way of a huge lexical database which has been compiled over
the course of many years. This remarkable database contains over 30,000 entries.10 A

9

Any examples taken from recordings made by KOTUS will be indicated with the initials SKNA

(=Suomen kielen nauhoitearkiston), The Audio Recordings Archive of KOTUS.
10

It should be pointed out that a considerable number of lexical entries are duplicates, which were

included to aid a user in finding a particular word. For example the word vuõssargg 'Monday' appears
under entries for "Monday" and for "weekday: Monday". This use of duplicates is important when
distributing the database on paper, while in digital form a word can easily be found by conducting a
search, removing the need for duplicates. The database also contains a large number of inflected forms,
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large number of lexical entries for nouns are provided with other paradigm forms—
namely the PL.NOM and SG.ILL—to aid a speaker in recognising the inflectional class to
which it belongs.
Additional data sources are Sammallahti and Mosnikoff's (1991) Finnish–Skolt
Saami dictionary and Mosnikoff and Sammallahti's (1988) Skolt Saami–Finnish
dictionary. The orthography used in Sveloff's (1989) Finnish–Skolt Saami word list
differs significantly from the standard form and has therefore not been used in any
significant way.
Information relating to other Saami dialects or Proto-Saami reconstructed forms
was taken from the Álgu online etymological database11 of Saami languages provided
by the Research Institute for the Languages of Finland. Transcriptions of any examples
given in this grammar from other Saami languages or Proto-Saami forms are based on
the transcriptions provided in the Álgu database and may not represent the current
orthography of the language in question.
Elicitation recordings were made using an Edirol R-09 (Roland Corporation)
WAVE/MP3 solid state digital recorder, with recordings made onto a Secure Digital
(SD) memory card. A Sony ECM-MS907, uni-directional digital stereo microphone
was also used.
Texts were transcribed using Language Explorer (version 2.4.1), part of the SIL
Fieldworks12 (version 5.4.1) integrated set of software tools for linguistic fieldwork.
Acoustic analyses were done using Praat13 (version 5.1.17) (Boersma 2009) and
spectrograms presented in this thesis were produced with this software.
The sources of examples given throughout this grammar are marked as follows:
SKNA = Suomen kielen nauhoitearkiston 'The Audio Recordings Archive'; MM =

Maaddârääʹjji Mainnâz 'Great-grandfather's Tales' (Mosnikoff 1992); KK =
Koltansaamen koulukielioppi 'Skolt Saami School Grammar' (Moshnikoff et al. 2009)
and EE = Evvan Evaŋǧeʹlium 'John's Gospel'. Examples without any source given are
elicited examples.

not all of which would typically be included in a dictionary. The number of unique lexical forms given
is, nevertheless, an astonishing accomplishment.
11

Accessible at http://kaino.kotus.fi/algu/ [accessed 6-Nov-2009].

12

Available for download at http://www.sil.org/computing/fieldworks/ [accessed 6-Nov-2009].

13

Available for download at http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/ [accessed 6-Nov-2009].
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1.7 T HEORETICAL

FRAM EW ORK

The aim of this thesis is to describe the structure of the Skolt Saami language in
a way which will make it accessible to the widest possible audience and useful to
scholars regardless of their particular theoretical framework. It is also hoped that, by
doing so, it will also be useful to future generations. It therefore avoids focusing on a
particular theory or school of thought that would otherwise render this grammar
inaccessible to some or useless, should that theory go out of fashion.
While it could be said, therefore, that this grammatical description is atheoretical
in nature, no descriptive work can be entirely void of theory, since one cannot describe
a language without making some theoretical assumptions. This work, then, follows the
framework known as "Basic Linguistic Theory". Dryer (2001) defines Basic Linguistic
Theory as "a cumulative framework that has slowly developed over the past century as
linguists have learned how to describe languages better [which] is grounded in
traditional grammar and can be seen as having evolved out of traditional grammar".
Dryer explains that Basic Linguistic Theory has been informed and influenced by
linguistic typology and the recognition of recurrent phenomena crosslinguistically,
incorporating many of the concepts found in the typological literature, as well as
aspects of early generative grammar.
It is clear, then, that by following this framework, which is referred to as theoryneutral or atheoretical by some, this grammatical description is in fact founded upon
elements of linguistic typology, generative grammar and other theories which
contributed to the evolution of Basic Linguistic Theory.
For the most part this grammar has attempted to give a language-internal,
synchronic perspective on the language as it is today. It has at times, however, been
necessary to move into the realm of historical and comparative linguistics to provide
an explanation for a particular observation, where looking at reconstructed ProtoSaami data or data from the other Saami languages has proved enlightening.
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1.8 T HE

ORTHOGRAPHY

The official Skolt Saami orthography is used throughout this grammar, with
phonetic transcriptions only given where necessary, so it is therefore necessary to
explain the features of the orthography before going any further.
The reasons for choosing to use the orthography for writing this grammar are
three-fold. Firstly, it means that the information will be more readily accessible to
Skolt Saami speakers, who will not be required to decode phonemic or phonetic
transcriptions of examples given. Secondly, the official orthography is a reasonably
close representation of the actual pronunciation of words, making a phonemic
transcription of lesser importance. Thirdly, several lexicons, both published and
unpublished, together with a certain amount of other written material, including school
textbooks and an anthology of fairy tales, already exist in the language, hence the use
of the official orthography builds on the material already available.
A proposal for an official orthography was made in 1971 (Korhonen 1971: 69)
and introduced in 1973 (Korhonen 1981: 64). While this has undergone a small
number of revisions, it has for the most part remained the same and been widely
accepted. The number of Skolt Saami speakers who are able to read and write the
language using this orthography is, however, limited, as shown earlier in Figure 2.
Naturally, those speakers who are not proficient in the use of the orthography find it
much easier to attempt reading in Skolt Saami than they do writing.

1.8.1 THE CHARACTERS
Presented below in Table 1 are the official characters of the Skolt Saami
alphabet, given in the alphabetical order which has been agreed upon for Skolt
Saami,14 together with the corresponding IPA symbol. The IPA vowel symbols are
based on the closest cardinal vowel, and are not precise phonetic representations.
Where a single grapheme is used for two different sounds then both IPA
symbols are given. It is usually possible to differentiate each phoneme by context—for
example, the grapheme <u> corresponds to /u/ when in the nucleus of a word, but
14

A Skolt Saami locale, which supports this alphabetical order in sort order algorithms, now exists in

Microsoft Windows Vista. (In computing, a locale is a set of parameters that defines the user's language,
country and any special variant preferences that the user wants to see in their user interface).
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/w/ when part of a consonant cluster. Allophones are indicated by square brackets,
while variations observed between speakers are indicated in braces.
The character <y>, omitted from this list, occurs only in words of Finnish
origin corresponding to a high front rounded vowel, represented with the same
character /y/ in the IPA. A list of the Unicode codes corresponding to the unfamiliar
orthographical characters is appended to this thesis.
CHARACTER

IPA

CHARACTER

IPA

Aa

/ɒ/

Ǩǩ

/c/ {/c͡ç/}

Ââ

/ɐ/

Ll

/l/ [/ł/ /w/]

Bb

/b/

Mm

/m/

Cc

/t͡s/

Nn

/n/

Čč

/t͡ʃ/ {/ʃ/}

Ŋŋ

/ŋ/

Ʒʒ

/d͡z/

Oo

/o/

Ǯǯ

/d͡ʒ/

Õõ

/ə/

Dd

/d/

Pp

/p/

Đđ

/ð/ {/z/}

Rr

/r/

Ee

/e/

Ss

/s/

Ff

/f/

Šš

/ʃ/

Gg

/ɡ/

Tt

/t/

Ǧǧ

/ɟ/ {/ɟ͡ʝ/}

Uu

/u/ or /w/

Ǥǥ

/ɣ/

Vv

/v/ [/ʋ/] or /w/

Hh

/x/ [/h/ /ç/]

Zz

/z/

Ii

/i/

Žž

/ʒ/

Jj

/ʝ/ or /j/

Åå

/ɔ/

Kk

/k/

Ää

/a/

Table 1. Characters of the official orthography with the corresponding IPA symbols
There are two digraphs used in Skolt Saami writing. These are presented in
Table 2 with their corresponding IPA symbols.
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DIGRAPH

IPA

lj

/ʎ/

nj

/ɲ/

Table 2. Digraphs used in the Skolt Saami orthography
There are two important points to make about these digraphs. Firstly, while a long
vowel or consonant is indicated with a double consonant, and a long consonant cluster
is represented with a single first consonant and a double second consonant, a long /ʎː/
or /ɲː/ is represented with a double first consonant and a single second consonant
<llj> or <nnj>. Secondly, /ʎ/ and /ɲ/ are distinguished from the sequence /l/+/j/ or
/n/+/j/ by means of an apostrophe inserted between the two graphemes when the two
graphemes represent individual sounds. This apostrophe is not used, however, when
the sequences /l/+/j/ or /n/+/j/ occur as a result of compounding. This is shown in the
examples below.
villj (brother)

=

jällʼjed (recover) =

/viʎː/
/jælːjed/

jeeʹel (lichen) + jeäʹǧǧ (swamp) →

jeeʹeljeäʹǧǧ (lichen swamp)

It is worth noting that a potential confusion exists between the IPA symbol /ʒ/,
for a voiced post-alveolar fricative, which is represented in the orthography by the
character <ž>, and the orthographic character <ʒ>, which represents a voiced postalveolar affricate, corresponding to the IPA symbol /d͡z/. These correspondences are
shown below.
PHONEME

IPA SYMBOL

ORTHOGRAPHICAL FORM

voiced, post-alveolar fricative

ʒ

ž

voiced, post-alveolar affricate

d͡z

ʒ
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1.8.2 ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS
In addition to the characters presented in Table 1, three diacritics are used—
<ʹ> marks palatalisation,15 <ʼ> indicates an overshort consonant or breath or is used
as already outlined above to differentiate between /ʎ/ and /l/+/j/ or / ɲ/ and /n/+/j/,16
and <'> appears between two consonants to mark a long geminate,17 although this
latter symbol is typically reserved for linguistic literature and not used in the everyday orthography.
The diacritic marking palatalisation <ʹ> is placed between the vowel and the
consonant of the disyllabic stress group which is palatalised (see §2.5 for a discussion
on palatalisation and §2.1 for a definition of a stress group). As the palatalisation mark
affects only the stress group it appears in, in polysyllabic words more than one
palatalisation mark may occur.
vueʹlǧǧveʹted (leave.PRS.2PL)

vueʹlǧǧ + veʹted

sueʹjjivuiʹm (birch.tree.PL.COM)

sueʹjji + vuiʹm

This orthographical rule relating to the position of the palatalisation mark applies
to any orthographic vowel, even if phonologically the symbol represents an
approximant which belongs to a consonant cluster (as discussed in §1.8.4).
päiʹǩǩ (place)

15

neiʹbb (knife)

neuʹll (needle)

No official Unicode symbol has been agreed upon to represent the symbol for palatalisation. Often

U+00B4 ACCUTE ACCENT has been used, and while this symbol is probably the most versatile from
a cross-platform point of view since it is present is almost all Unicode and non-Unicode fonts, it has the
disadvantage of effectively splitting a word in two making it more difficult to read Skolt Saami. A more
appropriate symbol, used throughout this grammar, is U+02B9 MODIFIER LETTER PRIME, which
aesthetically looks much better but is limited to mainly Unicode fonts.
16

The most appropriate Unicode symbol is U+02BC MODIFIER LETTER APOSTROPHE as it is

treated as part of the word.
17

The most appropriate Unicode symbol is U+02C8 MODIFIER LETTER VERTICAL LINE.
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There are also a handful of words where the consonant centre (see §2.1) is
omitted, resulting in a palatalisation mark occurring between two vowels. This is not
very common, however.
jeeʹel (lichen.SG.NOM)

←

jeäkkal (lichen.PL.NOM)

nââʹer (dream.SG.NOM)

←

nâkkar (dream.PL.NOM)

kääʹer (dropping.SG.NOM)

←

käkkar (dropping.PL.NOM)

The apostrophe <ʼ> has two purposes. The first of these—to differentiate
between a palatal <lj> or <nj> and a sequence of <l> or <n> followed by
<j>—has already been explained in the preceding section. Its second purpose is to
indicate an overshort vowel or breath. This may be used, for example, where an
original vowel has been lost and is no longer marked in the orthography, but where the
addition of a derivational suffix, which begins with an identical consonant to the final
consonant of the stem, renders it necessary.
jäämmʼmõš (death)

←

(jääʹmmed die.INF + –mõš NOMINALISING SUFFIX)

mättʼted (teach)

←

(mätt education + –t– CAUSATIVE + –ed INFINITIVE)

ǩiõllʼlaž (linguistic)

←

(ǩiõll language + –laž ADJECTIVAL SUFFIX)

In the case of some words the overshort vowel represented by the apostrophe
may be the only thing differentiating a word from an otherwise identical word.
Consider the following two examples:
lueʹštted (set.free.INF)
lueʹštʼted (set.free.CAUS.INF) ←

(lueʹšt– STEM + –t– CAUSATIVE + –ed INFINITIVE)

In the first of these, lueʹštted 'set free', <štt> forms a consonant cluster. Since it is a
long consonant cluster the duration of the closure of /t/ is prolonged. In the second,

lueʹštʼted 'have…set free', <štt> does not form a long consonant cluster, but instead
<št> forms a short consonant cluster which is followed by /t/. In the latter of these
cases, a definite release of the first /t/ is heard.
Previously, <ʼ> was also used when a compound word resulted in a sequence
of three identical consonants. However, with the publication of Moshnikoff et al.
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(2009: 158) came the decision to use a hyphen to separate strings of identical
consonants which arise through compounding. The use of the hyphen is not limited to
strings of three consonants, but may occur between two identical consonants which
have arisen through compounding.
kaupp-põrtt (trading house)

←

(kaupp shop + põrtt house)

sääʹm-maainâs (Saami fairy tale) ←

(sääʹm Saami.SG.GEN + maainâs fairy tale)

ǩiõtt-tel (mobile phone)

(ǩiõtt hand + tel ← teʹlfon telephone)

←

The third diacritic, the vertical line <'>, is only typically used in linguistic
literature on the language, such as in grammars or dictionaries, when a distinction
needs to be made between two otherwise identically written forms. The vertical line is
used to mark long geminates—which contrast with short geminates in Skolt Saami—
and is placed between the two graphemes of the geminate in question, e.g. muõʹr're
tree.SG.ILL. In the case of the digraphs <llj> and <nnj>, the vertical line is placed
between the double consonant, e.g. suõn'nju marsh.SG.ILL.
The vertical line is only used to mark a long geminate appearing after a
diphthong, since the length of a consonant after a monophthong can be deduced by the
length of the preceding vowel, which is marked in the orthography (see §1.8.3). A
short vowel is followed by a long geminate and a long vowel by a short geminate.

1.8.3 PHONOLOGICAL LENGTH
Contrastive length, both in vowels and consonants, is marked in most cases in
the orthography. A long vowel is represented with a double grapheme of the vowel in
question, while a short vowel is represented with a single grapheme.
põrtt (house.SG.NOM)

põõrt (house.PL.NOM)

Likewise, a short consonant is represented with a single grapheme and a geminate with
a double grapheme.
kuul (hear.IMP.2SG)
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kuullâd (hear.INF)

A short consonant cluster is represented as C1C2, while a long consonant cluster
is represented with a doubling of only the final consonant, C1C2C2.
juuʹrd (think.IMP.2SG)

jordd (think.PRS.3SG)

It is, however, not quite that simple, since phonetically there is a three-way
length contrast between both vowels and consonants. Nevertheless, a variation in
vowel length occurs together with a variation in consonant length, in a complementary
relationship (see §3.3). In the orthography, therefore, it is not necessary to mark a
three-way contrast between vowels.
Instead, it should be noted that a long orthographical vowel followed by a short
consonant is phonetically longer that a long vowel followed by a short geminate. A
long geminate, then, which has the same orthographical representation as a short
geminate, can be recognised by the fact it follows a short vowel.
põõl (fear.IMP.2SG)

long vowel – short consonant

põõllâd (fear.INF)

mid-length vowel – short geminate

põʹlle (fear.PST.3PL)

short vowel – long geminate

In the literature (e.g. Itkonen 1958) these vowels have been referred to as short,
half-long and long. The use of the term 'half-long' is generally avoided here, however,
since vowel length is tied to the grade of the following consonant and no instances of
minimal triplets were found where the only distinguishing factor is a three-way
contrast in vowel length.
One problem arises in the orthography, however, when one considers the case of
diphthongs. Although it can be deduced that a diphthong is long if followed by a
single consonant, the length of a diphthong is not marked in the orthography,
rendering it impossible to determine whether a following double grapheme represents
a short or a long geminate, hence the use of the vertical line <'> mentioned in §1.8.2.
siõr (play.IMP.2SG)

long diphthong – short consonant

siõrrâd (play.INF)

half-long diphthong – short geminate

siõʹr're (play.PST.3PL) short diphthong – long geminate
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Despite this contrast in length not being marked in the orthography it is perhaps
not as significant as it sounds, since certain morphological forms always require a
Grade II consonant, while others require a Grade III consonant (see chapter 4 and 5),
so when the morphological form is known the length of the consonant often goes
without saying. In the example above, for instance, the

PST.3PL

form of verbs

belonging to the same class as siõrrâd 'play', always takes a Grade III consonant. Other
morphological markings, such as the inflectional suffix –e and the absence of any
change in the stem vowel, together with context, can be used to identify this form as
the

PST.3PL

and therefore the absence of marking to indicate a long geminate does not,

at least in cases like this, pose any significant problem.

1.8.4 CONSONANT SEQUENCES
As already seen, in the orthography a long consonant cluster is always written
C1C2C2, where the second component is represented by means of two graphemes.
Nevertheless, both components are usually produced with similar durations (Korhonen

et al. 1973: 22). However, in a long consonant cluster beginning with a plosive (e.g.
vuõptt 'hair.SG.NOM'), the closure of the initial plosive may be held for longer than the
remainder of the cluster, resulting in a longer duration for the first component of the
cluster.
Where a sequence C1C1C2 occurs in the written form of a word, this is simply
the juxtaposition of a syllable-final geminate and the initial consonant of the following
syllable or word (unless it is <llj> or <nnj> as mentioned in §1.8.1). Phonetically,
there is sometimes an overshort vowel or breath separating the two, not expressed in
the written form, hence C1C1vC2, for example vuåppmõš 'supervision' (vuåppâd 'to
supervise' +–mõš nominalising suffix) is pronounced [vuɔʰpːʰməʃ].
The approximants /j/ and /w/, which occur as the first element of consonant
clusters, are usually written as <i> and <u>. However, if the vowel centre
preceding the consonant cluster is either /i/ or /u/, respectively, then the approximants
are written as <j> and <v> to avoid the appearance of a long vowel.
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säiʹmm (net)

=

s + ä + jmm

sijdd (village)

=

s + i + jdd

neuʹll (needle)

=

n + e + wll

kuʹvdd (snake)

=

k + u + wdd

The use of <v> in these cases is somewhat misleading, due to the existence of
the phoneme /v/ in Skolt Saami. It is possible that the grapheme <v> was chosen to
represent /w/ in this instance due to the absence of the phoneme /w/ or grapheme
<w> in Finnish—in fact, the grapheme <w> does occur sporadically in oldfashioned Finnish words, but is homophonous with <v>.

1.8.5 PHONEMES OR ALLOPHONES?
Sammallahti and Moshnikoff (1991), in their dictionary, make use of a
combining diacritic dot under the grapheme <e> to give <ẹ>. This is not a feature
of the orthography, but simply used in the dictionary to distinguish between two
phones. The reason given for using this diacritic is to indicate an open-mid front vowel
/ɛ/ in cases where it might otherwise be mistaken for a more close-mid front vowel /e/.
However, in §2.3, the question of whether /ɛ/ and /e/ are phonemic, or instead
simply allophonic, is discussed in depth. It is argued that there is reason to believe this
contrast is only allophonic and if this is indeed the case it renders it unnecessary to
mark this distinction in the orthography.
This theory is strengthened by the fact that this diacritic is only to be found in
the dictionary in two environments. In the first environment, <ẹ> always constitutes
the second syllable of a diphthong in a palatalised stress group, <uẹʹ> or <iẹʹ>.
These two diphthongs are in complementary distribution with <uäʹ> and <eäʹ> (see
§3.1.2), so it would seem more appropriate to represent them as <uäʹ> and <eäʹ>
and thus avoid potential confusion with <ueʹ> and <ieʹ>.
The second environment where <ẹ> can be found is also as an element of a
diphthong, but this time in a non-palatalised stress group, such as in the words vuẹjjad
'to drive' and vuẹččõs 'paralysis'. Based on the analysis in this thesis, however, the
diphthong <ue> only occurs as part of a palatalised stress group, as the palatalised
counterpart of <uå> (see §3.1.2), but in the two examples given above this diphthong
appears to occur in a non-palatalised stress group. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that
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in both cases it occurs before a high, front consonant produced at or near the palate,
<j> and <č>. It therefore seems plausible that the underlying diphthong is in fact
<uä>, but the high, front consonant has a slight raising effect on the second element
leading to <uẹ>. If this is the case, this too could be another argument for analysing
this as an allophone.

1.9 O RGANISATION

OF THIS THESIS

The remainder of this thesis is organised into three main sections: phonology,
morphology and syntax. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the phonology of the
language, the consonant and vowel inventories and palatalisation. This chapter also
touches on the area of acoustic phonetics by providing spectrographic data where this
is pertinent to the discussion at hand and useful in illustrating a point.
Chapter 3 covers morphophonology—the interface between the phonology
presented in Chapter 2 and the morphological analysis in the following chapters—
looking at consonant gradation, and its relation to phonological quantity, and vowel
height alternations.
Chapter 4 and 5 introduce inflectional morphology, outlining the internal
structure of various different inflectional classes of nouns, adjectives and verbs. In
many ways an understanding of these chapters relies on an understanding of the
morphophonological processes described in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 discusses word
formation.
Chapter 7 presents a number of nominal categories, beginning with an overview
of noun phrase structure and covering nominal modification, grammatical case
marking and pronouns. Chapter 8 covers the verbal categories of tense, aspect, mood
and negation.
The remaining two chapters are given over to syntax. Chapter 9 covers the
clause structure of declarative clauses, beginning with a discussion on constituent
order, followed by the topic of voice and valence and ending with a section on
adverbials. Chapter 10 looks at non-declarative clauses and complex clauses.
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2

P HONOLOGY

This chapter begins with an overview of two aspects of Skolt Saami word
structure (§2.1), namely the concept of the disyllabic stress group and the existence of
overshort vowels which are not represented in the orthography. By covering these two
features §2.1 introduces terminology which is necessary for a fuller understanding of
the following sections. The segmental features of Skolt Saami phonology are then
introduced, beginning with the consonant inventory in §2.2, moving to the vowel
inventory in §2.3 and ending with diphthongs in §2.4. The topic of palatalisation is
discussed in §2.5 and finally, in §2.6 a number of diachronic sound changes are briefly
mentioned.
Although this chapter aims to introduce the phonology of Skolt Saami, and does
not attempt to give a detailed acoustic phonetic analysis, it has at times been deemed
helpful to provide spectrographic evidence. The majority of the spectrograms are of
words extracted from the recorded texts which accompany Mosnikoff (1992), thereby
avoiding some of the issues associated with analysing words recorded in isolation.

2.1 W ORD

STRUCTURE

The literature on Saami languages makes use of a number of special terms when
describing the structure of words. These same terms are used throughout this thesis
and it is therefore necessary to begin this chapter by introducing them. Definitions of
these terms are taken from Sammallahti (1998: 39).
Saami words are said to comprise one or more stress groups. A

STRESS GROUP

is

composed of at least one stressed syllable and may be followed by either one or two
unstressed syllables. A word which contains more than three syllables will typically
form more than one stress group, where odd syllables are stressed.
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In the literature (e.g. Sammallahti 1998) the nucleus of the stressed syllable is
referred to as the

VOWEL CENTRE

nucleus is known as the

and the consonant between it and the next syllable

CONSONANT CENTRE.

follows the consonant centres is called the

The first unstressed nucleus which

LATUS

and the consonant or consonant

cluster between the latus and a second unstressed nucleus (in trisyllabic stress groups)
is known as the

CONSONANT MARGIN.

nucleus is called the
are referred to as the
LATERAL

VOWEL MARGIN.
INITIUM

and

In trisyllabic stress groups the second unstressed
The initial and final consonants of a stress group

FINIS.

Note that a vowel in the latus is referred to as

vowel and a vowel in the vowel margin is referred to as

MARGINAL

vowel.

This is represented with the word kuuskõõzzid 'northern.lights.PL.ACC'.
k–

uu–

sk–

õõ–

zz–

i–

d

INITIUM

VOWEL

CONSONANT

LATUS

CONSONANT

VOWEL

FINIS

CENTRE

CENTRE

MARGIN

MARGIN

An overshort vowel sound or short burst of aspiration is present at the end of
many monosyllabic words in Skolt Saami, and corresponds historically to a lateral
vowel which has been lost. McRobbie-Utasi (1999) refers to these words as
disyllabics, although this analysis considers the overshort vowel as belonging to a
degenerate syllable. If the word is palatalised then the overshort vowel has an /e/quality, but otherwise it has an /ɑ/-quality.
kaupp [kɑwpːɑ̆] 'shop'
sueʹǩǩ [suɛʰcˑĕ] 'birch'
An overshort vowel may also be present word-medially at the end of a stress
group. Often the addition of an inflectional or derivational suffix will cause a lateral
vowel to undergo syncope, but a phonetic trace of it will still be present as an
overshort vowel or short burst of aspiration. In the example below, the word ǩiiuǥan
'oven' consists of a single, disyllabic stress group. The illative form of the word,

ǩiuggna, however, although appearing to be disyllabic, can be more accurately
considered a trisyllabic stress group, when taking the overshort vowel into account.
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ǩiiuǥan [ciːwɣɑn] 'oven.SG.NOM' → ǩiuggna [ciwɡːɑ̆nɑ] 'oven.SG.ILL'
A lateral vowel, present in a citation form (i.e.

SG.NOM

form of a noun or

INF

form of a verb) only as an overshort vowel, may surface as a full vowel in other forms
where a suffix is lost. In the example below, the loss of the infinitive marker –ed from
the trisyllabic stress group of juurdčed results in the overshort lateral vowel being
realised as a full vowel.
juurdčed [ʝuːrdɑ̆tʃed] 'think.INF' → juurdač [ʝuːrdɑtʃ] 'think.PRS.3SG'
It is often possible to predict from the written form of a word whether or not an
overshort vowel is present. This is due to the fact that in Skolt Saami a consonant
centre can only be filled by a simple consonant (either a short consonant, short
geminate or long geminate) or a restricted number of consonant clusters which are
permitted to form syllable codas. Clusters of consonants which are unable to form the
consonant centre must necessarily belong to separate stress groups, or the third
syllable of a trisyllabic stress group, indicating the likely presence of an overshort
vowel. In the examples below, the overshort vowel is represented with a superscript A.
mainsted 'talk.INF'

= mainᴬsted

<jnst> not a permitted consonant centre

reäǥǥčem 'cry.COND.1SG' = reäǥǥᴬčem <ǥǥč> not a permitted consonant centre
västtal 'slap.PRS.3SG'

= västtal

<stt> permitted consonant centre

vuõʹlǧǧem 'leave.PST.1SG' = vuõʹlǧǧem <lǧǧ> permitted consonant centre
As will be discussed in Chapter 3, vowels and diphthongs in Skolt Saami can be
or

group (see §3.1 for more information and

treated as belonging to either a

HIGH

a definition of

in this context). In many words the vowel centre and

HIGH

and

LOW

LOW

latus of a word are in a relationship with each other whereby a vowel centre which
contains a vowel from the high group co-occurs with <â> in the latus; a vowel
centre which contains a vowel from the low group co-occurs with <a> in the latus;
and a vowel centre which belongs to a palatalised stress group co-occurs with <e> in
the latus. These are referred to as Groups A, B and C, respectively.
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While this is a useful way of determining the quality of a lateral vowel from the
vowel centre of a word—for example, where the lateral vowel is not present in the
citation form—it is by no means universal and does not apply to inflectional or
derivational suffixes. Several inflectional forms, such as the

SG.ILL

of nouns, require a

different vowel in the latus, hence for these forms this general rule does not hold.
An understanding of the stress group and overshort vowels is important in Skolt
Saami, since the suprasegmental feature of palatalisation (see §2.5) has scope over the
vowel centre and consonant centre of a stress group, but does not affect surrounding
stress groups. By way of illustration, consider the verb reäkkveʹted 'cry.PRS.2PL'. The
PRS.2PL

suffix, –vʹeted, which itself is palatalised, does not affect the preceding kk

since it belongs to a separate stress group—if it did kk would become ǩǩ. This verb
form does not form a trisyllabic stress group but rather two disyllabic stress groups,
reäkkᴬ–veʹted, where the former ends with an overshort vowel, represented by the
superscript capital A.

2.2 C ONSONANTS
Table 3 presents the consonant phonemes of Skolt Saami using the International
Phonetic Alphabet [IPA].

Bilabial
Plosive
Nasal

p

Labiodental

Dental Alveolar

b

t

m

alveolar

d

Palatal Velar
c

n

Trill
Fricative

Post-

ɟ

k

ɲ

ɡ
ŋ

r
f

v

ð

Affricate

s

z

ʃ

ʒ

t͡s

d͡z

t͡ʃ

d͡ʒ

Approximant
Lateral

ʝ
j

l

x

ɣ
w

ʎ

Table 3. Skolt Saami phoneme inventory
Throughout this grammar the official orthography is used, except where the IPA
is necessary to clarify a point. About half of the phonemes presented in Table 3
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employ the same character as that seen in the IPA, while a number of these phonemes
are represented by distinct characters in the official orthography, as presented in Table
4.
Note that the voiced labio-velar approximant [w] is presented in Table 3 together
with velar consonants, although this is a coarticulated approximant and therefore does
not fit neatly into the IPA consonant chart. Note also that the orthographical
representation of this phoneme is identical to the labio-dental fricative [v], although it
has a distinct distribution.
The voiceless, labio-dental fricative /f/ only occurs in loan words, but is
nevertheless fairly widespread and thus included in the phoneme inventory. A small
number of other phonemes, such as the high, front, rounded vowel /y/ and the mid,
front, rounded vowel /ø/ of Finnish, occur in recent loan words but are not as
widespread and therefore are not presented in the vowel inventory of this chapter.

IPA SYMBOL

ORTHOGRAPHICAL
FORM

c

ǩ

ɟ

ǧ

ɲ

nj

ð

đ

ʃ

š

ʒ

ž

ʝ

j

w

v

x

h

ɣ

ǥ

t͡s

c

d͡z

ʒ

t͡ʃ

č

d͡ʒ

ǯ

ʎ

lj

Table 4. Correspondences between IPA symbols and orthographical forms.
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Many speakers' idiolects display consonant inventories differing from that
presented in Table 3, either employing a single phoneme where other speakers may
use two or else employing a different phoneme altogether. This issue will be discussed
in §2.6.

2.2.1 PLOSIVES
There are four voiceless plosives in Skolt Saami, a bilabial plosive [p], an
alveolar plosive /t/, a palatal plosive /c/ and a velar plosive /k/, all of which have a
voiced counterpart /b/, /d/, /ɟ/ and /g/.
The voiceless plosives occur in word-initial, medial and final positions.
Examples of each of these are given below. Note that, due to the structure of Skolt
Saami words and the consonant centre, consonants appearing word-medially or wordfinally are usually geminates.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

p

päärr (wave)

rääppad (ladle)

kuõpp (mold)

t

tuärr (fight)

mättad (be able)

kueʹtt (den)

c

ǩeʹrres (sledge)

kââʹǩǩed (rub)

pååttâǩ (potato)

k

kõõrâs (severe)

viikkâd (take)

tukk (herd)

Voiceless plosives are preaspirated after vowels and sonorant consonants either
word-medially or word-finally, although this is not phonologically distinctive.
The palatal plosives /c/ and /ɟ/, represented in the orthography as <ǩ> and
<ǧ>, have been treated in the literature as palatalised, velar plosives /kʲ/ and /gʲ/,
often seen transcribed in the Uralic Phonetic Alphabet as /ḱ/ and /ɢ́/, respectively—see
for example Itkonen (1958). Korhonen, Mosnikoff and Sammallahti (1973: 18)
provide the following description of <ǩ>:
"<ǩ> is a palatalised, very forward /k/. The front of the tongue touches
the front area of the palate or even the alveolar ridge. <ǩ> is
considerably further forward than /k/, but clearly further back than /t/, so
that it sounds as if there were features of both /k/ and /t/ in the same sound.
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Many individual occurrences of <ǩ> strongly resemble <č>."
[Translation my own].
This description of the position of the tongue, combined with the reference to its
sounding intermediate in quality between /t/ and /k/, would seem to indicate that the
authors are in fact describing the palatal plosive /c/—albeit in a rather cumbersome
manner, due to the fact that this sound could not be compared to a similar sound in a
language with which the target audience might be familiar, such as Finnish.
The reference to occurrences of <ǩ> strongly resembling <č>—the voiceless,
postalveolar affricate /t͡ʃ/—is also significant. Ladefoged (1993: 162), in discussing
different types of palatal sounds, explains how palatal plosives often become
affricates:
"because of the shape of the roof of the mouth, the contact between the
front of the tongue and the hard palate often extends over a fairly large
area… [and] …as a result, the formation and release of a palatal stop is
often not as rapid as in the case of other stops, and they tend to become
affricates."
Ladefoged's explanation of the less rapid release of a palatal plosive when compared
to other plosives coincides with measurements provided by McRobbie-Utasi (1999:
40), who, as with the analysis put forward in this grammar, regards <ǩ> and <ǧ>
as the palatal plosives /c/ and /ɟ/. McRobbie-Utasi provides average durational
measurements for the burst of all voiceless plosives—1.5 cs. for /p/, 1.8 cs. for /t/, 2.6
cs. for /k/ and 3.6 cs. for /c/. The fact that the longest burst of all voiceless plosives
was seen in the case of /c/ is to be expected from Ladefoged's explanation.
The observation of Korhonen et al. (1973: 18) that <ǩ> often resembles a
postalveolar affricate might be attributed solely to this slower release involving
phonetic affrication, but might also be attributed to a sound change in progress from a
plosive to a phonological affricate, /c/ → /c͡ç/.
Indeed, spectrographic evidence from recordings made during field work for this
grammar do seem to suggest the latter, whereby the ratio of closure to burst of <ǩ>
varies between younger and older speakers. Older speakers typically display a much
longer closure phase in relation to the burst phase, while the ratio between the two
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phases for younger speakers is typically closer to 50:50 and thereby more
characteristic of an affricate.
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Figure 4. Spectrogram of older speaker saying pieʹǩǩed 'crawl'
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Figure 5. Spectrogram of younger speaker saying joʹǩǩe 'to the river'
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Compare Figure 4, a spectrogram of an older speaker saying pieʹǩǩed 'crawl'
with Figure 5, a spectrogram of a younger speaker saying joʹǩǩe 'to the river'. Figure 4
shows the release phase of the plosive as very compact, while the same is not true of
Figure 5 where the frication is spead over a much larger proportion of the production
of the plosive. The vertical lines indicate the start and end points of the plosive while
the arrows indicate the duration of the closure prior to release. The high frequency
noise at the beginning of each plosive, much more evident in Figure 5, corresponds to
preaspiration and is included as part of the plosive.
Based on the above facts, it does seem relatively clear that <ǩ> and <ǧ> are
in fact palatal plosives in Skolt Saami. However, while the older generation appear to
consistently produce these phonemes as plosives, they appear to be undergoing a
process of affrication in the speech of the younger generation, giving rise to the
affricates /c͡ç/ and /ɟ͡ʝ/.
Despite the evidence pointing towards positing these sounds as palatal plosives,
as opposed to palatalised (velar) plosives, there is nevertheless a close relationship
between palatal and velar plosives in Skolt Saami, on two accounts. Firstly, a velar
plosive becomes a palatal plosive if the stress group it appears in undergoes
palatalisation, and likewise, if a palatalised stress group becomes depalatalised a
palatal plosive becomes a velar plosive. This can be summarised as follows:
[+PALATAL] → [+VELAR] / ________ [depalatalisation STRESS GROUP]
[+VELAR] → [+PALATAL] / ________ [palatalisation STRESS GROUP]
Examples of each of these are given below.
PALATAL

→ VELAR

sueʹǩǩ (birch.SG.NOM) →

suäkka (birch.SG.ILL)

kââʹǩǩed (gnaw.INF) →

kââkk (gnaw.PRS.3SG)

VELAR

→ PALATAL

jokk (river.SG.NOM)

→

joʹǩǩe (river.SG.ILL)

sââkk (row.PRS.3SG)

→

sâʹǩǩe (row.PRS.3PL)
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Secondly, <ǩ> is typically seen when preceeding or following the high, front
vowels /i/ and /e/, while <k> is typically seen in all other contexts. In certain
environments a high, front vowel can trigger a change from <k> → <ǩ> and a low
or back vowel can trigger a change from <ǩ> → <k>, as exemplified.
pååttaǩ (potato.SG.NOM)

→

pååttka (potato.SG.ILL)

sââʹveǩ (ski.SG.NOM)

→

sââʹvka (ski.SG.ILL)

kåålvak (reindeer.SG.NOM)

→

kåålvǩin (reindeer.SG.COM)

Although this distribution of phonemes is an extremely common feature, it is not
an absolute, and therefore /k/–/c/ and /g/–/ɟ/ cannot be considered as allophones in
complementary distribution. For example, the agent nominalising suffix i, does not
trigger a change from <k> → <ǩ> in suukki 'rower'.
suukkâd (row.INF)

→

suukki (row.NMLZ.SG.NOM)

The above two factors—firstly, the relationship between palatalisation, as a
secondary articulation, and the palatal plosives and secondly, the distribution of the
palatal plosives in relation to high, front vowels—may provide an explanation as to
why the palatal plosives have often been regarded as simply palatalised variants of the
velar plosives. Indeed, it is possible that at some point this is precisely what they were
and it is not difficult to imagine how a palatalised velar plosive might have developed
into a palatal plosive, particularly given the physiological constraints of creating a
closure at both the velum and the palate almost simultaneously.
Having discussed the voiceless plosives, attention now turns to the voiced
plosives. These can occur either as geminates or as a part of a consonant cluster in
word-medial and -final positions, or additionally as a short consonant word-finally.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

b

—

njabbâd (grope)

suäʹbb (stick, rod)

d

—

käʹdded (believe)

kåʹdd (reindeer)

g

—

viggâd (suppose)

jiõgg (life)
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The voiced plosives in Skolt Saami are not fully voiced, and they have been
referred to in the literature (e.g. Korhonen et al. 1973: 19) as being 'half-voiced'. These
phonemes are transcribed as [B, D, G] in the Finno-Ugric transcription system.
That the voiced plosives in Skolt Saami are only partially voiced is less critical
from a perception standpoint given that their voiceless counterparts usually occur with
preaspiration, which may serve as a phonetic cue of voicelessness. An example of the
degree of preaspiration and voicing seen in a voiced and voiceless plosive,
respectively, is illustrated below by way of two spectrograms. In the spectrogram of
the word kaaggi 'lift.PST.3SG' (Figure 6), the voicing of the intervocalic velar plosive is
only sustained for approximately half the duration of the closure, as indicated by the
arrow. The spectrogram of the word viikkâd 'to take' (Figure 7), on the other hand,
shows a short period of aspiration between ii and kk, visible as high frequency
aperiodic noise prior to the closure.
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Figure 6. Spectrogram of kaaggi 'lift.PST.3SG'
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Figure 7. Spectrogram of viikkâd 'take.INF'
The voiced plosives may also occur word-initially or as a short consonant in
word-medial positions, but this is limited to loan words.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

b

bakter (bacteria)

abortt (abortion)

d

dåhttar (doctor)

adoptteed (adopt)

g

greipp (grapefruit)

biologii (biology)

2.2.2 FRICATIVES
There are ten fricatives in Skolt Saami. These are a voiceless and voiced
labiodental fricative /f, v/, a voiced dental fricative /ð/, a voiceless and voiced alveolar
fricative /s, z/, a voiceless and voiced postalveolar fricative /ʃ, ʒ/, a voiced palatal
fricative /ʝ/ and a voiceless and voiced velar fricative /x, ɣ/.
The voiceless labiodental fricative /f/ only occurs in loan words, and may appear
in all positions. Likewise its voiced counterpart /v/, which also occurs in native words,
may appear in all positions. The voiced labiodental fricative /v/ is often produced with
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no apparent frication. An allophone of /v/ is therefore the voiced labiodental
approximant [ʋ], most commonly observed before back vowels.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

f

fakss (facsimile)

surffeed (surf)

kaaʹff (coffee)

v

veäʹǩǩ (help)

râvvad (hurry)

peiʹvv (sun)

The voiced dental fricative /ð/ is limited to word-medial and word-final
positions.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

ð

—

kååʹđđed (weave)

ǩiđđ (spring)

The voiceless alveolar and postalveolar fricatives /s, ʃ/ occur in all three word
positions. Their voiced counterparts /z, ʒ/ occur only in medial or final positions,
except for a handful of Russian loan words where they occur at the beginning of a
word.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

s

siõrr (game)

čuässad (get cold)

pess (gun)

z

—

neezzan (woman)

rääʹzz (plants)

ʃ

šiõǥǥ (good)

riâššâd (organise)

pueʹšš (eager)

ʒ

—

rââʹžžes (weak)

ǩiâžž (cotton cloth)

IPA

INITIAL

RUSSIAN

z

zooʹbbel (sable)

sobolʹ

z

zaklaad (bet)

zaklad

ʒ

žaar (fever)

žar

ʒ

žuʹleätka (waistcoat)

žilet

As with voiced plosives, voiced fricatives are only weakly voiced, and in
unstressed syllables may even be unvoiced. When voicing occurs it usually does not
persist throughout the entire duration of the fricative, as illustrated in Figure 8. In the
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unstressed, final syllable of vuälže 'ground.SG.ILL', shown in Figure 9, voicing of
<ž>, indicated by the arrow, is almost nonexsistent.
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Figure 8. Spectrogram of the word leežž 'be.POT.3SG'
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Figure 9. Spectrogram of the word vuälže 'ground.SG.ILL'
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In terms of the physiological correlate of vocal fold vibration typically
associated with voicing, the voiced fricatives in Skolt Saami do not therefore differ to
a great extent from the voiceless fricatives. Consider the spectrogram of the sequence

tõn še 'this also' in Figure 10, which illustrates how the voiced alveolar fricative /ʒ/
seen above in vuälže, is similar to its voiceless counterpart /ʃ/, in that it does not show
a low frequency voice bar indicative of voicing, apart from a brief interval at the
beginning of the fricative most likely carried over from the preceeding vowel or nasal.
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Figure 10.

Spectrogram of the sequence tõn še 'this also'

The distinction in phonologically 'voiced' and 'unvoiced' fricatives in Skolt
Saami might therefore be better attributed to other acoustic dimensions, such as the
intensity of the high frequency noise associated with the respective phonemes (see
discussion relating to cross-linguistic acoustic dimensions of voicing contrasts in
Haywood 2000: 196). The high frequency noise (encircled in both Figure 9 and Figure
10) is more intense in the case of the voiceless fricative /ʃ/ as represented by the
darkness of the spectrogram. The terms fortis and lenis might then be a more useful
way of describing the contrast between these consonants in Skolt Saami.
The voiced palatal fricative /ʝ/ occurs in all word positions. If is often
pronounced with barely any perceivable frication and therefore might be considered as
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a palatal approximant [j], or at least it should be considered that these two sounds are
allophones in free varation with each other.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

ʝ

jåʹttel (fast)

vuejjad (drive)

tuejj (deed)

The voiceless velar fricative /x/ occurs in word-medial positions as the first
element of a consonant cluster, such as in the word jåhtta 'yesterday', shown in Figure
11. An informant noted how younger speakers tend to produce this as more of a glottal
fricative [h], making it occasionally difficult for the older generation to understand.
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Figure 11.

Spectrogram of jåhtta 'yesterday'

The realisation of /x/ varies to a great deal depending on its environment. If the
stress group is palatalised then it occurs as a voiceless palatal fricative [ç]. In wordinitial or stress group-initial positions it occurs as a voiceless glottal fricative [h] or
even, intervocalically, as a voiced glottal fricative [ɦ]. The phones [x], [ç], [h] and [ɦ]
can therefore be considered allophones of the phoneme /x/, occuring in complementary
distribution.
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Figure 12 shows a spectrogram of the word heäppaž 'horses', where the
allophone [h] occurs in word-initial position—this can be seen from the lack of any
dark band in the portion of the spectrogram corresponding to [h]. Figure 13 shows a
spectrogram of the word hueʹnn 'bad', where the allophone [ɦ] occurs in word-initial
position—its position intervocalically more than likely accounts for the maintainence
of voicing throughout. Figure 14 shows a spectrogram of the word kuõʹhtt 'two',
displaying the effect of palatalisation which gives rise to the allophone [ç], evidenced
by the high frequency aperiodic noise.
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Figure 12.

Spectrogram of heäppaž 'horses'
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Spectrogram of the sequence leäi hueʹnn 'it was bad'

Figure 13.
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Figure 14.

Spectrogram of the word kuõʹhtt 'two'

The voiceless velar fricative /x/ also occurs word-medially (although not as the
first element of a consonant cluster) and word-finally in a number of loan words,
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although again younger speakers typically produce this as [h]. Some example of these
words are presented below with their Russian transliterations.
IPA

LOAN WORD

RUSSIAN

x

säähhar (sugar)

saxar

x

sååhhar (rusk)

suxarʹ

x

smiõhh (laughter)

smex

x

ååʹreh (nut)

orex

The voiced velar fricative /ɣ/ occurs in word-medial and word-final positions.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

ɣ

-

čååǥǥam (comb)

šiõǥǥ (good)

Like the palatal fricative /ʝ/, this phoneme appears to exist in free variation with
a voiced velar approximant [ɰ]. Figure 15, a spectrogram of the word jooǥǥâst
'river.SG.LOC', does not display any aperiodic noise associated with the segment
<ǥǥ>.
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Figure 15.

Spectrogram of the word jooǥǥâst 'at the river'
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2.2.3 AFFRICATES
There are four affricates in Skolt Saami. These are a voiceless alveolar affricate
/t͡s/ and its voiced counterpart /d͡z/ and a voicless postalveolar affricate /t͡ʃ/ and its
voiced counterpart /d͡ʒ/. As mentioned already in §2.2.1 the palatal plosives /c/ and /ɟ/
are often produced as the voiceless palatal affricate /c͡ç/ and its voiced counterpart /ɟ͡ʝ/,
but these will not be covered here for the reasons given previously. All four affricates
may occur in word-medial and word-final positions. Only the voiceless affricates can
appear word-initially.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

t͡s

cieʹǩǩes (degree)

aiccâd (perceive)

čääʹcc (water)

d͡z

—

ǩeeʹʒʒeed (taper)

puäʒʒ (reindeer)

t͡ʃ

čuäʹrvv (antler)

pääččad (shoot)

eeʹčč (father)

d͡ʒ

—

viǯǯâd (fetch)

luäǯǯ (loose)
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Spectrogram of uuʹccab 'smaller'

As with plosives, voiceless affricates are associated with preaspiration, while
voiced affricates are only partically voiced. Figure 16 shows preaspiration occuring
before the voiceless affricate /t͡s/, indicated by the arrow. Although Figure 17 shows a
voiced affricate, /d͡ʒ/, voicing is only maintained for a relatively short proportion of the
affricate, indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 17.

Spectrogram of vuäǯǯaim 'we were able'

2.2.4 APPROXIMANTS
There are four approximants in Skolt Saami. These are a voiced palatal
approximant /j/, a voiced labio-velar approximant /w/, a voiced alveolar lateral
approximant /l/ and a voiced palatal lateral approximant /ʎ/. As mentioned in §2.2.2,
the voiced labiodental, palatal and velar fricatives—/v/, /ʝ/ and /ɣ/—are often produced
as the voiced labiodental, palatal and velar approximants—[ʋ], [j] and [ɰ]. However,
these allophones are not considered in this section.
The non-lateral approximants /j/ and /w/ have been referred to in previous
literature (e.g. McRobbie-Utasi 1999: 46) as semi-vowels. While the terms semi-vowel
and approximant are sometimes used interchangeably, the former is often used when
the phoneme in question becomes an element of a diphthong and thereby appears in
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the nucleus of a syllable with the latter being reserved for when the phoneme behaves
as a consonant appearing either in the syllable onset or coda.18 These two phonemes
are restricted to the initial position of consonant clusters in Skolt Saami and are
therefore treated accordingly as approximants.
The gradation behaviour of consonants following /j/ and /w/ lends support to the
treatment of these sound sequences as
CLUSTER

as opposed to

DIPHTHONG

+

VOWEL

+

APPROXIMANT–INITIAL CONSONANT

CONSONANT.

A number of consonants undergo

qualitative gradation, as explained in §3.2, such as pp → v and kk → ǥǥ. However,
this is only observed when the consonant appears alone. If the consonant is the second
element of a consonant cluster, only quantitative gradation occurs. The example below
shows how <kk> becomes <ǥǥ> in the weak grade, but when <kk> forms part of
the consonant cluster <lkk> it does not undergo qualitative gradation in the weak
grade, instead undergoing quantitative gradation to become <lk>.
saakk (message.SG.NOM)

→

saaǥǥ (message.PL.NOM)

ǩeâlkk (sled.SG.NOM)

→

ǩeâlk (sleg.PL.NOM)

The same behaviour is also observed after /j/ and /w/, hence the reason they are
treated as part of a consonant cluster. It is important to recall here that these two
phonemes are represented in the orthography as <i> and <u> respectively, unless
occuring immediately after a vowel of the same quality, in which case they are
represented as <j> and <v>.
joukk (group.SG.NOM)

→

joouk (group.PL.NOM)

njoikk (jump.SG.NOM)

→

njooik (jump.PL.NOM)

Were it the case that /j/ or /w/ form a diphthong with the preceeding vowel then
the following consonants would be expected to undergo qualitative gradation. This,
however, is not the case, as shown from the grammatically incorrect examples
presented below, compared with viõkk 'strength', where <kk> follows a diphthong
and therefore undergoes qualitative gradation.
18

A more detailed discussion on the problems associated with the classification of approximants can be

found in Martínez-Celdrán 2004.
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joukk (group.SG.NOM)

→

*jouǥǥ (group.PL.NOM)

njoikk (jump.SG.NOM)

→

*njoiǥǥ (jump.PL.NOM)

viõkk (strength.SG.NOM)

→

viõǥǥ (strength.PL.NOM)

If the approximants /j/ and /w/ occur after their vocalic counterparts /i/ or /u/—
represented in the orthography as <ij> and <uv>—they are omitted if this vowel is
lengthened, for example in the weak grade. This is also reflected in the orthography, as
shown below. Despite this, a word can still be identified as being in the weak grade
through the apperance of the second element of the consonant cluster in the weak
grade.
kuʹvdd (snake.SG.NOM)

→

kuuʹd (snake.PL.NOM)

sijdd (village.SG.NOM)

→

siid (village.PL.NOM)
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Figure 18.

Spectrogram of the word kuʹvdd 'snake.SG.NOM'

Spectrographic evidence of this is presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19. In
Figure 18, a spectrogram of the word kuʹvdd 'snake', the second formant, F2, displays
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both a decrease in intensity and a fall in frequency, indicated by means of an arrow.
This is due to the greater degree of constriction of the vocal tract involved in the
production of an approximant when compared to the production of a vowel. Figure 19
on the other hand, where the vowel /u/ is lengthened in the weak grade, does not show
a decrease in frequency or intensity of F2, suggesting that the approximant /w/ is not
present. The rise in F2 likely corresponds to the effect of palatalisation.
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Figure 19.

Spectrogram of the word kuuʹd 'snake.SG.GEN'

A second reason for not considering these approximants to form a diphthong
with the preceeding vowel is due to the fact that they do not behave in the same way
as other diphthongs. As explained in §3.1.2, diphthongs, like vowels, have a high and
a low counterpart, with the second component of the diphthong always undergoing a
change in quality. In words where /j/ or /w/ are present, only the vowel preceeding
them undergoes a change in quality, as shown below, providing further evidence that
these phonemes do not form diphthongs.
counnâd (awake.INF)

→

cåunn (awake.PRS.3SG)

võõidâd (go.out.INF)

→

vââid (go.out.PRS.3SG)
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The voiced alveolar lateral approximant /l/ occurs in all positions, while the
voiced palatal lateral approximant /ʎ/ occurs in word-medial and word-final positions.
As mentioned in §1.8.1, the phoneme /ʎ/ is represented in the orthography by means
of a digraph <lj>. In cases where these two graphemes represent individual sounds,
an apostrophe is inserted between them.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

l

leeʹd (be)

tueʹlääž (morning)

naartâl (wigeon)

ʎ

-

njääʹljes (sweet)

čiõʹlj (spine)

L-vocalisation is extremely prevelant in the speech of the younger generation
and occurs in all positions except when it is part of a palatalised stress group or
preceeds the high, front vowels /i/ and /e/—a similar distribution to that seen between
/k/ and /c/ (see §2.2.1). This therefore means that the consonant clusters <vdd> and
<ldd> are pronounced in the same way, /wdː/, unless the latter is palatalised, in
which case it is always pronounced as /ldː/ (see §2.5).

2.2.5 TRILLS
A voiced alveolar trill /r/ occurs in all word positions.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

r

riʹmjj (fox)

moorâs (aorta)

puär (horsefly)

The number of periods of the trill varies depending on the duration of the
consonant and speed of speech, but can be as little as one. It is also possible that the
vibrations are not maintained throughout the entire duration of the trill, causing
frication to be produced, as seen in Figure 20, where /r/, which is in the strong+ grade
(see §3.2), begins as three clear occlusions before turning into frication.
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Figure 20.

Spectrogram of the word muäʹrre 'break.PRS.3PL'

2.2.6 NASALS
The four nasals seen in Skolt Saami, all of which are voiced, are a bilabial nasal
/m/, an alveolar nasal /n/, a palatal nasal /ɲ/ and a velar nasal /ŋ/. The bilabial, alveolar
and palatal nasals can occur in all word positions, while the velar nasal is limited to
word-medial and -final positions.
IPA

INITIAL

MEDIAL

FINAL

m

meäʹcc (forest)

säämas (Skolt)

čiččâm (seven)

n

noorrâd (collect)

suäna (3DU.NOM)

mään (moon)

ɲ

njiimmâd (suck)

ruänjas (track)

čueʹnj (goose)

ŋ

-

suâŋač (snow)

jiõŋ (ice.SG.ACC)
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2.3 V OW ELS
Figure 21 presents a schematic diagram of the nine vowel phonemes of Skolt
Saami. This diagram does not show the precise positions of Skolt Saami vowels within
the vowel space, but rather serves to show the properties of each vowel in terms of
vowel height and front-back position. For this reason the graphemes used in the
orthography are given as opposed to IPA symbols.

Figure 21.

Skolt Saami vowel phonemes

Since palatalisation in Skolt Saami is considered to be a suprasegmental feature
(see §2.5), vowels occurring in a palatalised stress group are considered to be
allophones of the non-palatalised vowel and are not therefore presented as separate
phonemes. When in a palatalised stress group vowels are typically produced with a
slightly more raised and forward articulation.
Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991) make reference to the existence of both a
close-mid, front vowel /e/ and an open-mid, front vowel /ɛ/, which if it were the case
would add a tenth vowel to the Skolt Saami vowel inventory and would make the
above diagram symmetrical. However, the distribution of /e/ and /ɛ/ appears to be tied
to one of two factors. The first of these is the presence or absence of palatalisation,
with open-mid /ɛ/ occurring in non-palatalised words and close-mid /e/ occurring in
palatalised words. Since palatalisation is understood to affect the vowel centre in
addition to the consonant centre, if close-mid /e/ is only present in palatalised words
then this is not reason enough to posit a separate vowel phoneme, since it can simply
be considered an allophone of /ɛ/.
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The lack of any true minimal pairs, where the only distinguishing feature is
/e/~/ɛ/, does not assist in proving the existence of these as two separate phonemes.
Sammallahti (p.c.) mentions one close minimal pair: peʹllj 'ear' ~ nellj 'four', since if
the initial consonant is ignored the only distinguishing feature is the vowel centre,
/eʎː/~/ɛʎː/. As is apparent from the orthographical representation of these two lexemes,
however, the word peʹllj is palatalised, hence this is the likely cause of the difference
in vowel quality. The fact that the following consonant is an inherently palatal sound
means that suprasegmental palatalisation cannot have any observable effect on the
consonant, rendering the vowel centre the only exponent of palatalisation. In other
near minimal pairs like these, palatalisation would also have an effect on the
consonant and it would therefore not be possible to say that the vowel centre is the
only distinguishing feature.
The second factor which relates to the distribution of [e] and [ɛ] is seen in
diphthongs, where [ue] contrasts with [uɛ]. However, [uɛ] appears to be an allophone
of <uäʹ> and only occurs in some idiolects. This topic will be discussed in §2.4, but
here it will suffice to say that the absence of any real evidence for /e/ and /ɛ/ as
separate monophthongs and the apparent non-universal use of a /e/~/ɛ/ contrast in
diphthongs has led to the present analysis of there being a single underlying mid, front
vowel (cf. §1.8.5).
In some idiolects, the open-mid back vowel <å> undergoes a slight change in
quality, whereby the vowel undergoes a transition from open-mid to open—[ɔɒ]—and
is therefore more reminiscent of a diphthong. However, it is not considered a
diphthong from a phonological viewpoint for two reasons, firstly, because this is not a
universal feature among all speakers and secondly, because it alternates with a
monophthong, /o/, when subject to vowel height variations (see §3.1.1).

2.4 D IPHTHONGS
All diphthongs in Skolt Saami are opening dipthongs, beginning with a high
vowel and moving towards a lower vowel. Sequences of a low or mid vowel followed
by either <i> or <u> are not treated as diphthongs, but rather <i> and <u> in
these environments are treated as the onset of a consonant cluster, as /j/ and /w/
respectively, as discussed in §2.2.4.
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Eight diphthongs can be recognised in Skolt Saami, when treating palatalisation
as a suprasegmental feature; other diphthongs are thus considered to be palatalised
allophones of these eight diphthongs. A schematic diagram of the trajectories of these
eight diphthongs within a vowel quadrilateral is presented in Illustration 5.

iõ

uå

uâ

iâ

uä

eâ

uõ

eä
Illustration 5. Schematic diagram of diphthong trajectories in Skolt Saami
Palatalisation has a more pronounced effect on diphthongs whose second
element is a back or central vowel than it does on the corresponding back or central
monophthongs. In the case of diphthongs whose second element is either a back vowel
or the low central vowel <â>, this is represented in the orthography: the palatalised
counterparts of <uå>, <uâ>, <iâ> and <eâ> are <ueʹ>, <ueʹ>, <ieʹ> and
<eäʹ>, respectively.
In the case of diphthongs whose second element is the mid central vowel <õ>,
however, this fact is not represented in the orthography, even though their palatalised
counterparts are particularly distinctive, ending with a high front quality, closer to /i/.
While these diphthongs, <iõ> and <uõ>, would thus merit a distinct representation
in the orthography—<iiʹ> and <uiʹ>, respectively—in the same way as the
diphthongs which end in a back or low central vowel, the official orthography is
nevertheless adhered to throughout this thesis. Moreover, since these palatalised
variants are considered as allophones of the plain diphthongs, rather than as separate
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phonemes, it is in fact unnecessary that they have a distinct representation in the
orthography.
The second element of the two remaining diphthongs, <eä> and <uä>, are
front vowels and therefore in the orthography the palatalised allophones are
represented identically. The eight diphthongs and their palatalised allophones are
presented in Table 5.
PLAIN

PALATALISED

iõ

iõʹ

iâ

ieʹ

eâ

eäʹ

eä

eäʹ

uõ

uõʹ

uå

ueʹ

uâ

ueʹ

uä

uäʹ

Table 5. Plain and palatalised allophones of Skolt Saami diphthongs
Presented below are words which display each of these plain diphthongs,
together with an inflectional form of the same word which is palatalised.
iõ→iõʹ

tiõt't (mark.SG.NOM)

→ tiõʹt'te (mark.SG.ILL)

iâ→ieʹ

piâckk (fur.coat.SG.NOM)

→ pieʹcǩǩe (fur.coat.SG.ILL)

eä→eäʹ

seävv (wave.PRS.3SG)

→ seäʹv've (wave.PRS.3PL)

uå→ueʹ

vuåš'š (horsetail.SG.NOM)

→ vueʹš'še (horsetail.SG.ILL)

uä→uäʹ

vuäđđ (sleep.PRS.3SG)

→ vuäʹđđe (sleep.PRS.3PL)

eâ→eäʹ

teâtt (know.PRS.3SG)

→ teäʹt'te (know.PRS.3PL)

uõ→uõʹ čuõškk (mosquito.SG.NOM) → čuõʹšǩǩe (mosquito.SG.ILL)
uâ→ueʹ

kuâđđ (leave.PRS.3SG)

→ kueʹđđe (leave.PRS.3PL)

Diphthongs in Skolt Saami are somewhat more problematic than other phonemes
of the language in that they display a considerable degree of interspeaker varation. In
the idiolect of some speakers, the diphthong <ueʹ> is closer in quality to /ui/, while
some speakers produce the e-initial diphthongs as closer to i-initial diphthongs. A
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thorough investigation of the acoustic qualities of Skolt Saami diphthongs and the
significance of the observed interspeaker variation is, unfortunately, not possible in
this thesis due to space and time restaints, but certainly warrants a more detailed
analysis.
Diphthongs in complementary distribution
Aside from the interspeaker variation mentioned above, there are two palatalised
diphthongs, <uäʹ> and <eäʹ>, which display allophonic variation in the inflectional
forms of words belonging to inflectional Class 1C (of both nouns and verbs) which are
unspecified for height.19 When occurring before a short geminate or a short consonant
cluster the second element of these diphthongs is often produced as being closer in
quality to an open-mid front vowel /ɛ/, while the open front vowel /a/, or <ä> in the
orthography, occurs as the second element of the diphthong before a single consonant,
long geminate or long consonant cluster. In the case of <eäʹ>, the first element is
also often higher. This is summarised below.
SHORT CONSONANT (x)

/ua/

/ea/

(x'x)

/ua/

/ea/

(xyy)

/ua/

/ea/

/uɛ/

/iɛ/

/uɛ/

/iɛ/

LONG GEMINATE
LONG CLUSTER

SHORT GEMINATE

(xx)

SHORT CLUSTER (xy)

Below are some examples of the complementary distribution of /ua/ and /uɛ/. A
broad IPA transcription is given next to the orthographical form. As can be seen from
19

As discussed in the chapters 4 and 5 on morphology, nominals and verbs in Skolt Saami can be

classified into inflectional classes and further divided into sub-groups A, B and C based on certain
features which they possess; words which are palatalised in their citation forms (SG.NOM for nouns or
INF

for verbs) belong to Group C. As discussed in the chapter on morphophonology, diphthongs and

vowels can be classified as belonging to either a high group or low group, where certain inflectional
forms require a diphthong or vowel from the high group while other inflectional forms require a
diphthong or vowel from the low group. In Groups A and B, the vowel or diphthong of a citation form
can be classified as belonging to either the high group or low group, but in the case of Class C words
the vowel centre (which may be a diphthong) of the citation form, and any other forms where vowel
height is not a feature of the paradigm cell, are treated as being unspecified for height.
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these examples, the allophones /uɛ/ and /iɛ/ are represented in the orthography as
<ueʹ> and <ieʹ> respectively. The issue of the orthographical representation of
these allophones is the topic of the following section.
xx→x

sieʹvved [siˑɛˑvʲːed] 'wave.INF'

→ seäʹv [seːa̟ˑvʲ] 'wave.IMP.2SG'

xx→x

vueʹđđed [vuˑɛˑðʲːed] 'sleep.INF'

→ vuäʹđ [vuːa̟ˑðʲ] 'sleep.IMP.2SG'

xyy→xy peäʹstted [pea̟sʲːtʲːed] 'free.INF'

→ pieʹst [piːɛˑsʲtʲ] 'sleep.IMP.2SG'

xyy→xy suäʹrdded [sua̟rʲːdʲːed] 'topple.INF' → sueʹrd [suːɛˑrʲdʲ] 'topple.IMP.2SG'
Problems with the orthographical representation of /uɛ/ and /iɛ/
Although in this thesis [uɛ] and [iɛ] are analysed as allophones of /ua/ and /ea/ in
complementary distribution with each other, this fact is obscured by the orthography;
in the orthography the graphemes <ueʹ> and <ieʹ> are used when <uäʹ> or
<eäʹ> occur before a short geminate or short consonant cluster, to reflect the higher
articulation of the second element of the diphthong. This has the unfortunate effect of
rendering opaque the distinction between a Class 1C word whose vowel centre is
<ueʹ> and a Class 1C word whose underlying vowel centre is <uäʹ> but, being
followed by a short geminate or short consonant cluster, is also represented as
<ueʹ>.20
The vowel centre of a Class 1C citation form, although itself unspecified for
height, is important since it indicates which high–low diphthong pair is observed in
those inflectional forms which do specify for vowel height. When an inflectional form
requires a high or low vowel, Class 1C citation forms displaying <ueʹ> in their
vowel centre alternate with <uõ> and <uâ> (or their palatalised counterparts),
while forms displaying <uäʹ> in the vowel centre alternate with <uå> and <uä>
(or their palatalised counterparts). The correspondences between the vowel centre of a
Group C citation form and the high–low sets of diphthongs, together with their
palatalised counterparts, are presented in Table 6. (Note that this same table is
repeated in §3.1.2 where the issue of vowel height is discussed in greater detail).

20

In Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991) this problem was addressed by placing a diactric dot below

those occurrences of <ueʹ> which represent [uɛ], i.e. <uẹʹ>, but this is not a standard feature of the
orthography.
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GROUP C

HIGH

LOW

PLAIN

PALATALISED

PLAIN

PALATALISED

ieʹ

iõ

iõʹ

eâ

eäʹ

eäʹ (~ ieʹ)

iâ

ieʹ

eä

eäʹ

ueʹ

uõ

uõʹ

uâ

ueʹ

uäʹ (~ ueʹ)

uå

ueʹ

uä

uäʹ

Table 6. Correspondences between Group C vowel centres and diphthong high–low
pairs and their palatalised counterparts

If, therefore, <ueʹ> in the vowel centre of a form unspecified for height is in fact an
allophone of <uäʹ>, then this alternates with <uå> and <uä> despite appearing to
group with other words displaying <ueʹ> in their vowel centre. Some examples of
this are given below.
UNSPECIFIED

HIGH, PALATALISED

LOW, PLAIN

VOWEL CENTRE

VOWEL CENTRE

VOWEL CENTRE

kueʹđđed (leave.INF)

→ kuõʹđ'đe (leave.PST.3PL)

→ kuâđđ (leave.PRS.3SG)

vueʹđđed (sleep.INF)

→ vueʹđđe (sleep.PST.3PL)

→ vuäđđ (sleep.PRS.3SG)

suäʹrdded (topple.INF) → sueʹrdde (topple.PST.3PL) → suärdd (topple.PRS.3SG)

As the three examples above demonstrate, vueʹđđed 'sleep' undergoes the same
changes in vowel quality as suäʹrdded 'topple', despite the fact the vowel centre of its
citation form is represented in the orthography as being identical to that of kueʹđđed
'leave'. This is because in vueʹđđed the vowel centre is underlyingly /ua/, but since it is
followed by a short geminate it is realised as [uɛ].
The

IMP.2SG

form of Class 1C verbs is also unspecified for height, but displays a

change in consonant grade from the infinitive forms presented above, and is therefore
a useful way to illustrate this case of complementary distribution. In the examples
below it can be seen that the vowel centre <uäʹ> appears in the

IMP.2SG

of vueʹđđed

because it is now followed by a short consonant; in the same manner, the

IMP.2SG

of

suäʹrdded now displays <ueʹ> as it is followed by a short consonant cluster.
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UNSPECIFIED

→

kueʹđđed (leave.INF)

→ kueʹđ (leave.IMP.2SG)

vueʹđđed (sleep.INF)

→ vuäʹđ (sleep.IMP.2SG)

UNSPECIFIED

+ GRADE CHANGE

suäʹrdded (topple.INF) → sueʹrd (topple.IMP.2SG)

Interspeaker variation
The issue of the allophones [uɛ] and [iɛ] is further compounded by the fact that
they are also subject to interspeaker variation. It would appear that in some idiolects
the distinction between the two allophones has been neutralised, with both [ua] and
[uɛ] pronounced as /ua/ and both [ea] and [iɛ] pronounced as /ea/.
In other idiolects a three-way distinction is clearly present, but the distinction
appears to be between [ui]~[ue̞]~[ua] as opposed to [ue]~[uɛ]~[ua]; that is to say, the
distinctive second element of the diphthong appears to alternate between a close, a mid
and an open front vowel, as opposed to a close-mid, an open-mid and an open front
vowel. In the case of /ea/~/iɛ/, a similar pattern is observed, but in this case the
distinction between close, mid and open, [ii]~[ie̞]~[ia], brings about a long
monophthong. The occurrence of an [i]~[e̞]~[a]–distinction in the second element of
diphthongs might be understood by considering that the target values of these
diphthongs have been aligned with the monophthongs [i], [e̞] and [a]. This then would
lend further support to the idea of there being only a single mid front vowel /e̞/.
As is now apparent, the interspeaker variation presents numerous difficulties in
deciding the most appropriate way to represent them in the orthography. While the
previous section outlined the problems of representing [uɛ] as <ue> and [iɛ] as
<ie>, the alternative of simply representing both allophones in the same way—that
is, to use only <uä> and <eä> before all consonant grades—does not account for
the three-way [i]~[e̞]~[a]–distinction that some speakers appear to have developed.
A more in-depth analysis of the acoustic nature of these allophones, as produced
by different speakers, is required to fully understand what is happening, but is
unfortunately outside the scope of this thesis.
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2.5 P ALATALISATION
Palatalisation is a distinctive feature of Skolt Saami phonology. The term

palatalisation, as used here, refers to a secondary articulation involving the raising of
the body of the tongue toward the hard palate during the articulation of a consonant. In
Skolt Saami, palatalised consonants contrast with palatal consonants, such as /ɲ/
and /ʎ/, whose primary place of articulation is the hard palate.21 This contrast means
that minimal triplets, where the only distinguishing feature is that between a plain, a
palatalised and a palatal consonant, are possible. An example of such a minimal triple
is provided below.
PLAIN

mâânn

/mɐːnː/

go.PRS.3SG

PALATALISED

mââʹnn

/mɐːnːʲ/

egg.SG.NOM

PALATAL

mââʹnnj

/mɐːɲː/

daughter-in-law.SG.NOM

It should be noted here that the orthographical representation of the word

mââʹnnj 'daugther-in-law' displays both a palatal consonant <nnj> and the
palatalisation mark <ʹ>. The corresponding Proto-Saami word for daughter-in-law is

me̮ńē (where <ń> is the IPA symbol /ɲ/), the North Saami word is mânnje and the
Inari Saami word is manje. As will be explained in greater detail below, word-final,
long /e/ in Proto-Saami often corresponds to /e/ in many Saami varieties, but
corresponds to palatalisation in Skolt Saami. The loss of word-final /e/ in the Skolt
Saami word therefore triggers palatalisation, as indicated by <ʹ>, while the presence
of the palatal consonant /ɲ/ corresponds to the same sound in Proto-Saami and other
Saami varieties. However, an inherently palatal consonant cannot, by definition, be
palatalised, since the primary articulation already involves the tongue moving toward
the hard palate, eliminating the possibility of palatalisation occuring as a secondary

21

It is worth noting that palatalised consonant have often been referred to in the literature as "half

palatalised", while palatal consonants have been referred to as "fully palatalised" (e.g. Korhonen et al.
1973: 21). However, in this grammar the term palatal is used in place of "fully palatalised", since
reference is made to a consonant which is inherently palatal. This, in turn, means it is no longer
necessary to describe consonants where palatalisation is a secondary articulation as being "half
palatalised".
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articulation. For the purpose of describing a three-way distinction between /n/ /nʲ/ and
/ɲ/, therefore, the presence of palatalisation (as a secondary articulation), as marked in
the orthography for the word mââʹnnj 'daughter-in-law', is irrelevant. Whether or not
palatalisation resulting from the loss of word-final /e/ is manifested in any other way
on this word will be discussed at the end of this section.
Spectrograms of the minimal triplet referred to above are presented in Figure 22,
as produced by a female speaker. The second formant frequency, F2, is relatively
stable throughout the production of mâânn, with a frequency of approximately 1500
Hz. During the production of the palatalised word mââʹnn, F2 shows a rise in
frequency, beginning at around two thirds of the way into the production of the vowel
and reaching approximately 2000 Hz, indicated by the arrow labelled [1]. At the onset
of voicing of the overshort vowel, following the release of the nasal, both F2 and F3
display higher frequencies than observed in mâânn, indicated by the arrow labelled [2].
An increase in the frequency of F2 is also observed in the spectrogram of

mââʹnnj, as indicated by the arrow labelled [3], although seemingly to a lesser degree
than in its palatalised counterpart mââʹnn. At the onset of voicing of the overshort
vowel, following the release of the nasal, F2 and F3 display similar frequencies but
quickly move away from each other, indicated by the arrow labelled [4]. This rapid
separation of F2 and F3 following the release of the nasal corresponds to the moving
apart of the articulators—the body of the tongue moving away from the hard palate—
which would have been in contact during the production of a palatal nasal. The fact
that F2 and F3 do not display this separation during the production of the palatalised
word mââʹnn, but are instead already separate at the voicing onset of the overshort
vowel, shows that the body of the tongue moved towards the hard palate but did not
make a closure. This is to be expected, since the primary place of articulation is the
alveolar ridge, with palatalisation occurring as a secondary articulation.
Figure 23 shows spectrograms of the same three words, produced by a male
speaker. These spectrograms show the same features as described for Figure 22: (i) an
increase in F2 in both the palatalised and palatal word, but more pronounced in the
former, (arrows [1] and [3], respectively); (ii) a higher F2 and F3 at the voicing onset,
following release of the nasal, in mââʹnn (arrow [2]), and (iii) a separation of F2 and
F3 at the voicing onset, following release of the nasal, in mââʹnnj (arrow [4]).
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Figure 22.

Spectrograms of the minimal triplet mâânn–mââʹnn–mââʹnnj – as
produced by speaker A
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Figure 23.

Spectrograms of the minimal triplet mâânn–mââʹnn–mââʹnnj – as
produced by speaker B

Although minimal triplets are possible, as exemplified above, this is of course
limited to those consonants which have a palatal counterpart—i.e. /ɲ/ and /ʎ/. Minimal
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pairs, where the only distinctive feature is the absence or presence of palatalisation,
are more plentiful, as shown by the examples in Table 7.
PLAIN

PALATALISED

âbrr (rain.PRS.3SG)

âʹbrr (rain.SG.NOM)

juurd (thought.SG.NOM)

juuʹrd (think.IMP.2SG)

kååss (cough.PRS.3SG)

kååʹss (braid.PL.NOM)

kådd (kill.PRS.3SG)

kåʹdd (unmarked.reindeer.SG.NOM)

käunn (find.PRS.3SG)

käuʹnn (belonging.SG.NOM)

lädd (wetland.SG.NOM)

läʹdd (Finn.SG.NOM)

lett (agreement.SG.NOM)

leʹtt (dish.SG.NOM)

mäcc (return.PRS.3SG)

mäʹcc (fold.SG.NOM)

pââss (wash.PRS.3SG)

pââʹss (holy)

saani (Skolt.sledge.PL.GEN)

saaʹni (word.PL.GEN)

veär (soup.SG.ACC)

veäʹr (cause.PL.NOM)

väldd (take.PRS.3SG)

väʹldd (power.SG.NOM)

råått (birch.grove.SG.NOM)

rååʹtt (ugly)

reen (quarrel.PL.NOM)

reeʹn (soot.SG.NOM)

Table 7. List of plain vs. palatalised minimal pairs
Figure 24 shows spectrograms of the minimal pair juurd 'thought.SG.NOM' and

juuʹrd 'think.IMP.2SG'. As observed in Figure 22 and Figure 23, an increase in the
frequency of F2 can be observed in the palatalised word. F2 is indicated by the arrows
labelled [1] in both spectrograms. Also, after the release of /d/, the overshort vowel
which follows displays a higher F2 in the palatalised word juuʹrd and F2 and F3 are
closer together, as indicated by the arrows labelled [2] in both spectrograms.
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Spectrograms of the minimal pair juurd–juuʹrd

As alluded to previously, palatalisation is closely tied to the presence of a high
or mid front vowel—/i/ or /e/—in the following syllable. This is seen for example in
verbs with the infinitive ending –ed such as kåʹdded 'kill', tieʹtted 'know' and pueʹtted
'come'. The addition of an inflectional suffix where /i/ or /e/ is present can also trigger
palatalisation in an otherwise non-palatalised stem, thus making palatalisation a
morphophonological process. This is seen, for example, when the illative vowel /e/ is
affixed to a Class 1a noun (see §5.2), as exemplified below.
jokk (river.SG.NOM)

→

joʹǩǩe (river.SG.ILL)

toll (fire.SG.NOM)

→

toʹlle (fire.SG.ILL)
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Likewise, the addition of a vowel other than /i/ or /e/ can trigger a loss of
palatalisation from an otherwise palatalised stem. This is seen, for example, when the
illative vowel /a/ is affixed to a Class 1c noun (see §5.2), as exemplified below.
låʹdd (bird.SG.NOM)

→

päiʹǩǩ (place. SG.NOM) →

lådda (bird.SG.ILL)
päikka (place.SG.ILL)

However, as already mentioned in the case of mââʹnnj 'daughter-in-law' and
observed in other examples given above, this phonological conditioning is often absent
from many words. This is due to an original word-final /i/ or /e/ having undergone
apocope. Table 8 provides examples of ten words where this is the case, together with
cognates from Inari Saami, North Saami and South Saami, all of which retain wordfinal /i/ or /e/, and the corresponding Proto-Saami words which display a long /e/.
Despite the loss of the word-final vowel, the Skolt Saami words are nevertheless
palatalised. (Note that this list includes mââʹnn 'egg', given above as an example of a
member of a minimal triplet).
SKOLT

INARI

NORTH

SOUTH

PROTO-SAAMI

kueʹll (fish)

kyeli

guolli

guelie

kōlē

låʹdd (bird)

lodde

loddi

ledtie

lontē

teʹǩǩ (louse)

tikke

dihkki

dihkie

tikkē

čuäʹrvv (horn)

čuárvi

čoarvi

tjåervie

ćᴖ̄rvē

âʹbrr (rain)

arve

arvi

ebrie

e̮prē

seiʹbb (tail)

seibi

seaibi

siejpie

sɛ̄jpē

vueiʹvv (head)

uáivi

oaivi

åejjie

ᴖ̄jvē

peʹllj (ear)

pelji

beallji

bieljie

pɛ̄ljē

mââʹnn (egg)

mane

monni

munnie

monē

peiʹvv (sun)

peivi

beaivi

biejjie

pɛ̄jvē

Table 8. Cognates of ten palatalised words in Skolt Saami
Although the word-final vowel in such examples has undergone apocope, an
overshort vowel is often heard following such words. Where a word is palatalised this
overshort vowel has an /e/-quality, corresponding to the higher frequency F2, also
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observed in the spectrograms above. If a word is not palatalised, this overshort vowel
has an /ɑ/-quality, corresponding to the lower frequency F2. It may be more accurate
to refer to the word-final vowel as having undergone a reduction, as opposed to
apocope, but in either case the effect, from a synchronic viewpoint, would be the
same—either a palatalised stem gives an overshort vowel its /e/-quality, due to a
higher F2, or the /e/-quality of the overshort vowel is in fact the remnant of a reduced
word-final /i/ or /e/ which triggers palatalisation.
Whilst the phonological conditioning of palatalisation in Skolt Saami seems to
be transparent, its phonological realisation is less straightforward. Palatalisation in
Skolt Saami has been analysed in the literature as a suprasegmental—that is, the
effects of palatalisation have a scope which is greater than just a segment. The reason
given for this is the fact that the effect of palatalisation is observed not only on the
consonant centre, but also on the vowel preceeding it, whereby the vowel is produced
as slightly more forward or close that it would otherwise be. Itkonen et al. (1971: 73)
provide the following explanation:
"Koltassa suprasegmentaalinen palatalisaatio koskee painollisen tavun
vokaalia, sitä seuraavaa konsonantistoa ja eräissä tapauksissa vielä
seuraavan tavun vokaalia. Tässä esityksessä palatalisaatiota on merkitty
painollisen tavun vokaalin ja seuraavan konsonantin rajalle sijoitetulla
liudennuksen merkillä /ʹ/. Merkin edellä oleva vokaali ääntyy etisempänä
ja/tai suppeampana kun vastaava vokaali silloin, kun /ʹ/ ei seuraa." (In
Skolt Saami, suprasegmental palatalisation affects the vowel of the stressed
syllable, the consonants which follow it and in certain cases also the vowel
of the following syllable. In this presentation palatalisation is marked
between the vowel of the stressed syllable and the following consonant by
means of the palatalisation mark /ʹ/. A vowel preceeding this mark sounds
more forward and/or close than the corresponding vowel when /ʹ/ does not
follow). [Translation my own].
Taking this into account, from the examples of the palatalised words presented
above as a minimal triplet, mââʹnn 'egg' and mââʹnnj 'daughter-in-law', would have
narrow transcriptions [mɐ̟ːnːʲ] and [mɐ̟ːɲː], where the diacritic below the vowel marks it
as being advanced.
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It could be argued that the advanced or raised articulation of a vowel in the
environment of a palatalised consonant is simply a natural phonetic feature at the
surface level and therefore palatalisation in Skolt Saami should be analysed as
segmental. Indeed, in all the spectrograms presented above illustrating palatalisation,
the tendency was to observe a rise in F2 commencing at some point during the
production of the vowel. The steady state of the vowel prior to this rise in F2 did not
appear to be significantly different from that observed in the non-palatalised word.
Since it does not appear that the entire duration of a vowel is affected by
palatalisation, any fronting or raising of the vowel could therefore be attributed to
physiological constraints imposed by the speech organs, which must in any case move
from their position in producing a vowel into the position required for a palatalised
consonant, or else a type of anticipatory assimilation, rather than considering
palatalisation as having scope over the entire vowel.
It is also plausible, however, that palatalisation is, indeed, a suprasegmental
which has scope over the vowel, but does not line up with the onset of the vowel,
being triggered instead later on in the production of the vowel—since a
suprasegmental, by definition, is not tied to a particular segment. This would explain
the steady state of the vowel prior to the rise in F2, as seen in the above spectrograms.
While the entire vowel may not be affected by palatalisation, it may be the case that
the rise in F2 commences earlier on in the vowel than it would were it simply a result
of a physiological constraint or assimilation. If this is so, then this would be an
argument for treating palatalisation as a suprasegmental. This, however, is speculation;
further research is required to determine the precise nature of palatalisation in Skolt
Saami, which unfortunately is not within the scope of this thesis.
There are, however, two factors which lend support for considering palatalisation
as a suprasegmental. The first of these concerns the effect that palatalisation has on the
second component of diphthongs, most notably on the mid, central vowel <õ> of the
diphthong <uõ>, which becomes closer to /ui/ when subject to palatalisation. This is
less in keeping with the idea of an anticipatory rise in F2 and more in line with the
idea of palatalisation affecting, at least a portion of, the preceeding vowel, as
suggested in the preceding paragraph.
The second factor relates to the effect of palatalisation on consonant clusters,
where typically the effect of palatalisation is more observable on the first consonant of
the cluster. If palatalisation were a segmental feature then it might be expected that the
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final consonant of the cluster, closest to the final /i/ or /e/ (which may have undergone
apocope), display the greatest degree of palatalisation, even if this were to spread to
the preceding consonant.
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Figure 25.

Spectrograms of the words väldd 'take.PRS.3SG' and väʹldd 'power'

This behaviour is particularly noticeable in cases where the consonant cluster
begins with /l/. When palatalisation is not present, this segment undergoes lvocalisation, becoming [w], in the idiolects of many speakers, while all speakers
produce this as a clear /l/ when palatalisation is present. This can be seen in Figure 25,
which shows spectrograms of the words väldd 'take.PRS.3SG' and väʹldd 'power',
produced by a speaker who exhibits l-vocalisation. The l-vocalisation seen in väldd
corresponds to the observed lowering of the second formant, F2, while the clear /l/ in
the palatalised word väʹldd shows no lowering of F2.
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Although the behaviour observed with consonant clusters does not, perhaps,
provide sufficient evidence by itself for treating palatalisation as a suprasegmental, the
fact that palatalisation can affect both the first consonant of a consonant cluster as well
as the vowel preceding it does reinforce the notion of palatalisation as a
suprasegmental in Skolt Saami, since it becomes less plausible to attribute this to
assimilation.
A particularly good example of the effects of palatalisation can be seen in the
word siâlggâd 'get through (e.g. work)'. The second consonant of the consonant
cluster, <gg>, represented in the orthography with two graphemes to indicate a long
consonant cluster, changes to the phoneme /ɟ/, or <ǧǧ> in the orthography; the first
consonant of the consonant cluster is produced as a clear /l/ and is not subject to lvocalisation; and the diphthong experiences a change in quality from <iâ> to <ie>.
siâlggâd (get through.INF)

→

sieʹlǧǧe (get through.PST.3PL)

Having discussed some of the issues in the classification of palatalisation and
provided possible evidence in favour of the suprasegmental theory, attention is now
returned to the question of whether palatalisation (as a secondary articulation) is
manifested on words which themselves end in a palatal consonant, which was touched
upon in the explanation as to why the word mââʹnnj 'daughter-in-law' is both
palatalised and ends in a palatal consonant.
The case of the close minimal pair peʹllj 'ear' and nellj 'four' was discussed in
§2.3 in relation to whether both a close-mid and open-mid front vowel, /e/ and /ɛ/,
should be posited for Skolt Saami or whether only one mid front vowel need be
posited and the difference in vowel quality attributed to the effect of palatalisation. If
palatalisation were segmental, affecting only the consonant, then there would be no
apparent difference between the two words (except, that is, for the word-initial
consonant), unless /e/ and /ɛ/ were separate phonemes. This is the case because the
final consonant in both words is inherently palatal and cannot be further palatalised, so
any assimilatory effect on the vowel would necessarily be caused by /ʎ/, which is
identical in both words, and would thus have an identical effect on both vowels.
If, on the other hand, palatalisation is suprasegmental and affects both the
consonant and the preceding vowel, then this can provide an explanation for the
difference in quality between the vowels in these two words, without the need to posit
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two separate vowel phonemes, since only peʹllj is palatalised. In other words, both the
vowel and the consonant can be considered subject to palatalisation at an underlying
level, while a change can only be observed in the vowel at the surface representation
of the word.

2.6 I NTERSPEAKER

VARIATION

A number of phonemes in Skolt Saami are undergoing sound changes. These
changes appear to be diachronic changes, with older speakers using the phoneme
inventory as presented in §2.2 and younger generations of speakers, those who are
approximately fifty years old or younger, exhibiting a number of changes. In most
cases the sound change is a process of lenition. In the case of four sound changes—(i)
a change in the place of articulation /ð/ → /z/; (ii) spirantisation of /t͡ʃ/ → /ʃ/; (iii)
approximation of /ʝ/ → /j/; and (iv) l-vocalisation of /l/ → /w/—the end result is a
phoneme which already exists in the language, hence there is an overall reduction in
the phoneme inventory for these speakers.
OLDER

YOUNGER

TYPE OF SOUND CHANGE

SPEAKERS

SPEAKERS

ð

z

place of articulation

t͡ʃ

ʃ

spirantisation

ʝ

j

approximation

ɣ

ɰ

approximation

l

w

l-vocalisation

c

c͡ç

affrication

ɟ

ɟ͡ʝ

affrication

This chapter on Skolt Saami phonology assumes the phonemes of the older
speakers to be the more conservative and therefore throughout this grammar words are
transcribed in the form used by older speakers, so a word such as 'water' will be
written in its official orthographical form čääʹcc, produced by older speakers as
[t͡ʃæ͔ːʰt͡sˑᵉ], even though younger speakers produce the same word as [ʃæ͔ːʰt͡sˑᵉ].
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3

M ORPHOPHONOLOGY

Inflection in Skolt Saami is being incredibly complex due to a wide range of
morphophonological processes which give rise to the different inflectional forms,
including changes in vowel quality, vowel length, consonant quality and consonant
length as well as palatalisation and epenthesis. Historically, these sound changes were
motivated by a number of factors, including grade alternation, unstressed vowel
contractions and lateral vowel alternations, which were usually due to the phonological
properties of the suffixed morphemes. However, diachronic changes in Skolt Saami,
such as the loss of word-final consonants, have removed the conditioning
environments and rendered many of these sound changes opaque, hence from a
synchronic viewpoint these sound changes may be treated as being morphologically
conditioned (Sammallahti 1998: 56).
The abovementioned morphophonological processes apply to all word classes,
primarily affecting the inflectional stems of both verbs and nouns, generating a
number of distinct stem forms. The example given below shows how the stem of a
verb occurring in different syntactic contexts has a variety of realisations. Consider
the verb tieʹtted 'to know':
tieʹtted

INF

teâtt

PRS.3SG

tiõʹt'te

PST.3PL

tieʹđ

IMP.2SG

teäʹt'te

tiõʹđež

PRS.3PL

POT.3SG
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In this example it can be seen that the diphthong is realised in four distinct ways (ie,

eâ, eä, iõ), while the length and quality of the stem-final consonant also undergoes
changes (t't→tt→đ). Furthermore, palatalisation is absent from the PRS.3SG form.
The following example shows how the stem of a noun has a variety of
realisations. Consider the noun muõrr 'tree':
muõrr

tree.SG.NOM

muõr

tree.PL.NOM

muõʹr're

tree.SG.ILL

This example also shows a three-way length distinction in the consonant centre
(r'r→rr→r) and the presence of palatalisation in the SG.ILL form.
This chapter covers three topics in morphophonology—section 3.1 covers vowel
height alternations; section 3.2 is concerned with consonant gradation and section 3.3
looks at phonological quantity.

3.1 V OW EL

HEIGHT

3.1.1 MONOPHTHONGS
Vowels in Skolt Saami form alternating pairs where the realisation of one
member of a pair over another is morphologically conditioned. In all but one case,
these pairs contrast with each other with regard to vowel height, hence vowels are
referred to as being either

HIGH

or

LOW.

The exception is the pairing a ~ ä where the

contrast is instead between a front and back vowel. These vowel pairs are presented in
Table 9.
HIGH

LOW

i

e

õ

â

u

o

o

å

a

ä

Table 9. Vowel high–low pairs
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A variation in vowel height within a stem is sometimes the only differentiating
factor between two paradigm forms. This is the case, for example, between the
PRS.3PL

and

PST.3PL

forms of Class 1, Group A verbs, where the

PRS.3PL

requires a

low vowel and the PST.3PL requires a high vowel.
kåʹsse (cough.PRS.3PL) → koʹsse (cough.PST.3PL)
sâʹǩǩe (row.PRS.3PL)

eʹtte (appear.PRS.3PL)

→ sõʹǩǩe (row.PST.3PL)

→ iʹtte (appear.PST.3PL)

Note that, in referring to a 'high' or 'low' vowel in this analysis, reference is
made to the relative height of a vowel in relation to its counterpart and not to its
absolute height.22 As a result, the high member of one vowel pair may be phonetically
lower than, or equal to, the low vowel of another vowel pair. This is illustrated with
the vowel o, which is simultaneously the high member of the å ~ o pair while at the
same time the low member of the o ~ u pair; although this vowel is phonetically
neither a high nor low vowel, but a mid or close-mid back vowel, it is referred to in
this analysis as either high or low, depending on which pair it belongs to.
In Class 1, Group B nominals, the
given vowel pair, while the

SG.LOC

SG.NOM

form displays the

form specifies for the

HIGH

LOW

member of a

member of the pair. In

the example below, o in jokk belongs to the LOW set, and therefore its high counterpart
is u, while, in the case of pollu, o is a high vowel and its low counterpart is therefore

å.
LOW VOWEL CENTRE

HIGH VOWEL CENTRE

jokk (yoke.SG.NOM) → jukku (yoke.SG.ILL)
påll (float.SG.NOM)

→ pollu (float.SG.ILL)

In verbal and nominal inflection if it often possible to determine which subgroup
a word belongs to from the vowel occurring in the vowel centre. In the case of words
exhibiting o, however, it is not possible to determine from the vowel centre alone
whether this vowel belongs to the high set of vowels or the low set.
22

Henceforth, the term 'high' or 'high vowel', or any reference to a paradigm cell specifying for

[+HIGH], will be used to refer to the higher vowel of each pair, or the back vowel in the a ~ ä pair, as
presented in Table 9, and does not necessarily entail a phonetically high vowel.
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A visual representation of these vowel changes in relation to a vowel
quadrilateral is given in Figure 26.

Figure 26.

Schematic diagram of vowel pairings

As already illustrated with Class 1, Group A verbs, certain forms of an
inflectional paradigm may specify for either a high or low member of a vowel pair. A
word exhibiting the opposite member of that vowel pair in the vowel centre will
therefore undergo a change in vowel height to comply with the height specification
pertaining to that paradigm form. If a word already displays the member of a vowel
pair which the paradigm form specifies for, however, no change is observed. This can
be illustrated with the PRS.3SG forms of Class 1, Group A and B verbs.
Class 1, Group A
viǯǯâd (fetch.INF)

→ veǯǯ (fetch.PRS.3SG)

joorrâd (spin.INF)

→ jåårr (spin.PRS.3SG)

suukkâd (row.INF) → sookk (row.PRS.3SG)

Class 1, Group B
neessad (blow.nose.INF) → neess (blow.nose.PRS.3SG)
roossad (splash.INF)

→ rooss (splash.PRS.3SG)

väällad (pour.INF)

→ vääll (pour.PRS.3SG)

In the examples presented above, Class 1A verbs display a change in vowel quality in
the
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PRS.3SG,

which is not observed in the same form of Class 1B verbs. This

difference can be accounted for by stating that the

PRS.3SG

specifies for a low vowel

but since Class 1B verbs already display a low vowel by default in the consonant

centre no change is observed. Note in particular the behaviour of the vowel o. When it
occurs in the Class 1A verb joorrâd it is the high member of the o ~ å pair, but when it
occurs in the Class 1B verb roossad it is the low member of the u ~ o pair and
therefore undergoes no change.

3.1.2 DIPHTHONGS
Like monophthongs, diphthongs also form alternating pairs where the realisation
of each member is morphologically conditioned. Changes in diphthong quality are,
understandably, not as straightforward as changes in monophthong quality, since the
diphthong itself already exhibits a change in quality from a close to open vowel.
Nevertheless, since at least one element of the diphthong exhibits a change in vowel
height, the use of the terms

HIGH

and

LOW

can still be applied in the same fashion to

diphthongs. The high–low diphthong pairs are given in Table 10.
HIGH

LOW

iõ

eâ

iâ

eä

uõ

uâ

uå

uä

Table 10. Diphthong high–low pairs
Examples of the changes involved in diphthongs can be illustrated by way of the
INF

and PRS.3SG forms of Class 1A verbs.

piõg'gâd (blow.INF)
liâššâd (lie.INF)

→ peâg'g (blow.PRS.3SG)
→ leäšš (lie.PRS.3SG)

kuõskkâd (touch.INF) → kuâskk (touch.PRS.3SG)
muårrâd (break.INF)

→ muärr (break.PRS.3SG)

The palatalised counterparts of each diphthong can therefore also be placed in
either the high or low group, as presented in Table 11.
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HIGH

LOW

PLAIN

PALATALISED

PLAIN

PALATALISED

iõ

iõʹ

eâ

eäʹ

iâ

ieʹ

eä

eäʹ

uõ

uõʹ

uâ

ueʹ

uå

ueʹ

uä

uäʹ

Table 11. Diphthong high–low pairs, including palatalised counterparts
In Group C words—i.e. those words which are inherently palatalised and have
an e-final stem—the diphthong in the vowel centre of the citation form (the
form of nouns or the
the

LOW

INF

form of verbs) does not belong to either the

HIGH

SG.NOM

group or

group of diphthongs. Instead, forms displaying ieʹ in the vowel centre belong

to the iõ ~ eâ pair, despite the fact that ieʹ is also the high palatalised diphthong of the

iâ ~ eä pair. Likewise, the diphthong ueʹ in the vowel centre of a Group C word
displays changes in line with the uõ ~ uâ pair, despite being the high palatalised
diphthong of the uå ~ uä pair. These correspondences are summarised in Table 12.
GROUP C

HIGH

LOW

VOWEL CENTRE

PLAIN

PALATALISED

PLAIN

PALATALISED

ieʹ

iõ

iõʹ

eâ

eäʹ

eäʹ (~ ieʹ)23

iâ

ieʹ

eä

eäʹ

ueʹ

uõ

uõʹ

uâ

ueʹ

uäʹ (~ ueʹ)

uå

ueʹ

uä

uäʹ

Table 12. Diphthong high–low pairs, including palatalised counterparts

3.1.3 METAPHONY
The literature on Saami makes mention of metaphony (e.g. Sammallahti 1998),
whereby the vowel centre is influenced by the vowel of a suffix in a process of
regressive assimilation. While it may be the case that the vowel height alternations in
23

See §2.4 for a discussion on the diphthongs of the vowel centre of Group C nominals and verbs

which are in complementary distribution.
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Skolt Saami stem from a process of height assimilation with a suffix vowel, it is
clearly no longer possible to use metaphony as an explanation for all vowel height
alternations due to the loss of final vowels in many Skolt Saami words.
As illustrated in the previous section the

PRS.3SG

form of Class 1 verbs requires

a low vowel in the absence of any suffix vowel. While the low specification in this
form may have originated in a height assimilation with a low suffix vowel, the fact

that no suffix occurs in the present-day form necessitates an explanation which does
not involve metaphony. In this light, then, vowel height is seen throughout this thesis
as a feature of individual paradigm forms and not as an automatic phonological

process of regressive vowel height assimilation. As Sammallahti (1998: 61) states,
"after the Proto-Saami stage, metaphony affecting stressed syllable vowels and
reduction of unstressed positions (such as the loss of final sounds) have made sound
symbolism in Saami morphology more and more important."

3.2 C ONSONANT

GRADATION

Consonants in Skolt Saami are subject to processes of consonant gradation.
While historically the application of consonant gradation rules was phonetically
conditioned, the phonetic motivation has disappeared as a result of historical
processes, including the loss of many word-final consonants, and Skolt Saami
consonant gradation has become completely morphologised (McRobbie-Utasi 1999:
89). However, the very loss of these word-final consonants which led to the loss of the
phonetic conditioning for consonant gradation in turn gave the gradational status of
consonants an important grammatical role, whereby certain inflectional forms of a
paradigm are differentiated one from another entirely on the basis of consonant
gradation, as the examples below demonstrate.24
kueʹs's (guest.SG.NOM) → kueʹss (guest.PL.NOM)
→ pââl (fear.PL.NOM)
pââll (fear.SG.NOM)
veârr (trust.PRS.3SG)
reäkk (cry.PRS.3SG)

24

→ veâr (trust.IMP.2SG)
→ reäǥǥ (cry.IMP.2SG)

This statement is not strictly true, since the duration of the vowel also varies in these minimal pairs.

Nevertheless, this can be seen as an automatic process which occurs together with variations in
consonant duration. This issue will be discussed in the following section.
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Consonant gradation is not limited to stops and affricates, but also applies to
sonorants and fricatives, as the example kueʹss 'guest' shows. A number of consonants
are subject to both quantitative and qualitative gradation, as seen in the case of reäkk ~

reäǥǥ, while others only undergo quantitative gradation.
Consonants undergoing gradation have traditionally been grouped into three

series, the x–series, the xx–series and the xy–series. Consonants belonging to the xseries are single consonants in the weak grade which alternate with short geminates in
the strong grade. Those belonging to the xx–series are short geminates in the weak
grade alternating with long geminates in the strong grade. Consonants in the xy–series
are short constant clusters in the weak grade and these alternate with long consonant
clusters in the strong grade. Examples of each are given below.
x–series
siõrrâd (play.INF) → siõr (play.IMP.2SG)
põõllâd (fear.INF) → põõl (fear.IMP.2SG)
xx–series
viǯ'ǯâd (fetch.INF)

→ viiǯǯ (fetch.IMP.2SG)
kuäl'l (sour.milk.SG.NOM) → kuäll (sour.milk.SG.ACC)
xy–series

ǩeâlkk (sledge.SG.NOM)

→ ǩeâlk (sledge.SG.ACC)
čuõškk (mosquito.SG.NOM) → čuõšk (mosquito.PL.NOM)
Consonants appearing as an element of a consonant cluster (xy–series) behave
differently to those which do not (xx–series). The example below shows how ǩǩ
undergoes a change in quantity (ǩǩ → ǩ), but not in quality, when appearing in the
weak grade if it forms part of a consonant cluster and hence belongs to the xy–series.
The same consonant, when belonging to the xx–series, displays a change in quality (ǩǩ
→ jj) in the weak grade.
päiʹǩǩ (place.SG.NOM) →

pääiʹǩ (place.PL.NOM)

sueʹǩǩ (birch.SG.NOM) →

sueʹjj (birch.PL.NOM)
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It may be noted that the above definition of the three series only made mention
of a two-way distinction between a strong grade and a weak grade. This is because the
third grade, often referred to as the overlong grade, developed independently of the
weak–strong contrast. When consonants belonging to the x–series occur in the strong
grade with a long geminate as opposed to a short geminate—i.e. equalling the strong
grade of the xx–series—then this is referred to as the overlong grade (McRobbie-Utasi
1999: 29). This relationship is shown in the following diagram (reproduced from
McRobbie-Utasi 1999: 29).
WEAK GRADE

STRONG GRADE

x-series

C

CC

x-series

C

CːC (overlong)

xx-series CC

CːC

The above diagram shows that even before the development of the overlong
grade, there already existed three distinct consonant durations (C, CC and CːC), with
an overlap of the strong grade of the x-series and the weak grade of the xx-series.
However, the inflectional paradigm of any given word would only have exhibited a
two-way distinction between the weak and strong grade depending of which series the
consonant(s) of the stem belonged to, whereas now the inflectional paradigm of a
word containing a consonant of the x–series may display a three-way duration
contrast, as exemplified below.
WEAK

STRONG

veâr (trust.IMP.2SG)

OVERLONG

→ veâr'ra (trust.PRS.3PL)
→ eʹtte (appear.PRS.3PL)

→ veârrad (trust.INF)
eeʹđ (appear.IMP.2SG) → eeʹtted (appear.INF)
→ ǩiõtt (hand.SG.NOM) → ǩiõʹt'te (hand.SG.ILL)
ǩiõđ (hand.PL.NOM)

A word containing a consonant of the xx–series, on the other hand, only displays
a two-way duration contrast. The

PRS.3PL

form of verbs and the

SG.ILL

form of nouns

specify for an overlong consonant and since the strong grade of xx–series consonants
is already a long geminate no contrast it observed, as exemplified below.
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WEAK

STRONG

OVERLONG

viiǯǯ (collect.IMP.2SG) → veǯǯ (collect.PRS.3SG) → veʹǯǯe (trust.PRS.3PL)
piõgg (blow.IMP.2SG) → peâg'g (blow.PRS.3SG) → peäʹǧ'ǧe (blow.PRS.3PL)
A number of consonants belonging to the x–series also exhibit qualitative
gradation, where the weak counterpart is voiced and the qualitatively distinct strong
counterpart is voiceless—this has already been seen in the example of ǩiõđ → ǩiõtt
given above. Two of these consonants display both qualitative and quantitative
gradation, namely pp → v and tt → đ. Most, however, display a short geminate in
both the strong grade and the weak grade, contrary to the previous definition which
stated that a weak consonant of the x–series is a single consonant. Nevertheless, these
consonants can be classed as belonging to the x–series because they display a short
geminate in the strong grade, and therefore are subject to overlength in certain forms
of their inflectional paradigms, giving a three-way grade contrast even though there is
only a two-way durational contrast. The consonants displaying qualitative gradation
are presented in Table 13.
STRONG

WEAK

cc

ʒʒ

čč

jj

kk ~ ʹǩǩ

ǥǥ ~ ʹjj

pp

v

ss

zz

šš

žž

tt

đ

Table 13. Consonants displaying qualitative gradation
Note that đ is both the weak counterpart of the geminates tt and đđ and v is both
the weak counterpart of pp and vv. The weak counterpart of kk is ʹjj when palatalised,
like the palatalised weak counterpart of čč, and the strong counterpart of ǥǥ is ʹǩǩ
when palatalised. These facts are illustrated in the following examples.
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STRONG OR STRONG+

WEAK

ǩiđđ (spring.SG.NOM)

→ ǩiiđ (summer.SG.ACC)
→ ǩiõđ (hand.SG.ACC)

kååʹpp (hole.SG.NOM)

→ kååʹv (hole.SG.ACC)
→ peeiʹv (sun.SG.ACC)

ǩiõtt (hand.SG.NOM)

peiʹvv (sun.SG.NOM)

veʹǩ'ǩe (take.PRS.3PL)

→ viiǥǥ (take.IMP.2SG)
kââkkam (rub.PST.PCPL) → kõõʹjji (rub.PST.3SG)
→ eeʹjj (father.PL.NOM)
eʹčč (father.SG.NOM)
Before going further, it is necessary to point out that, as opposed to using the
term

OVERLONG

when referring to those x–series consonants which are quantitatively

equal to the strong grade of the xx–series, the term

STRONG+

has been used

throughout this thesis; this term also reflects the fact that this is a case of strengthening
(Sammallahti 1998: 48). In the chapters on inflection, then, the terms

WEAK, STRONG

and STRONG+ are used to indicate the grade in which the consonant of a stem appears.
Paradigm forms specifying for

STRONG+

thus display the strong grade of xx–series

consonants, but the overlong grade of x–series consonants. The relationship between
consonant series and

WEAK, STRONG

and

STRONG+

stems are represented in the

following table.
SERIES25

WEAK

STRONG

STRONG+

x–series

x

xx

x'x

x–series2

xx

xx

x'x

xx–series

xx

x'x

—

xy–series

xy

xyy

—

Table 14. Relationship between consonant series and WEAK/STRONG/STRONG+ stems
When the terms

GRADE

I,

GRADE

II and

GRADE

III are used, this more closely

reflects the relative durations of each grade, hence the strong grade of x–series

25

x–series2 refers to those consonants, belonging to the x–series, whose weak form is a short geminate.

This includes all the consonants which display qualitative gradation, apart from pp and tt which

alternate with the single consonants v and đ, respectively. It thus includes the following grade II
consonants as presented in Table 13: cc, čč, kk, ss and šš.
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consonants and the weak grade of xx–series consonants are both considered as

GRADE

II; likewise, the overlong grade of x–series consonants and the strong grade of xx–
series consonants are treated together as

GRADE

III consonants. The only exception to

this is treating the weak grade of those x–series consonants which display qualitative
gradation as belonging to
GRADE

GRADE

I, despite the fact that quantitatively they are close to

II consonants. The relationships between consonant series and Grade I, II and

III are represented in the following table.
I

GRADE

II

SERIES

GRADE

GRADE

x–series

x

xx

x'x

x–series2

xx

xx

x'x

xx–series

—

xx

x'x

xy–series

—

xy

xyy

III

Table 15. Relationship between consonant series and Grade I/II/III consonants
As mentioned in the section on the Skolt Saami orthography (§1.8) consonant
clusters—which belong to the xy–series—are represented orthographically as C1C2C2
in the strong grade, although both elements are long, and C1C2 in the weak grade,
when both elements are short. Consonant clusters ending in gg in the strong grade, or
its palatalised counterpart ǧǧ, display a qualitative change in the weak grade. When
the first element of a consonant cluster is h in the strong grade, this becomes u in the
weak grade. These two facts are summarised in Table 16, where x and y represent the
first and second elements of a cluster, in keeping with the name xy-series. Examples
of both these changes are then presented.
STRONG

WEAK

xgg ~ ʹxǧǧ

xǥ ~ ʹxj

hyy

uy

Table 16. Consonant clusters displaying qualitative gradation
vueʹlǧǧed (leave.INF)

→ vueʹlj (leave.IMP.2SG)
ǩeälggan (forest.soil.SG.ACC) → ǩeälǥ (forest.soil.SG.NOM)
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leähšš (damp.place.SG.NOM) → leäuš (damp.place.SG.ACC)
→ tääuʹt (bone.PL.NOM)
täʹhtt (bone.SG.NOM)
While the majority of verbs and nouns display gradation as outlined above, two
exceptions are observed. The first of these concerns words which display a grade III
consonant in the strong grade which undergoes elision in the weak grade, although this
does not appear to be particularly frequent. Examples of two words undergoing this
form of gradation are presented below.
STRONG

WEAK

käk'kar (animal.dropping.PL.NOM) → kääʹer (animal.dropping.SG.NOM)
jeäk'kal (lichen.PL.NOM)

→ jeeʹel (lichen.SG.NOM)

The second group of words which do not fit the gradation pattern outlined
above—which are also nouns—display a consonant centre which alternates between a
grade III consonant in the strong grade and a grade I consonant in the weak grade,
with no occurrence of grade II. A number of examples of this type of noun, which are
Class 1 nominals (see §5.2), are presented below.
WEAK

STRONG+

STRONG

jooǥǥ (river.PL.NOM) → jokk (river.SG.NOM) → joʹǩǩe (river.SG.ILL)
tool (fire.PL.NOM)

→ toll (fire.SG.NOM)

→ toʹlle (fire.SG.ILL)

kuuzz (cow.PL.NOM)

→ kuss (cow.SG.NOM)

→ kuʹsse (cow.SG.ILL)

kuun (ash.PL.NOM)

→ kunn (ash.SG.NOM)

→ kuʹnne (cow.SG.ILL)

The

PL.NOM

form of Class 1 nouns occurs in the weak grade and the examples

above display a grade I consonant in this form. The

SG.ILL

of Class 1 nouns occurs in

the strong+ grade and the examples above display a grade III consonant. However,
the

SG.NOM

of Class 1 nouns only specifies for the strong grade, but the examples

above nevertheless display a grade III consonant.
It would appear that the reason for this is due to the development of Skolt Saami
phonology from Proto-Saami, where the loss of a word-final vowel resulted in a
consonant of the x–series being realised as overlong C:C in the strong grade. Words
whose consonant centre alternates between C and C:C typically come from a Proto105

Saami word exhibiting a consonant of the x–series, while words whose consonant
centre alternates between CC and C:C are typically derived from a Proto-Saami word
exhibiting a consonant of the xx–series. This can be contrasted with North Saami
where the same words developed into words displaying short geminates CC and long
geminates C:C respectively.
Table 17 shows a list of Skolt Saami words which alternate between a single
consonant (grade I) and a long geminate (grade III) together with their Proto-Saami
and North Saami counterparts. Table 18 shows a list of Skolt Saami words which
alternate between a short geminate (grade II) and a long geminate (grade III), again
with their Proto-Saami and North Saami counterparts.26
As Table 17 and Table 18 demonstrate, the Skolt Saami words presented which
display a long geminate in the nominative singular and a single consonant in the
nominative plural (grade III → grade I) are all derived from Proto-Saami forms
displaying a single consonant in the nominative singular, while in North Saami these
have evolved into short geminates. The Skolt Saami words which alternate between a
long geminate in the nominative singular and a short geminate in the nominative plural
(grade III → grade II) are all derived from Proto-Saami forms displaying a short
geminate or a nasal+plosive consonant cluster in the nominative singular, while the
North Saami forms display a long geminate.

26

All Proto-Saami and North Saami examples were taken from the online Álgu database, accessible at

[http://kaino.kotus.fi/algu/], of the Research Institute for the Languages of Finland (KOTUS)
[http://www.kotus.fi/]. The transcription of the Proto-Saami examples utilises the Uralic Phonetic
Alphabet, while the North Saami examples are given in the orthography used by Konrad Nielsen in his
extensive dictionary series published between 1932 and 1962. While this orthography differs somewhat
from the official orthography of today, it does show the contrast between short and long geminates (as
indicated by a vertical line between consonants).
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SS27 SG.NOM

SS PL.NOM PS SG.NOM

NS SG.NOM

curve (e.g. at front of skis) čimm

čiim

ćime̮

čibmâ

river

jokk

jooǥǥ

joke̮

jokkâ

name

nõmm

nõõm

ne̮m̀e̮

nâmmâ

blood

võrr

võõr

ve̮r̀e̮

vârrâ

handle, knob

nõđđ

nõõđ

ne̮δe̮

nâđđâ

spring (season)

ǩiđđ

ǩiiđ

kiδe̮

giđđâ

buttocks, bum

põtt

põõđ

pe̮te̮

bâttâ

scab

kõnn

kõõn

ke̮ne̮

gâdnâ

phloem, inner bark

njõll

njõõl

ńe̮le̮

njâllât

(camp) fire

toll

tool

tole̮

dollâ

family, relatives

sokk

sooǥǥ

sok̀e̮

sokkâ

cough

koss

koozz

kose̮

gossât

room

lõnnj

lõõnj

le̮ńe̮

lâdnjâ

Table 17. Words displaying gradation alternations between Grade I and III
SS SG.NOM

SS PL.NOM PS SG.NOM

NS SG.NOM

thigh (animal's front leg)

tabb

taabb

δāmpe̮

dabˈbâ

wool

oll

ooll

ullᴖ̄

ulˈlo

ball

päll

pääll

pāllᴖ̄

balˈlo

bird

låʹdd

lååʹdd

lontē

lodˈde

tendon, sinew

läpp

lääpp

lāppᴖ̄

lapˈpo

dry land (e.g. in swamp)

käʹdd

kääʹdd

kāntē

gadˈde

cake

käkk

kääkk

kākkᴖ̄

gakˈko

louse

teʹǩǩ

teeʹǩǩ

tikkē

dikˈke

skull (front)

käll

kääll

kāllᴖ̄

galˈlo

[fire]brand

räʹdd

rääʹdd

rāntē

radˈde

argument

nägg

näägg

nāŋkē

nagˈgit

scoop

näʹpp

nääʹpp

nāppē

napˈpe

mitten

vacc

vaacc

vācce̮

facˈcâ

Table 18. Words displaying gradation alternations between Grade II and III
27

SS = Skolt Saami, PS = Proto-Saami, NS = North Saami.
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In the case of those nouns whose consonant centre varies between grade III and
grade II, it is not possible to determine from the SG.NOM form alone whether or not the
consonant in question belongs to the x–series or the xx–series, so in order to correctly
inflect a noun it is necessary to also know the

PL.NOM

form. It is worth noting in this

regard, however, that in Itkonen (1958) geminates which are derived from ProtoSaami single consonants are transcribed x̀x—where x̀ represents a so-called half-long
consonant and x̀x represents a half-long geminate—and geminates derived from ProtoSaami geminates are transcribed x̄x—where x̄ represents a long consonant and x̄x
represents a long geminate. This difference in phonetic length however, if indeed it
does exist, does not appear to be a phonological difference and Skolt Saami speakers
do not distinguish between words containing either a half-long or long geminate—for
example, speakers consider the

SG.NOM

forms of the nouns jokk 'river' (joᵓk̀kA) and

jokk 'yoke (of animal)' (joᵓk̄kA) to be homophonous, even though Itkonen (1958: 67)
transcribes one as having a long geminate and the other as having a half-long
geminate.
The need to know the

PL.NOM

form to be able to correctly inflect a word is

exemplified by the following two pairs of words, which are homophonous in the
SG.NOM,

but differ in their nominative plural forms (and therefore in their inflectional

class membership). The examples are given with Itkonen's phonetic transcription to
show the possible difference in phonetic length referred to above.
STRONG

ITKONEN'S

WEAK

TRANSCRIPTION

CHANGE IN
GRADE

jokk (river.SG.NOM)

joᵓk̀kᴬ

jooǥǥ (river.PL.NOM)

III > I

jokk (yoke.SG.NOM)

joᵓk̄kᴬ

jookk (yoke.PL.NOM)

III > II

sokk (family.SG.NOM) so̭̭ᵓk̀kᴬ

sooǥǥ (family.PL.NOM)

III > I

sokk (sock.SG.NOM)

sookk (sock.PL.NOM)

III > II

so̭̭ᵓk̄kᴬ

While the three distinct consonant grades play an important role in the
morphology of Skolt Saami, these interact with the duration of the preceding vowel, as
explained in the following section, and so there do not appear to be any true minimal
triplets where the only distinguishing feature is consonant grade.
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3.3 P HONOLOGICAL

QUANTITY

The previous section was concerned only with the phenomenon of consonant
gradation and therefore related only to changes in duration and quality of consonants
at the segmental level. The domain of quantity in Skolt Saami, however, has been
shown to be greater than the segment, involving not only the durational properties of
the consonant centre but also the vowel centre and latus, in addition to pitch and
intensity of second-syllable vowels (McRobbie-Utasi 1999).
An in-depth acoustic analysis of the prosodic correlates of Skolt Saami quantity
is outside the scope of this thesis, and somewhat less relevant given the research
already carried out, and the reader is therefore referred to McRobbie-Utasi (1999) for
further information pertaining to the role of pitch and intensity in marking quantity
alternations. However, the durational interdependencies between the vowel centre and
consonant centre are discussed in more detail below.
An inverse durational relationship exists between the varying degrees of
consonant gradation and the preceding vowel. A consonant in the strong grade will cooccur with a short vowel centre and a consonant in the weak grade will co-occur with
a long vowel centre. Where the consonant in question belongs to the x–series, a long
vowel co-occurs with a single consonant (grade I), a short vowel co-occurs with a long
geminate (grade III) and the vowel co-occurring with a short geminate (grade II) has a
duration which is mid-way between the two other vowels. The sum of the duration of
the vowel and consonant in a VC sequence will therefore be similar in all three grades.
The absolute durations of the vowel centre and consonant centre are, however,
not as relevant as the ratios between these two durations. This might be expected given
that absolute durational values vary with speech tempo in such a way that a short
vowel pronounced at a slow tempo may be uttered with a longer duration than a long
vowel pronounced at a faster tempo. The phenomenon of durational ratios was
elaborated on and shown to be relevant in Skolt Saami disyllabics in McRobbie-Utasi
(1999: 122) where she showed how the durational ratios are maintained even when the
first syllable undergoes compensatory lengthening after the loss of a word-final vowel.
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A somewhat superficial analysis of recordings made during my field trips to
Lapland would appear to confirm this hypothesis.28 Graphs are presented below
showing the durational ratios associated with the vowel centre and consonant centre of
verbs in different inflectional forms. Figure 27 shows the durational ratios associated
with twelve different inflectional forms of the verb tieʹtted 'to know', which exhibits a
consonant of the x–series and therefore shows a three-way contrast in consonant
duration.
4.5
4.0

Durational ratio

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

Grade I

Grade II

3pl.pst

2sg.pst

3pl.prs

1sg.pst

1pl.prs

2pl.prs

3sg.prs

2pl.pst

1pl.pst

2sg.prs

1sg.prs

3sg.pst

0.0

Grade III

Inflectional form

Figure 27.
'know'
28

Durational ratios of VC sequence of inflectional forms of tieʹtted

This analysis was carried out with recordings made on an Edirol-R09 recorder and durational

measurements were taking using Praat 5.1. The duration of the vowel was measured from the moment
when periodic sound waves, associated with the vowel, began to when they ended. A similar method
was used when measuring the duration of the consonant, i.e. by looking at a magnified portion of the
sound wave to identify where the consonant began and ended. In cases where a word-final consonant
was followed by a period of silence and therefore the consonant faded away, a drop in intensity was
used to signal the end of the consonant. Preaspiration was associated with the consonant it preceded and
not with the vowel it followed—the basis for doing this can be seen in McRobbie-Utasi (1999: 130).
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Figure 27 clearly shows the three-way contrast in durational ratios. The PRS.1SG,
PRS.2SG, PST.3SG, PST.1PL

and

PST.2PL

forms, where the consonant centre is in the

weak grade, đ, all show a durational ratio of less than 0.5. The
PRS.2PL,

and

where the consonant centre, tt, is in the strong grade (or grade II), all show a

durational ratio between around 1.5 and 2.0, while the
PST.3PL,

PRS.3SG, PRS.1PL

PRS.3PL, PST.1SG, PST.2SG

and

where the consonant centre, t't, is in the strong+ grade (or grade III), all

show durational ratios of 3.0 and above. The inflectional forms are presented in Table
19.
INFLECTIONAL FORM

CONSONANT GRADE

DURATIONAL RATIO

PST.3SG

tiõʹđi

WEAK (GRADE

I)

0.3

PRS.1SG

teâđam

WEAK (GRADE

I)

0.3

PRS.2SG

teâđak

WEAK (GRADE

I)

0.4

PST.1PL

tiõʹđim

WEAK (GRADE

I)

0.4

PST.2PL

tiõʹđid

WEAK (GRADE

I)

0.5

PRS.3SG

teâtt

STRONG (GRADE

II)

1.5

PRS.2PL

tieʹttveʹted

STRONG (GRADE

II)

1.8

PRS.1PL

tieʹttep

STRONG (GRADE

II)

1.9

PST.1SG

tiõt'tem

STRONG+ (GRADE

III)

3.1

PRS.3PL

teäʹt'te

STRONG+ (GRADE

III)

3.1

PST.2SG

tiõʹt'tiǩ

STRONG+ (GRADE

III)

3.8

PST.3PL

tiõʹt'te

STRONG+ (GRADE

III)

4.2

Table 19. Durational ratios of twelve inflectional forms of tieʹtted 'know'
While the durational ratios show a clear split between the three consonant
grades, the absolute durations of the vowel centre and consonant centre are less
transparent, providing evidence for the claim that the durational ratios are indeed more
relevant than the absolute durations. This can be clearly exemplified by observing the
absolute durations of the vowel centre and consonant centre of the inflectional forms
seen in the above table, which are presented in Figure 28.
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450
400

Duration (ms)

350
300
250
200
150
100
50

Grade I

Grade II

3pl.pst

2sg.pst

3pl.prs

1sg.pst

1pl.prs

2pl.prs

3sg.prs

2pl.pst

1pl.pst

2sg.prs

1sg.prs

3sg.pst

0

Grade III

Infelctional form
vowel

Figure 28.
'know'

consonant

Absolute durations of VC sequence of inflectional forms of tieʹtted

Figure 28 shows how the absolute duration of the grade II consonant in the
PRS.3SG

form is in fact longer than the absolute duration of almost all of the grade III

consonants—only the

PRS.3PL

is longer. However, the absolute duration of the

diphthong occurring with this grade II consonant is markedly longer than diphthongs
occurring with grade III consonants, resulting in a durational ratio which places it with
the other grade II consonants. Likewise, the length of the diphthong in the

PRS.3SG

form is of a similar duration to diphthongs occurring with grade I consonants, but the
consonant has a longer duration than the diphthong it occurs with as opposed to a
shorter duration, resulting in a durational ratio which sets it apart from grade I
consonants.
The reason for the overall greater duration of both the vowel centre and
consonant centre in the

PRS.3SG

can be explained by the fact that this is the only

monosyllabic form and therefore undergoes compensatory lengthening, compensating
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for the loss of an original second-syllable vowel. McRobbie-Utasi (1999: 115) has
shown how the durational ratios of the consonant centre and vowel centre remain the
same even when the absolute durations of both are increased when a second-syllable
vowel is reduced or lost.
This three-way pattern is not observed in paradigms where there is a qualitative
alternation between the strong (grade II) and weak (grade I) forms of a word, but no
quantitative alternation. As Figure 29 shows, an increase in durational ratios is only
observed in forms where a grade III consonant occurs. The durational ratios of the
same inflectional forms given for tieʹtted are given below for pääʹcced 'stay', where the
consonant alternates between cc in grade II and ʒʒ in grade I.

6.00

Durational ratio

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

Grade I

Grade II

3pl.pst

2sg.pst

3pl.prs

1sg.pst

1pl.prs

2pl.prs

3sg.prs

2pl.pst

1pl.pst

2sg.prs

1sg.prs

3sg.pst

0.00

Grade III

Inflectional form

Figure 29.
'stay'

Durational ratios of VC sequence of inflectional forms of pääʹcced

Here it can be seen that forms exhibiting grade III consonants and grade II
consonants pattern in a similar way to those forms seen in tieʹtted, with durational
ratios of 3.0 and over for grade III consonants and from 1.0–2.0 for grade II
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consonants. Durational ratios for forms exhibiting grade I consonants, however, are
comparable to forms exhibiting grade II consonants. Despite this, the durational ratios
in these forms may be considered less significant since the qualitative alternation itself
serves to mark changes in the consonant grade.
Inflectional forms containing consonants of the xx-series or xy-series only show
a two-way contrast between the strong and weak grade and therefore three-way
durational distinctions are irrelevant.
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4

V ERBAL INFLECTION

Verbs in Skolt Saami inflect for person (first, second, third and a fourth,
indefinite person), number (singular and plural), tense (past and non-past) and mood
(indicative, potential and conditional). Verbs also inflect for twelve participial and
converb forms and five imperative forms.
While other Saami languages show a three-way distinction in inflection for
number between the singular, dual and plural, the dual form is no longer observed in
Skolt Saami inflection. Instead, the dual pronouns occur together with the
corresponding plural form of the verb.
Verbal inflection involves both stem-internal sound changes and inflectional
suffixes, resulting in a highly complex inflectional paradigm. The paradigm of the
verb kuullâd 'to hear' is presented in Table 20 showing the verb forms which are
marked for person: the non-past, past, potential, conditional and imperative forms.
Table 21 presents the participial and converb forms of the same verb.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

kuulam

kuʹllem

kuulžem

kuulčem

2SG

kuulak

kuʹlliǩ

kuulžiǩ

kuulčiǩ

kuul

3SG

kooll

kuuli

kuulâž

kuulči

koolas

1PL

kuullâp

kuulim

kuulžep

kuulčim

kuullâp

2PL

kuullveʹted

kuulid

kuulžid

kuulčid

kuullâd

3PL

koʹlle

kuʹlle

kuulže

kuulče

kollaz

4

kuulât

kuʹlleš

kuulžet

kuulčeš

IMPERATIVE

Table 20. Inflectional paradigm of person-marked forms of kuullâd 'hear'
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VERB FORM
INFINITIVE

kuullâd

ACTION PARTICIPLE

kuullâm

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

kuulli

PAST PARTICIPLE

kuullâm

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE

kullum

PROGRESSIVE PARTICIPLE

kuullmen

TEMPORAL PARTICIPLE

kuuleen

INSTRUMENTAL PARTICIPLE

kulleeʹl

ABESSIVE PARTICIPLE

kuulkani

NEGATIVE CONVERB

kuul ~ kullu ~ kuulže ~ kuulče

Table 21. Participial and converb forms of kuullâd 'hear'
As can be seen, the
and

IMP.2PL

PRS.1PL

and the

IMP.1PL

forms are syncretic, as are the

INF

forms. All other forms are distinct from each other, except for the past

and action participles if the verb belongs to Class 1A or 1B, as in Table 21. This verb
exhibits a total of eighteen unique suffixes (–am, –ak, –âp, –veʹted, –e, –ât, –em, –iǩ, –
i, –im, –id, –eš, –âž, –ep, –et, –as, –âd, –az) and a total of seven distinct inflectional
stems (kuul–, kool–, kuull–, kooll–, koll–, kuʹll–, koʹll–).

4.1 I NFLECTIONAL

CLASSES

Verbs in Skolt Saami fall into four inflectional classes, referred to here as Class
1, 2, 3 and 4. Inflectional classes 1, 2 and 4 can be further subdivided into three
groups, based on the vowel height of the vowel centre and the absence or presence of
palatalisation, referred to as Group A, B and C. This subdivision is not applicable to
Class 3 verbs.
The infinitive form of all Skolt Saami verbs ends in either ‑âd, ‑ad or ‑ed. While
it is perhaps more correct to consider the final ‑ d as the infinitive marker and the
vowel preceding it as part of the stem, this vowel is absent in many forms and it is
more convenient to treat both ‑ d and the preceding vowel together. The term
INFLECTIONAL STEM

used throughout this chapter, therefore, refers to the part of the

verb preceding the final ‑Vd. In forms where the vowel preceding ‑d is retained this is
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made explicit, and is referred to as the

STEM VOWEL,

reflecting the fact it is better

considered to be part of the stem.
INFINITIVE

INFLECTIONAL STEM

maaššâd (feel happy) → maašš–
påhssad (grease, oil)

→ påhss–

čeâk'kjed (be buried) → čeâk'kj–
vaaldšed (rule)

→ vaaldš–

ääʹveed (open)

→ ääʹve–

Note how in the case of some verbs (Class 4 verbs), whose infinitive form is

eed‑final, treating only the final ‑Vd as the infinitive marker renders the inflectional
stem vowel-final.
Features of Class 1, 2, 3 and 4 verbs
The inflectional stems of Class 1 verbs end in either a short or long geminate
consonant or a long consonant cluster, although in the case of loan words may also
end in a single consonant. Class 1 verbs, nevertheless, always consist of a single stress
group. The inflectional stems of Class 2 verbs end in a series of consonants which do
not form a cluster—hence when no inflectional suffix is applied a vowel must be
inserted into the stem to create a well-formed word—except for stems ending with –j–,
which belong to Class 3. The infinitive forms of Class 4 verbs end in –eed, hence the
inflectional stem ends in –e after the final –ed is removed. Examples of all these
inflectional classes are presented in Table 22, highlighting the relevant part of the
stem.
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1

2

3

4

INFINITIVE

INFLECTIONAL STEM

joorrâd (revolve, turn)

joorr

kuärŋŋad (climb)

kuärŋŋ

põsslõõččâd (wash the clothes)

põsslõõčč

mainsted (tell)

mainst

västtled (slap)

västtl

näärved (wait)

näärv

rätkkjed (separate, come apart)

rätkkj

võʹllʼjed (jump up)

võʹllʼj

sedggjed (be dimly visible)

sedggj

siltteed (be able)

siltte

kârreed (curse)

kârre

ääʹveed (open)

ääʹve

Table 22. Examples of verbs belongining to Class 1, 2, 3 and 4
Features of Group A, B and C verbs
Group A verbs exhibit vowels from the high group of the high–low vowel pairs
(see §3.1) in their inflectional stem and also by default when neither high nor low is
specified by a paradigm cell. Palatalisation is not present in the infinitive form.
Group B verbs exhibit vowels from the low group of vowels in the same
environments mentioned above for Group A verbs. The infinitive form is not
palatalised.
Group C verbs exhibit vowels from both the high and low groups, but differ in
that the inflectional stem is palatalised. Palatalisation is the default form, only absent
when stipulated by a paradigm cell. When a paradigm cell specifies for a high vowel
all forms show a high vowel and the same applies when a paradigm cell specifies for a
low vowel. However, if a paradigm cell is unspecified for vowel height the vowel will
be the same as that seen in the infinitive form.
The final vowel of the infinitive of Class 1 verbs also indicates the group to
which a verb belongs. Verbs ending in –âd belong to Group A, those ending in –ad
belong to Group B and those ending in –ed belong to Group C. While this method of
group identification does not hold for verbs from inflection Class 2, since all Class 2
verbs end in –ed, the relationship observed above is nevertheless relevant. Verbs
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belonging to Class 2A display â in a number of forms (e.g.

IMP.2SG),

despite it not

appearing in the infinitive; likewise, Class 2B verbs display a and Class 2C verbs
display e in the same environments.
Below are a number of examples of verbs from each of the abovementioned
groups for inflectional Classes 1, 2 and 4 and the features used to identify their class
memebership.
CLASSIFICATION

EXAMPLE

EXPLANATION

Class 1, Group A

kaggâd (raise)

a is high vowel, ends –âd

Class 1, Group B

mäccad (fold)

ä is low vowel, ends –ad

Class 1, Group C

pääʹcced (stay)

palatalised, ends –ed

Class 2, Group A

juurdčed (consider) u is high vowel

Class 2, Group B

mååjjmed (smile)

å is low vowel

Class 2, Group C

ǩeeʹrjted (write)

palatalised

Class 4, Group A

vaulleed (brake)

a is high vowel, ends –eed

Class 4, Group B

âskkeed (hug)

â is low vowel, ends –eed

Class 4, Group C

oiʹǧǧeed (push)

palatalised

Class 3 verbs are not subdivided into groups, although palatalisation in the
infinitive form results in –e in the IMP.2SG, instead of –u.
EXAMPLE

Class 3, non-palatalised

čåuddjed (come loose) not palatalised

čouddu

Class 3, palatalised

võʹllʼjed (jump up)

võʹllʼje

4.2 I NFLECTIONAL

EXPLANATION

2SG IMPERATIVE

CLASSIFICATION

palatalised

SUFFIXES

Suffixes of person-marked verb forms
Table 23 presents the inflectional suffixes of person-marked verb forms, which
are affixed to the relevant inflectional stem (see §4.3 for information relating to stem
formation). Where two suffixes are given, the first pertains to Class 1 verbs and the
second pertains to Class 2, 3 and 4 verbs.29
29

Successive affixes are separated by an en dash '–', while alternate affixes are separated by a tilde '~'.
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NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

am

em

ž–em

č–em

2SG

ak

iǩ

ž–iǩ

č–iǩ

[*3]

1PL

ˆp

im

ž–ep

č–im

ˆp ~ âkap

2PL

veʹted ~ eʹped

id

ž–id

č–id

ˆd ~ eʹǩed

3PL

[* ]

e

ž–e

č–e

az ~ âkaz

3SG

4

[*1]

2

ˆt

i

ˆ–ž

eš

č–i

ž–et

č–eš

IMPERATIVE

as ~ ââǥǥas

Table 23. Inflectional suffixes of person-marked verbs30
[*1] — The

PRS.3SG

is not marked with a suffix in Class 1 verbs, although the

stem is subject to sound changes. In Class 2 and Class 3 verbs, the loss of the final
vowel and consonant of the infinitive render it necessary to insert an epenthetic vowel,

‑a‑, in the stem, since the consonant centre does not allow multiple consonants, which
do not belong to a cluster, to appear in the same syllable—for example, mainsted
'tell.INF' → maainast 'tell.PRS.3SG' ↛ *maainst . In Class 4 verbs the final vowel of the
stem, which remains after the loss of the final –ed of the infinitive, is replaced with the
suffix –ad.
[*2] — The asterisk in the

PRS.3PL

represents a vowel which varies depending on

the inflectional class of the verb—for Class 1, Group B verbs this vowel is ‑a‑; for all
other classes this vowel is ‑e.
[*3] — The

IMP.2SG

is marked in different ways depending on the inflectional

class. Class 1 verbs do not take a suffix and occur in the weak grade. Class 2 verbs
insert a vowel in the same position as the epenthetic vowel seen in the

PRS.3SG,

although in this case the vowel corresponds to the subgroup the verb belongs to—
Group A verbs display ‑â‑ in this position, Group B verbs display ‑a‑ and Group C
verbs display ‑e‑. Class 3 verbs do not insert a vowel into the stem, but instead the
30

Alternate forms of a small number of inflectional suffixes exist, as indicated below.

1PL
2PL
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PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

in

žim ~ žin

čin ~ čep
čeʹped

final ‑j‑ of the inflectional stem is replaced with the vowel ‑u‑, or, in the case of
palatalised stems, the vowel ‑e‑. Class 4 verbs replace the final –e– of the stem with
the suffix –âd, –ad or –ed, depending on the subgroup to which the verb belongs.
In most paradigm forms the final vowel and consonant of the infinitive form is
lost before the application of the relevant inflectional suffix. The forms where the stem
vowel is retained have been indicated with a circumflex in Table 23 prior to the
inflectional suffix.
In addition, Class 1, Group B verbs also retain the stem vowel a in the
PST.1PL

and

PST.2PL

PST.3SG,

forms, while in all other past forms the vowel of the inflectional

suffix is replaced with u. Note also that the change from i → u in the

PST.2SG

triggers

a change from ǩ → k. These variant forms of the past tense inflectional suffixes of
Class 1, Group B verbs are presented in Table 24.
PAST

1SG

um

2SG

uk

3SG

a–i

1PL

a–im

2PL

a–id

3PL

u

4

uš

Table 24. Forms of past tense suffixes for Class 1, Goup B verbs
As is evident from Table 23 the potential marker is –ž– and the conditional
marker is ‑č‑; these morphemes could, therefore, have been presented separately from
the person and number marking, but for the sake of simplicity the two are presented
together. The person and number markings in the conditional forms are identical to
those of the past tense, while in the potential they are identical to most, but not all
forms of the past tense.
In addition to those forms which retain the stem vowel, as indicated by the

circumflex in Table 23, verbs belonging to Class 2 and Class 3 also retain the stem
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vowel prior to the application of a potential or conditional suffix.31 In all forms, apart
from

POT.3SG,

this leads to a change from a trisyllabic stress group to two disyllabic

stress groups, and the vowel present in these suffixes—i or e—causes the second stress
group to be palatalised, for example mainsted 'tell' → mainsteʹči 'tell.COND.3SG'.
The

IMP.2PL

suffix of Class 3 and Class 4 verbs shows variation between the

suffixes ‑eʹǩed and ‑ed.
The application of the inflectional suffixes to the e-final stem of Class 4 verbs
results in a long –ee– when an e-initial suffix is added, except in the case of the
suffixes ‑eʹpet (PRS.2PL) and ‑eʹǩed (IMP.2PL). When any other vowel-initial suffix is
added it triggers the following sound changes.
e + a → ää
e+i

→ ii

The e-final stem also means that an epenthetic vowel is unnecessary in the
potential and conditional forms of Class 4 verbs, although the potential and conditional
suffixes do trigger palatalisation in the final two syllables.
An example paradigm of a Class 4 verb, ääʹveed 'open', is presented in Table 25
to illustrate the aforementioned points relating to this inflectional class.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

ääʹvääm

ääʹveem

ääʹveʹžem

ääʹveʹčem

2SG

ääʹvääk

ääʹviiǩ

ääʹveʹžiǩ

ääʹveʹčiǩ

ääʹved

3SG

ääʹvad

ääʹvii

ääʹveež

ääʹveʹči

ääʹvââǥǥas

1PL

ääʹveep

ääʹviim

ääʹveʹžep

ääʹveʹčep

ääʹvâkap

2PL

ääʹveʹped

ääʹviid

ääʹveʹžid

ääʹveʹčid

ääʹveʹǩed

3PL

ääʹvee

ääʹvee

ääʹveʹže

ääʹveʹče

ääʹvâkaz

4

ääʹveet

ääʹveeš

ääʹveʹžet

ääʹveʹčeš

IMPERATIVE

Table 25. Inflectional paradigm of Class 4, Group C verb ääʹveed 'open'

31

An alternative explanation could consider this an epenthetic vowel inserted after the loss of the final

vowel of the infinitive, since the potential and conditional suffixes would not otherwise be able to attach
to the consonant-final stem of the verb.
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Suffixes of non-person-marked verb forms
The suffixes of non-person-marked verb forms are presented in Table 26. Again,
the circumflex represents the stem vowel. Where two suffixes are presented the first
pertains to Class 1 verbs and the second to Class 2, 3 and 4 verbs.
INFLECTIONAL SUFFIX
INFINITIVE

âd / ad / ed

ACTION PARTICIPLE

^m

PRESENT PARTICIPLE

i ~ eei

PAST PARTICIPLE

am [*1]

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE

um [*3]

PROGRESSIVE PARTICIPLE

men [*2]

TEMPORAL PARTICIPLE

een

INSTRUMENTAL PARTICIPLE

eeʹl

ABESSIVE PARTICIPLE

ǩâni [*2]

NEGATIVE CONVERB

[*4]

NEGATIVE CONVERB

2

u ~ uku

NEGATIVE CONVERB POT

že [*2]

NEGATIVE CONVERB COND

če [*2]

Table 26. Inflectional suffixes of non-person-marked verb forms
[*1] — In Class 1, Group A verbs this ending is –âm. In Class 4 verbs the
combination of the stem final –e– and the suffix –am becomes –ääm.
[*2] — The application of consonant-initial suffixes to Class 2, 3 and 4 verbs
necessitates the retention of the final –e– of the infinitive. Also in Classes 2, 3 and 4,
the –e– in the suffix of the potential and conditional connegative forms, as well as the
progressive participle, triggers palatalisation in the second stress group. In the
progressive particple the –m– of the suffix is also geminated—e.g. võʹllʼjeʹmmen
'jump.PROG.PTCP'.
[*3] — The passive participle of Class 4 verbs is realised as –ummu, and
sometimes also in Class 2 and 3 verbs.
[*4] — In all verb classes the connegative verb [1] is identical in form to the
IMP.2SG

form. That is to say Class 1 verbs do not take a suffix and occur in the weak
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grade; Class 2 verbs insert a vowel in the inflectional stem, based on the subgroup
they belong to; Class 3 verbs replace the final ‑j‑ of the inflectional stem with the
vowel ‑u‑, or, in the case of palatalised stems, the vowel ‑e‑; Class 4 verbs replace the
final –e– of the stem with the suffix –âd, –ad or –ed, depending on the subgroup to
which the verb belongs.

4.3 I NFLECTIONAL

STEM S

Class 1 inflectional stems (person-marked verb forms)
Verbs belonging to inflectional Class 1 undergo the most complex sound
changes of all the inflectional classes in Skolt Saami, giving rise to a number of
distinct verbal stems. The complexity arises from the fact that up to three sound
change processes may occur concurrently, although due to the effect changes in
consonant grade have on the preceeding vowels this can be perceived as four
independent sound changes operating together.
The morphophonological processes which an inflectional stem may undergo are
(i) an alternation in consonant grade between a Grade I, II or III consonant, or between
a simple and complex consonant cluster, (ii) an alternation between a short and long
stem vowel, which varies in accordance with (i), (iii) an alternation between a high or
low stem vowel and (iv) the presence or absence of palatalisation.
Vowel length is not specified in this section, since this is predictable from the
consonant grade specified, as explained in §3.3. The default stem is the inflectional
stem of the infinitive form and so when consonant grade, vowel height or
palatalisation are not specified for a given paradigm cell, the relevant feature will be
identical to that of the infinitive stem.
As explained in §3.2, consonant gradation in Skolt Saami has lost its
phonological conditioning, but nevertheless plays an important role in distinguishing
different morphological forms. Each paradigm cell is associated with a specific grade;
those for Class 1 verbs are presented in Table 27.
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NON-PAST

PAST

WEAK
WEAK

STRONG

3SG

–

1PL

–

1SG
2SG

2PL
3PL
4

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

IMPERATIVE

STRONG+

WEAK

WEAK

+

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

–

–

WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

–

STRONG+

STRONG+

WEAK

WEAK

STRONG+

WEAK

STRONG+

WEAK

WEAK

Table 27. Consonant grade of Class 1 inflectional stems
Certain paradigm cells require a vowel to be either high or low. Vowel height
specifications for Class 1 verbs, which are relevant to all subgroups, are presented in
Table 28. Note that in Group A verbs the vowel centre consists of a high vowel by
default, so the only change observed is in those paradigm cells specified for a low
vowel; likewise in Group B verbs the vowel centre is a low vowel by default, so only
a change to a high vowel is observed.
NON-PAST

PAST

1SG

[+HIGH]

2SG

[+HIGH]

3SG

[+LOW]

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

IMPERATIVE

[+LOW]

1PL
2PL
3PL
4

[+LOW]

[+HIGH]
[+HIGH]

[+LOW]

Table 28. Vowel height of Class 1 inflectional stems
In addition to those features shared by all three subgroups of verbs, the features
presented in Table 29 are relevant only to Class 1A verbs. Note, however, that this
feature of palatalisation does not appear to be an independent feature, but rather occurs
in all inflectional stems which are in the strong+ grade and whose inflectional suffix
contains either the vowel e or i.
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NON-PAST

PAST

1SG

[+PALATAL]

2SG

[+PALATAL]

3SG

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

IMPERATIVE

1PL
2PL
3PL

[+PALATAL] [+PALATAL]

4

[+PALATAL]

Table 29. Inflectional features of Class 1, Group A verbs
In addition to those features shared by all three subgroups of verbs, the features
presented in Table 30 are only relevant for Class 1C nouns.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

[–PALATAL]

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]

[–PALATAL]

2SG

[–PALATAL]

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]

[–PALATAL]

1PL

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]

[–PALATAL]

3PL

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]

[–PALATAL]

3SG

[–PALATAL]

2PL

[+HIGH]
[+HIGH]

4

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]
[+HIGH]
[+HIGH]

[–PALATAL]

IMPERATIVE

[–PALATAL]

[–PALATAL]
[–PALATAL]

[–PALATAL]

Table 30. Inflectional features of Class 1, Group C verbs
The loss of palatalisation co-occurs with a change in vowel height from high to
low if applicable, hence all conditional forms, as well as the present singular forms
and the

IMP.3SG

and

IMP.3PL

forms, of Class 1C verbs occur with a low vowel. This is

not stipulated in the table above, however, since it can be considered an automatic
process related to the loss of palatalisation.
The inflectional stem of a verb for a given paradigm cell is thus formed by the
combined application of the consonant grade and other features relevant to the verb
and paradigm cell in question on the infinitive stem. The following provides an
illustration of this.
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GIVEN VERB (INFINITIVE FORM)

= vueʹlǧǧed (leave)

DESIRED FORM

=

PRS.1SG

=

WEAK GRADE

VERB INFLECTIONAL CLASS

CLASS 1C FEATURES

= Class 1C (ed-final, palatalised)

STEM FORM

= vuâlǥ–

CLASS 1 PRS.1SG SUFFIX

= –am

[–PALATAL][+LOW]

= vuâlǥam

PARADIGM FORM

In the example presented, the following changes take place (although recall that
(ii), the change in the duration of a diphthong, is not represented in the orthography):
(i)

(ii)

WEAK GRADE
WEAK GRADE

long geminate (ʹlǧǧ) → short geminate (ʹlj)
short diphthong → long diphthong

(iii) [–PALATAL]

change in consonant quality (ʹlj → lǥ)

(v)

unspecified height (uõ~uâ) → low diphthong (uâ)

(iv) [–PALATAL]
[–PALATAL]

palatalised diphthong (ueʹ) → plain diphthong (uõ~uâ)

Table 31 – Table 33 show how the features presented in Table 27 – Table 30
combine to produce the inflectional stems of a Class 1A, 1B and 1C verb.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

kuul

kuʹll

kuul

kuul

2SG

kuul

kuʹll

kuul

kuul

kuul

3SG

kooll

kuul

kuul

kuul

kool

1PL

kuull

kuul

kuul

kuul

kuull

2PL

kuull

kuul

kuul

kuul

kuull

3PL

koʹll

kuʹll

kuul

kuul

koll

4

kuul

kuʹll

kuul

kuul

IMPERATIVE

Table 31. Inflectional stems of kuullâd 'hear', a Class 1A verb
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NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

njoorǥ

njurgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

2SG

njoorǥ

njurgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

3SG

njorgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

1PL

njorgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njorgg

2PL

njorgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njorgg

3PL

njorgg

njurgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

njorgg

4

njoorǥ

njurgg

njoorǥ

njoorǥ

IMPERATIVE

Table 32. Inflectional stems of njorggad 'whistle', a Class 1B verb
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

joord

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

joord

2SG

joord

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

joord

juurʹd

3SG

jordd

juuʹrd

juuʹrd

joord

joord

1PL

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

juuʹrd

joord

juʹrdd

2PL

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

juuʹrd

joord

juʹrdd

3PL

joʹrdd

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

joord

jordd

4

juuʹrd

juʹrdd

juuʹrd

joord

IMPERATIVE

Table 33. Inflectional stems of juʹrdded 'think', a Class 1C verb
Table 31 illustrates how, for Class 1A verbs, the combination of
morphophonological processes gives rise to seven different stem forms, which are
presented in Table 34.
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FEATURE SET

RESULTING STEM

1

INFINITVE STEM

kuull

2

WEAK

kuul

3

WEAK

4

[+LOW]

kooll

5

STRONG+ [+PALATAL]

kuʹll

6

STRONG+ [+LOW]

koll

7

STRONG+ [–PALATAL]

koʹll

[+LOW]

kool

Table 34. The seven inflectional stems kuullâd 'hear', a Class 1A verb
It is worth recalling that certain paradigm cell features are not apparent in all
verbs, since a paradigm cell may specify for a feature that a verb inherently possesses.
For example, the

PRS.3SG

form of Class 1 verbs always displays a low vowel, but this

is not apparent in verbs belonging to Class 1B, since the vowel centre already displays
a low vowel.
Verbs with a disyllabic infinitive stem behave in the same way as described for
monosyllabic inflectional stems, save for the fact that the vowel in the

IMP.3SG

form

does not undergo the change to a low vowel seen in other Class 1 verbs. The
morphophonological processes affect the final syllable and have no effect on the first
syllable. The inflectional paradigm of teâvõõttâd 'dress oneself', a Class 1A verb, is
presented in Table 35.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

teâvõõđam

teâvõʹttem

teâvõõđžem

teâvõõđčem

2SG

teâvõõđak

teâvõʹttiǩ

teâvõõđžiǩ

teâvõõđčiǩ

teâvõõđ

3SG

teâvââtt

teâvõõđi

teâvõõđâž

teâvõõđči

teâvõõđas

1PL

teâvõõttâp

teâvõõđim

teâvõõđžep

teâvõõđčim

teâvõõttâp

2PL

teâvõõttveʹted

teâvõõđid

teâvõõđžid

teâvõõđčid

teâvõõttâd

3PL

teâvâʹtte

teâvõʹtte

teâvõõđže

teâvõõđče

teâvâttaz

4

teâvõõđât

teâvõʹtteš

teâvõõđžet

teâvõõđčeš

IMPERATIVE

Table 35. Inflectional paradigm of teâvõõttâd 'dress oneself', a Class 1A verb
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Class 1 inflectional stems (non-person-marked verb forms)
Table 36 presents the consonant grade which pertains to the forms of all Class 1
verbs not marked for person, together with a number of features which are only
relevant to Class 1B and Class 1C verbs.
STEM GRADE
ACTION PTCP

–

PRESENT PTCP

–

PAST PTCP

–

PASSIVE PTCP

STRONG+

PROGRESSIVE PTCP

–

TEMPORAL PTCP

WEAK

INSTRUMENTAL PTCP

WEAK

ABESSIVE PTCP

WEAK

NEG CONVERB

WEAK

NEG CONVERB

2

STRONG+

NEG CONVERB POT

WEAK

NEG CONVERB COND

WEAK

CLASS 1B

CLASS 1C

stem vowel retained

[+HIGH]
[–PALATAL]

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH][–PALATAL]

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH][–PALATAL]
[–PALATAL]

Table 36. Features of Class 1 inflectional stems (non-person-marked verb forms)
Table 37 gives examples of the non-person-marked forms of a Class 1A, 1B and
1C verb—viikkâd 'take, carry', kuärrad 'sew' and kââʹǩǩed 'gnaw at', respectively—to
illustrate the stem-internal changes relevant to these forms. The inflectional suffixes of
these verb forms were presented in Table 26.
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CLASS 1A

CLASS 1B

CLASS 1C

INFINITIVE

viikkâd

kuärrad

kââʹǩǩed

ACTION PTCP

viikkâm

kuärram

kââʹǩǩem

PRESENT PTCP

viikki

kuärrai

kõõʹǩǩi

PAST PTCP

viikkâm

kuärram

kââkkam

PASSIVE PTCP

vikkum

kuår'rum

kõkkum

PROGRESSIVE PTCP

viikkmen

kuärrmen

kââʹǩǩmen

TEMPORAL PTCP

viiǥǥeen

kuäreen

kââʹjjeen

INSTRUMENTAL PTCP

viiǥǥeeʹl

kuäreeʹl

kââʹjjeeʹl

ABESSIVE PTCP

viiǥǥǩâni

kuärǩâni

kââʹjjǩâni

NEG CONVERB

viiǥǥ

kuär

kââʹjj

vikku

kuår'ru

kõkku

NEG CONVERB POT

viiǥǥže

kuärže

kââʹjjže

NEG CONVERB COND

viiǥǥče

kuärče

kââǥǥče

NEG CONVERB

2

Table 37. Non-person-marked forms of three Class 1 verbs
Class 2 inflectional stems
In comparison to Class 1 verbs, the inflection of Class 2, 3 and 4 verbs is a
suprisingly straightforward process of affixing the relevant inflectional suffix onto the
inflectional stem, which is the same for all paradigm forms, taking into account the
notes accompanying Table 23 and Table 26.
The
PRS.3SG

PRS.3SG

form, however, warrants a more detailed explanation. In the

forms of Class 2 verbs, which do not display an inflectional suffix, the

infinitive stem requires an epenthetic vowel, –a–, to create a disyllabic form, as the
final consonant or consonants of the infinitive stem cannot belong to the preceding
syllable due to phonotactic constraints. This epenthetic vowel is inserted immediately
before the stem-final consonant unless the penultimate consonant of the stem is s, š, l
or r and preceded by at least one other consonant, in which case the epenthetic vowel
is inserted directly before s, š, l or r. This is illustrated below.
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PRS.3SG

INFINITIVE

vaaldšed (govern)

→ vaaldaš

juurdčed (think)

→ juurdač

mainsted (tell)

→ maainast

veäʹlšted (be nervous)

→ veäʹlašt

oudlded (precede)

→ ooudald

râdsǩed (become breathless) → rââddask
äjšmed (be enthusiastic)

→ ääjašm

Often the resyllabification of the inflectional stem results in a lengthening of
either the vowel centre, consonant centre or both—e.g. mainsted 'tell' → maainast;

râdsǩed 'become breathless' → rââddask.
In the other forms which do not take an inflectional suffix, namely the
and

CONNEGATIVE

IMP.2SG

forms, the epenthetic vowel quality depends on the subgroup to

which the verb belongs, as explained in section 4.2. In these forms the epenthetic
vowel is â for Group A verbs, a for Group B verbs and e for Group C verbs.
In all other paradigm forms, which have an inflectional suffix, the inflectional
stem is identical to the infinitive stem.
Class 3 inflectional stems
Verbs of inflectional Class 3 have a similar structure to those of Class 2, except
that their infinitive stem ends with the consonant –j. In the

PRS.3SG,

the epenthetic

vowel –a–, as seen in Class 2 verbs, is present. The insertion of the epenthetic vowel
makes –j– word-final, which is then represented in the orthography as –i, for example

kollʼjed 'be heard.INF' → kollai 'be heard.PRS.3SG'.
As mentioned in section 4.2, the final –j– is omitted in the

IMP.2SG—and

the

identical connegative verb—prior to the application of the suffix –u, or –e if the
infinitive form is palatalised. The

IMP.2SG

form also specifies for a high vowel in

Class 3 verbs.
In all other paradigm forms, which have an inflectional suffix, the inflectional
stem is identical to the infinitive stem.
Note that there are a number of jed-final verbs whose

IMP.2SG

form does not end

in –u or –e, but instead ends in –âǥ or –aǥ. It seems that the split between –u/–e on the
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one hand and –âǥ/–aǥ on the other is based on the semantic properties of –j–. If –j– is
marking a verb as a middle verb (see §6.1.1) the expected

IMP.2SG

ending is – u or –e,

whereas if –j– is simply a denominalising marker (see §6.1.2) the expected

IMP.2SG

ending is likely to be –âǥ or –aǥ.
Class 4 inflectional stems
Verbs belonging to Class 4 differ from the other three inflectional classes since
their infinitive form is eed-final. As a consequence their underlying inflectional stems
are e‑final, after the final ‑Vd is disregarded. As mentioned in section 4.2, when this
final vowel of the inflectional stem is conjoined to a vowel-initial suffix, certain
changes in vowel quality at the stem–suffix interface take place. Verbs of Class 4 are
subject to no other morphophonological processes.
An example Class 4 inflectional paradigm was presented in Table 25. A second
Class 4 inflectional paradigm, the verb pueʹreed 'improve', is presented in Table 38.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

pueʹrääm

pueʹreem

pueʹreʹžem

pueʹreʹčem

2SG

pueʹrääk

pueʹriiǩ

pueʹreʹžiǩ

pueʹreʹčiǩ

pueʹred

3SG

pueʹrad

pueʹrii

pueʹreež

pueʹreʹči

pueʹrââǥǥas

1PL

pueʹreep

pueʹriim

pueʹreʹžep

pueʹreʹčep

pueʹrâkap

2PL

pueʹreʹped

pueʹriid

pueʹreʹžid

pueʹreʹčid

pueʹreʹǩed

3PL

pueʹree

pueʹree

pueʹreʹže

pueʹreʹče

pueʹrâkaz

4

pueʹreet

pueʹreeš

pueʹreʹžet

pueʹreʹčeš

IMPERATIVE

Table 38. Inflectional paradigm of pueʹreed 'improve', a Class 4 verb
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4.4 L OAN

VERBS

A number of loan verbs, typically from Russian, are given in Table 39.
SKOLT SAAMI

RUSSIAN

ENGLISH

võõidâd

vyjti

go out

sluužad

služitʹ

serve

čiistâd

čistitʹ

clean

laaddâd

latatʹ

patch up

suudâd

sudiʹ

judge

Table 39. Examples of loan verbs
The majority of loan verbs can be grouped together with one of the four
inflectional classes outlined in the previous section. This is the case, for example, with
denominal j-final verbs derived from loan nouns, such as škoouʹlʼjed 'educate' (←
Russian škola 'school'), kruuʹnʼjed 'crown' (← Finnish kruunu 'crown') and prääzkjed
'party' (← Russian prazdnik 'party'), which belong to Class 3.
Other loan verbs, however, such as those presented in Table 39, behave in most
respects as Class 1A verbs, except for the fact they are not subject to consonant
gradation. Other processes which pertain to the inflection of Class 1A verbs, such as
palatalisation and changes in vowel quality, are maintained. Examples of some verbs
belonging to this group are presented in Table 40. The

PRS.3SG

and

PRS.3PL

illustrate how the change in vowel height is mantained in loan verbs. The
PST.3PL

forms

PRS.3PL

and

forms, which specify for the strong+ grade, and IMP.2SG form, which specifies

for the WEAK grade, illustrate the fact that no change in consonant grade takes place.
INFINITIVE

PRS.3SG

PRS.3PL

PST.3PL

IMP.2SG

võõidâd

vââid

vââiʹde

võõiʹde

võõid

sluužad

sloož

slooʹže

sluuʹže

sluuž

čiistâd

čeest

čeeʹste

čiiʹste

čiist

laaddâd

läädd

lääʹdde

laaʹdde

laadd

suudâd

sooud

soouʹde

suuʹde

suud

Table 40. Five paradigm forms of five loan verbs
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In section 4.1 it was noted that for Class 1A verbs palatalisation occured in those
forms which were both in the strong+ grade and took an inflectional suffix containing
either i or e. However, the feature of palatalisation is maintained in these loan verbs,
as seen in

PRS.3PL

and

PST.3PL,

despite the absence of consonant gradation in these

forms.

4.5 T HE

AUXILIARY VERBS

There are two auxiliary verbs in Skolt Saami. The first of these in the verbs

leeʹd, glossed as 'be', which is irregular in a number of forms and cannot therefore be
classified as belonging to any of the previously mentioned inflectional classes. The
inflectional paradigm of leeʹd is presented in Table 41.
NON-PAST

PAST

POTENTIAL

CONDITIONAL

1SG

leäm

leʹjjem

leʹžžem

leʹččem

2SG

leäk

leʹjjiǩ

leʹžžiǩ

leʹččiǩ

leäk'ku

3SG

lij

leäi

leežž

leʹčči

leäǥǥas

1PL

leäʹp

leeiʹm

leʹžžep

leʹččim

leäk'kap

2PL

leäʹped

leeiʹd

leʹžžveʹted

leʹččid

leäk'ku

3PL

lie ~ liâ

leʹjje

leʹžže

leʹčče

leäk'kaz

4

leät

leʹjješ

leʹžžet

leʹččeš

IMPERATIVE

Table 41. Inflectional paradigm of leeʹd
The auxiliary verb has a number of uses, each of which is discussed in the
relevant section of this thesis—predicate constructions are discussed in §9.3;
periphrastic tenses and progressive aspect are discussed in §8.1 and §8.2; and the
passive voice is discussed in §8.3.
The second auxiliary verb is the negative auxiliary verb, which does not have an
infinitive form. The negative auxiliary verb inflects only for person and number, while
tense and mood are marked on a connegative form of the lexical verb which occurs
with the auxiliary verb. The negative auxiliary also has imperative forms. The
inflectional paradigm of the negative auxiliary verb is presented in Table 42. The use
of the negative auxiliary verb is discussed in §8.4.
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INDICATIVE

IMPERATIVE

1SG

jiõm

2SG

jiõk

jeäʹl

3SG

ij

jeälas

1PL

jeäʹp

jeäl'lap

2PL

jeäʹped

jeäʹl'led

3PL

jie ~ jiâ

jeäl'las

4

jeät

Table 42. Inflectional paradigm of the negative auxiliary verb
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5

N OMINAL INFLECTION

Due to the complex nature of mophology in Skolt Saami, this chapter on
nominal morphology is concerned only with the morphological structure of the open
word classes of nouns and adjectives—other nominals, such as pronouns, are covered
separately in chapter 7. The syntactic distribution of the different morphological forms
presented in this chapter is also dealt with in chapter 7.
Section 5.1 begins by outlining the case and number suffixes common to all
nominals. Section 5.2 introduces the different inflectional classes to which a nominal
may belong. This section explains (i) the features of the

SG.NOM

form of a nominal

which can be used in determining its class membership; (ii) the morphophonological
features relevant to each paradigm cell and (iii) any other features unique to each
inflectional class.
The following sections cover loan words (§5.3) and irregular nouns (§5.4). The
section on inflection ends with an explanation of the possessive suffixes (§5.5) and the
phonological effects these have on the stem. Finally, section 5.6 covers adjectives.
Nominal inflection in Skolt Saami involves changes in vowel quality, vowel
length, consonant quality, consonant length, palatalisation and epenthesis. These
morphophonological processes apply to the inflectional stem of a noun, generating a
number of distinct stem forms, to which inflectional suffixes are added. The stem of a
noun occuring in different syntactic contexts therefore has a variety of realisations.
The noun čuäcc 'rotten snag' is given in Table 43 as an example of a fully
inflected noun in its non-possessive form.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

čuäcc

čuäʒʒ

ACC

čuäʒʒ

GEN

čuäʒʒ

čuäʒʒaid

ILL

cuåc'cu

LOC

čuäʒʒast

čuäʒʒaid

COM

čuäʒʒain

čuäʒʒaivui´m

ABE

čuäʒʒtää

ESS

čuäccan

PART

čuäʒʒai

čuäʒʒain
čuäʒʒaitää

čuäccad

Table 43. Inflectional paradigm of čuäcc 'rotten snag'
Note that in the above paradigm there are three distinct stems—čuäcc, čuäʒʒ, and

cuåc'c. Note also the sycretism observed in the

PL.NOM, SG.ACC

and

SG.GEN

forms,

between the PL.ACC and PL.ILL forms and between the PL.LOC and SG.COM forms.
Most nominals in Skolt Saami fall into a discrete number of different inflectional
classes, although a number of irregular nouns also exist. The inflectional class to
which a nominal belongs can often be determined by its nominative singular form,
although this is not always a reliable indicator.
Although all nominals belonging to the same inflectional class exhibit the same
patterns of inflection, the actual realisation of a nominal's inflectional forms may also
depend on the inflectional sub-class to which it belongs. Class 1 nominals, for
example, are divided into three sub-classes referred to as Group A, B and C. The
group to which a nominal belongs can also, usually, be determined by its nominative
singular form.
The inflectional class stipulates which inflectional stem must be employed for
each paradigm cell as well as determining the set of inflectional affixes relevant to that
inflectional class. The sub-group determines what kind of sound change the vowels
will undergo.
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5.1 C ASE

AND NUM BER M ARKING

Table 44 gives the inflectional suffixes for Skolt Saami nominals.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

—

—

ACC

—

i–d

GEN

—

i

ILL

*

i–d

LOC

ˆst

i–n

COM

in

i–vuiʹm

ABE

tää

i–tää

ESS

ˆn

PART

ˆd

Table 44. Nominal inflectional suffixes for case and person
As the table above shows, the
PL.NOM

SG.NOM

which are syncretic with the

and

SG.ACC,

SG.ACC,

together with the

SG.GEN

and

do not take an inflectional suffix. The

grammatical difference between the latter three and the

SG.NOM

is often marked

through differences in consonant gradation, while other times it is marked through the
occurrence of a vowel not present in the
identical. Likewise, the

PL.GEN

SG.NOM

and sometimes all four forms are

does not take a unique case suffix, although it can be

distinguished from other inflectional forms by virtue of the fact it takes the plural
marker i, and is the only inflectional form which occurs with this suffix alone.
The circumflex in the

SG.LOC, SG.ESS

quality. In nominals where the

SG.NOM

and

SG.PART

represents a vowel of varying

is monosyllabic, this vowel is dependent upon

the group which the noun belongs to; Group A, B and C nominals display â, a and e,
respectively, in these positions. In the case of monosyllabic words, this vowel can be
referred to as the

STEM VOWEL,

since it corresponds to an original vowel of the stem

which has been lost in open syllables. In other cases, however, especially in disyllabics
where the stem vowel is still present, the addition of inflectional suffixes causes the
stem vowel to undergo syncope and the vowel occuring in the position indicated by
the circumflex is e. Since the vowel indicated by the circumflex does not always refer
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to the stem vowel, the term

SUFFIX VOWEL

will be used instead. The

SUFFIX VOWEL

will be specified for each of the inflectional classes presented. Inflectional classes
where the

PL.NOM

ends in a vowel other than i employ that vowel in the

SG.LOC

even

if this differs from the suffix vowel specified for that class.
The asterisk in the

SG.ILL

also resembles a vowel of varying quality, although

this is independent of the aforementioned suffix vowel, despite the fact they are
sometimes identical. This vowel will also be specified for each inflectional class and
will be referred to as the ILLATIVE VOWEL.
The plural marker i occurs in all plural forms except the

PL.NOM.

It is inserted

between the inflectional stem and the case marker, except for the PL.GEN, which has no
suffix, where it is simply appended to the inflectional stem. The main reason for
defining i as a plural marker rather than simply as part of the plural case markers,
despite its absence in the nominative plural, is due to it being the only distinguishing
feature between the singular and plural forms of the abessive. Treating i as a plural
marker also provides an explanation for the apparent syncretism between the
and the

SG.COM,

where the

SG.COM

PL.LOC

ending in is identical to the combination of the

plural marker i and the PL.LOC case marker n.
In Class 1, Group B nominals the stem vowel is retained before vowel-initial
suffixes, in addition to those marked with a circumflex in Table 44. The fully-inflected
noun presented in Table 43 is reproduced below in Table 45 showing the morpheme
breaks relevant to nominal inflection.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

čuäcc

ACC

čuäʒʒ

čuäʒʒ

GEN

čuäʒʒ

ILL

cuåc'c–u

čuäʒʒ–a–i

LOC

čuäʒʒ–a–st

čuäʒʒ–a–i–n

COM

čuäʒʒ–a–in

čuäʒʒ–a–i–vui´m

NOM

ABE

čuäʒʒ–tää

ESS

čuäcc–a–n

PART

čuäʒʒ–a–i–d
čuäʒʒ–a–i–d

čuäʒʒ–a–i–tää

čuäcc–a–d

Table 45. Inflectional paradigm of čuäcc 'rotten snag', showing morpheme breaks
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5.2 I NFLECTIONAL

CLASSES

This section outlines the different inflectional classes of Skolt Saami nominals,
highlighting the salient features of the

SG.NOM

form, which can often be used as a

method for determining class membership, together with tables showing the formation
of the other inflectional stems. Note that the numbering of classes seen here does not
correspond to numbered inflectional classes seen in other literature on Skolt Saami.
Class 1 nominals
The

SG.NOM

form of Class 1 nominals is monosyllabic32 and occurs in the strong

grade, ending in either a long geminate, short geminate or long consonant cluster. This
class accounts for a large percentage of Skolt Saami nouns, well over fifty per cent
when loan nouns and nouns derived by means of a derivational suffix are excluded.
Considering only monosyllabic words this percentage is nearer to ninety percent.33

32

While Class 1 nominals are treated here as monosyllabics, a short breath follows the final consonant

of these words, which phonetically may be interpreted as a reduced, or overshort, vowel. This is often
voiceless, although after a voiceless consonant may also be voiced. This is particularly noticeable in
words terminating in a plosive, since they are fully released as a result of the following reduced vowel.
The reduced vowel has an e-like quality when following a palatalised word, otherwise it has an a- or âlike quality.
The reason for the overshort vowel at the end of Skolt Saami monosyllabics is likely due to the
fact that they are derived from Proto-Saami disyllabics and in fact the cognates in most of the other
Saami languages are usually disyllabics. It is worth noting here that McRobbie-Utasi (1999: 111), in her
analysis on quantity in Skolt Saami, treats these words as disyllabics but makes reference to an optional
phonological rule of word-final vowel reduction or deletion. However, during fieldwork which I
conducted I was unable to elicit these forms as disyllabics, even in slow speech.
It is debatable whether or not this reduced vowel is phonological or not. It would appear that
Skolt Saami speakers consider these words to be monosyllabic and indeed the reduced vowel does not
appear in the orthography, although this fact in itself is not a reliable indicator of whether the vowel has
phonological status or not. The reader is referred to Nancy Hall's (2006) article on intrusive vowels.
Although this article relates to intrusive vowels due to articulatory timing as opposed to a vowel which
is a historical remnant from an earlier word form, it does nevertheless question whether nonphonological vowels form syllable nuclei or not.
33

These figures are based on an analysis of almost 3,000 nominal forms taken from a much larger

corpus. Compound words where the inflecting element was already represented in the corpus were
ignored to avoid duplication. Adjectives were also disregarded in this analysis.
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Class 1 nouns can be divided into three groups, A, B and C. The group to which
a noun belongs can be determined by its

SG.NOM

form. Those nouns which display a

high vowel (see §3.1) in the vowel centre and are not palatalised belong to Group A,
those which display a low vowel and are not palatalised belong to Group B and those
forms which are palatalised, regardless of vowel height, belong to Group C.
The suffix vowel of Class 1 nouns differs depending on the group to which it
belongs. These are presented in Table 46.
SUFFIX VOWEL

Group A

â

Group B

a

Group C

e

Table 46. Suffix vowels of Class 1, Group A, B and C, nouns
In addition to the

SG.LOC, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms, the suffix vowel also

manifests itself before any vowel-initial suffix, including the plural marker i, in Group
B nominals.
As explained in §3.2, consonant gradation in Skolt Saami has lost its
phonological conditioning, but nevertheless plays an important role in distinguishing
different morphological forms, since each paradigm cell is associated with a specific
grade. Those for Class 1 nouns are presented in Table 47.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

STRONG

WEAK

ACC

WEAK

WEAK

GEN

WEAK

WEAK

ILL

STRONG+

WEAK

LOC

WEAK

WEAK

COM

WEAK

WEAK

ABE

WEAK

WEAK

ESS

STRONG

PART

STRONG

Table 47. Stem gradation observed in Class 1 nominal inflection
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The illative singular stem, while always in the strong+ grade, varies depending
on the sub-group to which the noun belongs, with vowel height being specified for
Group B and C nouns. The illative vowel is also distinct in each sub-group, in Group
A nouns triggering palatalisation and in Group C nouns triggering depalatalisation.
These additional features are presented below.
VOWEL HEIGHT

e [+PALATAL]

GROUP A
GROUP B
GROUP C

ILLATIVE VOWEL

[+HIGH]
[+LOW]

u

a [–PALATAL]

Table 48. Features associated with SG.ILL forms of Class 1 nominals
Group A nouns are thus palatalised in the
nouns are palatalised in all forms except the

SG.ILL

form only, while Group C

SG.ILL.

Since Group C nouns are

palatalised forms by default it is not necessary to present palatalisation as a feature
attached to each paradigm cell, but rather present it as the loss of palatalisation in a
single form. Likewise, both Group A and Group B nouns display a high vowel in the
SG.ILL,

but this is not presented as a feature associated with Group A nouns since they

display a high vowel by virtue of belonging to Group A. However, the fact that Group
C nouns display a low vowel in the same paradigm cell suggests it is not a universal
feature of Class 1 nouns.
Group C nouns also have the feature [+HIGH] in the SG.COM and all forms of the
plural except the

PL.NOM.

Table 49 presents the combined features attached to each

paradigm cell of a Class 1, Group C noun and Table 50 shows how these features
combine to produce the different inflectional stems of kååʹpp 'hole, pit'.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

STRONG

WEAK

ACC

WEAK

WEAK

GEN

WEAK

ILL

STRONG

LOC

WEAK

COM

WEAK

ABE

WEAK

ESS

STRONG

PART

STRONG

+

[+LOW][–PALATAL]

[+HIGH]

[+HIGH]

WEAK

[+HIGH]

WEAK

[+HIGH]

WEAK

[+HIGH]

WEAK

[+HIGH]

WEAK

[+HIGH]

Table 49. Features associated with the inflection of Class 1, Group C nominals
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

kååʹpp

kååʹv

ACC

kååʹv

GEN

kååʹv

kooʹv–

ILL

kåpp–

LOC

kååʹv–

kooʹv–

COM

kooʹv–

kooʹv–

ABE

kååʹv–

ESS

kååʹpp–

PART

kååʹpp–

kooʹv–
kooʹv–
kooʹv–

Table 50. Paradigm forms of the inflectional stem of kååʹpp 'hole, pit'
Table 50 shows how the combination of features, together with a three-way
gradation contrast, combine to produce four distinct inflectional stems, kååʹpp, kååʹv,

kooʹv and kåpp. These inflectional stems with their respective inflectional suffixes are
presented in Table 51 as an example of a fully-inflected Class 1C noun, kååʹpp 'hole,
pit'.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

kååʹpp

kååʹv

ACC

kååʹv

GEN

kååʹv

kooʹvid

ILL

kåppa

LOC

kååʹvest

kooʹvid

COM

kooʹvin

kooʹvivuiʹm

ABE

kååʹvtää

ESS

kååʹppen

PART

kååʹpped

kooʹvi

kooʹvin
kooʹvitää

Table 51. Fully-inflected paradigm of kååʹpp 'hole, pit'
As discussed in §3.2 there is a small group of words which alternate between a
short consonant in the weak grade and a long geminate in the strong grade. These can
be grouped under Class 1, with the only difference being that they occur in the strong+
grade in the

SG.NOM, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms. A fully-inflected example of one of

these nouns, võrr 'blood', is presented in Table 52.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

võrr

võõr

ACC

võõr

võõrid

GEN

võõr

võõri

ILL

võʹrre

võõrid

LOC

võõrâst

võõrin

COM

võõrin

võõrivuiʹm

ABE

võõrtää

võõritää

ESS

võrrân

PART

võrrâd

Table 52. Fully-inflected paradigm of võõr 'blood'
Class 2 nominals
Class 2 nominals are also monosyllabic but their

SG.NOM

form is in the weak

grade, while all other stems are in the strong grade. Class 2 nominals exhibit only
+
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subgroups A and B and these nouns account for approximately ten per cent of
monosyllabic nouns. All Class 2 nominals have vowel-final inflectional stems in all
forms except the SG.NOM. Some examples are presented in Table 53.

Group
A

high vowel centre

i-final stem

SG.NOM

PL.NOM

kaađ (envious)

katti

poous (lubricant)

pohssi

kõõlv (sowing)

kõlvvi

suõl (thief)

suõl'li

Group

low vowel centre

suâl (island)

suõl'lu

B

u-final stem

kuâus (dawn)

kuõhssu

puär (horsefly)

puår'ru

mään (moon)

mannu

Table 53. Examples of Class 2, Group A and B nominals
Group A nominals, which display a high vowel in the

SG.NOM,

have i-final

inflectional stems, which becomes syllable-initial j before a vowel-initial suffix. The
illative vowel is a and the suffix vowel is e. An example of a fully-inflected Class 2,
Group A noun, maadd 'base, butt (e.g. of tree)', is presented in Table 54.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

maadd

maddi

ACC

maddi

maddjid

GEN

maddi

maddji

ILL

maddja

maddjid

LOC

maddjest

maddjin

COM

maddjin

maddjivuiʹm

ABE

madditää

maddjitää

ESS

maddjen

PART

maddjed

Table 54. Fully-inflected paradigm of maadd 'base, butt'
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Group B nominals, which display a low vowel in the
inflectional stems in all forms except the

SG.NOM, SG.ILL

and

SG.NOM,
SG.ESS.

have u-final

Whenever this

stem-final u is present it triggers a high vowel in the vowel centre. Before a vowelinitial suffix, the stem-final u may be optionally replaced with syllable-initial –j–, in
which case the vowel centre remains unaffected. In the

SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

a syllable-

initial –j– may also be inserted. An example of a fully-inflected Class 2B noun, puär
'horsefly', is presented in Table 55, showing these variant forms.
In the

SG.ILL

of Class 2B nominals, the u is replaced by either a syllable-initial ǥ

or j and is followed by the illative vowel a. The suffix vowel is not consistent in Class
2B nominals: when the suffix vowel appears in the latus (see §2.1), it is a in the SG.ESS
and SG.PART and u in the SG.LOC; when it does not appear in the latus, the suffix vowel
is e, as seen in the variant forms puår'rust ~ puär'rjest.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

puär

puår'ru

ACC

puår'ru

puår'ruid ~ puär'rjid

GEN

puår'ru

puår'rui ~ puär'rji

ILL

puär'rǥa ~ puär'rja

puår'ruid ~ puär'rjid

LOC

puår'rust ~ puär'rjest

puår'ruin ~ puär'rjin

COM

puår'ruin ~ puär'rjin

puår'ruivuiʹm ~ puär'rjivuiʹm

ABE

puår'rutää

puår'ruitää ~ puär'rjitää

ESS

puäran ~ puär'rjen
puärad ~ puär'rjed

PART

Table 55. Fully-inflected paradigm of puär 'horsefly'
Class 3 nominals
Class 3 nominals are a small group, which, like Class 2 nominals, are in the
weak grade in the
PL.NOM

SG.NOM.

However, they differ from Class 2 nominals in that their

form is disyllabic and consonant-final, ending either in m or n, with a second

syllable vowel â or a depending on the subgroup to which the nominal belongs.
All forms except the SG.NOM are in the strong+ grade and if palatalisation is seen
in the SG.NOM it is not present in other forms. The illative vowel is a. The suffix vowel
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is e. The second syllable vowel seen in the

PL.NOM

undergoes syncope before a vowel-

initial suffix.
The nouns which fall into this class are given below, grouped into Groups A, B
and C and then grouped based on whether the final consonant is m or n.34
SG.NOM

PL.NOM

ENGLISH

–m poous

pohssâm

cream, ointment

põõus

põhssâm

lip

laaur

laurrâm

ice floe

sõõus

sõhssâm

fur, hair

õõđ

õđđâm

bone marrow

njuuč

njuhččâm tongue

lõõut

lõhttâm

joint

laajj

laččâm

mother-in-law35

siõm

siõmmân

seed

kuõlb

kuõlbbân

firm forest land

vuâsk

vuâskkan

perch (fish)

seäm

seämman

beard

sââv

sâvvan

quiet waters

ǩeälǥ

ǩeälggan

firm forest land

lueʹm

luâmman

cloudberry

GROUP

A

–n
–n
B

–n
C

–m vueʹn
čââʹđ

vuân'nam mother-in-law
čâđđam

heart

Table 56. List of nouns belonging to inflectional Class 3
An example of a fully-inflected Class 3 noun, vueʹn 'mother-in-law', is presented in
Table 57.

These are all the nouns found to belong to this group from the available corpus of over 10,000 words,

34

but more unidentified nouns belonging to this inflectional class may exist.
35

The word laajj is used when referring to a child's biological grandmother, but means that child's

mother's or father's mother-in-law. The word äkk is used when referring to a grandmother, regardless of
whether she is the child's blood relative, so it can also be used when referring to a step-parent's mother.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

vueʹn

vuân'nam

ACC

vuân'nam

vuân'nmid

GEN

vuân'nam

vuân'nmi

ILL

vuân'nma

vuân'nmid

LOC

vuân'nmest

vuân'nmin

COM

vuân'nmin

vuân'nmivuiʹm

ABE

vuân'namtää

vuân'nmitää

ESS

vuân'nmen

PART

vuân'nmed

Table 57. Fully-inflected paradigm of vueʹn 'mother-in-law'
There are reasons to believe that Class 3 nominals were originally Class 4
nominals which have lost the final syllable. Firstly, in every regard apart from the
SG.NOM

form they are identical to Class 4 nominals. Secondly, only the eighteen nouns

listed in Table 56 have been identified as belonging to this inflectional class, which is
a rather small number of nouns for which to posit an inflectional class. Thirdly,
Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991: 185) present the word kuõlb 'firm forest land' as
having the alternative form kuõlbân in the

SG.NOM.

The Álgu database (see footnote

26) provides even more compelling evidence to support this theory. Consider the
cognate forms in Proto-Saami and other Saami varieties presented in Table 58, all nor m-final.
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SKOLT SG.NOM

SKOLT PL.NOM

PROTO-SAAMI

OTHER SAAMI

SG.NOM

VARIETY

paksim (Lule)

põõus (lip)

põhssâm

pe̮ŋse̮m

sõõus (fur, hair)

sõhssâm

se̮vse̮m

õõđ (bone marrow)

õđđâm

e̮δe̮m

aδδam (Pite)

njuuč (tongue)

njuhččâm

ńōkće̮m

ńuhtšem (Akkala)

siõm (seed)

siõmmân

sieme̮n

siebmân (North)

kuõlb (firm forest land)

kuõlbbân

kōlpe̮n

gualban (Ume)

vuâsk (perch)

vuâskkan

vōsŋᴖ̄n

vuoskun (Pite)

seäm (beard)

seämman

sɛ̄mᴒ̄n

sėȧman (Ter)

sââv (quite waters)

sâvvan

se̮vᴖ̄n

sa̭vvan (Ter)

lueʹm (cloudberry)

luâmman

luomēn

l˳amman (Akkala)

čââʹđ (heart)

čâđđam

će̮δēm

Table 58. Class 3 nominal cognate forms in Proto-Saami and other Saami varieties
The fact that the lost syllable in the

SG.NOM

is always n- or m-final could be

explained by the fact that nasals are lower on the sonority hierarchy than other
consonants appearing word-finally in Class 4 nominals, apart from s and z, where
frication may make these sounds more salient and thus less susceptible to being lost.
Class 4 nominals
Class 4 nominals are disyllabic, with the second syllable belonging to the same
stress group as the first. The final consonant is either l, m, n, r, s, š, z or ž, and in a
few cases nj, although words ending in nj could also belong to Class 8. Class 4
nominals can also be subdivided into Groups A, B and C in the same manner as seen
in Class 1 nouns, exhibiting the corresponding stem vowel in each case—either â, a or

e. The suffix vowel, however, is e, differing from the stem vowel, since the stem
vowel undergoes syncope. The illative vowel is a.
The consonant centre of Class 4 nominals is in the weak grade in the

SG.NOM

and the strong+ grade in all other forms. This means that for nouns where the
consonant centre is of the x-series, the consonant alternates between a single
consonant—or a short geminate where this is the Grade I counterpart of a Grade II
short geminate, see §3.2—and a long geminate.
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In all Class 4 nominals, the phonemes s and š are voiced, becoming z and ž
respectively, in all forms where they occur in syllable-final position, except the
SG.NOM.
SG.ABE,

The fact that this occurs in syllable-final position means z and ž occur in the
before the suffix tää. This is not seen in the

PL.ABE,

since the presence of the

plural marker causes the s to become syllable-initial. The second syllable vowel
undergoes syncope before the addition of a vowel-initial inflectional suffix or the
plural marker i. Both of the two abovementioned behaviours are exemplified with the
word čeeuʹres 'otter'.
SG.NOM

čeeuʹres

PL.NOM

čeurraz

SG.ABE

čeurraztää

PL.ABE

čeurrsitää

Class 4 nouns belonging to Group C exhibit a change in the stem vowel from e,
in the

SG.NOM,

to a, in all other forms where this vowel is present (also evident in the

example presented above). Group C nouns also specify for a low vowel in all forms
except the

SG.NOM

and are palatalised in the

SG.NOM

only. These features are

summarised in Table 59.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

[+LOW][-PALATAL][E>A]

NOM
ACC

[+LOW][-PALATAL][E>A]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

GEN

[+LOW][-PALATAL][E>A]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

ILL

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

LOC

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

COM

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

ABE

[+LOW][-PALATAL][E>A]

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

ESS

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

PART

[+LOW][-PALATAL]

Table 59. Features associated with the inflection of Class 4, Group C nominals
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An example of a fully-inflected Class 4, Group C adjective, puuʹttes 'clean', is
presented in Table 60.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

puuʹttes

pottaz

ACC

pottaz

pottsid

GEN

pottaz

pottsi

ILL

pottsa

pottsid

LOC

pottsest

pottsin

COM

pottsin

pottsivuiʹm

ABE

pottaztää

pottsitää

ESS

pottsen

PART

pottsed

Table 60. Fully-inflected Class 4, Group C nominal, puuʹttes 'clean'
Class 5 nominals
Table 61 presents a fully-inflected paradigm of a Class 5 nominal, porrmõš
'food'.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

porrmõš

porrmõõžž

ACC

porrmõõžž

porrmõõžžid

GEN

porrmõõžž

porrmõõžži

ILL

porrmõʹšše

porrmõõžžid

LOC

porrmõõžžâst

porrmõõžžin

COM

porrmõõžžin

porrmõõžživuiʹm

ABE

porrmõõžžtää

porrmõõžžitää

ESS

porrmõššân

PART

porrmõššâd

Table 61. Fully-inflected Class 5 nominal, porrmõš 'food'
Class 5 nominals are mostly disyllabic, although trisyllabic nominals of this class
also exist. The final syllable vowel is õ, and the final consonant is either k, s or š.
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Class 5 nominals differ from Class 4 nominals in that it is the final syllable which is
subject to consonant gradation, rather than the consonant centre.
In the

SG.ILL, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms the addition of an inflectional suffix co-

occurs with a lengthening of the final consonant. This final consonant is in the strong
grade. The inflectional stem of all other forms display the weak grade of the same
consonant and thus the preceding vowel is lengthened, i.e. õkk → õõǥǥ, õss → õõzz,

õšš → õžž.
The illative vowel is e, which triggers palatalisation in the

SG.ILL

form. The

suffix vowel is â.
Class 6 nominals
Class 6 nominals are disyllabic or trisyllabic and i-final. Nouns belonging to
Class 6 are mostly deverbal agent nominalisations, see §6.1.4. An example of a fullyinflected Class 6 noun, lookki 'reader' (from lookkâd 'to read'), is presented in Table
62.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

lookki

looǥǥi

ACC

lookki

GEN

lookki

lookkjid

ILL

lookkja

LOC

lookkjest

lookkjid

COM

lookkjin

lookkjivuiʹm

ABE

lookkitää

ESS

lookkjen

PART

lookkji

lookkjin
lookkjitää

lookkjed

Table 62. Fully-inflected Class 6 nominal, lookki 'reader'
An example of a fully-inflected trisyllabic Class 6 noun, čäŋŋõõtti 'intruder'
(from čäŋŋõõttâd 'to intrude'), is presented in Table 63.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

čäŋŋõõtti

čäŋŋõõđi

ACC

čäŋŋõõtti

GEN

čäŋŋõõtti

čäŋŋõõttjid

ILL

čäŋŋõõttja

LOC

čäŋŋõõttjest

čäŋŋõõttjid

COM

čäŋŋõõttjin

čäŋŋõõttjivuiʹm

čäŋŋõõttji

ABE

čäŋŋõõttitää

ESS

čäŋŋõõttjen

čäŋŋõõttjin

čäŋŋõõttjitää

čäŋŋõõttjed

PART

Table 63. Fully-inflected, tri-syllabic Class 6 nominal, čäŋŋõõtti 'intruder'
The

SG.NOM

is in the strong grade, as are all the singular forms. The

PL.NOM

is

in the weak grade, while the remaining plural forms usually occur in the strong grade
but can also occur in the weak grade. If palatalisation is present in the nominative
singular, it is present in all forms, otherwise it is absent from all forms.
The addition of a vowel-initial inflectional suffix causes resyllabification and the
final i becomes syllable-initial j. Any vowel occuring before the final i is also dropped,
as seen in nouns derived from Class B verbs—e.g. särnnai 'speaker' → särnnʼja
'speaker.SG.ILL'.
The illative vowel is a. The suffix vowel is e.
Class 7 nominals
Class 7 nominals are also disyllabic and i-final, but unlike Class 6 nominals do
not display any grade alternation. The
therefore identical to the

SG.NOM

PL.NOM,

which is in the strong grade, is

form, as well as the

SG.ACC

and

SG.GEN

forms. All

other features are shared with Class 6 nominals. An example of a fully-inflected Class
7 noun, hõʹppi 'owl', is presented in Table 64.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

hõʹppi

hõʹppi

ACC

hõʹppi

GEN

hõʹppi

hõʹppjid

ILL

hõʹppja

LOC

hõʹppjest

hõʹppjid

COM

hõʹppjin

hõʹppjivuiʹm

ABE

hõʹppitää

ESS

hõʹppjen

hõʹppji

hõʹppjin
hõʹppjitää

hõʹppjed

PART

Table 64. Fully-inflected Class 7 nominal, hõʹppi 'owl'
Class 8 nominals
Class 8 comprises most of the remaining disyllabic and trisyllabic nominals,
including some disyllabic loan words. They are all consonant-final in the

SG.NOM

and

share the fact that no gradation changes are observed in their inflectional paradigms,
hence there is no difference between the SG.NOM, SG.ACC, SG.GEN and PL.NOM.
They can be distinguished from Class 5 nouns, since the vowel õ is not present
in the final syllable. They differ from Class 4 nouns since either:
(i)

the final syllable has the structure CVCC,

(ii)

the noun is a derived noun, such as an action participle (for example,

koođđâm 'spawning.ACT.PTCP' from koođđâd 'spawn.INF')
(iii)

the consonant centre of the SG.NOM form is in the strong grade (for
example, čuäʹcǩǩem 'coldness'), or

(iv)

in the case of other nouns with a final CVC syllable, the final consonant
is not l, m, n, r, s, š, z or ž, usually indicating it is a foreign loan

In disyllabics with a final CVCC syllable, the final CC is a weak consonant
cluster. The second syllable vowel is either a, â or e; the first consonant in the final
consonant cluster is either l, s or š and the final consonant is either ǩ, m, n or t. As
with other classes, this group of Class 8 nominals belong to three subgroups, although
in Class 8 this has no bearing on their inflection. However, as might be expected,
nouns where the second syllable vowel is â display a high vowel centre, those where it
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is a display a low vowel centre, and those where the second syllable vowel is e are
palatalised.
Stems followed by a vowel-initial suffix show syncope of the second-syllable
vowel. The illative vowel is a. The suffix vowel is e.

stem-final s and š are

SG.NOM

voiced, changing to z and ž respectively, when syllable-final.
An example of a fully-inflected Class 8 noun of this type, kaappâst 'ladle, scoop',
is presented below.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

kaappâst

ACC

kaappâst

kaappâst

GEN

kaappâst

ILL

kaappsta

kaappsti

LOC

kaappstest

COM

kaappstin

kaappstin

ABE

kaappâstʼtää

kaappstitää

NOM

kaappstid
kaappstid

ESS

kaappsten

PART

kaappsted

kaappstivuiʹm

Table 65. Fully-inflected Class 8 nominal, kaappâst 'ladle'
Disyllabic nouns which end in ǩ show k in the
show ǩ in all forms except the

SG.NOM, PL.NOM

SG.ILL,

and the

SG.ILL.

For example, kåålvak

'reindeer.bull.SG.NOM' ~ kåålvǩest

SG.LOC

sââʹvǩest

As mentioned in §2.5, this change is an automatic

SG.LOC

~ sââʹvka

SG.ILL.

~ kåålvka

while those ending in k

SG.ILL,

sââʹveǩ 'ski.SG.NOM' ~

phonological process dependent on the environment—ǩ occurs when belonging to a
syllable which contains a mid, or high, front vowel, i or e, although this rule does not
apply to the

SG.NOM

form and those forms which are syncretic with the

SG.NOM,

as

shown in Table 66, an example of a fully-inflected Class 8 noun of this type, pååttâǩ
'potato'.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

pååttaǩ

pååttaǩ

ACC

pååttaǩ

GEN

pååttaǩ

pååttǩi

ILL

pååttka

LOC

pååttǩest

pååttǩi

COM

pååttǩin

pååttǩivuiʹm

ABE

pååttaǩtää

ESS

pååttǩen

pååttǩid
pååttǩin
pååttǩitää

pååttǩed

PART

Table 66. Fully-inflected Class 8 noun, displaying k ~ ǩ alternation
An example of some of the loan words which fall into this inflectional class are
presented in Table 67. Although two of the examples are r-final in the nominative
singular, they have a strong consonant centre and therefore cannot belong to Class 4.
SKOLT SAAMI

RUSSIAN

ENGLISH

gåårad

gorod

city

dåhttar

doktor

doctor

peʹsser

biser

bead

kååʹlez

koleso

wheel

jeeʹlez

gilʹza

case, shell

Table 67. Examples of loan words belonging to Class 8
An example of a fully-inflected Class 8 noun of foreign origin, gåårad 'city', is
presented in Table 68.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

gåårad

gåårad

ACC

gåårad

GEN

gåårad

gåårdid

ILL

gåårda

LOC

gåårdest

gåårdid

COM

gåårdin

gåårdivuiʹm

ABE

gååradtää

ESS

gåården

gåårdi

gåårdin
gåårditää

gåårded

PART

Table 68. Fully-inflected Class 8 noun of foreign origin
Class 9 nominals
Class 9 nominals are predominantly disyllabic, although trisyllabic nouns also
occur, and end in either až, âz, ež or už. Among other nouns, this class includes
nominals ending in the derivational suffixes for diminutives, až, and the adjectiveforming suffix laž (see §6.1.5).
These nominals do not exhibit grade alternation in any inflectional form. (In the
case of diminutives, as explained in §6.1.3, the derivational suffix requires the weak
stem of its host, although the derived noun itself does not undergo grade alternation in
its inflection). The final ž is present only in the

SG.NOM, SG.ILL, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms. The illative vowel is e, as too is the suffix vowel. The locative suffix vowel is
overridden by the second syllable vowel of the PL.NOM.
Class 9 nominals can be subdivided into three groups. Group A nominals end in

âž, have a high vowel centre and are palatalised in all forms except the SG.NOM, SG.ILL
SG.ESS

and

SG.PART.

The

PL.NOM, SG.ACC

and

SG.GEN

are e-final. Some Class 9A

nominals end in ež, in which case all forms are palatalised.
Group B nouns end in už, are not palatalised in any form and are u-final in the
PL.NOM.

in the

The stem-final u is also seen in all forms except where it undergoes syncope

SG.ILL, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms. In all forms the stem-final u, whether present

or having undergone syncope, triggers a high vowel in the vowel centre.
Group C nouns end in až, are not palatalised in any form and are a-final in the
PL.NOM,
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although group C nouns ending in the derivational suffix –laž may be

palatalised, as in the case of säʹmmlaž 'Skolt Saami (person)'. The stem-final a is seen
in the same environments as the stem-final u of Group B nouns.
As already stated, the

SG.ILL, SG.ESS

second-syllable vowel of the

SG.NOM.

and

SG.PART

forms result in syncope of the

However, due to rules of syllabification, an

epenthetic i is often inserted before ž, creating a new stress group. This new stress
group is also palatalised due to the presence of the final e.

Group
A
Group
B
Group
C

SG.NOM

PL.NOM

SG.ILL

jooǥǥâž (stream)

jooʹjje

jooǥǥže

siidâž (little village)

siiʹde

siidžš

muõrâž (small tree)

muõʹre

muõrže

ǩiõlkuž (little sledege)

ǩiõlku

ǩiõlkže

paalluž (small ball)

paallu

paallže

aaiduž (small enclosure)

aaidu

aaidže

kaammǥaž (little bear)

kaammǥa

kaammǥiʹžže

källsaž (old man)

källsa

källsiʹžže

säʹmmlaž (Skolt Saami)

säʹmmla

säʹmmliʹžže

As can be seen from the examples above, certain words in the

SG.ILL

end in že

while others end in iʹžže. This is due to the fact that two successive consonants cannot
form the beginning of a syllable, apart from s followed by a plosive. The table below
shows where the stress group boundaries would fall, showing how certain forms
would be incorrect.
SG.NOM.

*SG.ILL.

SG.ILL.

kaammǥaž (little bear)

*kaamm–ǥže

kaamm–ǥiʹžže

källsaž (old man)

*käll–sže

käll–siʹžže

säʹmmlaž (Skolt Saami)

*säʹmm–lže

säʹmm–liʹžže

In other cases, where the syncope of the second syllable vowel leaves a cluster
of consonants, že is permitted, due to the fact that the middle consonant belongs to a
consonant cluster and is therefore permitted to form part of the first syllable. This
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occurs, for example, when a liquid is followed by a nasal or plosive, or the consonant
cluster begins with a glide.
SG.NOM.

SG.ILL.

*SG.ILL.

ǩiõlkuž (little sledge)

ǩiõlk–že

*ǩiõl–kiʹžže

päärnaž (child)

päärn–že

*päär–niʹžže

aaiduž (small enclosure) aa(j)d–že

*aa(j)–diʹžže

An example of a fully-inflected Class 9 noun, ǩiõlkuž 'little sledge' (from ǩeâlkk
'sledge'), is presented in Table 69.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

ǩiõlkaž

ǩiõlku

ACC

ǩiõlku

GEN

ǩiõlku

ǩiõlkuid

ILL

ǩiõlkže

LOC

ǩiõlkust

ǩiõlkuid

COM

ǩiõlkuin

ǩiõlkuivuiʹm

ABE

ǩiõlkutää

ESS

ǩeâlkžen

ǩiõlkui

ǩiõlkuin
ǩiõlkuitää

ǩeâlkžed

PART

Table 69. Fully-inflected Class 9 nominal, ǩeâlkaž 'little sledge'
Class 10 nominals
Class 10 nominals are two or more syllables in length, with a final syllable šeǩ,

neǩ or neʹǩǩ, which incorporates all those words ending in the derivational suffix
neʹǩǩ (see §6.1.3). It is the derivational suffix, as opposed to the lexical stem, which is
subject to consonant gradation. In the
SG.ILL,

PL.NOM,

and all forms except the

SG.NOM

and

the final stress group is palatalised, the final syllable vowel is lengthened and

the final consonant becomes a geminate if not already a geminate in the singular. The
second stress group of the SG.ILL is in the strong+ grade.
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SG.NOM

PL.NOM

SG.ILL

jäämšeǩ (driver)

jäämšeeʹǩǩ

jäämšek'ka

ooʹbbdneǩ (southeast)

ooʹbbdneeʹǩǩ

ooʹbbdnek'ka

prekkšeǩ (assistant)

prekkšeeʹǩǩ

prekkšek'ka

The illative vowel is a, which triggers a loss of palatalisation resulting in a
change from ǩǩ → kk. The suffix vowel is e.
An example of a fully-inflected Class 10 noun, škooulneʹǩǩ '(school) pupil', is
presented in Table 70.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

škooulneʹǩǩ

ACC

škooulneeʹǩǩ

škooulneeʹǩǩ

GEN

škooulneeʹǩǩ

ILL

škooulnekka

škooulneeʹǩǩi

LOC

škooulneeʹǩǩest

škooulneeʹǩǩin

COM

škooulneeʹǩǩin

škooulneeʹǩǩivuiʹm

NOM

ABE

škooulneeʹǩǩtää

ESS

škooulneʹǩǩen

škooulneeʹǩǩid
škooulneeʹǩǩid

škooulneeʹǩǩitää

škooulneʹǩǩed

PART

Table 70. Fully-inflected Class 10 nominal, škooulneʹǩǩ '(school) pupil'
Class 11 nominals
Class 11 comprises disyllabic, d-final, nominals, which includes the predicative
form of some adjectives. They do not undergo gradation, but the final d and the
preceding vowel are lost in forms taking vowel-initial suffixes and instead the initial
vowel of the inflectional suffix is lengthened.
The illative vowel is ä (lengthened to ää), triggering depalatalisation in the
SG.ILL.

The suffix vowel is e (lengthened to ee), triggering palatalisation in the

SG.LOC

form. An example of a fully-inflected Class 11 adjective, viskkâd 'yellow.SG.NOM', is
presented in Table 71.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

viskkâd

viskkâd

ACC

viskkâd

GEN

viskkâd

viskkiid

ILL

viskkää

LOC

viskkeeʹst

viskkiid

COM

viskkiin

viskkiivuiʹm

ABE

viskkâdtää

ESS

viskkeen

viskkii

viskkiin
viskkiitää

viskkeed

PART

Table 71. Fully-inflected Class 11 nominal, viskkâd 'yellow'
Class 12 nominals
Class 12 comprises disyllabic, b-final, nominals, made up of the comparative
form of adjectives. The final b is lengthened in the

SG.ILL

and the second syllable

vowel changes to either õ or u in certain inflectional forms depending on the group to
which the nominal belongs.
When the comparative form belongs to a d-final adjective the ending of the
comparative form is ääb, which changes to ub in all forms except the SG.NOM, PL.NOM,
SG.ACC, SG.GEN

and SG.ABE. In comparative forms where the

SG.NOM

ending is ab, this

becomes either õb or ub in the corresponding inflectional forms.
The suffix vowel is u for ääb-final nominals, which is present before any vowelinitial suffix, in addition to the

SG.LOC, SG.ESS

and

SG.PART

forms. For ab-final

nominals, the suffix vowel is either â or u. The illative vowel is e for both types,
triggering palatalisation.
An example of two fully-inflected Class 12 nominals, uuʹccab 'small.CMPRT' and

moččääb 'beautiful.CMPRT', are presented in Table 72 and Table 73.
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SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

uuʹccab

uuʹccab

ACC

uuʹccab

GEN

uuʹccab

uuʹccõbid

ILL

uuʹccõʹbbe

LOC

uuʹccõbâst

uuʹccõbid

COM

uuʹccõbin

uuʹccõbivuiʹm

ABE

uuʹccabtää

ESS

uuʹccõbân

PART

uuʹccõbi

uuʹccõbin
uuʹccõbitää

uuʹccõbâd

Table 72. Fully-inflected Class 12 nominal, uuʹccab 'smaller'
SINGULAR

PLURAL

moččääb

ACC

moččääb

moččääb

GEN

moččääb

ILL

moččuʹbbe

moččubui

LOC

moččubust

COM

moččubuin

moččubuin

ABE

moččääbtää

moččubuitää

ESS

moččubun

NOM

PART

moččubuid
moččubuid
moččubuivuiʹm

moččubud

Table 73. Fully-inflected Class 12 nominal, moččääb 'more beautiful'
Summary of inflectional classes
Table 74 provides a summary of some of the most salient features of each
inflectional class, although it is impossible to highlight all relevant facts pertaining to
each inflectional class in such a simple table.
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monosyllabic

monosyllabic

disyllabic

≥ disyllabic

≥ disyllabic

disyllabic

≥ disyllabic

≥ disyllabic

≥ disyllabic

disyllabic

disyllabic

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

—

same as SG.NOM
same as SG.NOM

d-final

b-final

—

—

eǩ-final

—

ž-final
ž not present

—

STRONG

i-final

see §5.2

STRONG

i-final; AGENT
same as SG.NOM

—

õC-final

WEAK

WEAK

STRONG

GRADE

SG.NOM

WEAK

C-final; disyllabic

V-final; disyllabic

PL.NOM FEATURES

VC-final

SG.NOM FEATURES

Table 74. Summary of salient features of nominal inflectional classes

monosyllabic

SYLLABLES

SG.NOM

1

CLASS

—

—

STRONG

—

—

STRONG

WEAK

WEAK

STRONG+

STRONG+

STRONG+

WEAK

GRADE

PL.NOM

STRONG+

—

STRONG+

—

—

STRONG

STRONG

STRONG+

STRONG+

STRONG+

STRONG+

STRONG+

GRADE

SG.ILL

u or â

e~ee

e

e

e

e

e

â

e

e

A–e; B–a~e

A–â; B–a; C–e

SUFFIX VOWEL

e

ä~ää

a

e

a

a

a

e

a

a

A–a; B–a

A–e; B–u; C–a

VOWEL

ILLATIVE

5.3 L OAN

NOUNS

All loan nouns are marked with identical inflectional suffixes to those seen on
native nouns and may be subject to the same morphophonological processes of vowel
height alternations and palatalisation as native nouns. However, loan nouns differ from
native nouns in one important regard—namely, the absence, or irregular behaviour, of
consonant gradation. Note that a subset of loan nouns were included in the definition
of Class 8 nominals, in §5.2, by virtue of the fact that Class 8 nominals are not subject
to gradation.
Monosyllabic loan words behave in many respects like Class 1 nominals but are
not subject to vowel height alternations or consonant gradation.36 Since consonant
gradation is such a prevalent feature in the inflection of Class 1 nominals, it is not
particularly advantageous to include these loan nouns in the section on Class 1
nominals.
As with Class 1 nominals, loan nouns can also be divided into Groups A, B and
C, which can be determined from the vowel height and absence or presence of
palatalisation in the

SG.NOM

form. The suffix vowel and illative vowel used for each

group also correspond to those seen in Class 1 nominals. Some examples of
monosyllabic loan nouns are given in Table 75, with their probable source.

36

Note, however, the exception, whereby loss of palatalisation in the SG.ILL of stuuʹl 'chair' and škuuʹl

'school' leads to a change in vowel height in the consonant centre, resulting in stooula 'chair.SG.ILL' and

škooula 'school.SG.ILL', but u is nevertheless retained.
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SKOLT SAAMI

PROBABLE SOURCE

ENGLISH

kloopp

klop (Russian)

bedbug

šaarf

šarf (Russian)

scarf

voozz

voz (Russian)

load

GROUP

meer

mir (Russian)

world

B

steehl

?

steklo (Russian)

glass

peehl

?

peel (English)

(baker's) peel

GROUP

stuuʹl

stul (Russian)

stool, chair

C

žaaʹll

žalostʹ (Russian)

pity

põõʹl

pylʹ (Russian)

dust

GROUP

A

Table 75. Examples of monosyllabic loan nouns
An example of a fully-inflected monosyllabic loan noun, kloopp 'bedbug', is
presented in Table 76, illustrating the absence of consonant gradation.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

kloopp

kloopp

ACC

kloopp

GEN

kloopp

klooppid

ILL

klooʹppe

LOC

klooppâst

klooppid

COM

klooppin

klooppivuiʹm

ABE

kloopptää

ESS

klooppân

PART

klooppi

klooppin
klooppitää

klooppâd

Table 76. Fully-inflected monosyllabic loan noun, kloopp 'bedbug'
As mentioned already, some disyllabic loan nouns can be regarded as belonging
to Class 8. This is due to the fact that the structure of those words permits syncope of
the vowel in the latus and resyllabification of the final consonant with the following
inflectional suffix. Compare the
nominals of foreign origin.
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SG.NOM

and

SG.LOC

forms of the following Class 8

dåhttar (doctor ← Russian doktor) → dåhttrest (SG.LOC)

dåhtt–rest

peʹsser (bead ← Russian biser)

peʹss–rest

gåårad (city ← Russian gorod)

→ gåårdest (SG.LOC)

→ peʹssrest (SG.LOC)

gåår–dest

The structure of other disyllabic loan nouns does not permit this behaviour, as
illustrated by the examples below. These nouns must therefore be treated differently.
jarplan (aeroplane ← Russian aèroplan)

→ *jarplnest (SG.LOC)

pâʹǩat (parcel ← Russian paket)

→ *pâʹǩtest (SG.LOC)

hoʹzjeʹn (owner ← Russian xozjain)

→ *hoʹzjnest (SG.LOC)

In disyllabic loan words like these, the second syllable vowel is lengthened
where a weak stem might have been expected. This is exemplified by the

PL.NOM

forms given in Table 77. Also worth noting is that if the loan noun ends in a
consonant cluster or geminate this may be shortened, resembling consonant gradation
in native nouns.
SG.NOM.

RUSSIAN

PL.NOM

SG.ILL

juriʹstt (lawyer)

jurist

juriiʹst

juriʹstte

dokumentt (document)

dokument

dokumeent

dokumentta

hoʹzjeʹn (owner)

xozjain

hoʹzjeeʹn

hoʹzjenna

narod (people)

narod

narood

narooʹde

durak (fool)

durak

duraak

durakka

alfabet (alphabet)

alfavit

alfabeet

alfabetta

direvtiv (directive)

direktiv

directiiv

directiiʹve

manah (monk)

monax

manaah

manaha

kolhoss (kolkhoz)

kolxoz

kolhoozz

kolhʹosse

Table 77. Examples of the PL.NOM and SG.ILL forms of loan nouns
In the

SG.ILL,

where the strong+ grade might be expected, the final consonant of

the loan noun may undergo gemination, mimicking consonant gradation in native
nouns, as shown in Table 77. However, two factors distinguish this from true
gradation as seen in native nouns—firstly, gemination does not always occur, as seen
in the case of narod 'people', manah 'monk' and directiv 'directive'; secondly, the
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gemination of k observed in the

SG.ILL

of durak 'fool' does not mirror consonant

gradation, since the Grade I form of kk is ǥǥ and not k, unless it is part of a consonant
cluster.
Disyllabic loan nouns which are palatalised require a high vowel in the second
syllable in the SG.COM and all plural forms except the PL.NOM.
päärhåʹd (ship ← Russian paroxod)

kastråʹll (saucepan ← Russian kastrjulja)

→ päärhooʹdi (PL.GEN)
→ kastrooʹllin (SG.COM)

A number of other nouns behave in the same way as described above, but their
origin is uncertain. These include the nouns čiʒiham 'wolf' (čiʒihaam

čiʒihamma

SG.ILL)

and aiham 'bear' (aihaam

PL.NOM,

aihamma

SG.ILL),

PL.NOM,

both of which

are restricted to use in fairy tales.
In vowel-final loan nouns, such as truuba 'pipe (for smoking)', the
is identical to the

SG.NOM

PL.NOM

form

and the final vowel acts as both the suffix vowel and illative

vowel.
truuba (pipe ← Russian truba)

voroŋka (funnel ← Russian voronka)

→ truubast (SG.LOC)
→ truuba (SG.ILL)

→ truubain (SG.COM)

→ voroŋkast (SG.LOC)
→ voroŋka (SG.LOC)

→ voroŋkain (SG.COM)

5.4 I RREGULAR

NOUNS

There are number of nouns which cannot be easily fitted into any of the
inflectional classes outlined in §5.2. The irregularity in the inflection of these nouns is
observed in the stem-internal changes; all inflectional suffixes however are regular, as
presented in §5.1. Those nouns which have been identified as irregular are presented
below, taken from Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991: 193).
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čeäk'kli (dwarf)

vueiʹvv (head)

trååika (uniform)

säʹppli (mouse)

puäʒʒ (reindeer)

lääiʹj (woollen yarn)

nijdd (girl)

čuenj (goose)

jeäʹves (provisions)

eʹmm (aunt)

šuåbârj (goosander)

čååǥǥam (comb)

eʹčč (father)

čuâras (fly)

čuâǥǥas (road)

ååum (man)

piânnai (dog)

kaammi (shoe)

ooumaž (person)

čee (tea)

bukva (character)

5.5 P OSSESSIVE

M ARKING

As well as inflecting for number and case, nominals in Skolt Saami also
optionally inflect for possession. This seems to be disappearing, however, despite the
existence of the same grammatical feature in Finnish. Instead, speakers tend to show a
preference for a possessive pronoun together with a noun unmarked for possession.
Although possessive marking on the noun is clearly still in use to a certain extent it
proved extremely difficult to elicit during field work, even when presenting the
consultant with the equivalent possessive-marked form in Finnish. The analysis
presented in this section is therefore based on data taken from the inflection tables in
Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991: 160–164).
The possessive markers are presented in Table 78, where the asterisk represents
the vowel a and the circumflex represents a vowel of varying quality, which will be
explained in due course. The variant m is seen only in the

SG.NOM

form of nominals

marked for 1SG or 1PL possession, in all other cases being n. Dual possession is
marked with the corresponding plural possessive marker.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

1ST PERSON

–*n [–*m]

–^n [–^m]

2ND PERSON

–*d

–^d

3RD PERSON

–^s

–^z

Table 78. Possessive suffixes in nominal inflection
The possessive suffixes follow the number and case suffixes when present
except in the

SG.ABE—where

they are inserted between the lexical stem and the case
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suffix—and the

PL.ABE

and

PL.COM—where

they occur between the plural marker i

and the case suffix. When referring to the inflectional stem with regards to possessive
marking, therefore, this can either mean (i) the lexical stem, (ii) the lexical stem
together with the plural marker i or (iii) the lexical stem marked for both case and
number. This information regarding the linear position of possessive suffixes in

PLURAL

SINGULAR

relation to other inflectional morphemes in summarised in Table 79.
NOM

lexical stem + possessive

ACC / GEN

lexical stem + possessive

ILL

lexical stem + case + possessive

LOC

lexical stem + case + possessive

COM

lexical stem + case + possessive

ABE

lexical stem + possessive + case

ESS

lexical stem + number/case + possessive

NOM

lexical stem + possessive

ACC / GEN / ILL

lexical stem + number/case + possessive

LOC

lexical stem + number/case + possessive

COM

lexical stem + number + possessive + case

ABE

lexical stem + number + possessive + case

Table 79. Position of possessive suffix in nominal inflection
Some examples of the variation in the linear position of the possessive suffixes
are provided below.
põrtt (house.SG.NOM)

põrttam (+SG.NOM.1SG)

→ põrtt + am (POSS)

põõrtstâd (+SG.LOC.2PL)

→ põõrt + st (CASE) + âd (POSS)

põrttâstää (+SG.ABE.3SG)

→ põrtt + âs (POSS) + tää (CASE)

põõrteedvuiʹm (+PL.COM.2PL) → põõrt + i (NUMBER) + ed (POSS) + vuiʹm (CASE)
The realisation of the possessive suffix vowel, indicated in Table 78 by means of
a circumflex, is determined by its position in a word—if the vowel of the possessive
suffix is in the position of the latus (see §2.1) it corresponds to the suffix vowel
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specified for each inflectional class earlier in this chapter; if the vowel of the
possessive suffix is in the position of the vowel margin (see §2.1) then it is realised as

e when the possessor is in the singular or ee when the possessor is in the plural. This
is summarised in Table 80.
1SG

1PL

2SG

2PL

3SG

3PL

LATUS

–an [–am]

–^n [–^m]

–ad

–^d

–^s

–^z

VOWEL MARGIN

–an [–am]

–een [–eem]

–ad

–eed –es

–eez

Table 80. Possessive suffixes in relation to person, number and position in word
Some examples of the variation in the possessive suffix vowel based on its
position in a word are presented below.
LATUS

MARGIN

äkk (grandmother)
äkkas (+SG.NOM.3SG)

→ äkkas

ääkkstes (+SG.LOC.3SG) → ääkk

–stes

ääkksteez (+SG.LOC.3PL) → ääkk

–steez

ääkkastää (+SG.ABE.3SG) → ääkkas –tää
LATUS

MARGIN

põrtt (house)
põrttâs (+SG.NOM.3SG)

→ põrttâs

põõrtstes (+SG.LOC.3SG) → põõrt

–stes

põõrtâstää (+SG.ABE.3SG) → põõrtâs –tää
põõrtines (+PL.LOC.3SG) → põõrtin –es
Where the possessive suffix directly follows the plural marker i, the plural
marker and the intial vowel of the possessive suffix coalesce. In the case of 1SG and
2SG a-initial possessive suffixes following the plural marker i, these vowels coalesce to
produce ää or aa; in the case of any other possessive suffixes, these coalesce with the
plural marker i to produce ee, as represented below. 37
37

It is possible the change from a to ää in the former case is due to a form of phonological interpolation

when the high front vowel, i, coalesces with the low back vowel a, producing a low front vowel.
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i + a → ää ~ aa
i+^

→ ee

Some examples of this are presented below.
põrtt (house)
põõrti (+PL.GEN) + an
põõrtid (+PL.ILL) + es

→ põõrtään (+PL.GEN.1SG)
→ põõrtees (+PL.ILL.3SG)

põõrtitää (+PL.ABE) + ad → põõrtäädtää (+PL.ABE.2SG)
Note that analysing this as a coalescence of the plural marker i and the
possessive suffix vowel also fits with the behaviour observed with regard to
palatalisation. Palatal stems become depalatalised if the possessive suffix vowel is a
and belongs to the same stress group, as observed below, and retained if the possessive
suffix vowel is e. However, this is not seen in the presence of ää or aa, supporting the
idea that there is an underlying i present.
vuäʹbb (sister.SG.NOM)
vuäʹbb (SG.NOM) + am

→ vuäb'bam (SG.NOM.1SG)

vuäʹbb (SG.NOM) + es

→ vuäʹb'bes (SG.NOM.3SG)

vueʹbbi (PL.GEN) + an

→ vueʹbbään (PL.GEN.1SG)

vueʹbbivuiʹm (PL.COM) + ad → vueʹbbaadtää (PL.COM.2SG)
The case marker –d of the

PL.ACC

and

PL.ILL

is omitted before a possessive

suffix, rendering these two forms vowel-final, since the plural marker i is retained, and
identical to the

PL.GEN.

The

PL.COM

and

PL.ABE

are also vowel-final stems for the

purpose of possessive marking, since the possessive suffix directly follows the plural
marker i.
The addition of a possessive suffix also causes the syncope of the stem vowel in
the inflectional stem. Note that this only affects the stem vowel, as defined in §5.1,
and does not affect other vowels in the latus. Compare, for example the effect of a
possessive suffix on a word inflected for

SG.LOC

case, where the stem vowel â

undergoes syncope, while in the same word inflected for

SG.COM

case, the vowel in

the latus belongs to the case marker and is not a stem vowel and hence is retained.
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ǩiõtt (hand) → ǩiõđâst (hand.SG.LOC) → ǩiõđstan (hand.SG.LOC.1SG)
ǩiõtt (hand) → ǩiõđin (hand.SG.COM)

→ ǩiõđinan (hand.SG.COM.1SG)

The syncope of the stem vowel is thus observed in all possessed forms of
disyllabic nominals. In the examples given below, the stem vowel â is absent in all
forms marked for possession
ǩiiuǥân (oven) → ǩiuggnam (oven.SG.NOM.1SG)
→ ǩiuggninad (oven.SG.COM.2SG)

→ ǩiuggnääntää (oven.PL.ABE.1SG)
Note also, that the loss of the stem vowel in disyllabic nominals triggers the
strong+ grade in

SG.NOM

possessed form, as observed in all other non-possessed

forms.
võõnâs (boat) → võnnsam (boat.SG.NOM.1SG)
When a possessive suffix occurs on a noun inflected for

SG.ILL

an epenthetic s

appears before the possessive suffix.
ǩiiuǥân (oven) → ǩiuggna (oven.SG.ILL) → ǩiuggnasad (oven.SG.ILL.2SG)

→ ǩiuggneʹsez (oven.SG.ILL.3PL)

In Class 1 nominals, the illative vowel is in the latus position and is lost in the
same way as the suffix vowel, but the s mentioned above does appear. The loss of the
front vowel e present in some inflectional classes also triggers depalatalisation.
ǩiõtt (hand) → ǩiõʹt'te (hand.SG.ILL) → ǩiõt'tses (hand.SG.ILL.3SG)
Possessive marking – stem alternations
The addition of a possessive suffix can also lead to changes in the stem,
particularly with regard to consonant gradation as a result of resyllabification.
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In Class 1 nominals, the resyllabification of the

SG.ESS,

due to the loss of the

suffix vowel in the latus and the essive marker n becoming syllable-initial, results in a
grade change in the inflectional stem from strong to strong+ in all possessive forms.
While the

SG.ILL

also loses the illative vowel, it is already in the strong+ grade, so no

change in consonant gradation is seen.
ǩiõtt (hand)

→ ǩiõttân (hand.SG.ESS)

→ ǩiõt'tnad (hand.SG.ESS.2SG)

muõrr (tree) → muõrrân (tree.SG.ESS) → muõr'rnes (tree.SG.ESS.3SG)
In 1SG and 1PL possessive forms the addition of the possessive suffix in the
position of latus and consonant margin optionally results in the strong grade. Note that
this includes the

SG.ABE

since the possessive suffix preceeds the case marker, filling

the positions of latus and consonant margin.
ǩiõtt (hand) → ǩiõđ (hand.SG.ACC)

→ ǩiõttan ~ ǩiõđan (hand.SG.ACC.1SG)

ǩiõtt (hand) → ǩiõđtää (hand.SG.ABE) → ǩiõttantää ~ ǩiõđantää (hand.SG.ABE.1SG)
muõrr (tree) → muõr (tree.PL.NOM)

→ muõrrân ~ muõrân (tree.PL.NOM.1PL)

An example of a fully-inflected Class 1 noun, muõrr 'tree', marking possession is
presented in Table 81.
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SINGULAR

POSSESSED

muõrrâm
muõrrân
muõr'rseen
muõrsteen
muõrineen
muõrrântää
muõr'rneen
muõrrân

muõrram
muõrran
muõr'rsan
muõrstan
muõrinan
muõrrantää
muõr'rnan
muõrran
muõrään

NOM

ACC/GEN

ILL

LOC

COM

ABE

ESS

NOM

ACC/GEN/ILL

muõrineen
muõreenvuiʹm
muõreentää

muõrinan
muõräänvuiʹm
muõrääntää

LOC

COM

ABE

muõreen

1PL

1SG

muõräädtää

muõräädvuiʹm

muõrinad

muõrääd

muõrad

muõr'rnad

muõradtää

muõrinad

muõrstad

muõr'rsad

muõrad

muõrrad

2SG

muõreedtää

muõreedvuiʹm

muõrineed

muõreed

muõrâd

muõr'rneed

muõrâdtää

muõrineed

muõrsteed

muõr'rseed

muõrâd

muõrrâd

2PL

POSSESSOR

Table 81. Inflectional paradigm of muõrr 'tree', marked for possession

PLURAL
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muõreestää

muõreesvuiʹm

muõrines

muõrees

muõrâs

muõr'rnes

muõrâstää

muõrines

muõrstes

muõr'rses

muõrâs

muõrrâs

3SG

muõreeztää

muõreezvuiʹm

muõrineez

muõreez

muõrâz

muõr'rneez

muõrâztää

muõrineez

muõrsteez

muõr'rseez

muõrâz

muõrrâz

3PL

Class 1, Group B nominals optionally display the suffix vowel a in the

SG.COM

and PL.LOC.
pess (gun)

→ peessain (gun.SG.COM) → peessainan (gun.SG.COM.1SG)

ǩeâlkk (sled) → ǩeâlkain (sled.PL.LOC)

→ ǩeâlkaines (sled.PL.LOC.3SG)

Palatalisation in the possessive forms of Class 1, Group C nominals is affected
by the possessive suffix vowel, if this vowel occurs in the latus of the first stress
group. The vowel a, as seen in the 1SG and 2SG possessive suffixes, will trigger
depalatalisation if part of the initial stress group, while the vowel e in other possessive
suffixes or the underlying plural marker i (coalesced to give ää or ee) retains
palatalisation if part of the initial stress group.
sieʹss (aunt)

→ seâssam (aunt.SG.NOM.1SG)

→ sieʹsses (aunt.SG.NOM.3SG)

kueʹs's (guest) → kuâs'sad (guest.SG.NOM.2SG) → kueʹs'sez (guest.SG.NOM.3PL)
If the possessive suffix belongs to the second stress group, then the vowel has no
effect on the palatalisation of the first stress group. Instead, the palatalisation of the
inflectional stem is identical to the corresponding non-possessed form of the word,
even if the addition of a possessive suffix triggers the loss of the latus vowel which
may have been the conditioning factor affecting palatalisation. For example, the

SG.ILL

suffix of Class 1, Group C nominals is a which triggers depalatalisation; when marked
for possession, the vowel a is not present, but the stem remains unpalatalised despite
the absence of the vowel which triggered it, and is unaffected by the possessive suffix
which belongs to the second stress group, as evidenced by the fact that e does not
trigger palatalisation in the second example given below.
sieʹss (aunt)

→ seâs'sa (aunt.SG.ILL)

→ seâs'sʼsan (aunt.SG.ILL.1SG)

kueʹs's (guest) → kuâs'sa (guest.SG.ILL) → kuâs'sʼses (guest.SG.ILL.3SG)
In a similar manner, the

SG.LOC

form of Class 1, Group C nominals marked for

possession remains palatalised, despite the loss of the latus vowel e, since the
possessive suffix vowel is in the second stress group and therefore has no effect on the
first stress group.
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sieʹss (aunt)

→ sieʹzzest (aunt.SG.LOC)

→ sieʹzzstan (aunt.SG.LOC.1SG)

kueʹs's (guest) → kueʹssest (guest.SG.LOC) → kueʹssʼstes (guest.SG.LOC.3SG)
If, however, the second stress group is disyllabic—as in the case of many
possessive forms of disyllabic nominals—the possessive suffix vowel will affect both
the palatalisation of the second stress group and the vowel height of the preceeding
syllable. The vowel a, as seen in the 1SG and 2SG possessive suffixes, will trigger a
change in vowel height from e → a in the first syllable of the second stress group,
while the vowel e in other possessive suffixes will trigger palatalisation in the second
stress group and a change in vowel height from a → e.
This is best exemplified by way of the SG.ILL and SG.LOC forms, since the former
displays a in the non-possessed form and the latter displays e in the non-possessed
form, while both display both a and e in their possessed forms due to the effect of the
possessive suffix.
ǩiiuǥân (oven) → ǩiuggna (oven.SG.ILL) → ǩiuggnasad (oven.SG.ILL.2SG)

→ ǩiuggneʹsed (oven.SG.ILL.2PL)

ǩiiuǥân (oven) → ǩiuggnest (oven.SG.LOC) → ǩiuggnastan (oven.SG.LOC.1SG)

→ ǩiuggneʹsten (oven.SG.LOC.1PL)

Possessive inflection – disyllabic nominals
The possessive suffixes of disyllabic nominals differ in two regards from that
which is set out above. Firstly, the 3SG possessive marker of the

SG.ILL

is –as, in place

of –es. Secondly, if the possessive suffix is the second syllable of the second stress
group, ee is realised as short e. 38
38

When a noun such as võõnâs 'boat' inflects for possession, the second syllable vowel undergoes

syncope, and the final s becomes syllable-initial and is either the third syllable of a trisyllabic stress
group or begins a second stress group if the word is parisyllabic. So, for example, in the 1SG possessive
form of the SG.COM, võõnsiʹnen, the final s is the beginning of the second stress group and a short
breath (or reduced vowel) between the n and s is in essence the second syllable nucleus of the first
stress group. So, the division of this noun into two stress groups would be CVVCv-CVCVC or võõnʰ-

siʹnen. This explains why the possessive suffix vowel ee is not shortened in words such as the 1SG
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These variations can be more clearly understood by means of an example.
Presented below are a number of 3SG, 1PL and 3PL possessive forms of the inflectional
paradigm of ǩiiuǥan 'oven'. Note, firstly, the

SG.ILL

ending in the 3SG forms. Note also

how the vowel of the possessive suffix on nominals inflected for plural possession,
which is realised as long ee when in the position of the vowel margin, is shortened
when it belongs to the second syllable of a second stress group.

SINGULAR

3SG

1PL

3PL

NOM

ǩiuggnes

ǩiuggneem

ǩiuggneez

ACC/GEN

ǩiuggnes

ǩiuggneen

ǩiuggneez

ILL

ǩiuggnasas

ǩiuggneʹsen

ǩiuggneʹsez

LOC

ǩiuggneʹstes ǩiuggneʹsten

ǩiuggneʹstez

COM

ǩiuggniʹnes

ǩiuggniʹnen

ǩiuggniʹnez

ABE

ǩiuggnestää

ǩiuggneentää ǩiuggneeztää

ESS

ǩiuggnes

ǩiuggneen

ǩiuggneez

In addition to these variations seen in disyllabic nominals, the possessive
declension of Class 9 nominals differs from their non-possessive counterparts since the
final ž of the

SG.NOM

SG.GEN—and

the

is retained in the

SG.ABE,

PL.NOM—as

well as the syncretic

SG.ACC

and

the four forms which are vowel-final with regard to the

possessive declension. Recall that the

SG.ABE

case marker occurs after the possessive

suffix.
ǩeâlkaž (sled.DIM) → ǩiõlku (sled.PL.NOM)

→ ǩiõlkžan (sled.PL.NOM.1SG)

→ ǩiõlkutää (sleg.SG.ABE) → ǩiõlkžantää (sled.SG.ABE.1SG)

possessive form of the SG.COM of lååddaž 'bird.DIM', which is lååddaineen, since here it is only the first
syllable of the second stress group. The division of the latter word into stress groups is CVVCCVVCVVC or lååddai-neen.
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5.6 A DJECTIVES
Most non-derived adjectives can be classified into four groups, based on the
structure of their predicative form, which correspond to the nominal inflectional
classes 1, 4, 8 and 11, as presented in the preceding sections. The relevant features of
each of these inflectional classes are summarised in Table 82, where the circumflex
represents the suffix vowel, but for more details on the inflection of these classes the
reader is referred to section 5.2.
CLASS

SYLLABLES

GRADE

ENDING

1

monosyllabic

STRONG

—

4

disyllabic

WEAK

^S–final

8

≥ disyllabic

—

VC–final

11

disyllabic

—

^d–final

Table 82. Features of predicative adjectives in SG.NOM form
The following sections provide examples of adjectives belonging to each
inflectional class and an explanation of the formation of their attributive, comparative
and superlative forms.
Class 1 adjectives
The attributive form of Class 1 adjectives is marked with the suffix –^s, where
the circumflex represents a vowel which is dependent on the stem—if the vowel centre
is a high vowel, the suffix vowel is â; if the vowel centre is a low vowel, the suffix
vowel is a; if the stem is palatalised, the suffix vowel is e. In all attributive forms, the
suffix –^s triggers a stem change from the strong grade to the weak grade.
The comparative marker is –ab, placing the comparative form of Class 1
adjectives into nominal inflectional Class 12. The superlative marker is –mõs, placing
the superlative form of Class 1 adjectives into nominal inflectional Class 5. In both
cases the suffix triggers the weak grade.
A number of examples of the predicative, attributive, comparative and
superlative forms of Class 1 adjectives are presented below.
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PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

cueʹǩǩ

cueʹjjes

cueʹjjab

cueʹjjmõs

shallow

jõll

jõõllâs

jõõllab

jõõllmõs

unwise

luäǯ'ǯ

luäǯǯas

luäǯǯab

luäǯǯmõs

loose

čeäʹp'p

čieʹppes

čieʹppab

čieʹppmõs

chilly

Class 4 adjectives
In section 5.2 Class 4 nominals were defined as ending in a restricted number of
consonants; it is important to note in this regard, however, that all the adjectives which
belong to Class 4 are s–final. This results in the predicative form of Class 4 adjectives
resembling the attributive form of Class 1 adjectives since the stem is in the weak
grade and ends in –^s.
The attributive form of Class 4 adjectives, then, mirrors the predicative form of
Class 1 adectives since it loses the –^s suffix of the predicative form and triggers the
strong grade.
In the comparative, the marker –ab affixes to the predicative form, while in the
superlative the marker –umus occurs. In both instances, the stem vowel undergoes
syncope, triggering the strong grade in the consonant centre. The comparative and
superlative markers also trigger depalatalisation.
A number of examples of the different forms of Class 4 adjectives are presented
below.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

jõõskâs

jõskk

jõskksab

jõskksumus

quiet

čââvas

čââpp

čââppsab

čââppsumus

durable

vuäʹmes

vuäʹmm

vuämmsab

vuämmsumus

old

oođâs

ođđ

ođđsab

ođđsumus

new

Class 8 adjectives
Class 8 adjectives do not undergo consonant gradation. The attributive is formed
with the suffix –õs, which causes the lateral vowel (see §2.1) to undergo syncope. The
comparative marker –ab and the superlative marker –umus also cause the lateral vowel
to undergo syncope and trigger depalatalisation.
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A number of examples of forms of Class 8 adjectives are presented below.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

vååstar

vååstrõs

vååstrab

vååstrumus

courageous

lääskav

lääskvõs

lääskvab

lääskvumus

heartfelt

loolâč

loolčõs

loolčab

loolčumus

jealous

tieʹllev

tieʹllvõs

tiellvab

tiellvumus

polite

Class 11 adjectives
Class 11 adjectives are ^d–final, where the circumflex represents the stem vowel.
In the attributive, the stem vowel and the final consonant are dropped, and the suffix

–es is added. The vowel –e– in the suffix triggers palatalisation in the stress group.
The comparative marker of Class 11 adjectives is –ääb, differing from the other
inflectional classes. As with the attributive form, the stem vowel and the final –d are
dropped in the comparative and superlative forms. The superlative marker is –umus, as
with most other inflectional classes.
A number of examples of the forms of Class 11 adjectives are presented below.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

âʹǩǩed

âʹǩǩes

âʹǩǩääb

âʹǩǩumus

monotonous

šiâlggâd

šieʹlǧǧes

šiâlggääb

šiâlggumus

pale

viskkâd

viʹsǩǩes

viskkääb

viskkumus

yellow

šõllâd

šõʹlles

šõllääb

šõllumus

smooth

An exception is observed with the adjective mooččâd 'beautiful', whose
attributive form is either mooʹččes (as expected) or mooččâs.

5.6.1 LOAN ADJECTIVES
There are a number of adjectives which are monosyllabic in the predicative
SG.NOM

form but nevertheless do not fit with Class 1 adjectives since they are in the

weak grade. However, they take the same attributive, comparative and superlative
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suffixes as Class 1 adjectives, but show no gradation. The adjectives appear to be loan
words, which would account for the fact they are not subject to the usual processes of
consonant gradation. A number of examples are presented below together with the
probable source of the word.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

SUPERLATIVE

COMPARATIVE

GLOSS

FINNISH

ǩeähn

ǩeähnas

ǩeähnab

ǩeähnmõs

bad

kehno

ääʹhn

ääʹhnes

ääʹhnab

ääʹhnmõs

greedy

ahne

hääʹsǩ

hääʹsǩes

hääʹsǩab

hääʹsǩmõs

fun

hauska

ǩeeuʹh

ǩeeuʹhes

ǩeeuʹhab

ǩeeuʹhmõs

poor

köyhä

5.6.2 ADJECTIVES DISPLAYING NO SPECIAL ATTRIBUTIVE FORM
There are also a small number of adjectives where the attributive form is
identical to the predicative form. The comparative and superlative forms, however, are
marked in the same way as Class 1 adjectives. Example of these are presented below.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

nuõrr

nuõrr

nuõrab

nuõrmõs

young

reʹttev

reʹttev

reʹttvab

reʹttvumus

hard-working

feertak

feertak

feertkab

feertkumus

swift

In addition to these adjectives, a large number of derived adjectives do not display a
special attributive form, but these are considered separately in chapter 6.

5.6.3 IRREGULAR ADJECTIVES
The adjectives pueʹrr 'good' and šiõǥǥ 'good' show irregular behaviour. The
adjective pueʹrr 'good' can only be used predicatively, hence in attributive
constructions the adjective šiõǥǥ 'good', which can appear both predicatively and
attributively, is used. On the other hand, the comparative and superlative forms of

šiõǥǥ 'good' are those of the adjective pueʹrr 'good'. A similar thing is observed with
the adjectives jõnn 'big' and šurr 'big'. Only jõnn 'big' is used attributively, while the
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comparative and superlative forms of both adjectives are those of the adjective šurr
'big'.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

šiõǥǥ

šiõǥǥ

pueʹrab

pueʹrmõs

good

pueʹrr

šiõǥǥ

pueʹrab

pueʹrmõs

good

jõnn

jõnn

šuurab

šuurmõs

big

šurr

jõnn

šuurab

šuurmõs

big
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6

W ORD FORMATION

Derivation and compounding are two extremely productive features of Skolt
Saami nominals and verbs. All derivational suffixes occur between the stem of a word
and any inflectional suffixes. More than one derivational suffix may appear on a single
stem.
The following sections cover the main derivational suffixes, divided into
deverbal verbs (§6.1.1), denominal verbs (§6.1.2), denominal nouns (§6.1.3), deverbal
nouns (§6.1.4) and denominal and deverbal adjectives (§6.1.5). Included in the section
on deverbal verbs are those suffixes which bring about a change in the valence of the
verb, such as the causative marker and the reflexive marker. Compounding is covered
in §6.2.

6.1 D ERIVATION
6.1.1 DEVERBAL VERBS
–t– [causative]
The causative marker, –t–, is affixed to the weak form of the verbal stem before
the infinitive ending. The infinitive ending of causative verbs is –ed, regardless of the
infinitive ending of their non-causative counterparts. Some examples of causative
verbs are presented below.
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reäkkad (cry)

→ reäǥǥted (make cry)

ceäggad (rise, stand up) → ciâggted (set up, erect)
poorrâd (eat)

→ poorted (feed)

juukkâd (drink)

→ juuǥǥted (water, make drink)

joorrâd (revolve, turn)

→ joorted (roll, twirl)

koossâd (cough)

→ koozzted (make cough)

aassâd (live)

→ aazzted (house, put up)

mõnnâd (go)

→ mõõnted (make…go)

jååʹtted (travel)

→ jååʹđted (transport)

kolggâd (flow)

→ koolǥted (strain, let run)

viirrâd (fall e.g. tree)

→ viirted (fell e.g. tree)

raajjâd (do, make)

→ raajted (have…make)

njiimmâd (suck)

→ njiimted (suckle, breastfeed)

suukkâd (row)

→ suuǥǥted (have…row)

reâuggad (work)

→ reâuǥted (make…work)

ǩieʹssed (pull)

→ ǩieʹzzted (have…pull)

teäʹdded (print)

→ tieʹddted (have…printed)

mättjed (learn)

→ mättʼted (teach)

If the derivational stem crosses a stress group boundary then an epenthetic
vowel, â, is inserted before the causative marker, the causative marker is geminated,
and the infinitive suffix vowel triggers palatalisation in the second stress group. If the
derivational stem already displays a derivational suffix, this may be lost prior to the
application of the causative marker. These points are exemplified below.
årsted (stop)

→ årstâʹtted (cause to stop)

påǥsted (laugh)

→ påǥstâʹtted (make…laugh)

tõpplõõvvâd (suffocate)

→ tõpplâʹtted (suffocate)

kuʹmmlõõvvâd (become red-hot) → kuʹmmlâʹtted (heat to red-hot)
–õõtt– [reflexive/reciprocal]
The morphological reflexive or reciprocal marker, –õõtt–, is added to the stem of
the verb before the infinitive ending. The infinitive ending is –âd regardless of the
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infinitive ending of the verb from which it is formed. A number of examples of
morphological reflexives are presented below alongside the non-reflexive verbs from
which they are formed.
čårreed (isolate, cut off) → čårrõõttâd (cut o.s. off)
čåuʹdded (free)

→ čåuddõõttâd (free o.s.)

paakkeed (warm)

→ paakkõõttâd (warm o.s.)

mättʼted (teach)

→ mättʼtõõttâd (study)

põõssâd (wash)

→ põõzzõõttâd (wash o.s.)

lueʹštted (lower)

→ luâšttõõttâd (descend)

teâvted (dress, clothe)

→ teâvõõttâd (dress o.s.)

peälšted (save)

→ peälštõõttâd (save o.s.)

proʹsttjed (forgive)

→ proʹsttjõõttâd (ask forgiveness)

kaggâd (raise)

→ kaggõõttâd (rise, stand up)

As seen from the examples above, the reflexive marker typically attaches to the
unaltered lexical stem of the verb. Note, however, how the loss of the infinitive ending
of Group C verbs, –ed, triggers depalatalisation, as seen in čåuddõõttâd 'free oneself'
and luâšttõõttâd 'descend', if the reflexive suffix is in the same stress group as the
lexical stem. Where the reflexive suffix belongs to a second stress group the loss of
the infinitive ending –ed does not trigger depalatalisation, as seen in proʹsttjõõttâd 'ask
for forgiveness' (proʹstt–jõõttâd).
Note also the change from ss → zz in põõzzõõttâd 'wash onself'. The lack of
consonant gradation in other verb forms taking the reflexive suffix suggests this
change may arise through voicing between two long vowels, rather than as a result of
gradation.
An interesting reflexive verb is mättʼtõõttâd 'study' which is formed from the
verb mättjed 'learn' by both a causative suffix and a reflexive suffix and therefore
could be literally translated as 'cause oneself to learn'.
–j– [middle verb]
Middle constructions are marked morphologically in Skolt Saami, through the
addition of the affix –j– to the verbal stem. Middle voice is covered in section 9.4.3.
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The infinitive ending of such verbs is –ed, regardless of the infinitive stem of the verb
from which they are derived. Listed below are a number of middle verbs and the verbs
from which they are derived. As can be seen, the loss of the original infinitive marker,

–ed, in Group C verbs, typically triggers depalatalisation in the lexical stem, as seen in
kättjed 'be covered' and kåddjed 'be killed', despite the presence of the same infinitive
marker on the derived form. The addition of the middle marker –j– also triggers the
strong grade and a low vowel, as seen in kuullâd 'hear' → kollʼjed 'be heard'.
kuullâd (hear)

→ kollʼjed (be heard)

kåʹdded (kill)

→ kåddjed (be killed)

päʹštted (fry, roast)

→ päʹšttjed (be fried, roasted)

muʹrdded (break)

→ morddjed (break)

muʹštted (remember)

→ mošttjed (come to mind)

njiimmâd (soak, suck up) → njâmmjed (be absorbed)
livvted (tire)

→ levvjed (grow tired)

tiuddeed (fill)

→ teâuddjed (fill, become full)

käʹtted (cover)

→ kättjed (be covered, hidden)

Note that the middle marker –j– is identical in form to the denominal verb
marker –j–, discussed in §6.1.2. The inflection of middle verbs and denominal verbs
marked with –j– is identical in all but one paradigm form. In this thesis both are
treated as belonging to a single inflectional class, Class 3 (see §4.3).
–škueʹtt– [inceptive]
The suffix –škueʹtt– is used to express the beginning of the action expressed by
the lexical stem and changes the lexical aspect of the verb it is derived from. This
suffix is used extensively. Some examples are presented below. As the examples
show, the lexical stem is reduced and both the vowel centre and consonant centre are
short when the inceptive suffix is present. As evidenced from the words loǥškueʹtted
'begin to read' and tieʹđškueʹtted 'begin to know', this reduced stem is underlyingly in
the weak grade.
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siõrrâd (play)

→ siõrškue′tted (begin to play)

poorrâd (eat)

→ porškue′tted (begin to eat)

kåʹdded (kill)

→ kå′dškue′tted (begin to kill)

noorrâd (gather) → norškueʹtted (begin to gather)
lookkâd (read)

→ loǥškue′tted (begin to read)

tieʹtted (know)

→ tie′đškue′tted (begin to know)

tobddâd (feel)

→ tobdškue′tted (begin to feel)

This suffix can also be added to another derivational suffix, as the following
examples show. In the first example, the verb poorrâd 'eat' takes both the causative
suffix –t– and the inceptive suffix –škueʹtt–, with the resulting meaning 'begin to feed'.
In the second example the inceptive suffix is added to the middle verb suffix and, in
the third, to the continuative suffix. In all cases the inceptive suffix appears last.
poorrâd (eat) → poorted (feed)

→ poorteškueʹtted (begin to feed)

kuullâd (hear) → kollʼjed (be heard)

→ kollʼješkueʹtted (begin to be heard)

siõrrâd (play) → siõrtõõllâd (be playing) → siõrtõlškueʹtted (begin to be playing)
–l– [subitive]
In the literature (e.g. Sammallahti 1998), the term subitive has been used to refer
to an action which takes place suddenly or quickly. The subitive marker is –l– and is
added to the unaltered infinitive stem. The infinitive marker of verbs taking the
subitive suffix is –ed as the examples below show. Like the inceptive suffix, the
subitive changes the lexical aspect of the verb.
lueʹštted (set free)

→ lueʹšttled (set free suddenly)

juʹrdded (think)

→ juʹrddled (think quickly)

piijjâd (put)

→ piijjled (put quickly)

counnâd (wake up)

→ counnled (wake up suddenly)

jaukkâd (disappear) → jaukkled (disappear suddenly)
meäʹtted (cram)
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→ meäʹttled (cram quickly)

The subitive suffix is used with verbs of motion to express the beginning of
motion from a state of motionless, as the examples below illustrate.
vuejjad (drive)

→ vuejjled (drive off)

ǩeʹrdded (fly)

→ ǩeʹrddled (fly off)

väʹʒʒed (walk)

→ väʹʒʒled (walk off)

vuõjjâd (swim) → vuõjjled (swim off)
suukkâd (row)

→ suukkled (row off)

tiârrâd (gallop) → tiârrled (gallop off)
These verbs of motion marked with the subitive differ from the inceptive in that
they do not express any sense of continuity, while the inceptive expresses the
beginning of an ongoing action. Compare the following examples.
väʹʒʒled (walk off)

~ väʹʒškueʹtted (begin walking)

tiârrled (gallop off) ~ tiârškueʹtted (begin galloping)
–st– [diminutive]
The diminutive suffix –st– is used to express a diminished action, such as an
action taking place for only a short time or having limited effect. The meaning can
sometimes overlap with that of the subitive, where an action takes place quickly, as
seen in the case of kåʹdsted 'kill quickly', where a dimunitive reading is not
semantically possible. The diminutive suffix attaches to the weak stem of the verb.
vueʹđđed (sleep) → vuäʹđsted (nod off, have a short sleep)
vueʹrdded (wait) → vueʹrdsted (wait a while)
kåʹdded (kill)

→ kå′dsted (kill quickly)

čiõppâd (sink)

→ čiõpsted (sink a little e.g. into snow)

vuejjad (drive)

→ vuejsted (drive a short distance)

If the derivational stem cannot be affixed directly to the verbal stem due to
phonotactic constraints then an epenthetic vowel, â, is inserted and the diminutive
suffix –st– becomes long –stt–.
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kuvddled (listen) → kuvddlâʹstted (listen for a while)
ǩiččled (try)

→ ǩiččlâʹstted (try a little)

If another derivational suffix is present, such as the denominal suffix –j–, then
this may be lost before the diminutive suffix.
leuʹdd (Skolt yoik) → leuʹddjed (sing yoiks) → leuʹddsted (sing a few yoiks)
–tõõll– [continuative verb]
The suffix –tõõll– typically adds a continuative meaning to a verb, indicating an
action is ongoing or lasts longer than might be expected from the meaning of the
lexical stem. This derivational suffix, together with the infinitive ending of the verb,
are typically affixed to the weak stem of the verb. The infinitive ending of verbs
taking the continuative suffix is –âd, by virtue of the fact that the first syllable of the
stress group contains a vowel from the high group, õ.
kõõččâd (ask)

mainsted (tell)

→ kõõjjtõõllâd (be asking, question)
→ mainstõõllâd (chat, tell stories)

lookkâd (count) → looǥǥtõõllâd (enumerate, itemise)
siõrrâd (play)

→ siõrtõõllâd (be playing)

årsted (stop)

→ årstõõllâd (keep stopping)

6.1.2 DENOMINAL VERBS
–∅– [causative]
A number of verbs are formed from nouns by a process of zero derivation and
usually belong to inflectional Class 4, taking the infinitive ending –eed. Nominals
belonging to Class 11, which includes d-final adjectives, lose the final –Vd of the
SG.NOM

prior to the affixation of the –eed infinitive ending. As the examples below

illustrate, however, there does not appear to be much consistency with regard to the
consonant grade of the derivational stem, since in nõõmeed 'to name' the weak stem is
selected, while in sakkeed 'to signal' the strong stem is selected.
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nõmm (name)

→ nõõmeed (name)

čappâd (black)

→ čääppeed (blacken)

siâkk (sack)

→ siâkkeed (sack, bag up)

saakk (message) → sakkeed (signal, communicate)
euʹnn (colour)

→ euʹnneed (colour, tinge)

paakkâs (warm)

→ paakkeed (warm, heat up)

–õõvv– [translative]
The suffix –õõvv– is used to form a verb which expresses a change of state to
become more like the nominal stem. The infinitive marker of the derived verb is –âd.
Some examples are given below. Again, as the examples below illustrate, there is a
lack of consistency with regard to the grade of the derivational stem.
ill (ember)

→ ellõõvvâd (char, become charred)

jeeʹel (lichen)

→ jeeʹelʼlõõvvâd (become lichened)

jaamm (gangrene)

→ jammõõvvâd (become gangreous)

kõbjj (scurf, scale) → kõbbjõõvvâd (scale/peel off)
ǩiâllâs (pliable)

→ ǩeâllšõõvvâd (become pliable)

lokk (lock)

→ lokkõõvvâd (become locked)

The translative suffix can also occur with other derivational suffixes. For
example, it can combine with the privative suffix, –teʹm, seen on nouns (see §6.1.5), in
which case only –t– remains.
pieʹcc

→ pieʹccteʹm (pine-free)

→ pieʹcctõõvvâd (become pine-free)

čuõškk → čuõškteʹm (mosquito-free) → čuõšktõõvvâd (become mosquito-free)
poʒʒ

→ poʒʒteʹm (featherless)

→ pooʒʒtõõvvâd (become featherless)

An interesting non-compositional use of the translative and privative suffixes is
seen in the adjective 'blind' and the verb 'become blind', which could be translated
literally as 'become eyeless'.
čâʹlmm (eye) → čââʹlmteʹm (blind) → čââʹlmtõõvvâd (become blind)
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An example of the translative suffix used with the diminutive suffix is provided
below, where the diminutive suffix –st– leads to a literal meaning of 'become a little
charred', but is used to mean 'be grilled'.
ill (ember) → ellõõvvâd (char) → ellstõõvvâd (grill)
Consider also the following example of this suffix on a loan noun, although it
does differ from the other examples given in that it does not express a change of state
to become more like the nominal stem, but nevertheless is semantically related.
skorloʹb (eggshell ← Russian skorlupa) → skorlõõvvâd (hatch)
–j–
The suffix –j– is a common way of forming a verb from a noun. This suffix is
particularly common in verbs derived from loan words, as the following list
exemplifies. In these verbs the infinitive marker is –ed. Some examples are presented
below.
meäʹcc (forest)

→ meäccjed (hunt)

naauʹri (drill)

→ nauʹrrjed (drill)

alfabet (alphabet ← Russian alfavit)

→ aaʹlfjed (arrange alphabetically)

maal (mill)

auʹrr (plough ← Finnish aura)

prääʹzneǩ (party ← Russian prazdnik)
fiʹlmm (film ← Russian filʹm)

škooul (school ← Russian škola)
näuʹll (nail ← Finnish naula)

kruun (crown ← Finnish kruunu)
håidd (care ← Finnish hoito)

→ maaʹljed (mill, grind)
→ auʹrrjed (plough)
→ prääzkjed (party)
→ fiʹlmmjed (film)

→ škoouʹlʼjed (educate)
→ nauʹllʼjed (nail)

→ kruuʹnʼjed (crown)
→ hoiʹddjed (care for)

proʹsttjõs (forgiveness ← Russian proščatʹ ) → proʹsttjed (forgive)

Where a corresponding loan noun is present, the verbal stem may undergo a
change in form prior to the suffix –j–, as seen in the examples above of prääʹzneǩ
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'party (noun)' → prääzkjed 'party (verb)' and alfabet 'alphabet' → aaʹlfjed 'arrange
alphabetically'.

6.1.3 DENOMINAL NOUNS
–vuõtt [abstract noun]
The derivational suffix –vuõtt is affixed to nouns or adjectives to form abstract
nouns. Some examples are given below.
viõlggâd (white)

→ viõlggâdvuõtt (whiteness)

naʹzvaan (friend)

→ naʹzvaanvuõtt (friendship)

puärraz (parents)

→ puärrazvuõtt (parenthood)

jiõglvaž (spiritual) → jiõglvažvuõtt (spirituality)
eʹčč (father)

→ eʹččvuõtt (fatherhood)

tiõrvâs (healthy)

→ tiõrvâsvuõtt (health)

õlli (high)

→ õllivuõtt (height)

Nominals formed from this derivational suffix belong to inflectional class 1 and only
the derivational suffix undergoes stem gradation, as it forms a new stress group.
naʹzvaanvuõtt → naʹzvaanvuõđ (PL.NOM) → naʹzvaanvuõʹt'te (SG.ILL)
–âž / –až [diminutive]
The derivational suffix –âž (or the variant –až) serves as a diminutive suffix.
Some examples of its use are given below. This suffix is also added to proper names
to give a diminutive reading. This derivational suffix requires the weak stem of a
noun. If the weak grade of the stem is monosyllabic then this suffix forms a disyllabic
stress group with the stem, due to the fact that this suffix is vowel-initial. Also, the
derivational suffix vowel, â or a, triggers a loss of palatalistion as seen in kuâlaž 'little
fish' and ǩeârjaž 'booklet'.
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ǩeʹrjj (book)

→ ǩeerjaž (booklet)

kueʹll (fish)

→ kuâlaž (little fish)

nijdd (girl)

→ niõđâž (little girl)

põrtt (house)

→ põõrtâž (cottage)

šââʹǩǩ (pig)

→ šââǥǥaž (piglet)

kuõbǯǯ (bear) → kuõbǯâž (small bear)
piânnai (dog)

→ piânnǥaž (small dog)

suâl (island)

→ suâllǥaž (islet)

–neʹǩǩ [indicates a person]
The derivational suffix –neʹǩǩ is used to express the name of a person,
connected in some way or another to the derivational stem. This includes expressing a
person who is a resident of the place indicated by the stem—e.g. 'resident of Ivalo'—,
a person who practices the activity indicated by the stem—e.g. 'artist'—or a person
who possesses that indicated by the stem—e.g. 'freeholder'. Sometimes the meaning of
the stem and derivational suffix is lexicalised, such as the example of 'gossipmonger',
where the stem is the word 'tongue'. Some examples of its use are presented below.
põrtt (house)

→ põrttneʹǩǩ (farm owner, freeholder)

njuhččâm (tongue)

→ njuhččâmneʹǩǩ (gossipmonger, telltale)

Âʹvvel (Ivalo)

→ âʹvvelneʹǩǩ (resident of Ivalo)

kurss (course)

→ kurssneʹǩǩ (course member)

piâr (family)

→ piârneʹǩǩ (family member)

mäddtääl (farming, agriculture) → mäddtäälneʹǩǩ (farmer)
While the derivational suffix typically attaches to the

SG.NOM

stem of a word,

occassionally this is not the case. In the examples below the ending –õs on the word

čeäppõs 'art' is omitted before the derivational suffix. In the disyllabic word Jaappan
'Japan', the second syllable is omitted, although this is not usually the case for
disyllabic words, as exemplified by njuhččâm 'tongue' above.
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čeäppõs (art)

→ čeäppneʹǩǩ (artist)

Jaappan (Japan) → jaappneʹǩǩ (Japanese person)
–õs [collective]
The derivational suffix –õs, when affixed to a noun, gives a collective meaning
to the derived noun, as shown from the examples below, although it is not overly
productive. The word saʹnnõs 'vocabulary' appears to be irregular in its formation due
to the fact it undergoes both a change in grade and stem vowel quality.
alfabet (letter, character) → alfabettõs (alphabet)
teâtt (knowledge)

→ teâttõs (file, data set)

äimm (air, weather)

→ äimmõs (climate)

sääʹnn (word)

→ saʹnnõs (vocabulary)

This suffix is also seen on the following two comparative adjectives, as shown
below, where the vowel of the comparative suffix undergoes syncope.
jeänab (more) → jeäʹnbõs (majority)
uuʹccab (less)

→ uuʹccbõs (minority)

6.1.4 DEVERBAL NOUNS
–∅
Nouns can be formed from the inflectional stems of verbs, as exemplified below.
Although there is no overt derivational suffix present in these deveral nominalisations,
this cannot strictly be regarded as a case of zero derivation since the stem vowel
undergoes a change in height in the case of Group A verbs (from high to low) and
there is a loss of palatalisation observed in Group C verbs.
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kuullâd (to hear)

→ kooll (hearing)

põõllâd (to fear)

→ pââll (fear)

tieʹtted (to know) → teâtt (knowledge)
tuejjeed (to do)

→ tuejj (deed, act)

šõddâd (to grow) → šâdd (plant)
–mõš [action nominalisation]
The deverbal suffix –mõš (or the variants –muš or –mõs) is an extremely
productive derivational suffix which produces an action nominalisation when attached
to the inflectional stem of a verb. As the following examples demonstrate, it is usually
affixed to the unaltered stem of the verb.
čuõiggâd (to ski cross-country) → čuõiggmõš (cross-country skiing)
põõllâd (to fear)

→ põõllmõš (fearing)

tieʹtted (to know)

→ teâttmõš (cognition)

juurdčed (to think)

→ juurdčumuš (thinking, reasoning)

seillad (to be preserved)

→ seillmõs (conservation)

–i [agent nominalisation]
A second very productive deverbal suffix is –i, which produces an agent
nominalisation when attached to the inflectional stem of a verb. Note how in njiimteei
'wet nurse' the stem from which the new verb is formed is a causative verb and in

laauǥõõtti 'bather' the stem displays the reflexive suffix.
čuõiggâd (to ski cross-country) → čuõiggi (cross-country skier)
kâʹlvved (to sow)

→ kõʹlvvi (sower)

uʹvdded (to give)

→ uʹvddi (giver)

njiimted (to breastfeed)

→ njiimteei (wet nurse)

laauǥõõttâd (to bathe)

→ laauǥõõtti (bather)
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–õs
The deverbal suffix –õs attaches to the inflectional stem of the verb and, as with
the previous two deverbal suffixes, is very productive. It appears that this derivational
suffix may be a general nominalising suffix. Some examples of its use are presented
below.
čuäʹjted (to present)

→ čuäjtõs (presentation)

vuäʹpsted (to instruct) → vuäʹpstõs (instructions)
niõǥǥeed (to dream)

→ niõǥǥõs (dream)

leeujted (to wave)

→ leeuʹjtõs (wave)

šõddâd (to grow)

→ šâddõs (growth)

In the following example the derivational suffix –õs is affixed to the head of a
compound word.
teäʹǧǧ (money) ruõkkâd (to save) → teäʹǧǧruõkkõs (fund)

6.1.5 DENOMINAL AND DEVERBAL ADJECTIVES
Most adjectives formed by the derivational suffixes listed below are denominal,
since the majority of verbal forms which function as modifiers in Skolt Saami are
analysed as participial verb forms and therefore do not fit into this section on derived
adjectives. However, some of the derivational suffixes presented below, such as –teʹm,
can derive adjectives from both nouns and verbs.
–i
The suffix –i is a particularly productive denominal adjective suffix seen
primarily on Class 1 nouns. In Class 1A nouns, the suffix –i triggers palatalisation in
the stem. In Class 1B nouns, the stem is in the strong grade and the stem vowel –a– is
retained. In Class 1C nouns, the stem is identical to that of the

SG.ILL—it

is in the

strong grade, it specifies for a low vowel, and it ends in –a– which triggers
depalatalisation. A number of examples of each are provided below.
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C LASS 1A

NOUNS

jiârgg (system)

→ jieʹrǧǧi (systematic)

ǩiõpp (soot)

→ ǩiõʹppi (sooty)

piõgg (wind)

→ piõʹǧǧi (windy)

jiõnn (noise)

→ jiõʹnni (noisy)

luõss (salmon)

C LASS 1B

→ luõʹssi (salmon-rich)

NOUNS

reäbǯǯ (dent)

→ reäbǯǯai (dented)

→ pärrai (–waved e.g. short-waved)

päärr (wave)
C LASS 1C

NOUNS

čääʹcc (water)

→ čäcca (SG.ILL)

→ čäccai (watery)

säʹltt (salt)

→ sältta (SG.ILL)

→ sälttai (salty)

teʹǩǩ (louse)

→ tekka (SG.ILL)

→ tekkai (louse-infested)

äuʹǩǩ (benefit)
teäʹǧǧ (money)
muʹldd (soil)

→ äukka (SG.ILL)
→ teägga (SG.ILL)

→ äukkai (beneficial, profitable)
→ teäggai (wealthy)

→ moldda (SG.ILL) → molddai (soiled)

In most cases, as the examples above demonstrate, the suffix –i forms an
adjective used to describe something which possesses the properties expressed by the
stem. In other cases, however, the meaning of the derived adjective is somewhat
removed from the meaning of the stem and has become lexicalised, as the following
examples, all involving body parts, show.
njäʹlmm (mouth) → njälmma (SG.ILL) → njälmmai (talkative, chatty)
njuuʹnn (nose)
vueiʹvv (head)

→ njonna (SG.ILL)

→ vuäivva (SG.ILL)

→ njonnai (cheeky, impertinent)
→ vuäivvai (thick-headed)

The same suffix is also used to form adjectives from certain loan nouns.
smiâhh (laughter ← Russian smex) → smiâhhai (rediculous, laughable)
In the attributive form of denominal adjectives ending in –ai, the suffix –i is
replaced with –s. In the attributive form of denominal adjectives ending in –Ci, where
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C is any consonant, the suffix –i is replaced with –es. In the comparative and
superlative forms, the final i assumes syllable onset position and therefore become j,
while those adjectives ending in –ai also lose the vowel a.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

jieʹrǧǧi

jieʹrǧǧes

jieʹrǧǧjab

jieʹrǧǧjumus

systematic

ǩiõʹppi

ǩiõʹppes

ǩiõʹppjab

ǩiõʹppjumus

sooty

piõʹǧǧi

piõʹǧǧes

piõʹǧǧjab

piõʹǧǧjumus

windy

pärrai

pärras

pärrjab

pärrjumus

–waved

äukkai

äukkas

äukkjab

äukkjumus

beneficial

teäggai

teäggas

teäggjab

teäggjumus

wealthy

molddai

molddas

molddjab

molddjumus

soiled

njonnai

njonnas

njonnjab

njonnjumus

cheeky

smiâhhai

smiâhhas

smiâhhjab

smiâhhjumus

rediculous

jiõʹnni
luõʹssi

reäbǯǯai
čäccai
sälttai

tekkai

njälmmai
vuäivvai

jiõʹnnes

luõʹsses

reäbǯǯas
čäccas
sälttas

tekkas

njälmmas
vuäivvas

jiõʹnnjab
luõʹssjab

reäbǯǯjab
čäccjab
sälttjab

tekkjab

njälmmjab
vuäivvjab

jiõʹnnjumus
luõʹssjumus

reäbǯǯjumus
čäccjumus
sälttjumus

tekkjumus

njälmmjumus
vuäivvjumus

noisy

salmon-rich
dented
watery
salty

louse-infested
talkative
thick-headed

In addition to derived adjectives, an adjective may also be a loan word and
therefore lack a noun counterpart, but nevertheless resemble an i-final derived
adjective by virtue of the fact that it is i-final in its predicative form and as-final in its
attributive form.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

kluuǥǥai (deaf ← Russian gluxoj) → kluuǥǥâs (deaf)
–teʹm [privative]
The privative derivational suffix –teʹm forms a denominal adjective, expressing
an absence of that expressed by the stem. The stem of the derived form is in the weak
grade, as indicated in the examples below.
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lääʹǩǩ (law)

→ lääʹjj

→ lääʹjjteʹm (lawless, illegal)

jiõg'g (spirit)

→ jiõgg

→ jiõggteʹm (lifeless, dead)

čuõškk (mosquito)

→ čuõšk

→ čuõškteʹm (mosquito-free)

siõmâž (small child) → siõʹme

→ siõʹmeteʹm (barren)

teäʹǧǧ (money)

→ tieʹǧǧ

→ tieʹǧǧteʹm (penniless)

mähss (payment)

→ määuʹs

→ määuʹsteʹm (free of charge)

euʹnn (colour)

→ eeuʹn

→ eeuʹnteʹm (colourless)

tåbdd (feeling)

→ tååbd

→ tååbdteʹm (insensitive)

smäkk (taste)

→ smääǥǥ → smääǥǥteʹm (tasteless)

The attributive form of these adjectives takes the ending –es. The comparative
marker –ab and the superlative marker –umus replace the final –eʹm of the derivational
suffix.
PREDICATIVE

ATTRIBUTIVE

COMPARATIVE

SUPERLATIVE

GLOSS

lääʹjjteʹm

lääʹjjteʹmes

lääʹjjtab

lääʹjjtumus

lawless

jiõggteʹm

jiõggteʹmes

jiõggtab

jiõggtumus

lifeless

čuõškteʹm

čuõškteʹmes

čuõšktab

čuõšktumus

mosquito-free

siõʹmeteʹm

siõʹmeteʹmes

siõʹmetab

siõʹmetumus

barren

tieʹǧǧteʹm

tieʹǧǧteʹmes

tieʹǧǧtab

tieʹǧǧtumus

penniless

eeuʹnteʹm

eeuʹnteʹmes

eeuʹntab

eeuʹntumus

colourless

tååbdteʹm

tååbdteʹmes

tååbdtab

tååbdtumus

insensitive

smääǥǥteʹm

smääǥǥteʹmes

smääǥǥtab

smääǥǥtumus

tasteless

The suffix –teʹm can also be affixed to a verb where the resulting adjective
negates the action expressed by the verb. If the verb belongs to Class 1, as is the case
in the first three examples below, the inflectional stem is in the weak grade.
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jueʹǩǩed (divide)

→ jueʹjj

→ jueʹjjteʹm (indivisible)

vueiʹnned (see)

→ vueiʹn → vueiʹnteʹm (invisible)

lookkâd (count)

→ looǥǥ

→ looǥǥkteʹm (innumerable)

läppjed (fade away, die out)

→

läppjeteʹm (unfading)

ââʹnted (be suitable)

→

ââʹnteʹm (unsuitable)

–laž
The derivational suffix –laž forms an adjective from a noun, as illustrated in the
examples below. The derived adjective typically expresses something of, or pertaining
to, the noun from which it is formed. This derivational suffix attaches to the weak
stem of the base word and triggers a loss of palatalisation. There is no special
attributive form of these adjectives. These adjectives inflect as Class 9 nominals.
kaupp (shop)

→ kaauplaž (commercial)

Israeel (Israel)

→ israeelaž (Israeli)

histoor (history)

→ histoorlaž (historical)

kåʹdd (community)

→ kååddlaž (communal)

ǩiõll (language)

→ ǩiõllʼlaž (linguistic)

heeđâlm (fruit)

→ heeđâlmlaž (fertile, fruitful)

vuʹvdd (region, area)

→ vooudlaž (regional)

bukva (letter, character) → bukvaalaž (literal)
–saž
The suffix –saž affixes to either a noun or adjective and forms an adjective. The
derived adjective typically expresses something as having or possessing that of the
stem noun and these derived adjectives are often seen in compound words—e.g.

sääʹmǩiõllsaž 'Saami-speaking'. Compare in particular the derived adjectives ǩiõllʼlaž
'linguistic' (=pertaining to language) and ǩiõllsaž '-speaking' (=having/speaking x
language). There is no special attributive form of these adjectives. These adjectives
inflect as Class 9 nominals.
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kõskk (middle)

→ kõskksaž (mutual)

ǩiõll (language)

→ ǩiõllsaž (–speaking)

äiʹǧǧ (time)

→ äiggsaž (–time)

miõll (mind)

→ miõllsaž (–minded)

podd (moment)

→ poddsaž (momentary)

koumm (three) + vuäʹss (part) → kooumvuässʼsaž (triple, three-part)
–nallšem
The derivational suffix –nallšem can be attached to nouns or adjectives and gives
rise to an adjective with a meaning which conveys something as being similar to or
characteristic of the properties possessed by the stem noun. Its use is better explained
by way of several examples.
jeeʹres (separate, different) → jeeʹresnallšem (different, dissimilar)
šlaajj (sort, kind)

→ šlaajjnallšem (typical)

seämma (same)

→ seämmanallšem (similar)

ođđ (new)

→ ođđnallšem (like new)

jiijjâs (self)

→ jiijjâsnallšem (unique)

kuʹǩes (long)

→ kuʹǩesnallšem (oblong)

Adjectives appear in the attributive form in these derived adjectives, as seen in
the examples of kuʹǩes and ođđ, above, and the stem occurs in the weak stem as the
examples below illustrate.
person (person)

→ persoon → persoonʼnallšem (individual)

luândd (character, nature) → luând

→ luândnallšem (characteristic)

nuʹbb (other)

→ nuuʹbbnallšem (different)

→ nuuʹbb

Other derivational suffixes may be omitted in the presence of this derivational
suffix.
hääʹvjumuš (defeat, loss) → hääʹvjumnallšem (unprofitable)
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6.2 C OM POUNDING
Compound words in Skolt Saami may result in (i) endocentric compounds,
consisting of a head and a modifier, (ii) exocentric compounds, which lack a head and
whose meaning is often not able to be determined from their constituent parts, and (iii)
appositional compounds, where both constituents contribute different meanings for a
single referent. Examples of each of these types are given Table 83.
TYPE

SKOLT SAAMI

endocentric

ǩeʹrjjiʹlddi

ǩeʹrjj (book) iʹlddi (shelf)

bookshelf

endocentric

kaaʹffkopp

kaaʹff (coffee) kopp (cup)

coffee cup

exocentric

čâʹlmmbieʹll

čâʹlmm (eye) bieʹll (half)

one-eyed person

exocentric

jobblõkvueiʹvv jobblõk (short) vueiʹvv (head)

appositional nijddpäʹrnn

ENGLISH

nijdd (girl) päʹrnn (child)

idiot, oaf
daughter

appositional neezzanpååʹles neezzan (woman) pååʹles (police) policewoman
Table 83. Types of compound words in Skolt Saami
Endocentric compounds are by far the most common form of compound, with
the second element always the head and the first element its modifier. Appositional
compounds tend to occur, as seen in the examples above, with the first element
marking the sex of the referent, while exocentric compounds are usually noncompositional.
Different word classes may be compounded to form new words, which are
outlined in the following subsections.
Noun + noun compounds
Words formed by the compounding of two non-derived nouns make up the
majority of compounds in Skolt Saami. When the first and second elements of a
compound are in a modifier-modified relationship, the first element appears in its
SG.NOM

form and the second element is subject to inflection.
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kuõbǯǯ (bear.SG.NOM) peärtam (trap)

→ kuõbǯǯpeärtam (bear trap)

puäʒʒ (reindeer.SG.NOM) tuâjj (work)

→ puäʒʒtuâjj (reindeer husbandry)

mieʹlǩǩ (milk.SG.NOM) poottâl (bottle)

→ mieʹlǩǩpoottâl (milk bottle)

kueʹll (fish.SG.NOM) veärr (soup, food)

→ kueʹllveärr (fish soup)

põrtt (house.SG.NOM) uhss (door)

→ põrttuhss (door of the house)

taalkâs (medicine.SG.NOM) škaapp (cupboard) → taalkâsškaapp (medicine cabinet)
When the first and second elements of a compound are in a possessor-possessed
relationship, the first element appears in the SG.GEN form.
sääʹm (Saami.SG.GEN) ǩiõll (language)

→ sääʹmǩiõll (Saami language)

lääʹdd (Finn.SG.GEN) jânnam (state)

→ Lääʹddjânnam (Finland)

koonǥõõzz (king.SG.GEN) kaav (wife)

→ koonǥõõzzkaav (queen)

pieʹnne (dog.SG.GEN) põõrtâž (little house) → pieʹnnepõõrtâž (kennel)
kuuzz (cow.SG.GEN) mieʹlǩǩ (milk)

→ kuuzzmieʹlǩǩ (cow's milk)

puõccu (reindeer.SG.GEN) tueʹllj (skin)

→ puõccutueʹllj (reindeer hide)

The use of the genitive in these possessor-possessed compounds means the word

sääʹmǩiõll literally means 'language of the Saami' and likewise the word for 'Finland'
is literally 'land of the Finns'. Note how this possessor-possessed relationship is seen in
the word for 'queen', which is a compound literally meaning 'king's wife'.
As is evident from the examples above, the first element, the possessor, is
always animate. Note, however, that the first element of a compound also appears in
the SG.GEN form even if lexically, as the sum of its constituent parts, the word refers to
a non-possessed object, provided the first element is nevertheless animate and the
constituent parts are in a possessor-possessed relationship. These compounds, usually
seen in plant names, are often opaque and the meaning cannot be deduced from their
constituent parts. Compare these to compounds such as puäʒʒtuâjj 'reindeer husbandry'
and kueʹllveärr 'fish soup' where the first element is indeed animate, but the two
constituent parts are not in a possessor-possessed relationship.
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kaazz (cat.SG.GEN) ǩeäʹppel (paw)

→ kaazzǩeäʹppel (catsfoot)

ǩiõǥǥ (cuckoo.SG.GEN) njuuč (tongue)

→ ǩiõǥǥnjuuč (wood sorrel)

puõccu (reindeer.SG.GEN) jeeʹel (lichen) → puõccujeeʹel (reindeer moss)
Semantically, in the examples above 'cat' is the animate possessor of its own
'paw', 'cuckoo' is the animate possessor of its own 'tongue' and 'reindeer' is the
possessor of the 'lichen', although lexically these words refer, respectively, to the
plants Antennaria dioica (also known as catsfoot), Oxalis (wood sorrel) and Cladonia
(reindeer moss).
Adjective + noun compounds
Compounds whose first element is an adjective often have a meaning which
cannot be deduced from their individual constituent parts, since if the adjective were
simply modifying the following noun this would form a noun phrase made up of an
adjective and noun as opposed to a compound noun. The adjective is always in the
attributive form in compound words. As the following examples show this form of
compound is commonly seen in plant and animal names. Also, as seen in the examples
of 'January' and 'black alpine-sedge', compounds are not limited to two elements.
viõʹlǧǧes (white) täʹsnn (star)

→ viõʹlǧǧestäʹsnn (wood anemone)

čaʹppes (black) luʹhtt (cove) sueiʹnn (hay) → čaʹppesluʹhttsueiʹnn (black alpine-sedge)
viõʹlǧǧes (white) hõppi (owl)

→ viõʹlǧǧeshõppi (snowy owl)

ođđ (new) eeʹjj (year) mään (month)

→ ođđeeʹjjmään (January)

smavv (fine) teäʹǧǧ (money)

→ smavvteäʹǧǧ (small change)

An adjective can also form a compound with a deverbal noun, as the following
example shows.
pueʹrr (good) tuejjeei (maker) → pueʹrrtuejjeei (benefactor)
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Numeral + noun compounds
A numeral can also take the place of the first element of a compound.
koumm (three.SG.NOM) lääuʹǩ (jump) → koummlääuʹǩ (triple jump)
lååi (ten.SG.NOM) sõõđi (spine)

→ lååisõõđi (ten-spined stickleback)

With certain nominal heads the numeral appears in the SG.GEN form.
kooum (three.SG.GEN ) čiõkk (angle) → kooumčiõkk (triangle)
Verb + noun compounds
The stem of a verb can combine with a noun to give a compound word. The verb
acts as the modifier of the nominal head.
adoptted (adopt) päärnaž (child) → adopttpäärnaž (adopted child)
čuõvvâd (glow) määtt (worm)

→ čuõʹvvimäätt (glow worm)

Noun + adjective compounds
Compound words formed from a noun and an adjective are common, appearing
with a derived adjective as the second element. The first element appears in the
genitive form.
meerai (nation.PL.GEN) kõskksaž (mutual)

→ meeraikõskksaž (international)

sääʹm (Saami.SG.GEN) ǩiõllsaž (–speaking) → sääʹmǩiõllsaž (Saami-speaking)
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Adjective + adjective compounds
Like noun–adjective compounds, the second element of adjective–adjective
compounds is a derived adjective. The first element of these compounds is an
adjective in its attributive form.
kuʹǩes (long) äiggsaž (time)

→ kuʹǩesäiggsaž (long-term)

kuʹǩes (long) miõllsaž (minded)

→ kuʹǩesmiõllsaž (tolerant)

šiõǥǥ (good) smakksaž (flavoured) → šiõǥǥsmakksaž (tasty)
vuäʹmm (old) äiggsaž (time)

→ vuäʹmmäiggsaž (old-fashioned)

Adverb + adjective compounds
A derived adjective also forms the head of adverb–adjective compounds.
vueʹll (under) âkksaž (aged)

→ vueʹllâkksaž (under-aged)

pâʹjj (over) jiõgglaž (spiritual) → pâʹjjʼjiõgglaž (supernatural)
Numeral + adjective compounds
As with numeral–noun compounds, the first element of numeral–adjective
compounds appears in the genitive form.
õõut (one.SG.GEN) miõllsaž (minded)

→ õõutmiõllsaž (unanimous)

kuõiʹt (two.SG.GEN) ekksaž (-year-old) → kuõiʹtekksaž (two-year-old)
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7

N OMINAL CATEGORIES

This chapter is concerned with three important categories of nouns: nominal
modification, grammatical case marking and pronouns. The chapter begins with a brief
description of the internal structure of NPs (§7.1). Section 7.2 looks at the different
ways of modifying a head noun, covering adjectives, participial modifiers,
demonstratives, numerals and quantifiers. Section 7.3 provides an overview of the uses
of the nine grammatical cases and, finally, §7.4 considers different types of
pronominal forms.

7.1 NP

STRUCTURE

The most basic noun phrase in Skolt Saami consists of a single, unmodified head
noun. The head noun may be optionally modified by an adjective, participle,
demonstrative, possessive NP, quantifier or numeral. It may be modified by more than
one adjective or participle, but only one demonstrative, one possessive NP and one of
either a quantifier or numeral. All the aforementioned means of modifying a noun
appear before the head. Demonstratives precede possessive NPs, which precede
quantifiers or numerals, which in turn precede adjectives or participles, as represented
below. Some examples are given in (1) which exemplify this ordering of elements
within a noun phrase.

DEMONSTRATIVE
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+

POSSESSIVE
NOUN OR

NP

QUANTIFIER

+

OR
NUMERAL

ADJECTIVE

+

AND/OR
PARTICIPLE

+

HEAD
NOUN

In addition to these premodifiers, a noun may also be modified by a relative
clause, an adpositional phrase or another noun. These ways of modifying a noun come
after the head noun and may be considered external to the NP. The focus of the
remainder of this chapter is only those elements which occur before the head and are
internal to the NP.
(1)

a. tõid

(999) b.

kueʹhtt sueʹjj

DEM.PL.NOM

two

birch.SG.GEN

those two birch trees

[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.67]39

[demonstrative+numeral+head noun]
b. leäi

[õhtt jõnn kuʹvdd

(999) b. be.PST.3SG [one

big

]

snake.SG.NOM]

there was one big snake

[MM:29]

[numeral+adjective+head noun]
c. teä

võʹllʼji

[vuõssmõs čaʹppes heäppaž

(999) b. then jump.PST.3SG [first

black

] ool

horse.SG.GEN] onto

then he jumped onto the first black horse

[MM:53]

[numeral+adjective+head noun]
The possessive NP slot may be filled by either a possessive pronoun or the
genitive form of a noun. In the case of the latter, the possessor may itself be
premodified (2).
(2)

[tõn

põõrt

nõmm

] leäi

Jänkälä

(999) b. [DIST.SG.GEN house.SG.GEN name.SG.NOM ] be.PST.3SG Jänkälä

that house's name was Jänkälä

[MM:114]

[[demonstrative+possessor]+head noun]
Demonstratives and possessive NPs are not mutually exclusive in Skolt Saami,
as exemplified in (3). This is clearest in (3b), where both the demonstrative determiner
39

A list of the sources of these examples is provided in §1.6.
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and the head noun are marked in the accusative case, while the intervening possessor
is marked in the genitive. If it were the case that the demonstrative determiner is
modifying the possessor, then we should expect to see it marked in the genitive case,
as seen above in (2).
(3)

a. de

boʹhtter

juʹrdškueʹđi,

(999) b. then giant.SG.NOM think.INCP.PST.3SG

(999) b.

[tõt

što

mõõn

COMP

what.SG.GEN strong

suu

viõusâs

tõt

leäi

triâŋgg

]

DIST.SG.NOM

be.PST.3SG [DIST.SG.NOM 3SG.ACC helper.SG.NOM]

then the giant started to wonder how strong that helper of his was [MM:23]
[demonstrative+possessive+head noun]
b. rottu

[tõid

saaʹmi

puõccid

]

(999) b. tear.PST.3PL [DIST.PL.ACC Saami.PL.GEN reindeer.PL.ACC]

they tore the reindeer of those Saami to pieces

[SKNA 17462:1, 9:7.5]

[demonstrative+possessive+head noun]
NPs typically display head marking in Skolt Saami, with case marking occuring
only on the NP head, and the dependent displaying no form of agreement. The
exceptions to this are (i) the comparative form of adjectives, (ii) demonstrative
determiners and (iii) numerals, all of which, when occuring in a dependent role,
display a declension, referred to in Moshnikoff et al. (2009: 67), as a 'weak
declension'. In the weak declension the

SG.ILL, SG.LOC

to the

PL.ABE

SG.GEN

form and the

PL.COM

and

and

SG.ABE

forms are identical

forms are identical to the

PL.GEN

form.

This will be exemplified and expounded on later in this chapter.
In the case of the

SG.ABE, PL.COM

and

PL.ABE

forms, the appearance of a

demonstrative or numeral in the genitive case, when functioning as a modifier,
suggests that these case markers are less closely associated with the host noun and
behave in a more clitic-like manner. Further evidence for this is seen in §5.5, where
possessive suffixes are shown occurring before the case markers in the same three
forms, but after the case markers in all other forms. In §7.3.7 an elicited example is
presented of two coordinated nouns, the first marked in the genitive case and the latter
marked in the abessive, but both having an abessive meaning, again showing the clitic210

like nature of the abessive case. It therefore seems entirely plausible that the so-called
'weak declension' is simply a manifestation of this phenomenon, whereby the case
marker occurs only on the final word, in this case the NP head, with all preceding
words appearing in the genitive case. The reason for the
identical in form to the

SG.GEN

been glossed accordingly as

SG.ILL

and

SG.LOC

being

form is less clear, however, hence these forms have

SG.ILL

and

SG.LOC

despite the fact they are identical in

form to the SG.GEN.
This weak declension may provide evidence that Skolt Saami displays a type of
edge inflection (see Bermúdez-Otero and Payne (forthcoming) for a discussion relating
to edge inflection) whereby only the edge-most word of a phrase, in this case of a NP,
inflects for properties which pertain to the entire phrase. This would explain why an
adjective fulfilling the syntactic role of a noun inflects for case and number (as
explained in §7.2.1), since it becomes the right-most word of the noun phrase.
However, in the case of determiners, numerals and the comparative form of adjectives,
both the modifier and the head noun inflect for case and number, albeit in a restricted
number of grammatical cases.

7.2 N OM INAL

M ODIFICATION

As already stated above, modifiers may appear in the form of adjectives (§7.2.1),
participial verb forms (§7.2.2), demonstrative determiners (§7.2.3), possessive
pronouns or genitive nouns (§7.2.4), numerals (§7.2.5) or quantifiers (§7.2.6).

7.2.1 ADJECTIVES
When functioning in a predicate adjective construction, or as an NP head,
adjectives behave in the same way as nouns, inflecting for both case and number.
When occurring as an NP dependent, as a nominal modifier, however, adjectives do
not inflect for case or number, but instead the adjective appears in a special attributive
form. This is exemplified in (4). The attributive form does not agree with the head
noun, hence all case and number marking appears on the head noun.
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(4)

a. nijdd

(999) b. girl.SG.NOM

lij

äʹrǧǧ

PRS.3SG

shy.SG .NOM

lie

ääʹrj

PRS.3PL

shy.PL .NOM

the girl is shy
b. niõđ
(999) b. girl.PL.NOM

the girls are shy
c. sij

lie

[ääʹrjes

niõđ

]

(999) b. 3PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL [shy.ATTR girl.PL.NOM ]

they are shy girls
More than one adjective may modify a noun. These may be simply juxtaposed,
as in (5a), or, if the two adjectives relate to the same quality or relate to multiple
entities with different characteristics, as in (5b), they may be coordinated.
(5)

a. toʹben leäi

(999) b. there

måttmin

oummin

be.PST.3SG several.PL.LOC person.PL.LOC

ǩieʹsspõrtt,

[jõnn šiõǥǥ põrtt

(999) b. summer.SG.NOM+house.SG.NOM [big

good

]

house.SG.NOM ]

there several people had a summer house, a good, big house
b. tõn
(999) b.

diõtt

liâ

suʹst

õinn veâl måttam

DIST.SG.GEN

for.the.sake.of be.PRS.3PL 3SG.LOC yet

sõõʹjin

[čaʹppes da

(999) b. place.PL.LOC [black

rääʹnes pooʒʒ

and grey

[MM:116]

still

certain

]

feather.PL.NOM]

that's why, even today, he has black and grey feathers in certain places
[MM:29]
Adjectives functioning attributively can appear in three degrees: the positive,
comparative and superlative degrees. Unlike in the positive degree, the comparative
and superlative forms of adjectives do not have a special attributive form, hence they
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are the same regardless of whether or not they occur in attributive or predicative
positions.
(6)

tõk

[reggsab

(999) b.

DIST.PL.NOM

[rich.CMPRT person.PL.NOM]

jäänab da

[kallšab

(999) b. more

oummu

aunnsid

] vuäʹstte
buy.PRS.3PL
]

and [expensive.CMPRT material.PL.ACC ]

those richer people bought more (quantity) and more expensive material
[4:9.2]

7.2.2 PARTICIPIAL MODIFIERS
Participial verb forms can function as modifiers. The forms which can function
as modifiers are (i) the present participle, (ii) the past participle, (iii) the passive
participle, (iv) the abessive participle and (v) the action participle. Participial verb
forms are restricted to an attributive position in their role as modifiers and are not
subject to inflection. When not occurring attributively, these modifiers assume other
syntactic roles: the present participle is identical in form to agent nominalisations (see
§6.1.4); the past participle is used in the formation of the perfect tenses; the passive
participle is used in passive constructions; the abessive participle functions as an
adverbial. Examples of each of these participles is provided below, together with a
number of examples of their use.
Present participle
When the suffix –i is affixed to the inflectional stem of a verb it forms the
present (or attributive) participle. For more details on the formation of the present
participle see chapter 4. As already mentioned, this is the same suffix seen in agent
nominalisations, the only difference being that agent nominalisations fulfil the
syntactic role of NP head, and as such undergo inflection, while the present participle
is limited to functioning as a modifier and does not inflect. Some examples of the
present participle being used as a nominal modifier are presented in (7).
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tuõlddâd (boil)

→ tuõlddi (boiling)

mottjed (change)

→ mottjeei (changeable, variable)

särnnad (speak)

→ särnnai (speaking)

juâmmjõõvvâd (calm down) → juâmmjõõvvi (calming)
čââʹlmtõõvvâd (go blind)

→ čââʹlmtõõvvi (blinding)

njâʹdded (taste)

→ njõʹddi (tasty, delicious)

kuõppjed (grow mouldy)
(7)

a. tõk

(999) b.

→ kuõppjeei (moulding)
lie

DIST.PL.NOM

[čääʹcctuõʹllʼjeei

pihttâz

be.PRS.3PL [water+keep.PRS . PTCP clothes.PL.NOM]

those are waterproof (=water keeping) clothes
b. ǥo

]

leʹjjem

[šõddi

niõđâz

[MM:106]
]

(999) b. when be.PST.1SG [grow.PRS . PTCP girl.DIM.SG.NOM ]

when I was a growing girl
c. leʹjje

[takai

[MM:106]

jooʹtti

oummu

]

(999) b. be.PST.3PL [habitual wander.PRS . PTCP person.PL.NOM ]

they were habitual wandering people

[MM:104]

Past participle
The past participle suffix is –am (or –âm in the case of Class 1A verbs). For
more details on the formation of the past participle see chapter 4. As already
mentioned, this participle is also used in the formation of the perfect tenses, when
occuring together with the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' (see §8.1). Some examples of the
past participle functioning as a modifier are presented in (8).
(8)

a. son

vuäitt

risttâd

[tõn

(999) b. 3SG.NOM can.PRS.3SG christen.INF [DIST.SG.ACC
eiʹddešõddâm

siõʹme

]

(999) b. just+born.PST . PTCP small.child.SG.ACC]

he can christen that newborn baby
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[MM:109]

b. Riʹmjj-kääʹlles

noori

siâkk

sizz

(999) b. Mr.Fox.SG.NOM gather.PST.3SG sack.SG.GEN into
[tõid

puâllam

tääuʹtid

]

(999) b. [DIST.PL.ACC burn.PST . PTCP bone.PL.ACC ]

Mr. Fox gathered those burnt bones into a sack

[MM:43]

Passive participle
When the suffix –um is affixed to the inflectional stem of a verb it forms the
passive participle. For more details on the formation of the passive participle see
chapter 4. As already mentioned, this participle is also used in passive constructions,
when occuring together with the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' (see §8.3). Two examples of
the passive participle functioning as a modifier are presented in (9). In example (9a) it
can be seen that the passive participle which modifies the noun põrtt 'house' is itself
modified by a prepositional phrase ǩieʹđj sizz 'into the rock'.
(9)

a. Pâʹss Treffnest

leäi

toʹben Spaʹsiteʹlpääutast

(999) b. Holy Tryphon.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG there
nåkam

[ǩieʹđj

Redeemer+rock.SG.LOC

sizz rajjum

põrtt,

]

(999) b. such.kind [rock.SG.GEN into build.PASS . PTCP house.SG.NOM]

(999) b.

koʹst

son

vuäitt

rääuhast

jälsted

REL.SG.LOC

3SG.NOM can.PRS.3SG peace.SG.LOC live.INF

There at Redeemer's Rock, Saint Tryphon had a house, which had been
built into the rock, where he could live in peace
(lit. an into-the-rock-built house)
b. son

säärnai,

(999) b. 3SG.NOM say.PST.3SG
ku

ääʹvii

[MM:59]

što

leäi

COMP

be.PST.3SG wrong

[tõn

puästtad tuejjääm,

ǩiõlddum

do.PST.PTCP
uus

]

(999) b. when open.PST.3SG [DIST.SG.ACC forbid.PASS . PTCP door.SG.ACC]

he said that he had done wrong, when he opened that forbidden door
[MM:16]
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Abessive participle
The abessive participle is formed by adding –kani (or a variant, including –ǩani
or –ǩeâni) to the weak stem of the infinitive (see chapter 4). As well as functioning as
an adverbial (see §9.5.4), the abessive participle also functions as a modifier within a
noun phrase. A noun modified by an abessive participle is understood to have not
undergone the action of the verb. Some examples of the meaning of the abessive
participle are presented below, followed by an example of its use in (10).
čiistâd (to tidy)

→ čiist–

→ čiistkani (untidied)

lookkâd (to read)

→ looǥǥ–

→ looǥǥkani (unread)

mäʹhssed (to pay)

→ määuʹs– → määuʹskani (unpaid)

vueiʹnned (to see)

→ vueiʹn–

jueʹǩǩed (to divide) → jueʹjj–
(10)

[paaccǩani

→ vueiʹnkani (unseen)
→ jueʹjjkani (undivided)

poomm

] leʹjje

jiânnai

(999) b. [explode.ABE . PTCP bomb.PL.NOM ] be.PST.3PL many

there were many unexploded bombs

[MM:115]

Action participle
The action participle is formed by adding –m to the inflectional stem of a verb
(see chapter 4). The action participle, when modifying a noun, indicates the action for
which the entity expressed by the head noun is used, or, if the referent of the head
noun is a location in space or time, then it indicates where or when the action of the
participle takes place.
It should be noted that, in the official orthography, nouns modified by the action
participle are written together as single words, as seen in the texts appended to this
thesis. However, it does not appear to be the case that they are true compound words,
since it is possible to modify a head noun with two coordinated action participles,
hence in this section they are written as two separate entities as in (11).
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(11)

a. reâuggam

da

nueʹttem

pihttâz

(999) b. work.ACT . PTCP and fish.with.seine.net.ACT . PTCP clothes.PL.NOM

working and fishing clothes (=clothes for working and fishing in)
b. seiʹlleem

da

ǩeʹttem

säʹltt

(999) b. preseve.ACT . PTCP and cook.ACT . PTCP salt.SG.NOM

preserving and cooking salt (=salt for preserving and cooking with)
Some examples taken from texts are presented below. In the original text of
example (12a) not only the action participle, but also the noun puäʒʒ 'reindeer', which
modifies it, are written together with the head noun as puäʒʒpoorrâmpiull. Note also
that the noun puäʒʒ is in the nominative case. This is also true of the noun kauppkueʹll
'fish for selling' in example (12b).
(12)

a. jõnn muõtt

(999) b. big

lij,

snow.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

poorrâm

iʹlla

[puäʒʒ

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

[reindeer.SG.NOM

piull

]

(999) b. eat.ACT . PTCP bare.spot(where snow has melted).SG.NOM]

there is a lot of snow, there isn't a 'reindeer eating spot'
b. čõhčč

šâdd

de

(999) b. autumn.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG and
[kauppkueʹll

[MM:103]

tõt
DIST.SG.NOM

šeeʹllem

äiʹǧǧ

]

(999) b. [shop.SG.NOM+fish.SG.NOM catch.ACT . PTCP time.SG.NOM]
poott
(999) b. end.PRS.3SG

autumn arrives and that time when they catch fish for the purpose of
selling comes to an end (=sales-fish catching time)
c. [ǩeʹttem

ǩieʹmn

[MM:106]

] väʹldde

(999) b. [cook.ACT . PTCP saucepan.SG.ACC] take.PRS.3PL

they take the cooking saucepan

[MM:107]
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d. mij

siidâst

leäi

še

[ruõkkâm

(999) b. 1PL.GEN siida.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG also [bury.ACT . PTCP
sââʹjj

]

(999) b. place.SG.NOM]

there was also a burial (=burying) place in our siida
e. sami

pääʹres

[kueʹddem

podd

] ku

(999) b. quite well.timed [calve.ACT . PTCP time.SG.NOM]
lij

nieʹttel

seʹst,

teʹl

[MM:108]

kueʹdde

when
jiânnai õhttna

(999) b. be.PRS.3SG week.SG.GEN inside then calve.PRS.3PL many

at.once

it's quite a well-timed calving time when within a week many calve
at once

[MM:103]

A second use of the action participle as a nominal modifier is in what has been
referred to in the literature as the 'agent construction' (Moshnikoff et al. 2009: 121). In
the agent construction, the agent of an action is in the genitive case and precedes the
action participle, both of which precede the modified noun. The resulting noun phrase
indicates both the action which the modified noun has experienced and the agent who
carried out the action.
This is best illustrated by way of a number of examples (13). The English
translation of an agent construction typically involves a relative clause, although a
similar construction in English would be a noun phrase such as 'man-made lake',
where both an agent and a participial verb form modify the noun, indicating the action
the head noun has experienced and the agent who carried out the action.
(13)

a. [Eellja

vuäʹsttem

autt

] lij

(999) b. [Elias.SG.GEN buy.ACT.PTCP car.SG.NOM]

the car, which Elias bought, is fast
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jåʹttel

be.PRS.3SG fast

b. mieʹccest

leäi

[kuuʹmp

kåʹddem

(999) b. forest.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG [wolf.SG.GEN kill.ACT.PTCP
kåʹdd

]

(999) b. reindeer.SG.NOM]

in the forest was a reindeer, which was killed by a wolf
Tense and aspect are not marked in the agent construction, although the English
translations to the examples provided above might appear to suggest otherwise. Closer
translations would be 'the-Elias-bought-car is fast' and 'in the forest there was a wolfkilled-reindeer'. The tense and aspect can be inferred from the rest of the clause, but
typically the action which the agent construction refers to has already taken place
regardless of the tense or aspect of the rest of the clause.

7.2.3 DEMONSTRATIVE DETERMINERS
As already mentioned, demonstratives functioning as modifiers appear in the socalled 'weak declension'. The inflectional paradigms of the three demonstrative
determiners are presented in Table 84. (Compare this to inflectional paradigm of the
demonstrative pronouns, in §7.4.3). Some examples of demonstrative determiners are
presented in (14).
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SINGULAR
PLURAL

PROXIMAL

DISTAL

DISTAL (SEE

NOM

tät

tõt

tut

ACC

tän

tõn

tun

GEN

tän

tõn

tun

ILL

tän

tõn

tun

LOC

tän

tõn

tun

COM

täin

tõin

tuin

ABE

tän

tõn

tun

ESS

tääʹđen

tââʹđen

tuuʹđen

PART

tääʹđ(ed)

tââʹđ(ed)

tuuʹđ(ed)

NOM

täk

tõk

tuk

ACC

täid

tõid

tuid

GEN

täi

tõi

tui

ILL

täid

tõid

tuid

LOC

täin

tõin

tuin

COM

täi

tõi

tui

ABE

täi

tõi

tui

§7.4.3)

Table 84. Inflectional paradigm of the demonstrative determiners
(14)

a. [tõt

kuʹvdd

] leäi

oummid

vaarlaž

(999) b. [DIST.SG.NOM snake.SG.NOM] be.PST.3SG person.PL.ILL dangerous

that snake was dangerous for people
b. [täk

pihttâz

] jiâ

[MM:29]
suʹnne

čaǥškuättam

(999) b. [PROX.PL.NOM clothes.PL.NOM] 3PL.NEG 3SG.ILL fit.INCP.PST.PTCP

these clothes didn't fit her anymore
c. leäk–a

ääʹvääm

[MM:106]
[tõn

uus

]

(999) b. be.PRS.2SG–INTER open.PST.PTCP [DIST.SG.ACC door.SG.ACC ]

have you opened that door?
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[MM:15]

d. pâi

son

vuäđđai

da

[tõn

ooumže

]

(999) b. only 3SG.NOM go.to.sleep.PRS.3SG and [DIST.SG.ILL person.SG.ILL ]
ceälkk:

"Kollʼješkueʹđež

pueʹttem,

de

muu

(999) b. say.PRS.3SG be.heard.POT.3SG come.ACT.PTCP and 1SG.ACC
õõlǥak

counnled

(999) b. must.PRS.2SG wake.INF

he just goes to sleep and says to that person: "(The sound of someone)
coming might start to be heard, and then you must wake me up"
e. [tõin

sueʹbbin

[MM:79]

] jåått

(999) b. [DIST.SG.COM stick.SG.COM] travel.PRS.3SG

he travels with that stick
f.

son

råånnääld

[4:25.9]
vaajti

(999) b. 3SG.NOM barren.female.reindeer.SG.ACC swap.PST.3SG
[tõi

taauʹtivuiʹm ]

(999) b. [DIST.PL.GEN bone.PL.COM ]

he swapped the barren female reindeer with those bones [MM:43]

7.2.4 POSSESSIVES
The genitive form of a noun or pronoun can modify a head noun and serves to
express the possessor of that noun. The possessor may be expressed as a single
genitive noun or it too may be modified, resulting in a head noun which is modified by
a possessive NP.
(15)

čuõški

maaddâräkk

(999) b. mosquito.PL.GEN great.grandmother.SG.NOM

the mosquitos' great-grandmother

[3:2.11]
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(16)

määŋgi

uʹčteeʹli

nõõmid

mon

kuuleem

(999) b. many.PL.GEN teacher.PL.GEN name.PL.ACC 1SG.NOM hear.PST.1SG

I heard many teachers' names

[4:29.6]

A noun may be modified by more than one possessive noun or NP and these
may be coordinated, as shown below.
(17)

saauʒ

da

puõccu

mieʹlǩin

(999) b. sheep.SG.GEN and reindeer.SG.GEN milk.SG.COM

with sheep's and reindeer's milk

[4:5.16]

The reflexive pronoun may also act as a nominal modifier where it expresses
coreference between the possessor of an NP head and the subject of a clause—i.e.
'own'.
(18)

a. jiõččan

(999) b.

REFL.SG.GEN.1SG

nõõm

leʹjjem

ǩeeʹrjted

name.SG.ACC be.PST.1SG write.INF

I would have written my own name
b. pâi

mâânn

(999) b. only go.PRS.3SG

[4:15.11]

jiijjâs

jeävvsivuiʹm

REFL.GEN.3SG

provision.PL.COM

he just goes with his own provisions

[MM:102]

7.2.5 NUMERALS
Numerals in Skolt Saami are or particular interest due to their rather unusual
behaviour from a cross-linguistic perspective. This is because they display a split
between numerals six and seven with regard to the case marking of the following noun
in subject and object NPs, which, under most syntactic theories would not be possible,
if it is believed that a grammar cannot involve counting (see Nelson and Toivonen
2003 for a discussion on this issue). While this is an extremely interesting fact about
Skolt Saami, however, the split is no longer as clearly defined as it once was, with
many speakers now marking the noun following all numbers with the same case.
Nevertheless, the remainder of this section will discuss nominals based on this split.
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When a numeral between two and six appears before a noun which is either the
subject or direct object of the clause, the numeral appears in its
noun is marked in the

SG.GEN

SG.NOM

form and the

case. Despite the noun being marked in the singular, the

verb must still agree with the plural referent of the numeral+noun, in contrast to
Finnish where numeral+noun constructions display a verb marked for a singular
referent. When a numeral seven or higher appears in the same environment, the
numeral is also in its
nowadays also in the

SG.NOM
SG.GEN

form but the noun appears in the

PART

case (although

case, eliminating the split). Compare the examples given

in (19).
(19)

a. oummu

mõʹnne

tuõddra

(999) b. man.PL . NOM go.PST.3PL fell.SG.ILL

the men went to the fell
b. nellj

oummu

mõʹnne

tuõddra

(999) b. four.SG.NOM men.SG . GEN go.PST.3PL fell.SG.ILL

four men went to the fell
c. lååi

ooumžed

mõʹnne

tuõddra

(999) b. ten.SG.NOM men.PART go.PST.3PL fell.SG.ILL

ten men went to the fell
d. ooumaž

čuõppi

sueʹjjid

(999) b. man.SG.NOM fell.PST.3SG birch.tree.PL . ACC

the man felled the birch trees
e. ooumaž

čuõppi

kueʹhtt

sueʹjj

(999) b. man.SG.NOM fell.PST.3SG two.SG.NOM birch.tree.SG . GEN

the man felled two birch trees
f.

ooumaž

čuõppi

ååuc

sueʹǩǩed

(999) b. man.SG.NOM fell.PST.3SG eight.SG.NOM birch.tree.PART

the man felled eight birch trees
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The same behivour occurs with predicate constructions, as illustrated in (20).
(20)

a. muʹst

lie

puäʒʒ

(999) b. 1SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL reindeer.SG . NOM

I have a reindeer
b. muʹst

lie

kueʹhtt

puõccu

(999) b. 1SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL two.SG.NOM reindeer.SG . GEN

I have two reindeer
c. muʹst

lie

lååi

puäʒʒad

(999) b. 1SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL ten.SG.NOM reindeer.PART

I have ten reindeer
When functioning as an oblique object, however, this effect is not seen and
instead the noun receives the expected case marking, while the numeral preceding it
inflects in the weak declension, as explained below. However, the noun is still marked
in the singular, despite having a plural referent. Consider the examples in (21).
(21)

a. jeäʹnn

uuʹdi

leeiʹbid

päärnaid

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM give.PST.3SG bread.PL.ACC boy.PL . ACC

mother gave bread to the boys
b. jeäʹnn

uuʹdi

leeiʹbid

kooum

päärnže

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM give.PST.3SG bread.PL.ACC three.ILL boy.SG . ILL

mother gave bread to the three boys
c. jeäʹnn

uuʹdi

leeiʹbid

čiččâm

päärnže

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM give.PST.3SG bread.PL.ACC seven.ILL boy.SG . ILL

mother gave bread to the seven boys
In the weak declension, numerals display syncretism between the
ABE.

The

LOC

than one, the
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is either identical in form to the
ACC

form patterns with the

NOM

ESS

or

GEN

ACC, GEN, ILL,

form. In numerals greater

form, in contrast to all other nominals

where the

ACC

patterns with the

GEN.

Note that numerals greater than one, although

having plural referents, display inflectional suffixes which correspond to singular
nouns, for example, the

SG.COM

marker –in. The inflectional paradigms of the

numerals 'one' and 'two', when functioning as modifiers, are presented in Table 85.
Also in Table 85 is the inflectional paradigm of the ordinal number 'third', when
functioning as a modifier.
ONE

TWO

THIRD

NOM

õhtt

kueʹhtt

kuälmad

ACC

õõut

kueʹhtt

kuälmad

GEN

õõut

kueiʹt

kuälmad

ILL

õõut

kueiʹt

kuälmad

LOC

õõut ~ õhttân

kueiʹt ~ kueʹhtten

kuälmad ~ kuälmeen

COM

õõutin

kueiʹtin

kuälmiin

ABE

õõut

kueiʹt

kuälmad

ESS

õhttân

kueʹhtten

kuälmeen

PART

õhttâd

kueʹhtted

kuälmeed

Table 85. Inflectional paradigms of the numerals õhtt 'one', kueʹhtt 'two' and kuälmad
'third'

Examples of numerals taken from texts are given in (22).
(22)

nueʹrjj

da

käärnõs

jälste

tuuʹl

(999) b. seal.SG.NOM and raven.SG.NOM live.PST.3PL formerly
õõut

kuäʹđest

(999) b. one.LOC lair.SG . LOC

the seal and the raven used to live in one lair
b. Suäʹđjʼlest

instiim

õhttân

[MM:28]
škooulâst

(999) b. Sodänkylä.LOC stay.overnight.PST.1PL one.LOC school.SG . LOC

we stayed overnight in Sodänkylä in one school

[MM:115]
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c. sij

mõʹnne

õõut

õll

vääʹr

ool

(999) b. 3PL.NOM go.PST.3PL one.GEN tall hill.SG . GEN onto

they went to the top of one tall hill
(23)

d. son

õõutin

käärbin

[MM:20]
vuõʹlji

(999) b. 3SG.NOM one.COM ship.SG . COM leave.PST.3SG

he left by one (a certain) ship

[MM:99]

7.2.6 QUANTIFIERS
Quantifiers in Skolt Saami can function both as modifiers (24a) and as an NP
head (24b). A list of the most common quantifiers in Skolt Saami are presented in
Table 86.
(24)

a. tok

mâʹnne

ǩiččâd

[jiânnai oummu

(999) b. to.there go.PRS.3PL look.INF [much

a lot of people went there to look
b. jiõk
(999) b.

NEG.2SG

õõlǥ

[jiânnai]

]

person.PL.NOM]
[MM:52]

poorrâd

must.NEG [much ] eat.INF

you mustn't eat much
SKOLT SAAMI

ENGLISH

mäŋgg

many

muäʹdd

several

jiânnai

a lot

occanj

a few

puk

all

[MM:98]

Table 86. Skolt Saami quantifiers
The quantifiers jiânnai 'much' and occanj 'little, few' also have comparative and
superlative forms as with adjectives.
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SKOLT SAAMI

ENGLISH

jiânnai

much, many

jäänab

more

jäänmõsân

the most

occanj

little, few

uuʹccab

less, fewer

uuʹccmõsân

the least, the fewest

Some quantifiers do not inflect, as seen in the case of jiânnai 'much' in the
examples, but other quantifiers, such as mäŋgg 'many' and puk 'all', do inflect for case
and number, both when functioning as a modifier (25) and when functioning as a head
(26). Note also how in (25a) the quantifier mäŋgg 'many' can govern the partitive case,
in the same way as numerals greater than six (see §7.2.5).
(25)

a. toʹben jälstiim

(999) b. there

[mäŋgg

piârrjed

]

live.PST.1PL [many.SG.NOM family.PART ]

there we lived, many families
b. [määŋgi

uʹčteeʹli

[MM:116]
nõõmid

] mon

kuuleem

(999) b. [many.PL.GEN teacher.PL.GEN name.PL.ACC] 1SG.NOM hear.PST.1SG

I heard many teacher's names
c. nääiʹt

[mäŋggan

[4:29.6]

mäŋggan

sââʹjest

] ašttõʹlle

(999) b. like.that [many.SG.LOC many.SG.LOC place.SG.LOC] tell.PRS.3PL

like that, in many places, so they tell
d. son

mainsti

[pukid

[MM:84]
oummid

]

(999) b. 3SG.NOM tell.PST.3SG [all.PL.ILL person.PL.ILL]

he told everyone (=to all people)
(26)

a. muʹst

lie

[mäŋgg

[MM:16]
] kõõččâm

(999) b. 1SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL [many.SG.NOM]

many (people) have asked me

ask.PST.PTCP
[MM:108]
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b. mon leäm
(999) b. 1SG

[mäŋggsest

] kuâđđjam

be.PRS.1SG [many.SG.LOC] remain.PST.PTCP

I have remained from many (=outlived many people)
Note that, as with numerals greater than one, the
'all' patterns with the

ACC

[MM:108]

form of the quantifier puk

when functioning attributively. However, this quantifier

NOM

differs from these numerals in that it takes the plural case and number suffixes, as seen
in the PL.ACC marked –id on pukid 'all.PL.ACC'.
(27)

a. ko

[puk puõccid

(999) b. when [all

] viʹǩǩe

reindeer.PL.ACC]

take.PST.3PL

when they took all the reindeer there
b. mon

mõõnam

värddjed, što

(999) b. 1SG.NOM go.PRS.1SG guard.INF

(999) b.

meeʹst

COMP

jie

poorče

NEG.3PL

eat.NEG:COND 1PL.LOC [all

[SKNA 17462:1, 9:3.8]
lååʹdd
bird.PL.NOM

[puk mueʹrjid

]

berry.PL.ACC]

I will go there to guard, so that the birds could not eat all our berries
(=all the berries from us)

[MM:66]

Example (28) shows the comparative form of jiânnai 'many' and occanj 'few'
being used.
(28)

ǩeäʹst

leʹjje

jäänab,

ǩeäʹst

[uuʹccab

(999) b. who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL much.CMPRT who.SG.LOC [few.CMPRT
puõccu

]

(999) b. reindeer.PL.NOM ]

some people have more, some people have fewer reindeer
[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.18]
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7.3 G RAM M ATICAL

CASE

Many grammatical functions of nominals in Skolt Saami are marked by means
of grammatical case. Chapter 5 outlines the inflectional processes by which each
grammatical function is morphologically encoded. This section therefore deals solely
with how each case is used in the language.
There are nine grammatical cases in Skolt Saami—the nominative, accusative,
genitive, illative, locative, comitative, abessive, essive and partitive. The essive and
partitive cases are only seen in the singular, while all other cases occur in both
singular and plural forms.
An inflectional paradigm of the noun sieʹss 'aunt (father's sister)' is provided in
Table 87 to serve as a reference for the examples to follow, although this paradigm
only represents a single inflectional class. See Chapter 5 for more example paradigms.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

sieʹss

sieʹzz

ACC

sieʹzz

siõʹzzid

GEN

sieʹzz

siõʹzzi

ILL

seâʹs'sa

siõʹzzid

LOC

sieʹzzest

siõʹzzin

COM

siõʹzzin

siõʹzzivuiʹm

ABE

sieʹzztää

siõʹzzitää

ESS

sieʹssen

PART

sieʹssed

Table 87. Paradigm showing the case markings of the word sieʹss 'aunt'
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7.3.1 NOMINATIVE CASE
The nominative case is used to express the subject of a clause—both the subject
of an intransitive verb (29a) and the agent of a transitive verb (29b).
(29)

a. heävaš

da

päʹrnn

mâʹnne

(999) b. horse.SG . NOM and boy.SG . NOM go.PRS.3PL

(999) b.

koʹst

caarr

REL.SG.LOC

tsar.SG.NOM live.PST.3SG

tõn

gåårda,

DIST.SG.ILL

city.SG.ILL

jälsti

the horse and the boy go to that city, where the tsar lived

b. čiõrmiǩ

čââʹlmes

[MM:27]

veärggteškueʹđi

(999) b. one-year-old.reindeer.SG . NOM eye.SG.ACC.3SG blink.INCP.PST.3SG

the young reindeer started to blink its eye

[3:2.19]

If the subject of a clause is a pronoun, this too appears in the nominative case
(30).
(30)

mon

kååut

kuärstem

(999) b. 1SG.NOM skirt.SG.ACC sew.quickly.PST.1ST

I quickly sewed a skirt

[4:9.23]

The nominative plural does not take an inflectional suffix, but instead is usually
marked by means of a grade change or other sound changes within the inflectional
stem, as explained in Chapter 5. However, in certain inflectional classes the
nominative singular and nominative plural forms are identical, in which case the
number can be inferred from the verb (31).
(31)

a. tut

(999) b.
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DIST.SG.NOM

põʹmmai

leäi

rââst

čuõppum

paper.SG .NOM be.PST.3 SG across cut.PASS.PTCP

that piece of paper had been cut in two

[MM:96]

b. tõk
(999) b.

põʹmmai

DIST.PL.NOM

leʹjje

siidi

paper.PL .NOM be.PST.3PL village.PL.GEN

äʹššpõʹmmai
(999) b. affair.SG.NOM+paper.PL .NOM

those papers were the official papers of the villages

[MM:96]

The nominative plural form is syncretic with the accusative and genitive singular
forms, hence in (32a) puõccu is the
SG.ACC.

PL.NOM

form of 'reindeer', while in (32b) it is the

Where this syncretism might give rise to ambiguities, the context and word

order (typically SOV) serve to distinguish one from the other.
(32)

a. puõccu

mâʹnne

luõttu

(999) b. reindeer.PL . NOM go.PRS.3PL nature.SG.ILL

the reindeers run free

[4:3.61]

b. õʹhttešt kuuskõõzz
(999) b. once

liâ

poorrâm

aurora.borealis.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL eat.PST.PTCP

puõccu
(999) b. reindeer.SG . ACC

once the northern light ate a reindeer

[2:2.1]

Predicate nominals and the subject of other predicate constructions appear in the
nominative case, such as in the following existential clause (33a), and the possessee of
a possessive construction appears in the nominative case (33c).
(33)

a. täʹlvv

lij

(999) b. winter.SG . NOM be.PRS.3SG

it is winter

b. jäuʹrr

lij

[MM:45]
jõnn

(999) b. lake.SG . NOM be.PRS.3SG big.SG.NOM

the lake is big

[MM:77]
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c. suʹst

leäi

mooččâs kaav

(999) b. 3SG.LOC be.PST.3SG beautiful wife.SG . NOM

he had a beautiful wife

[MM:84]

The nominative singular form of a noun is unmarked and does not undergo
inflection. Throughout this grammar any reference to the basic form of a noun refers
to its nominative singular form. The nominative singular is also treated as the lemma,
or canonical form of a lexeme, and is used as the citation form in dictionaries of Skolt
Saami.

7.3.2 ACCUSATIVE CASE
The accusative case is used to mark the object of a transitive clause (34). As
seen in chapter 5, the accusative singular is syncretic with the nominative plural and
thus does not display any overt inflectional marking. Instead it is often, but not always,
marked by phonological changes within the inflectional stem. The accusative plural
marker is –d, which occurs together with the plural marker –i–, giving –id.
(34)

piõgg

muõrid

da

čääʹʒʒ

liikktââll

(999) b. wind.SG.NOM tree.PL . ACC and water.SG . ACC move.PRS.3SG

the wind moves the trees and the water

[4:13.12]

The accusative plural form of a noun may also appear in interrogatives
commencing with the question word mii 'what', as exemplified in (35). The reason for
this, however, is unclear.
(35)

a. mii

lij

Nääskast

nåkam ruõʹpsses

(999) b. what.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG Naska.LOC such
kååutid

red

nueʹttest?

(999) b. skirt.PL . ACC seine.net.SG.LOC

how come Naska has such a red skirt on while seine-fishing?
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[4:9.32]

b. mii
(999) b. what.SG.NOM

tät

oummid

PROX.SG.NOM

man.PL . ACC be.PRS.3SG

who is this man?

c. silttii-go

lij
[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.10]

dåhttar

särnnad, että

(999) b. be.able.PST.3SG–INTER(FIN) doctor.SG.NOM say.INF
mii

lij

(999) b. what.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

COMP[FI]

tõt

määđaid

DIST.SG.NOM

worm.PL . ACC

was the vet able to say what that worm was?

[SKNA 17462:1, 9:20.1]

7.3.3 GENITIVE CASE
The genitive case is primarily used to mark possession. In a noun phrase the
possessor takes the case marking and appears before the possessee, while the
possessee takes the case marking relevant to the syntactic role of the entire noun
phrase, as explained in §7.1. The genitive is used to mark kin relationships (36a),
possession (36b) and part–whole relationships (36c).
(36)

a. čuõški

maaddâräkk

cieʹlǩi,

(999) b. mosquito.PL . GEN great.grandmother.SG.NOM say.PST.3SG

(999) b.

jiâ

õõlǥče

NEG.3PL

have.to.NEG:COND leave.INF

što

puk

COMP

all

vueʹlǧǧed seämma ääiʹjest
same

time.SG.LOC

the mosquitos' great-grandmother said that they wouldn't all have to leave

at the same time
b. leäi

čõʹǩǩääm

[3:2.11]
saaʹmi

čiõkkrest

(999) b. be.PST.3SG run.away.PST.PTCP Skolt.Saami.PL . GEN herd.SG.LOC

(the reindeer) had run away from the Skolt Saami herd

c. tõn
(999) b.

DIST.SG.ILL

jääuʹr

riddu

lake.SG . GEN

shore.SG.ILL go.PRS.3SG live.INF

he goes to the shore of that lake to live

mâânn

[3:2.16]

jälsted
[4:3.13]
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The genitive singular is syncretic with the nominative plural and the accusative
singular. Although the genitive plural does not take an overt inflectional marker, it
does nevertheless occur with the plural marker –i–, which is absent from the
nominative plural, and can therefore be distinguished from the nominative plural form.
Nouns following cardinal numbers two to six also appear in the genitive case40,
and, despite conveying a meaning of plurality, the genitive singular form of the noun
is used (see §7.2.5). When functioning as subject or object, the genitive singular
overrides any other case and number markings these nouns would take if not
appearing as part of a numeral construction. This is most salient in a plural noun
appearing as the object of a clause, when it would usually appear in the accusative
plural, but instead appears in the genitive singular, aptly exemplified in (37), where
both the

PL.ACC

and

SG.GEN

forms of the same referent appear. The same distinction is

not apparent in singular objects since the accusative and genitive singular forms are
syncretic.
(37)

triâŋgg

vuâlgg

kaammǥaid

viǯǯâd

(999) b. helper.SG.NOM leave.PRS.3SG little.bear.PL . ACC fetch.INF

(999) b.

ij

ni

NEG.3SG

even far.away disappear.PST.PTCP already come.PST.3SG

mååust da
(999) b. back

kuuʹǩǩ

laiʹddai

jaukkâm,

juʹn

kuõʹhtt kaammǥa

and lead.PRS.3SG two

pueʹđi

aauʹlivuiʹm

little.bear.SG . GEN chain.PL.COM

the helper left to fetch the little bears. He had barely disappeared, already
he returned and he is leading two little bears with chains

40

[MM:70]

Since the PL.NOM, SG.ACC and SG.GEN are syncretic in Skolt Saami, it is not possible to say with any

certainty that nouns following numerals 2-6 appear in the SG.GEN, since it could be the PL.NOM or
SG.ACC

which is in fact occuring after these numerals. However, the very fact these forms are syncretic

makes it less important to determine precisely which case is responsible for nominal marking following
the numerals 2-6 (and nowadays usually all numerals from 2 upwards). Stating that nouns following
numerals 2-6 appear in the SG.GEN is, however, in keeping with Korhonen et al. (1973) and Moshnikoff

et al. (2009). Sammallahti (1998: 7), on the other hand, states that Skolt Saami nouns appear in the
PL.NOM

when appearing after numerals 2-6, but goes on to explain that the PL.NOM marker has been lost

from nouns appearing in these numeral constructions in Inari, Pite, Lule and North Saami and "from the
point of view of the present language the noun is in the genitive singular after numerals higher than
one".
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Although nouns following cardinal numbers higher than six have tended to
appear in the partitive singular case, this construction is becoming less common and
instead is being replaced with the genitive singular form, replacing the once clearlydefined split between numerals two to six and numerals seven and above. Those who
still use the partitive form for nouns occurring with numerals above six tend to belong
to the older generation, hence it is likely that within a few generations this contrast
will have become neutralised.
All prepositional and postpositional phrases also govern the genitive case. See
§9.5.3 for a list of pre- and postpositions.
(38)

a. tool

piiji

ǩieʹmn

vuâlla

(999) b. fire.SG.ACC put.PST.3SG pot.SG . GEN under.ILL

he made a fire under the pot

b. koumm njuuč
(999) b. three

ǩeʹrddle

[MM:85]

suõv

mieʹldd

swan.SG.GEN fly.off.PST.3PL smoke.SG . GEN through

three swans flew off through the smoke

c. Laaʹrkaž pâi
(999) b. (NAME)

pirr

tool

âʹte

vaaʹʒʒi

just around fire.SG . GEN then walk.PST.3SG

then Laaʹrkaž just walked around the fire

Although the

SG.GEN

is syncretic with the

[MM:10]

SG.ACC

and

PL.NOM,

[MM:89]
constructions

where the head of the postpositional phrase is in the plural, as exemplified in (39),
show how these constructions do indeed govern the

SG.GEN

case and not the

SG.ACC

or

PL.NOM.

(39)

a. veärr

kuuni

sizz kåmmni

(999) b. soup.SG.ACC ash.PL . GEN into spill.out.PST.3SG

the soup spilt out into the ashes

[MM:85]
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b. kueʹlid

jueʹǩǩe

põõrti

mieʹldd

(999) b. fish.PL.ACC divide.PRS.3PL house.PL . GEN among

they divided the fish among the households

c. son

kååđđ

fiin

sääiʹmid

[4:11.10]

juõʹvve

(999) b. 3SG.NOM spin.PRS.3SG fine web.PL.ACC rocky.ground.SG.ILL
da

sueʹjji

kõʹsǩǩe

(999) b. and birch.PL . GEN between.ILL

he spins fine webs on rocky ground and between birch trees

[3:2.8]

The word diõtt 'for the sake of', and other words such as vääras 'for (the purpose
of)', govern the genitive case in the same way as the aforementioned pre- and
postpositional phrases.
(40)

ååʹn

mij

(999) b. now 1PL.NOM

(999) b.

jeaʹp

NEG.1PL

määcc

return.NEG

tõõi

sââʹvǩi

diõtt

DIST.PL . GEN

ski.PL . GEN for.the.sake.of

we're not going back for the sake of those skis

[SKNA 17462:1, 3:1.18]

Expressions of time are also marked with the genitive case. Again, the
appearance of the PL.GEN in expressions of time is used as evidence of the case used in
singular expressions of time, which otherwise would be indistinguishable from the
PL.NOM

41

or SG.ACC.41

The appearance of the PL.GEN in one expression of time may not, in fact, be sufficient evidence that

all temporal expressions are marked in the genitive case, since temporal expressions may display
different case marking depending on whether an event is +BOUNDED or –BOUNDED. If this is the case, it
may be that the temporal expressions in (41a) and (41c) are in fact marked with the ACC as they refer to
delimited events, while (41b) and (41d) are marked in the GEN as they do not refer to delimited events.
Thanks to Diane Nelson (p.c.) for pointing this out. See also Nelson (2003).
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(41)

a. tõn

(999) b.

tääʹlv

mon

leʹjjem

DIST.SG . GEN

winter.SG . GEN 1SG.NOM be.PST.1SG receive.PST.PTCP

eeʹjjest

ođđ

sââʹvǩid

(999) b. father.SG.LOC new ski.PL.ACC

that winter I had received new skis from father

b. toʹb

kuuʹǩǩ ääiʹj

(999) b. there long

leeiʹm

c. tõʹst

time.SG . GEN be.PST.1PL hide.away.PST.PTCP

leeiʹm

DIST.SG.LOC

õõut

[SKNA 17462:1, 2:1.9]

iinn

da

peeiʹv

be.PST.1PL one.GEN night.SG . GEN and day.SG . GEN

we were there for one night and day

d. jeäʹǩǩääi

vääʹr

(999) b. evening.PL . GEN

(999) b.

[SKNA 17462:1, 3:1.7]

lõõmmâm

we were hiding there for a long time

(999) b.

vuäǯǯam

[MM:113]

seeičâʹstte

mountain.PL.NOM be.reflected.PRS.3PL

tõn

kueʹlǩes čääʹʒʒ

DIST.SG.GEN

calm

âʹlnn

water.SG.GEN on

in the evenings, the mountains are reflected on the surface of its
(Lake Inari's) calm water

[MM:16]

7.3.4 ILLATIVE CASE
The illative case is used when a noun functions as the indirect object of a clause
and expresses the recipient or destination of an entity or communicative event (42).
(42)

a. suäna

mõʹnne

meäcca

(999) b. 3DU.NOM go.PST.3PL forest.SG . ILL

the two of them went to the forest

[MM:40]
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b. sõrgg pueʹđi
(999) b. soon

come.PST.3SG

čiõrmiǩ

tõõzz

čuâr

da

čaaŋi

DIST.SG . ILL

fly.SG.NOM and go.in.PST.3SG

pellja

(999) b. young.reindeer.SG.GEN ear.SG . ILL

soon a fly came there and went into the young reindeer's ear

c. viiʹttjep

juõʹǩǩ auʹtte

(999) b. motion.PRS.1PL each

årstâʹtted

car.SG . ILL stop.CAUS.INF

we motioned to each car to stop

d. teʹl

Arša

cieʹlǩi

[3:2.22]

[SKNA 17462:1, 2:1.5]

kussnekka:

"Ku

kaammǥaž

(999) b. then Arsha say.PST.3SG cow.herd.SG . ILL when little.bear.SG.NOM
pueʹđež

kuälmad peeiʹv,

(999) b. come.POT.3SG third

(999) b.

säärn

tõõzz,

day.SG.GEN say.IMP.2SG

DIST.SG . ILL

kåčč

namstra

što

igumeeʹn

suu

COMP

hegumen.SG.NOM invite.PRS.3SG 3SG.ACC monastery.SG . ILL

then Arsha said to the cowherd: "When Little Bear might come on the
third day, say to him that the hegumen invites him to the
monastery"

[MM:64]

The location of a change of state or situation is also often marked with the
illative, as the following examples demonstrate. In (43a) the place where a building is
constructed, or comes into being, is marked in the illative. In (43b) three examples of
the illative marking the location of a change in state or situation are given—the bowl
of milk, where a mosquito dies, or ceases to exist; the old crone's skirt, where a
mosquito becomes tangled and finally the demonstrative tõt, the place where that
mosquito dies.
(43)

a. raʹjje

tok

Petsikko tuoddra

pikalõspääiʹǩ

(999) b. build.PST.3PL to.there Petsikko fell.SG . ILL herding.pen.place.SG.ACC

they built a herding pen there on Petsikko Fell
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[SKNA 17462:1, 9:3.12]

b. vitt

jeeʹres

čuõškkâd

peäʹsse

(999) b. five different mosquito.PART make.it.PRS.3PL
Sääʹmjânnma,

leâʹša õhtt hiâvvni

(999) b. Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG . ILL but
mieʹlǩǩnäppa,

one drown.PST.3SG

nuʹbb

tõpplõõvi

(999) b. milk.SG.NOM+bowl.SG . ILL other.SG.NOM be.choked.PST.3SG
kuäʹđ

suõvâst

da

kuälmad sårrji

(999) b. Lapp.hut.SG.GEN smoke.SG.LOC and third
vuäʹmm ääʹǩǩ
(999) b. old

kohttu

da

become.tangled.PST.3SG
jaaʹmi

crone.SG.GEN skirt.SG . ILL and die.PST.3SG

tõõzz
DIST.SG . ILL

five different mosquitos make it to Lapland, but one drowned in a bowl of
milk, another was choked in the smoke from a Lapp hut and a third
became tangled in an old crone's skirt and died there

[3:5.20]

7.3.5 LOCATIVE CASE
The locative case performs two primary functions. Firstly, it is used to express
location at or in a place or object and, secondly, it is used to express movement away
from or out of a place or object. Nevertheless, the meaning is often clear from the
predicate used. When a noun in the locative case occurs with a stative verb it typically
conveys the location at or in a place (44a), while occurring with a dynamic verb
typically conveys movement away from a location (44b).
(44)

a. Pâʹss Treffan

oummu

sami

liâ

(999) b. Holy Trifon.SG.GEN person.PL.NOM quite be.PRS.3PL
ceerkvest

sluužvmen

(999) b. church.SG . LOC worship.PROG.PTCP

Holy Trifon's people are just in the church worshiping

[MM:10]
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b. eʹčč

da

jeäʹnn

puõʹtte

(999) b. father.SG.NOM and mother.SG.NOM come.PST.3PL
ceerkvest

põrttseez

(999) b. church.SG . LOC house.SG.ILL.3PL

father and mother came from the church to their house

[MM:65]

As well as indicating the location of an object in space, or the movement of an
object away from some other reference point in space, the locative is also used to
mark the space or substance in which an action occurs (45).
(45)

a. leäʹppčääʹʒʒest

tuõlddeem

(999) b. alder.SG.NOM+water.SG . LOC boil.PST.1SG

tõn

DIST.SG.ACC

kåhttan
(999) b. skirt.SG.ACC.1SG

I boiled that skirt of mine in alder water (to dye it)

b. seämmanalla

ǩeâtt

di

päštt

[4:9.27]
toolâst

(999) b. in.the.same.way cook.PRS.3SG and grill.PRS.3SG fire.SG . LOC

in the same way he cooks and grills (the fish) in the fire

c. nuʹbb

tõpplõõvi

kuäʹđ

[4:5.22]
suõvâst

(999) b. other.SG.NOM be.choked.PST.3SG Saami.hut.SG.GEN smoke.SG . LOC

another (mosquito) was choked in the smoke from a Saami hut

[3:2.26]

The locative is also used to mark the source or origin of some object or action
(46).
(46)

a. kaammǥaž

leäi

oummust

kaappi

välddam

(999) b. little.bear.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG man.SG . LOC wife.SG.ACC take.PST.PTCP

Little Bear had taken a wife from a man
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[MM:84]

b. mon

leeiʹm

vuäǯǯam

eeʹjjest

ođđ

(999) b. 1SG.NOM be.PST.1SG receive.PST.PTCP father.SG . LOC new
sââʹvǩid
(999) b. ski.PL.ACC

I had received new skis from father

[SKNA 17462:1, 3:1.7]

Verbs used to request an object or information from someone are followed by
nouns in the locative case (47).
(47)

a. ooumaž

(999) b. man.SG.NOM

[…] kõõjji

paappâst

"koozz

jååđak?"

ask.PST.3SG pope.SG . LOC to.where go.PRS.2SG

the man asked the pope "where are you going?"

b. kaammǥaž

jieʹnstes

[MM:69]

räukk

(999) b. bear.DIM.SG.NOM mother.SG . LOC .3SG ask.for.PRS.3SG
pååssnja
(999) b. little.blowpipe.SG.ACC

Little Bear asks his mother for the little blowpipe

[MM:85]

The material from which an object is produced is also marked with the locative
case (48).
(48)

tõiʹn

pieʹʒʒin

raʹjje

(999) b.

DIST.PL . LOC

pine.PL . LOC make.PST.3PL timber.PL.ACC

from those pine trees they made timber

aaunâsmuõrid
[4:7.25]

Another important use of the locative is in predicate constructions conveying
possession, whereby the possessor is marked with the locative case and the possessee
follows as a complement, joined by the copular verb leeʹd 'to be'. The copular verb
agrees in number with the possessee and not with the possessor. Examples of this
construction are given in (49).
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(49)

a. mõõn

mååust, ku niõđstad

(999) b. go.IMP.2SG back

as

lij

âʹlǧǧ

girl.SG . LOC .2SG be.PRS.3SG son.SG.NOM

go back, for your daughter has a son!

b. suʹst

liâ

čiččâm âʹlǧǧed

(999) b. 3SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL seven

son.PART

he has seven sons

c. meeʹst

še

[MM:40]

leäi

[MM:61]

õhtt âʹlǧǧ

(999) b. 1PL.LOC also be.PST.3SG one

we also had one son

son.SG.NOM

[4:27.16]

In addition to marking possession, this locative construction is also used to
express properties which are inherent to an object, although not semantically possessed
in the same way, such as in whole–part relationships (50).
(50)

juõʹǩǩ parakâst

(999) b. each

leʹjje

kuõʹhtt jõnn lõõnj

barrack.SG . LOC be.PST.3PL two

each barrack had two big rooms

big

room.SG.GEN

[MM:117]

Existential constructions also make use of the locative (51).
(51)

a. nueʹttest

lij

vââʹǩǩ

(999) b. seine.net.SG . LOC be.PRS.3SG flaw.SG.NOM

there is a flaw in the seine net

b. mij

siidâst

leäi

[MM:76]

še

(999) b. 1PL.GEN village.SG . LOC be.PST.3SG also
ruõkkâmsââʹjj
(999) b. bury.ACT.PTCP+place.SG.NOM

there was also a burial place in our village
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[4:17.9]

Existential constructions differ from locative constructions with regard to their
word order. In a locative construction, such as (52), the noun typically follows the
auxiliary verb leeʹd.
(52)

tõn

ǩieʹzz

liâ

tob

mieʹccest

(999) b.

DIST.SG.GEN

summer.SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL there forest.SG . LOC

hoiʹddjeǩâni
(999) b. care.ABE.PTCP

during that summer they are in the forest unattended

[4:3.62]

The verb feʹrttjed 'must, be obliged to' requires that the subject occur in the
locative case while the verb itself occurs in the 3SG, as shown in (53).
(53)

a. tuʹst

feʹrttai

čuõppâd muu

vueiʹv

meädda

(999) b. 2SG.LOC must.PRS.3SG chop.INF 1SG.GEN head.SG.ACC away

you must chop my head off

b. seeʹst

feʹrttai

[MM:27]

mõõnnâd mååust seämma čuõkku

(999) b. 3PL.LOC must.PRS.3SG go.INF
mieʹldd ku leʹjje
(999) b. with

as

še

back

same

road.SG.GEN

puättam

be.PST.3PL also come.PST.PTCP

they have to go back by the same road they have come by

[MM:30]

Arguments of the verb põõllâd 'to fear something' appear in the locative case
(54).
(54)

kaammǥast

(999) b. bear.SG . LOC
oummust

jeäʹp

nuʹtt põõllâm

NEG.1PL

so

põõliim

ǥu mäʹhtt

fear.PST.PTCP as
ââʹn ij

(999) b. person.SG . LOC fear.PST.1PL now

NEG.3SG

how

põõl

ni mâʹst

fear.NEG nothing.SG . LOC

we didn't fear a bear as much as how we were afraid of a person; now one

doesn't fear anything

[4:13.25-25]
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A use of the locative that requires further investigation, which came to light
while studying texts, is presented in the examples in (55). This appears to be some sort
of possessor-raising construction, since the possessor of the noun, which is usually in
the genitive case, becomes an argument of the verb and is marked in the locative case.
(55)

a. čiõrmiǩ

čââʹlmes

veärggteškueʹđi

de

(999) b. young.reindeer.SG.NOM eye.SG.ACC.3SG blink.INCP.PST.3SG and
čuõškâst

jueʹlǧǧ

rännʼji

(999) b. mosquito.SG . LOC leg.SG.NOM be.injured.PST.3SG

the young reindeer started to blink its eyes and the mosquito's leg was

injured

[3:2.19]

b. Arša pueʹđi

šillju

kaammǥa

luzz

da

(999) b. Arša come.PST.3SG yard.SG.ILL little.bear.SG.GEN near.to and
kõõjji:

"Mõõzz ton

(999) b. ask.PST.3SG why

poʹrriǩ

muʹst

tõn

2SG.NOM eat.PST.2SG 1 SG . LOC

DIST.SG.LOC

vuõssmõs kuuzz
(999) b. first

cow.SG.ACC

Arsha came to the yard, near to Little Bear, and asked: "Why did you
eat that first cow of mine?"

c. ǩeâđđa
(999) b. in.spring
kåddji

[MM:64]

tõn

še

eeʹjj

seeʹst

päʹrnn

DIST.SG.GEN

also year.SG.GEN 3 PL . LOC son.SG.NOM

vääinast

(999) b. kill.MDL.PST.3SG war.SG.LOC

also in spring that year their son was killed in the war
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[MM:117]

7.3.6 COMITATIVE CASE
The comitative case is used for expressing a number of semantic roles. One of
these uses is to express the instrument of a clause, as seen in (56).
(56)

a. son

skläddneeiʹbin

ǩiõʹtte

čuõʹǧǧii

(999) b. 3SG.NOM penknife.SG . COM hand.SG.ILL prick.PST.3SG

he pricked the hand with a penknife

b. tõt
(999) b.

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

loʹsses håmm,

be.PST.3SG heavy

that was heavy work, with big saws

[MM:36]

jõnn saakknjivuiʹm

work.SG.NOM big

saw.PL . COM

[SKNA 17462:1, 8:2.10]

Somewhat similar in semantic role to that of instrument, the comitative is also
used to express the means of an action, particularly when referring to a mode of
transport (57).
(57)

a. pâi

aautin

(999) b. always car.SG . COM
de

skotrivuiʹm

de

pyöräivuiʹm

de

motorivuiʹm

and bike[FI].PL . COM and motor.boat.PL . COM
di

mõõivuiʹm

(999) b. and scooter.PL . COM and what.PL . COM

jiâ

jååʹđ

NEG.3PL

travel.NEG

(they travel) always by car and by bike and motor boat and scooter and

what don't they travel by!?
b. rääidain
(999) b. reindeer.train.SG . COM

jeäll

[4:13.3]
viǯǯmen

go.PRS.3SG fetch.PROG.PTCP

he goes fetching it (food) by reindeer train

[4:3.106]

Another use of the comitative is to express accompaniment (58).
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(58)

a. šelljpõõrtâst

leʹjje

Dimitri Moshnikoff

(999) b. yard.SG.NOM+house.SG.LOC be.PST.3PL Dimitri Moshnikoff
piârrjiʹnes

da

Ida Fofanoff päärneesvuiʹm

(999) b. family.SG . COM .3SG and Ida Fofanoff child.PL . COM .3SG

in the rear building were Dimitri Moshnikoff with his family and Ida

Fofanoff with her children
b. muäna

jieʹnnin

[MM:114]
leeiʹm

vuåššid

(999) b. 1DU.NOM mother.SG . COM be.PST.1PL horsetail.PL.ACC
viǯǯmen
(999) b. fetch.PROG.PTCP

the two of us were fetching horsetail with mother

[MM:113]

The comitative can also be used to describe features which an object possesses
(59).
(59)

a. nåkam

nozvaireeʹppiǩ

kåʹllbukvivuiʹm

(999) b. that.kind handkerchief.SG.NOM gold.SG.NOM+letter.PL . COM

that kind of handkerchief with gold letters

b. jõnn pääuʹtest
(999) b. big
di

rajjum

põrtt

[MM:36]
puk iʹlddjivuiʹm

rock.SG.LOC make.PASS.PTCP house.SG.NOM all
škaappivuiʹm

di

shelf.PL . COM

uusivuiʹm

(999) b. and cupboard.PL . COM and door.PL . COM

a big house made from rock all with shelves and with cupboards and
with doors

[MM:83]

7.3.7 ABESSIVE CASE
The abessive is used to express the opposite of what the comitative is able to
express, hence the absence of an instrument or the absence of a person or object
accompanying another are all expressed with the abessive case. However, it is far less
common than the comitative and only four examples of it were found in the large
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corpus of texts used. Some of the examples given below are therefore examples taken
from Moshnikoff et al. (2009) or elicited examples which have been checked with a
consultant.
The examples in (60) show the use of the abessive case when expressing the lack
of an instrument. The elicited example, (60b), clearly reveals the clitic-like nature of
the abessive suffix, by governing the genitive case in the first of two conjoined nouns,
as opposed to appearing on both nouns (see §5.5 relating to the marking of possession
on nouns, where the possessive suffix appears before the case marker).
(60)

a. võõnâs

(999) b. boat.SG.NOM

ij

jååʹđ

NEG.3SG

ääirtää

travel.NEG oar.SG . ABE

the boat won't move without an oar

b. jeät
(999) b.

NEG.4

vueiʹt

[KK:39]

poorrâd veelk

be.able.NEG eat.INF

da

neeiʹbtää

fork.SG . GEN and knife.SG . ABE

you (one) can't eat without a knife and fork

Further examples of the abessive taken from texts are presented in (61).
(61)

a. saauʒitää

nuʹtt še

(999) b. sheep.PL . ABE so

lij

puʹvrr

also be.PRS.3SG pen.SG.NOM

the pen was also without sheep

b. teä

určsti,

käʹmmitää

[MM:31]
lij

(999) b. then run.off.PST.3SG shoe.PL . ABE be.PRS.3SG

then she ran off, she is without shoes

c. suutää
(999) b. 3SG.ABE

[MM:57]

iʹllä

ni mii

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

nothing.SG.NOM become.PST.PTCP

without him, nothing was made

šõddâm
[EE:1.3]
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7.3.8 ESSIVE CASE
The essive case is used to refer to the state, function or character that someone
or something possesses. Although morphologically the essive occurs only in a singular
form, plural meanings can also be conveyed, for example through plural marking on
the verb, and usually the meaning is unambiguous. The examples in (62) show how
the essive can be used to express the function that something perfoms.
(62)

a. koon

(999) b.

REL.SG.ACC

puäʹldde

muõr

vaʹldde,

tree.SG.ACC take.PST.3PL
leʹbe aunnsen

(999) b. burn.PRS.3PL or

tõn

DIST.SG.ACC

mâŋŋa
later

õʹnne

material.ESS use.PST.3PL

whichever tree they took, they later burnt it or used it as material

b. äldd

lij

leäm

[4:3.88]

suʹst

(999) b. reindeer.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG be.PST.PTCP 3SG.LOC
vuâjnen
(999) b. draught.reindeer.ESS

the (female) reindeer was his draught reindeer

c. tuuʹl

sääʹm

leʹjje

älggam

[MM:9]
ââʹnned

(999) b. formerly Skolt.Saami.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL start.PST.PTCP use.INF

(999) b.

tõn

ǩieʹđj

Vuâsppååʹden

DIST.SG.ACC

rock.SG.ACC god.ESS

formerly the Skolt Saami started to use that rock as a god

[MM:55]

The essive is also used when conveying a change in state, as seen in (63).
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(63)

teʹl

Eʹmmel

muuʹtti

siʹjjid

låʹdden:

paaʹrnid

(999) b. then God.SG.NOM change.PST.3SG 3PL.ACC bird.ESS boy.PL.ACC
čuânjan

da

(999) b. goose.ESS

niõđid

njuhččân

and girl.PL.ACC swan.ESS

then God changed them into birds: the boys (he turned) into geese and the
girls (he turned) into swans

[MM:65]

7.3.9 PARTITIVE CASE
The partitive is only seen in a small number of constructions and hence is
relatively rare. Like the essive case, the partitive does not display singular and plural
forms, but instead has a single form which serves for both singular and plural
referents. As mentioned in §7.2.5 nouns appearing after numerals greater than six
occur in the partitive, as the examples in (64) show, although this has been replaced
with the genitive singular in many cases, particularly in the speech of the younger
generation.
(64)

a. mon

(999) b. 1SG.NOM

veʹt

pukkveezz leʹjjem

EMP

in.all

lååi

be.PST.1SG ten.SG.NOM day.PART

altogether I was there for ten days!

b. tõin
(999) b.

DIST.PL.LOC

koʹddeš

čueʹđ

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:2.38]

veeʹrd puäʒʒad

kill.PST.4 hundred.SG.GEN about

paʹcce

peiʹvved

da

reindeer.PART and

koummčueʹđčiččmlo

(999) b. remain.PST.3PL three.SG.NOM+hundred.SG.GEN+seventy.SG.NOM
puäʒʒad
(999) b. reindeer.PART

from those, they killed about one hundred reindeer and three hundred and
seventy reindeer remained

[SKNA 17462:1, 9:13.8]

According to Moshnikoff et al. (2009: 41), nouns occuring before certain
postpositions also occur in the partitive singular, although no examples of this were
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found in the primary text corpus used. The example given by Moshnikoff et al. is

ǩeäʹdǧǧed vuâstta 'against the rock'.
Quantifiers (see §7.2.6) may also require the partitive, such as the word muäʹdd
'several' and mäŋgg 'many' (65).
(65)

a. Aʹrttjääuʹrest

[...] jälstim

(999) b. Aʹrtt.lake.SG.LOC

muäʹdd eeʹǩǩed

live.PST.1PL several

we lived at Lake Aʹrtt for several years

b. toʹb

mij

mäŋgg eeʹǩǩed

(999) b. there 1PL.NOM many

year.PART

[SKNA 17462:1, 3:1.1]

leeiʹm

year.PART be.PST.1PL

we were there for many years

[SKNA 17462:1, 6:6.2]

The partitive is also used in comparative constructions, where the standard of
comparison is in the partitive and occurs after the comparative adjective (66).
(66)

dragacennai

ǩeäʹdǧǧ

lij

kallšab

(999) b. precious[RU] stone.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG expensive.CMPT
samasvetnai

ǩeäʹdǧǧed

(999) b. self-luminous[RU] stone.PART

a precious stone is more expensive than a self-luminous stone

[MM:97]

7.4 P RONOUNS
Noun phrases may be replaced by a number of different pronouns, outlined in
the sections below.

7.4.1 PERSONAL PRONOUNS
There are nine personal pronouns in Skolt Saami, presented in Table 88.
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1ST PERSON

2ND PERSON

3RD PERSON

SINGULAR

mon

ton

son

DUAL

muäna

tuäna

suäna

PLURAL

mij

tij

sij

Table 88. Skolt Saami personal pronouns (nominative singular forms)
As can be seen from Table 88, the singular–dual–plural distinction seen in the
verbal morphology of other Saami varieties (see Sammallahti 1998: 76) has been
retained in Skolt Saami pronominals, despite the disappearance of the dual in Skolt
Saami verbal inflection. Dual pronouns instead occur with the corresponding plural
forms of the verb, as shown in (67).
(67)

muäna

vueʹlǧǧep

muõrid

kaggâd

(999) b. 1 DU .NOM leave.PRS.1 PL wood.PL.ACC lift.INF

the two of us are going to collect (fire)wood

[SKNA 17462:1, 1:2.5]

All pronouns in Skolt Saami inflect for case. The singular pronouns inflect for
all nine cases, as seen in singular nominals. The dual pronominals inflect for all cases
except the partitive. The plural pronominals inflect for all cases except the essive and
partitive, as seen in plural nominals. Table 89–Table 91 present the full paradigms for
all nine personal pronouns.
1SG

2SG

3SG

NOM

mon

ton

son

ACC

muu

tuu

suu

GEN

muu

tuu

suu

ILL

muʹnne

tuʹnne

suʹnne

LOC

muʹst

tuʹst

suʹst

COM

muin

tuin

suin

ABE

muutää

tuutää

suutää

ESS

muuʹnen

tuuʹnen

suuʹnen

PART

muuʹđed

tuuʹđed

suuʹđed

Table 89. Inflectional paradigm of singular pronouns
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1DU

2DU

3DU

NOM

muäna

tuäna

suäna

ACC

muän'naid

tuän'naid

suän'naid

GEN

muän'nai

tuän'nai

suän'nai

ILL

muän'naid

tuän'naid

suän'naid

LOC

muän'nast

tuän'nast

suän'nast

COM

muän'nain

tuän'nain

suän'nain

ABE

muän'naitää

tuän'naitää

suän'naitää

ESS

muän'nan

tuän'nan

suän'nan

Table 90. Inflectional paradigm of dual pronouns
1PL

2PL

3PL

NOM

mij

tij

sij

ACC

miʹjjid

tiʹjjid

siʹjjid

GEN

mij

tij

sij

ILL

miʹjjid

tiʹjjid

siʹjjid

LOC

meeʹst ~ miʹjjin teeʹst ~ tiʹjjin

seeʹst ~ siʹjjin

COM

miʹjjivuiʹm

tiʹjjivuiʹm

siʹjjivuiʹm

ABE

miʹjjitää

tiʹjjitää

siʹjjitää

Table 91. Inflectional paradigm of plural pronouns
Since person, number and tense are encoded on the verb in Skolt Saami, the
pronoun may be optionally omitted, although this does not happen to the extent seen in
other pro-drop languages (e.g. Spanish). The 3rd person pronouns are omitted more
often than other personal pronouns, although the extent to which this occurs varies
from one speaker to another. In Text 2, appended to this thesis, 3rd person pronouns
are generally retained, in contrast to Text 4, where pro-drop of 3rd person pronouns is
much more evident.
Many examples of how pronouns are used are available in the interlinear glossed
texts at the end of this thesis. Note that, in discourse, demonstrative pronouns are
commonly used in place of personal pronouns, particularly when used anaphorically.
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7.4.2 REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS
There is one reflexive pronoun in Skolt Saami, jiõčč 'self', which inflects for case
in the same way as a noun. Person is marked by way of the nominal possessive
suffixes, as outlined in §5.5. The singular forms are given in Table 92 and the plural
forms in Table 93.
1SG

2SG

3SG

NOM

jiõčč

jiõčč

jiõčč

ACC

jiõččan

jiijjad

jiijjâs

GEN

jiõččan

jiijjad

jiijjâs

ILL

jiõc'csan

jiõc'csad

jiõc'cses

LOC

jijstan

jijstad

jijstes

COM

jiijjinan

jiijjinad

jiijjines

ESS

jiõččnan

jiõččnad

jiõččnes

Table 92. Singular forms of the reflexive pronoun
1PL

2PL

3PL

NOM

jiijj

jiijj

jiijj

ACC

jiijjân

jiijjâd

jiijjâz

GEN

jiijjân

jiijjâd

jiijjâz

ILL

jiõc'cseen

jiõc'ceed

jiõc'ceez

LOC

jijsteen ~

jijsteed ~

jijsteez ~

jiijjineen

jiijjineed

jiijjineez

COM

jiijjeenvuiʹm

jiijjeedvuiʹm

jiijjeezvuiʹm

ESS

jiõččneen

jiõččneed

jiõččneez

Table 93. Plural forms of the reflexive pronoun
Some examples of the use of the reflexive pronoun are presented in (68).
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(68)

a. tõid

(999) b.

oummu

DIST.PL.ACC

aʹlǧǧe

laaddâd

jiõcceez

person.PL.NOM begin.PST.3PL repair.INF

REFL .ILL.3PL

jälstempõrttân
(999) b. dwelling.house.SG.ESS

people started to repair those (barracks) for themselves as residential
houses

[MM:118]

b. jiijjineez
(999) b.

leäi

REFL .LOC.3PL

jõnn põrtt

be.PST.3SG big

house.SG.NOM

they themselves had a big house
c. jiõčč
(999) b.

pâi

REFL .SG.NOM

ǩeʹrrez

[MM:117]
vuâlla

oiʹǧǧõõđi

only "ahkio".sled.SG.GEN to.under throw.REFL.PST.3SG

he just threw himself under the sled

[MM:9]

Note how, in (68c), the reflexive pronoun is present as the subject of the clause
despite the fact the verb itself already indicates reflexivity through the reflexive
derivational suffix –õõtt– (see §6.1.1). In (69) and (70) both an overt personal pronoun
and the reflexive pronoun are simultaneously present as the subject of the clause and
thus function as emphatic pronouns.
(69)

son

(999) b. 3 SG .NOM

jiõčč

mõõni

ouddǩeâčča

REFL .SG.NOM

go.PST.3SG front+end.SG.ILL rest.INF

he himself went to the bow (of the boat) to rest

vuâŋŋad
[MM:20]

Example (70) is a possessive construction and thus the possessor, which here is
the relexive pronoun, is marked in the locative case. Although the personal pronoun

mij 'we' is also present, as an emphatic pronoun, this is not marked in the locative
case. It is likely that this is a case of a personal pronoun displaying the weak
declension, as seen with demonstrative determiners, where only the head noun inflects
for case, while dependents are marked in the genitive (see §7.1).
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(70)

Vuâsppåʹd

kâʹl mij

(999) b. God.SG.NOM yes

1 PL .GEN

jijsteen

lij

REFL .LOC.1PL

be.PRS.3SG

we ourselves have a God

[MM:59]

7.4.3 DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
There are two demonstratives in Skolt Saami in common usage, one for proximal
objects, tät, and one for distal objects, tõt. Sammallahti and Mosnikoff (1991) and
Moshnikoff et al. (2009) mention a third demonstrative, tut, although evidence of its
use was found to be limited.
It is likely the case that these three demonstratives correspond to the three
demonstratives used in Finnish—tämä 'this', corresponding to tät, used for referents
near to the speaker; tuo 'that', corresponding to tut, used for not such close referents;
and se 'it', corresponding to tõt, used for relatively distant referents. This idea is
supported by the fact that in Finnish the third demonstrative, se, is more often used in
an anaphoric or cataphoric sense than as a demonstrative (Sulkala and Karjalainen
1992: 282). This is precisely the behaviour which is observed in Skolt Saami, since the
demonstrative tõt is used frequently as a deictic marker in discourse, often with an
anaphoric sense (71). This would also explain the difficulty in finding examples of the
use of tut in texts, since a true demonstrative would only be expected to occur in direct
or reported speech.
(71)

tõk

leʹjje

pâi

Lääʹddjânnmest

(999) b.

DIST .PL.NOM

be.PST.3PL only Finland.LOC

they (the mosquitos) were only in Finland

[MM:67]

The three demonstrative pronouns in Skolt Saami may thus be thought of as
outlined below. However, it appears that tõt and tut are being merged into a single
form, tõt, which J. Moshnikoff (p.c.) agrees is probably the case.
this (proximal)

tät

that (distal spatial marker)

tut

that (distal discourse marker) tõt
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Demonstrative pronouns inflect for case in both the singular and plural as with
other nominals. The full paradigms of the demonstrative pronouns tät, tut and tõt are

PLURAL

SINGULAR

presented in Table 94.
PROXIMAL

DISTAL (DISCOURSE)

DISTAL (SPATIAL)

NOM

tät

tõt

tut

ACC

tän

tõn

tun

GEN

tän

tõn

tun

ILL

tääzz

tõõzz

tuuzz

LOC

täʹst

tõʹst

tuʹst

COM

täin

tõin

tuin

ABE

täntää

tõntää

tuntää

ESS

tääʹđen

tââʹđen

tuuʹđen

PART

tääʹđ(ed)

tââʹđ(ed)

tuuʹđ(ed)

NOM

täk

tõk

tuk

ACC

täid

tõid

tuid

GEN

täi

tõi

tui

ILL

täid

tõid

tuid

LOC

täin

tõin

tuin

COM

täivuʹim

tõivuʹim

tuivuiʹm

ABE

täitää

tõitää

tuitää

Table 94. Inflectional paradigm of the demonstrative pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns have the same syntactic functions and distribution as
the noun phrases which they replace. A number of examples are given in (72).
(72)

a. tõt

(999) b.

DIST . SG . NOM

påårr

teʹl

pukid

eat.PRS.3SG then 2PL.ACC all.PL.ACC

then that (snake) will eat you all
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tiʹjjid

[MM:12]

b. son

lij

tuejjääm

(999) b. 3SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG do.PST.PTCP
leäi

suʹst

tõn,

mii

DIST . SG . ACC

what.SG.NOM

ǩiõlddum

(999) b. be.PST.3SG 3SG.LOC forbid.PASS.PTCP

he has done that, which had been forbidden him
c. ku

kaammǥaž

pueʹđež

kuälmad peeiʹv,

(999) b. when little.bear.SG.NOM come.POT.3SG third
säärn
(999) b. say.IMP.2SG
suu

[MM:16]

day.SG.GEN

tõõzz,

što

igumeeʹn

kåčč

DIST . SG . ILL

COMP

hegumen.SG.NOM invite.PRS.3SG

namstra

(999) b. 3SG.ACC monastery.SG.ILL

when Little Bear might come on the third day, say to him that the hegumen
invites him to the monastery

d. vuõǯǯuk–a

sätt–tieʹǧǧ

(999) b. get.PST.2PL–INTER lift–money.SG.ACC

[MM:64]
tõʹst
DIST . SG . LOC

did you get some money for your transport from that (work)?
[SKNA 17462:1, 5:6.1]
e. Säʹmmlaž

tuärai

(999) b. Skolt.Saami.SG.NOM struggle.PST.3SG

tõin

čääʹʒʒest

DIST . SG . COM

water.SG.LOC

kutt čiâssâd
(999) b. six

hour.PART42

the Saami man struggled with that (seal) in the water for six hours [MM:21]

42

Note the use of the partitive case with the numeral 'six', which is usually only seen after numerals

'seven' and above (see §7.3.9).
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f.

juõʹǩǩkaž

tääʹvti

suõnnses

di

kõõskâst

(999) b. everyone.SG.NOM grab.PST.3SG string.SG.ILL.3SG and between.LOC
tueʹllʼjeei

luõʹšti

tõid

(999) b. keep.hold.NMLZ release.PST.3SG

DIST . PL . ACC

everyone grabbed his own string and the one keeping hold of them in the
middle released them

[1:6.4]

The demonstratives can also have an adverbial function when marked in the
locative case or illative case, as shown in (73).
(73)

a. kaammǥaž

(999) b. little.bear.SG.NOM

tõʹst

kaggõõđi

DIST . SG . LOC

rise.REFL.PST.3SG

Little Bear got up from there

[MM:85]

b. kuälmad sårrji
(999) b. third
da

vuäʹmm ääʹǩǩ

become.tangled.PST.3SG old
jaaʹmi

(999) b. and die.PST.3SG

kohttu

crone.SG.GEN skirt.SG.ILL

tõõzz
DIST . SG . ILL

a third (mosquito) became tangled in an old crone's skirt and died there
[MM:68]
c. na

ceälkk:

"Jounn, ton

(999) b. well say.PRS.3G Jouni

(999) b.

rääv

ååʹn

2SG.NOM dig.(without.spade).IMP.2SG now

tõõzz–aa

tollsââi!"

DIST . SG . ILL –EMP

fire.SG.NOM+place.SG.ACC

well, he said: "Jouni, you dig a fireplace right there!"

[SKNA 17462:1]

7.4.4 INDEFINITE, DISTRIBUTIVE AND NEGATIVE PRONOUNS
The suffixes –ne and –a may be appended to certain relative pronouns to produce
indefinite and distributive pronouns, respectively. In this orthography, these suffixes
are separated from their host by means of a hyphen, as presented below. The negative
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particle, ni, can also stand before a relative pronoun to produce a negative pronoun. In
the orthography this particle is written separately from the pronoun it modifies.
Examples of some indefinite, distributive and negative pronouns are presented in
Table 95 together with their meanings.

–ne

–a
ni

PRONOUN

ENGLISH

mii-ne

something; anything

ǩii-ne

someone; anyone

kuäbbaž-ne

either

kååʹtt-ne

something; anything

ǩii-a

everyone

kuäbbaž-a

both; each

ni mii

nothing

ni ǩii

no-one

ni kuäbbaž

neither

Table 95. Examples of indefinite, distributive and negative pronouns
These indefinite and distributive pronouns are identical in their inflection to the
corresponding relative pronoun (see §10.3.4). However, it should be noted that in the
SG.ABE, PL.COM

and

PL.ABE,

this particle is infixed between the pronoun and the case

marker, as seen with the possessive inflectional suffixes of nouns (see §5.5). Table 96
shows the how this particle attaches to the pronoun mii. Examples of indefinite
pronouns are presented in (74).
(74)

a. ǩii-ne

tuõʹllʼji

(999) b. someone.SG.NOM hold.PST.3SG
õhttân

tõõi

kõõskâst

DIST.PL.GEN

between.LOC

sââʹjest

(999) b. one.LOC place.SG.LOC

someone held them in the middle in one place

[1:6.3]
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b. leeiʹd–go

tij

tuejjääm

mâiʹd–ne

(999) b. be.PST.2PL–INTER(FIN) 2PL.NOM do.PST.PTCP something.SG.ACC
avi muđoi
(999) b. or

pâi

årstõʹttid?

otherwise only stop.PST.2PL

had you done something or did you otherwise only stop (the car)?
[SKNA 17462:1, 2:2.1]
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

mii-ne

mõõk-ne

ACC

mâid-ne

mâiʹd-ne

GEN

mõõn-ne

mââi-ne

ILL

mõõzz-ne

mâiʹd-ne

LOC

mâʹst-ne

mâin-ne

COM

mâin-ne

mââi-ne-vuiʹm

ABE

mõõn-ne-tää

mââi-ne-tää

ESS

mââʹden-ne

PART

mââʹđed-ne

Table 96. Inflectional paradigm of the indefinite pronoun mii-ne
When a negative pronoun is used in a negative clause the negative auxiliary
must still be used to negate the verb, as the examples in (75) illustrate.
(75)

a. kuʹvdd

(999) b. snake.SG.NOM

ij

vuäittam

suʹnne

ni mâiʹd

NEG .3SG

can.PST.PTCP 3SG.ILL nothing.SG.ACC

ǩeähn tuejjeed
(999) b. bad

make.INF

the snake couldn't do anything bad to him
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[MM:12]

b. vuõššân ij
(999) b. at.first

ni ǩii

NEG .3SG

mõõk
(999) b. what.PL.NOM

teâttam,

što

nobody.SG.NOM know.PST.PTCP

COMP

täk

leʹjje

jieʹlʼjid

PROX.PL.NOM

be.PST.3PL animal.PL.ACC43

at first nobody knew what these animals were
c. iʹlla
(999) b.

NEG .3SG+be.NEG

[3:2.32]

ni ǩeäʹst

tõt

pječat

nobody.SG.LOC

DIST.SG.NOM

seal[RU].SG.NOM

nobody had that seal

[MM:54]

As with demonstratives, indefinite, distributive and negative pronouns can also
assume an adverbial function, particularly when marked with the illative or locative
cases. Also, as (76) highlights, more than one indefinite adverb can occur in a single
clause.
(76)

son

mäʹhtt–ne

koozz–ne

vuâlgg

(999) b. 3SG.NOM somehow somewhere.SG.ILL leave.PRS.3SG

he somehow set off somewhere

[4:29.8]

7.4.5 RELATIVE PRONOUNS AND INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS
Relative pronouns are covered in §10.3.4, which discusses relative clauses.
Interrogative pronouns are covered in §10.1.3, which discusses interrogative clauses.

43

This is a fourth example of the construction referred to in §7.3.2, whereby a noun is marked in the

PL.ACC

when appearing in a question containing the question word mii 'what'. There are two differences

with this example, however. Firstly, the form appears in an indirect question as opposed to a direct
question and, secondly, the object of the question is plural, whereas in the examples in §7.3.2 the
objects of the questions were singular but nevertheless marked in the PL.ACC.
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8

V ERBAL CATEGORIES

This chapter is concerned with the verbal categories of tense (§8.1), aspect
(§8.2), mood (§8.3) and negation (§8.4).

8.1 T ENSE
Skolt Saami distinguishes between four tenses—two absolute tenses, the present
and past, which are marked morphologically, and two relative tenses, the present
perfect and past perfect, which are marked periphrastically.
Affirmative clauses in the present or past mark tense on the main verb, while
clauses in the perfect tenses mark tense on the auxiliary verb leeʹd. The verb marking
tense also agrees in person and number with the subject of the clause.
The present tense, which could also be referred to as a non-past tense, encodes
the time of an event as occuring in the present or future. Since the present tense can
refer to both present or future time, the time of the event is either inferred from the
context or expressed by a temporal adverbial, as seen in example (77b).
(77)

a. puõccu

mâʹnne

luõttu

(999) b. reindeer.PL.NOM go.PRS .3PL nature.SG.ILL

the reindeers run free (lit. go to nature)
b. jâđđa

muäna

vueʹlǧǧep

[4:3.61]
meäcca

(999) b. tomorrow 1DU.NOM leave.PRS .1PL forest.SG.ILL

tomorrow the two of us will go to the forest
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[MM:23]

The present tense is often used in subordinate clauses with a subjunctive
meaning. For example, it may be used to express an event which has not yet taken
place, as in the temporal clause in (78a), or an event that it is hoped will happen, as in
the complement clause (78b).
(78)

a. säimma

ku

čuõšk

pâššne

ǩidd,

(999) b. web.SG.ILL when mosquito.PL.NOM get.caught.PRS .3PL closed
teʹl

son

jičč orčč

kuâŋŋa lääiʹj

(999) b. then 3SG.NOM self run.PRS .3SG along
da

vuäǯǯ

nääiʹt

thread.SG.GEN

šiõǥǥ porrmõõžž

(999) b. and get.PRS .3SG in.this.way good

food.SG.ACC

when the mosquitos get caught in the web, then he (Spider) will run along

the thread and in that way get a good meal
b. tõt
(999) b.

DIST.SG.NOM

vueʹlǧǧe

[3:2.9]

täättai,

što

čuõšk

want.PST .3SG

COMP

mosquito.PL.NOM

Sääʹmjânnma

(999) b. leave.PRS .3PL Saami.GEN+land.SG.ILL

he wanted the mosquitos to go to Lapland

[3:2.6]

The present tense is used to denote habitual events as shown in example (79).
(79)

sami

âlgg

võõrâs kueʹlin

(999) b. quite must.PRS .3SG fresh

jieʹlled

ǩeässa

fish.SG.COM live.INF in.summer

one basically has to live off fresh fish in the summer

[4:3.5]

In narratives the present tense is often used when recounting past events. This
can clearly be seen in the texts appended to this thesis.
The past tense encodes the time of an event as occuring in the past. The past
tense may denote a completed action (80a), but can also be used to denote past
habitual events (80b).
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(80)

a. puõccid

hoiʹddje

di

kueʹl

šiʹlle

(999) b. reindeer.PL.ACC look.after.PST .3PL and fish.SG.ACC catch.PST .3PL

they looked after reindeer and they caught fish

b. mieʹlǩ

vuäǯǯaim

mueʹdd

ǩilomettar

[4:13.6]

tueʹǩǩen

(999) b. milk.SG.ACC get.PST .1PL several.SG.GEN kilometre.SG.GEN behind
juõʹǩǩ peeiʹv
(999) b. each

day.SG.GEN

each day we got milk from several kilometres away

[MM:114]

The present perfect and past perfect tenses are formed periphrastically with the
auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' marking person and number. In both the present perfect and
the past perfect the lexical verb appears in its past participial form. The present perfect
requires that the auxiliary verb appear in the present tense, while the past perfect
requires that the auxiliary verb appear in the past tense.
(81)

a. muʹst

liâ

mäŋgg kõõččâm

(999) b. 1SG.LOC be.PRS .3PL many

ask.PST . PTCP

many (people) have asked me (to wail)

b. juʹn

eeunaž leäi

(999) b. already spider

siʹjjid

[4:17.16]
mainstam

be.PST .3SG 3PL.ILL tell.PST . PTCP

Spider had already told them

[3:2.33]

The perfect tenses are used to refer to an event (E) which occured prior to some
other reference point in time (R), the result of which has continuing relevance to that
reference point (R). In (82), the reference point (R) corresponds to the moment of the
utterance (S), and the event (E) is the act of outliving some other person. The present
perfect must be used as the act of outliving another person (E) is still relevant at the
time of the utterance (S), as the speaker is still alive. The past tense cannot be used in
this context, as it would convey the idea that the speaker is dead.
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(82)

mon leäm

(999) b. 1SG

mäŋggsest

kuâđđjam

be.PRS .1SG many.people.SG.LOC remain.PST . PTCP

I have outlived many people

[4:17.19]

In example (83), taken from a story (see Text 2), the past perfect is used because
the reference point (R), the moment the man in the story noticed that his reindeer was
dead, is prior to the speech time (S). The event (E), which precedes (R), is the act of
the northern lights eating the reindeer. The event (E) is still relevant at the time of (R)
and therefore the past tense is not appropriate in this context.
(83)

vuõiʹni,

(999) b. see.PST.3SG
pâi

što
COMP

võrrpääikaž

ääldast

leäi

female.reindeer.SG.LOC be.PST .3SG
pääccam

kuuskõõzz

(999) b. only blood+place.DIM remain.PST . PTCP aurora.borealis.PL.NOM
leʹjje

ääld

poorrâm

(999) b. be.PST .3PL female.reindeer.SG.ACC eat.PST . PTCP

he saw that only a patch of blood had remained of the reindeer;
the northern lights had eaten the reindeer

[2:2.18]

In the same way as the present tense can encode a future event, so too can the
present perfect encode the future perfect. Although examples of this were not found in
texts, the following example was discussed with consultants.
(84)

jâđđa

mon

leäm

ǩeʹrjtam

ǩeeʹrj

(999) b. tomorrow 1SG.NOM be.PRS .1SG write.PST . PTCP letter.SG.ACC

tomorrow I will have written the letter

8.2 A SPECT
Aspect is expressed in three ways in Skolt Saami: (i) periphrastically with an
auxiliary verb, (ii) periphrastically by means of a participial aspectual construction or
(iii) by a morphological marker on the verb.
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The progressive aspect is marked periphrastically with the auxiliary verb leeʹd
'be' followed by the progressive participle of the lexical verb. The progressive aspect
can occur in any of the four tenses, which are marked by the auxiliary verb, giving
rise to the present progressive, the past progressive, the present perfect progressive and
the past perfect progressive.
(85)

a. õõlǥči

ǩiõrggned

põʹrtte

mõõnnâd, što

(999) b. must.COND.3SG get.ready.INF house.SG.ILL go.INF
ođđ

ooumaž

lij

COMP

ko
when

šõddmen

(999) b. new person.SG.NOM be.PRS .3SG be.born.PROG . PTCP

she would have to get ready to go to the house as a new person is

being born

[SKNA 17462:1, 1:2.4]

b. bieʹss

leäi

lossânji

vueʹđđmen

(999) b. devil.SG.NOM be.PST .3SG heavy.ADV sleep.PROG . PTCP

the devil was sleeping deeply

[MM:79]

The present perfect and past perfect progressive aspects require the auxiliary
verb leeʹd 'be' twice, since the perfect tenses are themselves formed periphrastically.
(86)

son

leäi

leämma

tuâl-aa

juʹn

(999) b. 3SG.NOM be.PST .3SG be.PST . PTCP long.ago already
väʹʒʒmen
(999) b. walk.PROG . PTCP

already long ago, he had been walking

[SKNA 17448:1]

Completive aspect also makes use of the progressive participle, but not in the
same way as the progressive aspect. While the progressive aspect uses the auxiliary
verb in a periphrastic verbal construction, the completive aspect instead makes use of a
lexical verb which expresses completion or termination of an unspecified activity and
then uses the progressive participial form of the verb which expresses the activity
itself, thus expressing completion by way of a participial aspectual construction.
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(87)

jõʹsǩǩe

(999) b. finish.PST .3PL

tõn

toopp

speâllmen

DIST.SG.ACC

sheath.SG.ACC play.PROG . PTCP

they finished playing that sheath (game)

[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.38]

A number of other aspects are marked morphologically in Skolt Saami by means
of a derivational suffix on the verb, which occurs between the lexical stem and any
inflectional suffixes. The most frequently used is the inceptive aspect, which is
expressed by the derivational suffix –škueʹtt– (see §6.1.1). By virtue of the fact they
are marked verb-internally, those aspects that are marked through derivation can easily
appear in any tense or mood.
(88)

a. näʹde juŋstõlškuätt

(999) b. then

ice.fish.with.net.INCP .PRS.3SG

then he begins fishing with a net under the ice

b. čiõrmiǩ

čââʹlmes

[4:3.23]

veärggteškueʹđi

(999) b. (one-year-old).reindeer eye.PL.NOM.3SG blink.INCP .PST.3SG

the young reindeer started to blink her eyes

[3:2.19]

In (89) the inceptive aspect co-occurs with the potential mood to express a
future, uncertain event.
(89)

(999) b.

jiâ

NEG.3PL

poppâd

ouddâl ku tueʹleskuâus

stick.NEG until

red.of.dawn.SG.NOM

čuõvvneškueʹđež
(999) b. grow.clear.INCP .POT.3SG

they won't stick until the red of dawn begins to clear

[MM:46]

Other aspects which are marked morphologically by means of a derivational
suffix are listed in section 6.1.1, such as the subitive (90a), the diminutive (90b) and
the continuative (90c). A number of examples are presented below.
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(90)

a. vueʹlǧǧep

domoi,

ko

aaʹlji

seuʹŋŋlded

(999) b. leave.PRS.1PL homeward when begin.PST.3SG grow.dark.SUB .INF

we set off towards home when it began to quickly grow dark

[SKNA 17462:1, 1:2.17]
b. koʹlmmešt

õõlǥak

sieʹlj

njauksted

(999) b. three.times must.PRS.2SG back.SG.ACC stroke.DIM .INF

you must gently stroke the (horse's) back three times

c. tõt
(999) b.

seeiʹbes

DIST.SG.NOM

[MM:52]

liikktââll

tail.SG.ACC.3SG move.CONT .PRS.3SG

he (the dog) is wagging (moving about) his tail

[MM:49]

8.3 M OOD
Skolt Saami distinguishes between one realis mood—the indicative—and two
irrealis moods—the conditional and the potential. The conditional mood is marked
with the phoneme č which occurs after the verbal stem before all other verbal
inflection (see §4.2), as shown in (91).
(91)

poorčem

mon

kâʹl võõrâs kueʹl,

(999) b. eat.COND .1SG 1SG.NOM yes
leâʹša koʹst
(999) b. but

REL.LOC

fresh

fish.SG.ACC

tõn

vääldak

DIST.SG.ACC

take.PRS.2SG

I would eat fresh fish, yes, but where can you get that from?

[4:13.39]

A common use of the conditional mood is in hypothetical and counterfactual
conditional clauses, where the predicates of both the matrix clause and the conditional
clause appear in the conditional mood (92). See §10.3.3 for more information on
conditional structures.
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(92)

ku mâka son

(999) b. if

piâzzče

jieʹllmen,

3SG.NOM get.out.COND .3SG live.PROG.PTCP

veâl-a

ton

vääldčiǩ

suu

ǩidd

(999) b. still–INTER 2SG.NOM take.COND .2SG 3SG.ACC closed

if he were to escape alive, would you still catch him?

[MM:20]

Lexical verbs marked with the conditional and potential moods do not express
tense. Instead, the conditional forms of the perfect tense, progressive aspect and
perfect progressive aspect can be formed by combining the relevant participial form of
the lexical verb with the conditional or potential form of the auxiliary verb leeʹd,
which are presented in Table 97. Some examples are given in (93).
PERSON

CONDITIONAL

POTENTIAL

1SG

leʹččem

leʹžžem

2SG

leʹččiǩ

leʹžžiǩ

3SG

leʹčči

leežž

1PL

leʹččep

leʹžžep

2PL

leʹččid

leʹžžveʹted

3PL

leʹčče

leʹžže

4

leʹččeš

leʹžžet

Table 97. Paradigm showing the conditional and potential forms of the auxiliary verb

leeʹd 'be'.

(93)

a. jiõm

(999) b.

NEG.1SG

âʹte

mon

ni

kõõjjče,

jos

mon

then 1SG.NOM even ask.NEG:COND if [FI] 1SG.NOM

teâđčem,

leʹččem

veär

raajjâm

ouddâl

(999) b. know.COND.1SG be.COND .1SG soup.SG.ACC make.PST . PTCP before

I wouldn't even ask if I knew, if I had made soup before!

[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.51]
b. a

tok-i

mon

še

leʹččem

mõõnnmen

(999) b. well (D.P.) to.there-EMP 1SG.NOM also be.COND .1SG go.PROG . PTCP

well, I would also (happen to) be going there

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:1.16]
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A second way of forming a perfect conditional clause is to use the past tense
form of the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' together with the infinitive form of the lexical
verb, as shown in (94). Note that the lexical verb usually follows the auxiliary verb,
although in this example the first instance of a conditional formed in this way shows
the lexical verb appearing first. However, this appears to be a focus mechanism and
appears with the particle kâʹl 'yes', which is seen in other clauses as part of a focus
mechanism (see §9.1). The second instance of a conditional which appears in the same
example does show the lexical verb appearing after the auxiliary.
(94)

kâʹl tättad

(999) b. yes

leʹjjem,

jiõččan

nõõm

want.INF be.PST .1SG self.SG.GEN.1SG name.SG.ACC

leʹjjem

ǩeeʹrjted, leâš-a jiõm

(999) b. be.PST .1SG write.INF but

NEG.1SG

huõllâm
bother.PST.PTCP

yes, I would have wanted (to be able to read Finnish), I would have written

my own name, but I didn't bother

[4:15.11]

The potential mood is marked with the phoneme ž which occurs after the verbal
stem before all other verbal inflection (see §4.2). The potential mood is typically used
to express a hypothetical event or situation, while events which are simply uncertain
(e.g. 'I may go to the shop tomorrow, but I'm not sure') are either expressed with the
conditional mood or by beginning a statement with a word such as možât 'maybe'.
The following examples show the potential mood being used in free choice fused
relative constructions, where the subordinate clause is headed by a relative pronoun
which has an indeterminate reference and functions simultaneously as subject of the
matrix clause and the relative pronoun of the subordinate clause. The indeterminate
nature of the referent in these examples lends itself to using the potential mood, as
they express hypothetical events.
(95)

a. kååʹtt

(999) b.
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REL.SG.NOM

olgglakkše kuåstâž,
farther.off

paaʹštež

toʹben

get.to.POT .3SG grill.POT .3SG there.LOC

whoever might get further away, might grill (fish) there

[4:5.27]

b. a

ǩeän

(999) b. well (D.P.) who.SG.ACC
mäʹhtt leežž
(999) b. how
(999) b.

be.POT .3SG

jeät

valddu,

suʹst

viõkk

NEG.4

take.NEG2 3SG.LOC strength.SG.NOM

ij

vuälže,

NEG.3SG

reach.NEG : POT height.SG.NOM

ij

vuälže

NEG.3SG

reach.NEG : POT or

son

nuuʹbb

mett

leʹbe mii

leežž,

what.NOM.SG be.POT .3SG

eeʹjj

eʹpet

jeäll

(999) b. 3SG.NOM other.SG.GEN year.SG.GEN again go.PRS.3SG

well, whoever they do not take, he might not have enough strength,
might not be tall enough, or whatever might be the reason, another

year he will go again

[4:27.7]

The potential mood is also seen in references to indeterminate entities, for
example of time or distance, and may be used to form a type of indeterminate
adverbial clause.
(96)

a. toʹben

âʹte

jäälast,

mõõn

kuuʹǩǩ jälsteʹžže

(999) b. there.LOC then (D.P.) live.PRS.3SG what.SG.GEN long

live.POT .3PL

so, there he lives, for however long they might live (there)

b. mõõni

de

mõõn

leežž

leämmaž

[4:3.11]

peäʹl

(999) b. go.PST.3SG and what.SG.GEN be.POT .3SG be.PST.PTCP half.SG.GEN

(999)

b.

avi

pirr

eeʹjj,

de

rännʼji

da

or

around

year.SG.GEN

and

be.wounded.PST.3SG

and

pueʹđi

põʹrtte

(999) b. come.PST.3SG house.SG.ILL

he went, for however long he might he have been (there), half (the year)

or around the year, and he was wounded and came home
(97)

jåʹtte,

mõõn

kuuʹǩǩ leežž

(999) b. go.PRS.3PL what.SG.GEN long

mõõnnâm

be.POT .3SG go.PST.PTCP

they travel, for however long they might be gone

[4:27.19]

[MM:42]
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Another similar use of the potential is in an exhaustive conditional adjunct, as
exemplified in (98).
(98)

ääkkaž

ceälkk:

"håʹt mii

kuälkteežž,

(999) b. old.woman say.PRS.3SG whatever knock.POT .3SG
õõlǥ

ceäʹlǩǩed, što

(999) b. must.NEG say.INF

COMP

piânnai

jiõk
NEG.2SG

pueʹđi

dog.SG.NOM come.PST.3SG

the old woman says: "whoever might come knocking, you must

not say that the dog came"

[4:27.7]

The potential often occurs after the conjunction ouddâl ǥu (~ouddâl ku) 'until'.
This has already been seen in above in example (89), and is also seen below in (99).
Since ouddâl ǥu 'until' expresses an unknown or unspecified time in the future, this too
is compatible with the use of the potential mood to express hypothetical or unknown
situations.
(99)

mon

âʹte

(999) b. 1SG.NOM then (D.P.)
pääiʹǩ

ǥu

jiõm

väjldââʹtt

NEG.1SG

forget.NEG before

tunâlmma

ouddâl tõn
DIST.SG.ACC

mõõnžem

(999) b. place.SG.ACC when after.life.SG.ILL go.POT .1SG

I won't forget that place until I go to the afterlife

[4:13.35]

8.4 N EGATION
Negative clauses in Skolt Saami employ a negative auxiliary verb which agrees
in person and number with the subject as shown in (100). Table 98 provides the
inflectional forms of this auxiliary verb. Tense, aspect and mood are encoded by the
choice of the lexical verb form which follows, which does not inflect for either person
or number, as will be explained below.
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(100)

mon

(999) b. 1 SG .NOM
lij

jiõm

näittlõõđ,

ku

jeännam

NEG .1 SG

marry.NEG when mother.SG.NOM.1SG

paasneǩ

(999) b. be.PRS.3SG angry

I won't get married, while mother is angry

PERSON

NEGATIVE AUXILIARY

1SG

jiõm

2SG

jiõk

3SG

ij

1PL

jeäʹp

2PL

jeäʹped

3PL

jie ~ jiâ

4

jeät

[MM:31]

Table 98. Paradigm showing the inflection forms of the negative auxiliary verb
As with lexical verbs, dual personal pronouns take the corresponding plural form
of the negative auxiliary (101).
(101)

suäna

(999) b. 3 DU .NOM

jiâ

NEG .3 PL

luâšttam

ni

vueʹǯǯ

poorrâd

allow.PST.PTCP even meat.SG.ACC eat.INF

the two of them didn't even let us eat meat

[4:19.2]

Since person and number are marked on the negative auxiliary verb in negative
constructions and are no longer marked on the lexical verb or the auxiliary verb leeʹd
'be', these latter two have different forms than those seen in affirmative constructions,
often referred to as connegatives (Ylikoski 2009: 19). The lexical verb in a present
negative construction, in the indicative mood, occurs in what will be referred to here
as its

CONNEGATIVE

form (glossed as

NEG),

in all persons except the 4th person, which

instead takes a different CONNEGATIVE form (glossed as NEG2), as exemplied in (102b).
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(102) a. koʹst

son

vuäitt

rääuhast

jälsted,

(999) b. where 3SG.NOM can.PRS.3SG peace.LOC live.INF

(999) b.

što

jie

kaaun

COMP

NEG .3 PL

find.NEG 3SG.ACC

…where he can live in peace, so that they do not find him

b. tõk
(999) b.

suu

aʹlǧǧe

DIST.PL.NOM

pääʹrn

ooccâd,

begin.PST.3PL boy.SG.ACC seek.INF

[MM:59]

jeät

kaunnu

NEG .4

find.NEG 2

they start to look for the boy, (one) does not find (him)

[MM:14]

In past negative constructions, in the indicative mood, the lexical verb occurs in
its past participial form, as seen above in example (101). In negative conditional and
negative potential constructions, the lexical verb appears in what will be referred to as
the verb's

CONNEGATIVE CONDITIONAL

(glossed as

NEG:COND

and

NEG:POT),

form and

CONNEGATIVE POTENTIAL

form

which exhibit the č and ž markers of the

conditional and potential mood, respectively (103). The formation of all these forms is
covered in §4.2.
(103) a. mon

mõõnam

värddjed, što

(999) b. 1SG.NOM go.PRS.1SG guard.INF
poorče

meeʹst

COMP

lååʹdd

bird.PL.NOM

jiâ

NEG .3 PL

puk muõʹrjid

(999) b. eat.NEG : COND 1PL.LOC all

berry.PL.ACC

I will go to watch (so) that the birds would not eat all our berries [MM:66]

b. tuu
(999) b. 2SG.ACC
piâzzak

jiâ

kaaunže,

teʹl

možât

NEG .3 PL

find.NEG : POT at.that.time maybe

jieʹllmen

(999) b. escape.PRS.2SG live.PROG.PTCP

they might not find you, so then maybe you'll escape alive

[MM:75]

The verb leeʹd, whether acting as an auxiliary verb, a copular verb or in an
existential or possessive construction, has irregular forms in negative constructions. In
present negative constructions it takes the form leäk'ku. In past negative constructions,
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like other lexical verbs in negative constructions, it appears in its past participial form,

leäm'maš (~leäm'ma) or sometimes shortened to leäm (rendering it identical in form to
the

PRS.1SG

indicative form). In negative conditional and negative potential

constructions it appears as leʹčče and leʹžže, respectively. These forms are summarised
in Table 99.

leeʹd

NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTION

FORM OF

Negative present

leäk'ku

Negative past

leäm'maš (past participle)

Negative conditional

leʹčče

Negative potential

leʹžže

Table 99. Connegative forms of the verb leeʹd
Examples are given below of a negative existential construction (104a), negative
possessive construction (104b) and a negative copular construction (104c), all
displaying the present connegative form of the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be'.
(104) a. ij

leäkku

(999) b.

be.NEG world.SG.LOC other.SG.NOM

NEG.3SG

NEG.3SG

leäkku

seeʹst

[MM:17]

ni måkam jieʹtt

be.NEG 3PL.LOC no.kind

worry.SG.NOM

they aren't worried about anything (lit. on them is no worry)

c. jiõm
(999) b.

nuʹbb

there is no other in the world

b. ij
(999) b.

maaiʹlmest

NEG.1SG

leäkku

sami

[MM:66]

činmloekksaž

be.NEG quite seventeen.year.old.SG.NOM

I am not quite seventeen

[SKNA 17462:1, 5:5.4]

In negative clauses expressing a perfect tense or progressive aspect, or a
combination of these, the relevant participial form of the lexical verb is used, as with
the corresponding affirmative verb phrases. So, for example, the negative present
perfect, illustrated in (105), is formed as follows:
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negative auxiliary + connegative form of leeʹd + past participle.
(105)

mon

(999) b. 1SG.NOM

jiõm

leäkku

NEG .1SG

be.NEG open.PST . PTCP

I haven't opened (it)

ääʹvääm
[MM:15]

The negative form of the past perfect progressive would be even more complex and be
formed as follows:
negative

+ past participle
of leeʹd

auxiliary

+ past participle
of leeʹd

+ progressive
participle

The 3rd person forms of the negative auxiliary and the auxiliary verb leeʹd are
often contracted, as presented in Table 100. A number of examples of these contracted
forms are presented in (106).
UNCONTRACTED FORM

CONTRACTED FORM

ij leäk'ku

iʹlla ~ iʹllä ~ iʹllää ~ iʹlleäk ~ iʹlleäkku

ij leäm'maš

iʹlleäm

ij leʹčče

iʹlleʹčče

ij leʹžže

iʹlleʹžže

jie leäk'ku

jeäʹla

Table 100.

leeʹd 'be'

(106) a. tääzz
(999) b.
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Contracted forms of negative auxiliary and connegative forms of

PROX.SG.ILL

iʹlleʹžže

NEG.3SG+be.NEG:POT

pâššned sijdd

stay.INF village.SG.NOM

here may not be (a good place) to set up a village

[MM:118]

b. iʹlleäk
(999) b.

leäm

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

muʹst

jeännam

be.PST.PTCP 1SG.LOC mother.SG.NOM.1SG

paasneǩ,

leâša kaav muʹst

(999) b. angry.person.SG.NOM but
paasneǩ,

wife

mon

lij

1SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG

juʹrddem,

što

(999) b. angry.person.SG.NOM 1SG.NOM think.PST.1SG
jeännam

muu

viârtââll,

COMP

son

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM.1SG 1SG.ACC scold.PRS.3SG 3SG.NOM

(999) b.

iʹlleäm

viârtõõlli

ni voops

NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP

scold.NMLZ.SG.NOM at all

my mother was not (lit. has not been) angry with me, but (my) wife
is angry with me; I thought that my mother scolds me, she wasn't a
person who scolds at all

[MM:31]

As mentioned in §8.3, an alternative way of forming a perfect conditional clause
is to use the past tense of the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' with the infinitive form of the
lexical verb. In this type of construction, then, the negative auxiliary can contract with
the past tense form of leeʹd 'be', as shown in (107). Note, however, that in this
example the

PST.3PL

form of leeʹd 'be' contracts, unexpectedly, with the 3SG form of

the negative auxiliary, although the reason for this is not clear. Note also that example
(107) provides an example of both an affirmative and negative form of this type of
conditional construction.
(107)

tõn

muõʹrre

(999) b.

DIST.SG.ILL

tree.SG.ILL be.PST .3SG hurry.INF go.INF

teʹl
(999) b. then

leäi

ǩirggned

iʹlleʹjje

poppâʹtted

NEG.3SG+be.PST .3PL

catch.INF

mõõnnâd,

(she) would have hurried to get to that tree, then (they) would not have
caught (her)

[MM:57]
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9

B ASIC CLAUSE STRUCTURE

This chapter is concerned with the basic clause structure of declarative clauses.
Non-declarative clauses, namely interrogative clauses and imperative clauses, are dealt
with in the following chapter on complex clause structure, as are subordinate clauses.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the basic word order in Skolt Saami,
beginning with the core constituents of subject, verb and object (§9.1.1), and then
turning to an interesting effect observed in clauses where an auxiliary verb is present
(§9.1.2). Following on directly from word order, the topic of grammatical relations is
briefly touched upon (§9.2). Section 9.3 outlines the different types of predicate
constructions.
The following section (§9.4) considers voice and other valence-adjusting
operations, covering causatives, reflexives and reciprocals, middle verbs and passive
clauses. Finally, section 9.5 is given over to clausal modification and covers the
different grammatical elements that can assume an adverbial function including
adverbs, noun phrases, prepositional phrases, verbal participles and adverbial clauses.

9.1 C ONSTITUENT

ORDER

9.1.1 CORE ARGUMENTS
In Skolt Saami clauses, case marking is used to indicate grammatical relations
between noun phrases, while person and number marking on the verb agree with the
subject of the clause. As a result, the relative ordering of subject, verb and object is
less rigid than it might otherwise be. The predominant word order, however, in
pragmatically unmarked clauses, appears to be SOV, as illustrated in (108). This
analysis is based on an observation of the frequency of different word orders in textual
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data, ignoring dependent clauses, interrogatives, negative clauses and those clauses
introducing participants, in an attempt to identify the most pragmatically-neutral
clauses possible. Elicited data was also ignored, due to the potential influence of
Finnish constituent order on elicited data; indeed, elicited data had a greater tendency
to display SVO order in contrast to the most frequent order observed in texts.
(108) a. neezzan

suâjjkååutid

kuårru

(999) b. woman.PL.NOM protection.SG.NOM+skirt.PL.ACC sew.PST.3PL
S

O

V

the women sewed protective skirts

b. piiđvaaʹldi

seeʹst

[MM:106]
ǩieʹmn

väʹldde

(999) b. tax+take.NMLZ.PL.NOM 3SG.LOC saucepan.SG.ACC take.PRS.3PL
S

O

the tax collectors take a saucepan from them

V

[MM:107]

In intransitive clauses the order is almost always SV, as illustrated in (109). In
transitive clauses where the subject is omitted, as well as subjectless clauses where the
verb is marked for the indefinite (so-called fourth) person, the remaining constituents
typically assume an OV order, illustrated in (110). Both of these orders are therefore
in line with an underlying SOV order.
(109) a. jääuʹr

kâʹlmme

(999) b. lake.PL.NOM freeze.PRS.3PL
S

V

the lakes freeze

b. puõccu

[MM:103]
ääld

kueʹdškuäʹtte

(999) b. reindeer.SG.GEN female.reindeer.PL.NOM calve.INCP.PRS.3PL
S

the female reindeers begin to calve

V

[MM:103]
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(110) a. nueʹtteeʹl

võõrâs kueʹl

(999) b. fish.with.seine.net.INSTR fresh

šiʹlles

fish.SG.ACC catch.PST.4
O

by fishing with seine net one caught fresh fish
b. juŋŋsid

peejj

V

[MM:102]

mâʹmmet

suʹst

(999) b. net.for.ice.fishing.PL.ACC set.PRS.3SG to.the.extent 3SG.LOC
O
lie

V
sääiʹm

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL net.PL.NOM

he sets as many ice nets as he has available

[MM:103]

Example (111) illustrates two coordinated objects appearing before the verb,
maintaining the SOV order.
(111) a. piõgg

muõrid

da

čääʹʒʒ

liikktââll

(999) b. wind.SG.NOM tree.PL.ACC and water.SG.ACC move.PRS.3SG
S

O

O

the wind moves the trees and the water

V

[MM:107]

Alternative constituent orders are observed however, sometimes even within a
single sentence. In example (112), the orders VO and OV both occur.
(112)

kaaupše

kueʹlid

di

(999) b. sell.PST.3PL fish.PL.ACC
[V

juõʹǩǩe

O

]1

tieʹǧǧid

puk

and.then money.PL.ACC all
[O

peällõõžži

(999) b. divide.PST.3PL in.half
V

]2

they sold the fish and then divided all the money in half

[MM:106]

Dependent clauses are also typically SOV, as the finite complement clause in
example (113), enclosed in square brackets, demonstrates.
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(113)

kaammǥaž

kagstõõđi

oummu

vuâstta

da

(999) b. bear.SG.NOM get.up.quickly.PST.3SG man.SG.GEN towards and
ceälkk,
(999) b. say.PRS.3SG

što

[son

suu

COMP

3SG.NOM 3SG.ACC eat.PRS.3SG
[S

O

påårr
V

]
]

bear got up quickly facing the man and says that he will eat him

[MM:84]

Likewise, non-finite dependent clauses typically involve OV order, and in
elicitation this was the most consistently given order. In the non-finite clauses in (114),
the object of the dependent clause precedes the non-finite verb form, giving an OV
order.
(114) a. mieʹccjääuʹrest

älgg

[sääiʹmid

ââʹnned ]

VFINITE

[O

VNON-FINITE]

(999) b. forest.SG.GEN+lake.SG.LOC begin.PRS.3SG gill.net.PL.ACC use.INF

he begins to use a gill net at the forest lakes
b. pâi

õõlǥi

[kueʹl

[MM:103]

poorrâd ]

(999) b. just have.to.PST.3SG fish.SG.ACC eat.INF
VFINITE

one just had to eat fish
c. koumm oummu
(999) b. three

VNON-FINITE]

vaʹlljee

meer

[MM:109]
ooudâst

man.SG.GEN choose.PRS.3PL people.SG.GEN in.front.of
O

[aaʹššid

[O

VFINITE
håiddad

]

(999) b. affair.PL.ACC look.after.INF
[O

VNON-FINITE

]

they chose three men, before the people, to look after the (village) affairs
[4:25.21]

Verb-initial clauses appear to be pragmatically marked and two examples found
of this order, given in (115), also involve the particle kâʹl 'yes'. It would seem that this
ordering of arguments, coupled with the particle kâʹl 'yes', is used as a focus
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mechanism. Note how, in both instances, the subject still precedes the object, whether
it be a nominal object (115a) or an object complement (115b).
(115) a. poorčem

mon

kâʹl võõrâs kueʹl

(999) b. eat.COND.1SG 1SG.NOM yes
V

fresh

fish.SG.ACC

S

O

I would eat fresh fish, yes, (…but where can you get it from)

b. silttääm

mon

kâʹl virsseed

(999) b. be.able.PRS.1SG 1SG.NOM yes
V

[MM:107]

wail.INF

S

OCOMPLEMENT

yes, I am able to wail (…but…)

[MM:108]

Exceptions to the subject preceding the object, however, do occur. An example
of the order OVS is presented in (116), where the subject Tuållâm (a place name)
refers to the fish of the River Tuuloma being used to pay all the taxes. A plausible
explanation for this word order is that it might be related to information structure
whereby new information is introduced at the beginning of the clause. The objectinitial clause seen in (116) directly follows the introduction of a new participant jõnn

piiđ 'big taxes' in the preceding clause and the object of the clause relates back to this
new participant.
(116)

jõnn piiđ

(999) b. big

leʹjje

di

tax.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL and

tõid

DIST.PL.ACC

puk
all

O
mähss

Tuållâm

(999) b. pay.PRS.3SG Tuuloma
V

S

there were big taxes and (the fish from) the River Tuuloma paid them all
[MM:106]

An example of a negative clause displaying OSV constituent order is presented
in (117). Again, this divergence from SOV appears to be pragmatically marked,
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marking Lääʹddǩiõl 'Finnish language' as the topic of the clause, as in the
corresponding English translation.
(117)

Lääʹddǩiõl

mon

jiõm

fiʹtte

O

S

VAUX:NEG VCONNEGATIVE

ni mõõn

(999) b. Finnish.SG.ACC 1SG.NOM 1SG.NEG understand.NEG nothing.SG.ACC

Finnish, I don't understand at all

[MM:108]

Existential constructions are also usually verb-final, where the entity being
referred to precedes the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be'. An example existential construction is
given in (118). This is also the case with predicate constructions where the subject has
been omitted, as shown in (119), where the adjective, which would normally follow
the verb, instead precedes it. However, see the following section (§9.1.2) for a possible
explanation for the word order in (119), related to the verb-second phenomenon.
(118)

cuâŋ

lij

måtam eeʹjj,

snow.crust.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG some

(999) b. S

jõnn

year.PL.NOM big

VAUX

muõtt

lij

måtam eeʹjj

snow.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG some
(999) b. S

year.PL.NOM

VAUX

some years there is a crust on the snow, some years there is a lot of snow
[MM:103]
(119)

na

viõlggâd lij

(999) b. well white

be.PRS.3SG

(999) b.

VAUX

ADJPRED

well, it (the skirt) is white

[MM:106]
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9.1.2 AUXILIARY VERBS
A number of constituent order correlations have been postulated in the literature
(e.g. Greenberg 1963) for languages displaying predominantly OV or VO constituent
order. One of those proposed for OV languages is that an auxiliary verb will follow
the main verb. This, however, does not hold true in Skolt Saami.
The auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' consistently appears before the lexical verb,
although the two are not closely bound and are often separated by an intervening
object, adverbial, or even a subject, as shown by the examples of the perfect tenses in
(120).
(120) a. kuuskõõzz

leʹjje

ääld

poorrâm

aurora.borealis.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL female.reindeer.SG.ACC eat.PST.PTCP

(999) b. S

VAUX

O

the northern lights had eaten the female reindeer

b. juʹn

eeunaž leäi

already spider
(999) b.

S

siʹjjid

liâ

VAUX

VAUX

mainstam

OBL

VLEX

[3:2.33]

mäŋgg kõõččâm

1SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL many

(999) b. OBL

[2:2.18]

be.PST.3SG 3PL.ILL tell.PST.PTCP

Spider had already told them

c. muʹst

VLEX

S

ask.PST.PTCP
VLEX

many (people) have asked me (to wail)

[4:17.16]

In the above three examples, the lexical verb remains in clause-final position,
reflecting the SOV word order postulated in the previous section. A second constant in
the above three examples is the fact that the auxiliary verb occupies the second
position in the clause, provided adverbials, such as juʹn 'already', are disregarded.
A similar phenomenon is seen in so-called verb-second (V2) languages. Harbert
(2007: 398), in discussing verb-second in the Germanic languages, defines the V2
phenomenon as "the requirement, apparently holding under at least some
circumstances in all of the Germanic languages, that the finite verb of the clause be no
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further from the beginning of the clause than second position". Harbert goes on to give
three parameters of variation with respect to verb-second. Two of these are
particularly pertinent to the apparent V2 effect in Skolt Saami, namely:
a. whether all verbs or only auxiliaries are subject to the V2 requirement
b. whether the effect holds in subordinate as well as main clauses
Turning first to parameter (a), Skolt Saami clauses which only have a lexical
verb do not display V2 behaviour, as most clauses are V-final. It appears to be the
case, then, that V2 in Skolt Saami only has scope over auxiliary verbs.
With regard to parameter (b), it appears that V2 in Skolt Saami does not hold in
subordinate clauses, as demonstrated in (121), where the auxiliary verb assumes third
position, which also happens to place it clause-finally with the lexical verb.
(121)

sij

vueʹlǧǧe

ǩiččâd

koʹst

[siʹjjid

REL.LOC

3PL.ILL spider

3PL.NOM leave.PRS.3PL see.INF

tõn

DIST.SG.ACC

pueʹrr jânnam
good

land.SG.ACC

(999) b.

(999) b.

[OBL

eeunaž leäi
S

mainstam ]

be.PST.3SG tell.PST.PTCP
VAUX

VLEX

]

they left to see that good land, which Spider had told them about

[3:2.3]

To further test this hypothesis, it is necessary to consider the second auxiliary
verb, the negative auxiliary verb, which simultaneously negates a clause and marks for
person and number. This auxiliary verb differs from the verb leeʹd 'be' in that it does
not mark tense, which is instead expressed through the form of the lexical verb. In the
present tense, the lexical verb appears in a special connegative form, while in the past
tense the past participle is used. Other tense, mood and aspect marking in the negative
are covered in §8.4.
As with the auxiliary leeʹd 'be', the negative auxiliary almost always appears
before the lexical verb form and may be separated from it by intervening constituents.
However, the negative auxiliary appears to be much more closely bound to the lexical
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verb and this separation occurs to a lesser extent than that which is observed with leeʹd
'be' (122).
(122) a. mon

jiõm

(999) b. S

VAUX:NEG VLEX

1SG.NOM

NEG.1SG

muuʹšt

puk tõid

remember.NEG all

I don't remember all those (people)

b. tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

(999) b. S

jiâ

õhttna

NEG.3PL

at.once calve.NEG

VAUX:NEG

DIST.PL.ACC

O

[4:5.7]

kueʹdd
VLEX

those (reindeer) do not all calve at once

[4:3.54]

A plausible explanation for this apparent closer bond between the negative
auxiliary verb and the lexical verb, which would be in keeping with the V2 hypothesis
proposed above for Skolt Saami, is that the (finite) auxiliary verb is obliged to occupy
the second position but when the auxiliary verb is not marked for tense, as in the case
of the negative auxiliary, the connegative verb form, which serves to indicate tense
(see §8.4), is attracted to the position directly after the auxiliary. Further evidence of
this is given in (123), where in the presence of the connegative form of leeʹd 'be',
which appears directly after the negative auxiliary, the lexical verb resumes clausefinal position.
(123)

tõn

DIST.SG.ACC

(999) b. O

jiõm

NEG.1SG

leäkku

vuäivvsan

piijjâm

OBL

VLEX

be.NEG head.SG.ILL.1SG put.PST.PTCP

VAUX:NEG VAUX

I haven't put that in my head (= remembered)

[4:27.15]

The reason why example (117), seen earlier in this chapter, does not follow the
order stipulated by the V2 hypothesis proposed above may be related to the fact that
the object of the clause is fronted in a process of topicalisation.
An affirmative clause marking both the progressive aspect and a perfect tense
will result in two occurrences of the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be', since both are
periphrastic. In the example given in (124), the first auxiliary occupies the second
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position of the clause, while the second auxiliary directly follows it. The lexical verb
is clause-final. There are two ways that this word order could be interpreted. Firstly, it
could be said that the first auxiliary follows the V2 principle and the second auxiliary
is attracted to it in the same way as seen above with the negative auxiliary and the
connegative verb. However, the reasoning given for the attraction between the
negative auxiliary and the connegative verb was related to tense, which would not
apply to (124) as the first auxiliary is already marked for tense. Therefore, a second
interpretation could simply be that both auxiliaries are underlyingly attracted to the
second position of the clause.
(124)

son

leäi

leämma

tuâl-aa

juʹn

väʹʒʒmen

3SG.NOM be.PST.3SG be.PST.PTCP long.ago already walk.PROG.PTCP

(999) b. S

VAUX

VAUX

he had already, long ago, been walking

VLEX

[SKNA 17448:1]

A parallel construction, with the lexical verb occuring in its past participial form,
as opposed to the progressive participle44, was also found in texts, as exemplified in
(125).
(125)

muʹnne lij

leäm

eʹččpokaineǩ

pohttam

VAUX

S

VLEX

1SG.ILL be.PRS.3SG be.PST.PTCP father+deceased bring.PST.PTCP

(999) b. OBL

VAUX

viõʹlǧǧes väärj
white
(999) b.

44

tarpaulin.SG.ACC
O

my late father long ago brought me a white tarpaulin

[4:9.22]

A consultant advised that the construction leeʹd+leeʹd.PST.PTCP+lexical verb.PST.PTCP is extremely

rare nowadays, but can be found in old texts. The same consultant also explained that this construction
is only used when talking about the remote past, hence the translation given. However, the exact use
and meaning of this construction has not been fully investigated or understood and is therefore not
mentioned further in this thesis. It does, however, appear a number of times in the interlinear texts
appended to the thesis.
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In both of the above examples the two auxiliary verbs, if considered as a single
unit, occupy the second position in the clause. The subject, which is clause-initial in
(124), as would be expected for an SOV language, is moved to third position in (125)
in the presence of an oblique object.
Although uncommon, an example of the negative auxiliary appearing after the
negative converb is given below. From the context, it seems that this unusual
positioning of the lexical verb before the auxiliary serves to bring the main verb into
focus and contrast it with the verb of the preceeding clause: "they tired, (yes), but die

they did not".
(126)

levvje

leâša kââʹlm

tire.PRS.3PL but

(999) b.

sami

die.NEG quite 3PL.NEG
VLEX

they tired, but they didn't quite die

9.2 G RAM M ATICAL

jiâ

VAUX

[4:3.44]

RELATIONS

While constituent order plays a part in encoding grammatical relations, the
primary marker of grammatical relations in Skolt Saami is case marking. The nine
grammatical cases were outlined in chapter 7 together with a description of their uses.
This section will therefore be brief, but provides a summary of how the different
grammatical relations are encoded.
The subject of a clause is usually marked with the nominative case (§7.3.1). The
nominative case is used to mark both the subject of an intransitive clause and the agent
of a transitive clause. An exception to this rule is when a noun is modified by a
numeral, in which case it will be in the genitive or partitive case while still acting as
the subject.
The object of a clause is typically marked with the accusative case (§7.3.2). As
with the subject, if a direct object is modified by a numeral, it too will appear in the
genitive or partitive case. This is not transparent if the object is in the singular, as the
SG.ACC

and

SG.GEN

are syncretic, but becomes apparent if there is a plural object,

since the usual case marking for a plural object (PL.ACC –id) contrasts with the
form.
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SG.GEN

Oblique objects are marked with a number of different grammatical cases,
depending on the semantic role of the participant. For example, a recipient is marked
in the illative case (§7.3.4), while a source is marked in the locative case (§7.3.5).

9.3 P REDICATE

CONSTRUCTIONS

The are five types of predicate constructions in Skolt Saami: (i) predicate
nominals (proper inclusion, equative clauses); (ii) predicate adjectives (attributive
clauses);

(iii)

existential

constructions;

(iv)

predicate

locatives

(locational

constructions) and (v) possessive clauses. All predicate constructions in Skolt Saami
lack a semantically-rich verb; instead the auxiliary verb leeʹd functions as a copula.
Examples of all these constructions are presented below.
A proper inclusion construction is one in which an entity, the subject of the
clause, is among a group of items specified by the predicate nominal, as exemplified in
(127). An equative clause is one in which an entity, the subject of the clause, is the
same entity as that expressed by the predicate nominal, as exemplified in (128). In
both proper inclusion and equatives, both the subject of the clause and the predicate
nominal appear in the nominative case and agree in number. The verb leeʹd 'be' must
also agree in number.
(127)

Evvan lij

(999) b. John

Peäccam säʹmmlaž

be.PRS.3SG Petsamo

Skolt.Saami.SG.NOM

John is a Petsamo Skolt
(128)

ton

leäk

[MM:91]
muu

kaaʹffǩiʹtti

(999) b. 2SG.NOM be.PRS.2SG 1SG.GEN coffee.SG.NOM+cook.NMLZ.SG.NOM

you are my coffee maker

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:1.34]

Subjectless predicate nominals, such as that presented in (129), tend to occur
before the verb. As mentioned in §9.1.2 this order may be related to the verb-second
phenomenon.
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(129)

täʹlvv

lij

(999) b. winter.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

it is winter

[MM:45]

Predicate adjectives are identical in form to predicate nominals in that they
appear in the nominative case and agree with the subject of the clause in number. The
copula also agrees in number with the subject of the clause.
(130) a. nijdd

lij

äʹrǧǧ

(999) b. girl.SG .NOM

PRS.3 SG

shy.SG .NOM

lie

ääʹrj

PRS.3 PL

shy.PL .NOM

the girl is shy
b. niõđ
(999) b. girl.PL .NOM

the girls are shy
In §7.2.1 the attributive forms of adjectives was discussed in relation to their role
as nominal modifiers. It is important to point out here that there is a great deal of both
interspeaker and intraspeaker variation with the attributive form often being used in
predicate adjective constructions. However, this is not the case for all classes of
adjective, but seems to be limited to Class 4 and Class 11 adjectives. In their use of
these adjectives, certain speakers alternate between the predicative and attributive
forms in predicate constructions, while it appears that other speakers have lost the
predicative forms completely, using only the attributive form in both predicative and
attributive positions.
Predicate adjectives may appear in three degrees: the positive, comparative and
superlative degrees. Unlike in the positive degree, the comparative and superlative
forms of adjectives are the same regardless of whether or not they function
attributively or predicatively (131).
(131) a. tät

påʹrdd lij

viõlggääb

(999) b.

table

white.CMPRT

PROX.SG.NOM

this table is whiter
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PRS.3SG

Although predicate adjective constructions typically display the nominative form
of adjectives, particularly when the adjective is a subject complement, this is not
always the case. Example (132a), taken from Moshnikoff et al. (2009: 43), shows the
essive form of an adjective being used to express a state, rather than an inherent
property of the subject. Example (132b) shows a predicate adjective as an object
complement, also in the essive, to denote a change in state.
(132) a. âʹlmmredd

lij

jeäʹǩǩää

ruõpsseen

(999) b. horizon.SG.NOM

PRS.3SG

in.the.evening red.SG.ESS

in the evening, the horizon is red
b. åålm

kälkkii

[KK:43]

põõrt

čappeen

(999) b. man.SG.NOM paint.PST.3SG house.SG.ACC black.SG.ESS

the man painted the house black
Existentials predicate the existence of some entity while predicate locatives
predicate the location of an entity. The only difference in form between the two is the
word order. In existentials the entity purported to exist often follows the verb (133)
while in predicate locatives the location often follows the verb (134).
(133)

reeddast

leäi

suõʹǩǩes miõst

(999) b. shore.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG thick

shrub.SG.NOM

there was a thick shrub on the shore
(134)

ääkkaž

lij

[MM:20]

kuäʹđest

(999) b. old.woman.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG Saami.hut.SG.LOC

the old woman is in the Saami hut

[MM:94]

A predicate locative construction often takes a prepositional phrase or noun
phrase as its argument.
(135)

mooččâs nijdd

lij

uus

tueʹǩǩen

(999) b. beautiful girl.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG door.SG.GEN behind

the beautiful girl is behind the door

[MM:37]
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The possessive construction was covered in §7.3.5 on the locative case. In the
possessive construction the possessor is marked in the locative case and the possessee
is marked in the nominative case. The copula leeʹd 'be' agrees in number with the
possessee.
(136)

puõccin

leäi

(999) b. reindeer.PL.LOC be.PST.3 SG

tõt

kuʹǩes

DIST.SG .NOM

long

suõnnmäätt
(999) b. vein.SG.NOM+worm.SG.NOM

the reindeers had that long vein worm

9.4 V OICE

[SKNA 17462:1, 9:15.7]

AND VALENCE

This section discusses valence adjusting operations, covering the valence
increasing device of causatives (§9.4.1) and the valence decreasing devices of
reflexives and reciprocals (§9.4.2), middles (§9.4.3) and passives (§9.4.4). Valence
adjusting operations are often marked morphologically on verbs and are very
productive in Skolt Saami. Table 101 gives some examples of the different types of
valence adjusting suffixes which can be added to verbs.
SKOLT SAAMI

ENGLISH

TYPE

kåʹdded

kill

active

kååʹddted

have…killed

causative

kåʹddšõõttâd

commit suicide

reflexive

kåddjed

become killed

middle

(leeʹd) koddum

be killed

passive

Table 101.

Valence adjusting operations marked on the verb kåʹdded 'kill'

9.4.1 CAUSATIVES
Causatives in Skolt Saami are predominately expressed morphologically, through
the addition of the causative marker t. The formation of causatives is covered in §6.1.1
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where a list of examples is also provided. The causative marker results is an increase
in valence of one argument.
Example (137) shows how an otherwise intransitive verb väʹʒʒed 'to walk'
becomes a transitive verb and takes a direct object when marked with the causative
marker to become vääʹʒʒted 'to walk, to lead'.
(137)

saauʒeez

mieʹldd väʹldde

(999) b. sheep.PL.GEN.3PL with

di

take.PRS.3PL and

tõid
DIST.PL.ACC

vääʹʒʒte
(999) b. walk.CAUS .PRS.3PL

they took their sheep with them and led them among (lit. caused to walk)
[4:3.10]
In example (138), the verb lookkâd 'to read' becomes a causative verb looǥǥted
'to have…read' and the causee, the pupils, is marked accordingly as the direct object in
the accusative case.
(138)

uʹčteeʹl

looǥǥat

škooulneeʹǩǩid

(999) b. teacher.SG.NOM read.CAUS .PRS.3SG school.pupil.PL.ACC

the teacher gets the pupils to read

[KK:135]

In example (139), two transitive verbs are marked with the causative marker:

ǩieʹssed 'to pull' > ǩeeʹzzted 'have…pulled' and kueʹdded 'to carry' > kueʹddted
'have…carried'. In the first example both the causee (the reindeer) and the object of
the predicate of cause (the loads) are present. The object (the loads) is marked as the
direct object in the accusative case, while the causee (the reindeer) is marked in an
oblique case, the comitative. This would appear to suggest that Skolt Saami forbids
doubling on the syntactic positions of subject and object (see Comrie 1976: 265).
Further evidence for this is provided in the second clause in the same example.
Here, the causee (several (reindeer)) is marked as the direct object, in the accusative
case, while the patient of the caused event (the loads) is marked as an oblique object in
the comitative case. This also shows that the object of the predicate of cause does not
have to be obligatorily marked in the accusative case. Indeed, if the causee is marked
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in the accusative case it would appear that the object of the predicate of cause is
prohibited from being marked likewise.
(139)

jieʹrj

liâ

suʹst

veâl ǩidd,

(999) b. bull.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL 3SG.LOC still
son

ǩeeʹzzat

tied.up

ǩeʹrrsid

da

što

tõõivuiʹm

COMP

DIST . PL . COM

ku

ǩeʹrrez

(999) b. 3SG.NOM pull.CAUS .PRS.3SG sled.PL . ACC and when sled.PL.NOM
liâ

occanj, måtmid

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL few

kueʹddat

käddsivuiʹm

several.PL . ACC carry.CAUS .PRS.3SG load.PL . COM

he still has the male (bull) reindeer tied up, so that he can have them pull
the sleds and when there are just a few sleds, he has several
(reindeer) carry the loads

[4:3.68-69]

Example (140) shows how a causee may be omitted from a causative clause if it
is implicit.
(140)

puõccu

tääʹvat

de

vuâlgg,

ǩeeʹzzat

(999) b. reindeer.SG.ACC grab.PRS.3SG and leave.PRS.3SG pull.CAUS .PRS.3SG
võnnsid

sääiʹmivuiʹm

(999) b. boat.PL . ACC gill.net.PL.COM

he catches a reindeer and sets off, (he) has (the reindeer) pull the boats,
together with the gill nets

[4:3.16]

9.4.2 REFLEXIVES AND RECIPROCALS
Reflexive constructions are those where the agent and the patient of an action are
the same entity. In Skolt Saami, reflexives are expressed both morphologically and
analytically. Morphological reflexives take the affix –õõtt–. The formation of
morphological reflexives is covered in §6.1.1 where a list of examples is also
provided. Analytical reflexives are formed from a transitive verb which is followed by
the relevant form of the reflexive pronoun jiõčč. Some examples of morphological
reflexives are presented in (141).
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(141) a. puʹhtte

pihttsid

da

ooumaž

teâvõõđi

(999) b. bring.PST.3PL clothes.PL.ACC and man.SG.NOM dress.REFL .PST.3SG

they brought clothes and the man got dressed
b. samai ool
(999) b. quite

[MM:83]

luâšttõʹtte

down lower.REFL .PST.3PL

they (northern lights) descended quite far

[MM:9]

Sometimes the reflexive pronoun is used for emphasis (142). Note that the
reflexive pronoun is in the nominative case.
(142)

jiõčč

pâi

ǩeʹrrez

vuâlla

oiʹǧǧõõđi

(999) b.

REFL .SG.NOM

only Skolt.sled.SG.GEN under.ILL throw.REFL .PST.3PL

he just threw himself (into a lying position) under the sled

[MM:9]

Reciprocals are identical in form to reflexives, but differ in that both participants
act equally on each other as in (143).
(143)

de

suäna

näittlõʹtte

(999) b. and 3DU.NOM marry.REFL .PST.3PL

the two of them got married

[MM:14]

In example (144), the fact that the verb is reciprocal means that the syntactic
subject acts simultaneously as both the semantic subject and object. This prohibits the
verb from taking a direct object. However, the speaker chooses to add additional
information with regard to the people who met each other and this is thus expressed in
an oblique case, the comitative.
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(144)

mâŋŋa mij

(999) b. later

tobdstõõđim

1PL.NOM get.to.know.REFL .PST.1PL

tõõi

tääl

DIST.PL.GEN

house.SG.GEN

nuõrivuiʹm
(999) b. young.PL.COM

later we got to know each other (those young people from the house)
[MM:117]

9.4.3 MIDDLE VOICE
A middle construction is one which 'expresses a semantically transitive situation
in terms of a process undergone by a
an

AGENT'

PATIENT,

rather than as an action carried out by

(Payne 1997: 216). They are referred to as middle constructions since they

are neither passive nor active. A passive treats a situation as an action carried out by
an agent, but the role of the agent is downplayed, while a middle construction treats
the situation as a process and ignores the role of the agent. Middle constructions are
therefore valence decreasing operations, since they ignore the agent of a transitive
situation.
Middle constructions are marked morphologically in Skolt Saami, through the
addition of the affix j to the verbal stem. Section 6.1.1 describes the formation of
middle verbs in more detail and provides a list of examples.
Middle verbs such as morddjed 'break' are prototypical middle verbs, in that they
are semantically distinct from reflexive and passive constructions. However, many
middle verbs semantically resemble reflexives and passives. Middle verbs such as

levvjed 'grow tired', however, cannot be classified as reflexives, since they do not
express the scene as an action, but as a process.
Middle verbs such as kåddjed 'be killed' are semantically close to passives, since
the nature of the event indicates that an agent must be present on the scene, but in the
case of kåddjed the agent is less relevant than it is in the corresponding passive
construction. For example, in (145), the man fell, or was killed, in battle. The agent is
more than likely an unknown entity and is therefore even less relevant than in a
passive clause where the agent is simply downplayed.
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(145)

ǩeâđđa

(999) b. in.spring

tõn

še

DIST.SG.GEN

also year.SG.GEN 3PL.LOC son.SG.NOM

kåddji

eeʹjj

seeʹst

päʹrnn

vääinast

(999) b. kill.MDL .PST.3SG war.SG.LOC

also in spring that year their son (got) killed in the war

[MM:117]

This distinction between passive and middle voice could also be seen as marking
the degree of volition exhibited by the agent. In a passive clause the action is much
more likely to be volitional, while in the middle clause in (145) the killing may have
been non-volitional, for example, if the man had been killed by shrapnel.
A number of verbs do not fit neatly with Payne's (1997: 216) definition of a
middle construction as being one which 'expresses a semantically transitive situation',
since they involve intransitive verbs, hence the middle verb does not result in a
decrease in the valence of the predicate. Instead, the middle voice marker, j, attaches
to a verb expressing a state and the new meaning acquired is that of a process which
brings about that state—in this sense then, the marker j still indicates a process. Two
examples of these verbs are presented below.
pueʹlled

'burn'

→ puâllʼjed

'catch fire'

puõccâd 'be ill' → puâccjed 'fall ill'
The verb pueʹlled 'burn' refers to an intransitive state, while the middle verb

puâllʼjed 'catch fire' refers to a process which leads to burning. Likewise, puâccjed 'fall
ill' is a process which leads to the state of being ill, puõccâd 'be ill'.

9.4.4 PASSIVE VOICE
The passive construction in Skolt Saami is formed analytically with the auxiliary
verb leeʹd followed by the passive participle. The passive participle ends in –um (see
§4.2 for information relating to its formation). The agent of a passive construction is
omitted from the clause and the other core participant acquires the properties of a
subject, that is it appears in the nominative case. Examples of its use are given below.
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(146)

ko

kuõrbb

leäi

puk čaacktum

(999) b. when forest.fire.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG all

go.out.CAUS.PASS . PTCP

when the forest fire was completely extinguished

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:2.37]

In example (146), kuõrbb 'forest fire' is marked with the

SG.NOM

making it the

syntactic subject and no agent is present. Interestingly, the verb used by the speaker is
the causative form of the verb čackkâd 'go out', as opposed to the transitive verb

čackkeed 'extinguish'. This may just be the verb selected by the speaker at the time of
the utterance, although using the causative marker on an intransitive verb may be a
strategy used to further remove the role of the agent from the scene. As explained in
§9.4.1, the causee is often left unspecified in causative constructions, suggesting it is
the least important argument.
Example (147) shows a passive construction functioning as part of an adverbial
clause. This is a common use of the passive, whereby the passive construction is
subordinate to an active matrix clause.
(147)

mõõni

tok

(999) b. go.PST.3SG to.there

koʹst

leäi

eʹččes

REL.SG.LOC

be.PST.3SG father.SG.NOM.3SG

čiõkkum
(999) b. bury.PASS . PTCP

she went there, where her father had been buried

[MM:51]

In speech the auxiliary verb is sometimes omitted, as (148) demonstrates, if it
has already been expressed earlier in the clause.
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(148)

čõhččtuei

lie

tuejjum

sueiʹn

(999) b. autumn.work.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL do.PASS . PTCP hay.PL.NOM
lie

rajjum

vuåšš

čuõppum

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL do.PASS . PTCP horsetail.PL.NOM cut.PASS . PTCP
jeäkkal

koccum

(999) b. lichen.PL.NOM collect.lichen.PASS . PTCP

the autumn work has been done, the hay has been made, the horsetail cut,
the lichen gathered

[MM:113]

9.5 A DVERBIALS
This section covers the different ways in which a clause may be modified in
Skolt Saami. Section 9.5.1 covers adverbs, followed in §9.5.2 by a brief look at noun
phrases acting as adverbials. Prepositions and postpositions are the subject of §9.5.3
while §9.5.4 is given to a discussion on verbal participles. Finally, §9.5.5 considers
adverbial clauses.
A clause may be modified by more than one adverbial. Example (149) consists
of a matrix and complement clause displaying three adverbials, two of which are
adverbs and one of which is a noun phrase.
(149)

teʹl

säʹmmlaž

eʹpet

sollad

kueʹl

(999) b. at.that.time Skolt.SG.NOM again set.off.rowing.PRS.3SG fish.SG.ACC
šeeʹlled

sääiʹmivuiʹm

(999) b. catch.INF gill.net.PL.COM

then the Skolt Saami again sets off rowing to catch fish with the gill nets
[MM:16]

9.5.1 ADVERBS
There are two main groups of adverbs: (i) an open class of derived adverbs and
(ii) a closed class of adverbs.
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9.5.1.1 Derived adverbs
The open class of adverbs are primarily derived from adjectives, but may also be
derived from nouns. This derivation creates adverbs of manner. Adverbs formed from
adjectives belonging to Class 1 typically end in the suffix ‑^ld, where the circumflex
represents the stem vowel (see chapter 5), while those formed from adjectives
belonging to other classes typically end in the suffix ‑ânji. However, as with
adjectives, there appears to be a certain amount of interspeaker variation with regards
the precise formation of adverbs. Examples of a number of adverbs are presented
below together with the adjectives from which they are formed.
CLASS

ADJECTIVE

ADVERB

1

čeäʹpp (skilful)

→ čieʹppeld (skilfully)

1

neuʹrr (bad)

→ neeuʹreld (badly)

1

ääʹhn (greedy)

→ ääʹhneld (greedily)

1

ǩeähn (bad)

→ ǩeähnald (badly)

4

čiõlǥas (clear)

→ čiõlggsânji (clearly)

8

smeʹllak (courageous) → smellkânji (courageously)

8

jåʹttel (quick)

→ jåʹttlânji (quickly)

11

ilbbâd (malicious)

→ ilbbânji (maliciously)

11

mooččâd (beautiful)

→ moččânji (beautifully)

11

čuõvvâd (bright)

→ čuõvvânji (brightly)

Adverbs can also be formed from derived adjectives, whereupon certain
derivational suffixes are often lost. This is the case with the derivational suffixes –i
and –laž, but not with the suffix –teʹm, as exemplified below. Note, however, that an
epenthetic –s– may appear with the loss of these derivational suffixes, as it does when
a possessive suffix is affixed to a noun in the SG.ILL case (see §5.5).
ǩeeʹjjteʹm (continuous)

→ ǩeeʹjjteʹmeld (continuously)

jiõʹnni (noisy)

→ jiõnnsânji (noisily)

automaattlaž (automatic) → automaattsânji (automatically)
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Adverbs of manner can also be derived from other words using the suffix –nalla
which can be loosely translated as 'in a manner pertaining to'. Some examples are
presented below.
majesteett (majesty) → majesteettnalla (majestically)
õhtt (one)

→ õõutnalla (evenly)

juõʹǩǩ (each)

→ juõʹǩǩnalla (commonly, generally)

nuʹbb (other)

→ nuuʹbbnalla (the other way)

tõt (DIST.SG.NOM)

→ tõnnalla (in that way)

Examples of adverbs in use are presented in (150).
(150) a. sueʹleld

son

vuäinn

(999) b. in.secret.ADV 3SG.NOM see.PRS.3SG

he secretly sees
b. toʹben mij
(999) b. there
leʹjje

[MM:85]
hääʹrviim

1PL.NOM thin.out.PST.1PL
šõddâm

de

tõid,

ko leigga suõkkânji

DIST.PL.ACC

as

too

thick.ADV

vaaʹldim

(999) b. be.PST.3PL become.PST.PTCP and take.PST.1PL
leiʹǧǧmuõrid

meädda

(999) b. excess.SG.NOM+tree.PL.ACC away

there we thinned them out as they had grown too thickly and then we took
the excess trese away
(151)

mij

puk-i

leäp

[SKNA 17462:1, 6:8.4]
vääinʼnalla teâvõõttâm

(999) b. 1PL.NOM all–EMP be.PRS.1PL war.ADV

dress.PST.PTCP

we are all dressed in preparation for war (lit. war-like dressed)

[MM:102]

Adverbs derived from adjectives, like their adjective counterparts, can also
appear in three degrees: the positive, comparative and superlative. The comparative
and superlative adverbs are in fact the essive forms of the respective comparative
adjectives. This is not particularly surprising, since the essive is used to express the
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state of something or, in the case of adverbs, the manner in which something is carried
out. These forms are not particularly common, however, and it was difficult to find
many good examples from the text corpus used. An example of a comparative adverb
is presented in (152).
(152)

âlgg

leeʹd

samai jõnn puõlâšinn,

(999) b. must.PRS.3SG be.INF quite
teʹl

big

pueʹrben

de

subzero+night.SG.NOM and

poppad

(999) b. at.that.time good.CMPRT . ESS stick.INF

it must be a severe freezing night and then they will stick better

[MM:46]


No examples of superlative adverbs could be found from texts, hence the only
example provided is from elicited data.
(153)

tät

nijdd

läull

moččmõsân

(999) b.

PROX.SG.NOM

girl.SG.NOM sing.PRS.3SG beautiful.SUPL . ESS

this girl sings most beautifully
9.5.1.2 Non-derived adverbs
While adverbs of manner are usually derived from adjectives or nouns, most
temporal or spatial adverbs belong to a closed class of adverbs. These are presented
below, although this does not purport to be an exhaustive list.
Temporal adverbs express the time when an action takes places and have a
tendency to appear at the beginning of a clause.
ââʹn

now

eʹpet

again

eiʹdde

just (now)

pâi

only, always

juʹn

already

täujja

often

sõrgg

soon

jåhtta

yesterday

teʹl

then

täʹbbe

today

jâđđa

tomorrow

tuâl-aa a long time ago
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A number of temporal adverbs are clearly derived from other word forms, such
as the examples given below, but may be considered to have become grammaticalised
forms.
mââimõs final

→ mââimõsân finally

måtam

some, a few, certain → måtmin

sometimes

õʹhtt

one

once

→ õʹhttešt

Many temporal adverbs, particularly those relating to times of the day, the week
or the year, are in fact nouns displaying different grammatical case markings, such as
the genitive (kõskkpeiʹvv middle+day.SG.NOM → kõskkpeeiʹv middle+day.SG.GEN 'at
midday'), illative (peiʹvv day.SG.NOM → peivva day.SG.ILL 'during the day') or locative
(loppneäʹttel end+week.SG.NOM → loppneäʹttlest end+week.SG.LOC 'during the day').
Despite this, these forms are nevertheless treated here as adverbs for the following
reasons: (i) not all of this group of temporal adverbs can be explained by grammatical
case—for example eeʹđeld 'early in the morning' and ekka 'at night'; (ii) the use of a
particular case does not appear to have relevance to the meaning—for example peivva
'during the day' is marked with the illative case, but does not express movement—
suggesting these are grammaticalised forms; and (iii) there does not appear to be much
consistency with regards to which grammatical case is used.
Adverbs denoting times of day
eeʹđeld

early in the morning

tueʹlää

in the morning

peivva

during the daytime

kõskkpeeiʹv

at midday

jeäʹǩǩespeeiʹv

in the afternoon

jeäʹǩǩää

in the evening

kõskkekka

at midnight

ekka

at night
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Adverbs denoting weeks, months and years
teimma

last year

taʹnni

this year

toouʹni

the year after next

tuneeʹjj

the other year

Adverbs denoting seasons
ǩeässa

in summer

čõhččǩeässa

in late summer / early autumn

čâhčča

in autumn

čõhččtälvva

in late autumn / early winter

tälvva

in winter

ǩiđđtälvva

in late winter / early spring

ǩeâđđa

in spring

ǩiđđǩeässa

in late spring / early summer

Adverbs denoting occassions
ođđpeeiʹv

on New Year's Day

rosttvi

at Christmas

Spatial adverbs express the place where an action takes place, the place from
which an action proceeds or the place towards which an action is directed. As with
temporal adverbs, a number of spatial adverbs are formed from case-marked nouns.
Again, these appear to be grammaticalised forms; for example, it would appear that
the essive case was used in the formation: kuuʹǩǩ 'long' (adjective) → kuʹǩǩen 'far
away' (adverb).
tääiʹb ~ tääiʹben here / from here
tiiʹǩ

to here

toʹb ~ toʹben

there / from there

tok

to there

kuʹǩǩen

far away (location)

kookkas

far (goal)
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Spatial adverbs denoting relative or cardinal directions make use of the locative
and illative cases, as the following lists show. Adverbs denoting relative direction are
formed from an adjective and the word pieʹll 'side', although in all forms the initial
consonant of pieʹll has become voiced. So, for example 'downwards' is formed from
the adjective 'low' and the word 'side' marked in the illative case; 'behind' is formed
from the adjective 'back' and the word 'side'. Many of these directional adverbs listed
below can also be used as postpositions in adpositional phrases, as will be seen in
§9.5.3.
Adverbs denoting relative directions
čiʹǯsbeäʹlnn

on/from the left

čiʹǯsbeälla

to the left

vuäʹljsbeäʹlnn

on/from the right

vuäʹljsbeälla

to the right

ooudbeäʹlnn

infront

ooudbeälla

forwards

mââibeäʹlnn

behind

mââibeälla

backwards

pââibeäʹlnn

above

pââibeälla

upwards

vuâlbeäʹlnn

below

vuâlbeälla

downwards

Adverbs denoting cardinal directions
tâʹvven

in/from the north

tââʹvest

from the north

tââvas

to the north

saujâst

in/from the south

sauʹjje

to the south

nuõrttjest

in/from the east

nuõrttja

to the east

viõsttrest

in/from the west

viõsttra

to the west
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An example of a clause displaying spatial adverbs is presented in (154).
(154)

kuälmad rõõvvi

(999) b. third

nuõrttja,

Âʹvverjääuʹr

fall.PST.3SG east.SG.ILL Lake Imandra.SG.GEN

čiʹǯspeälla
(999) b. left+side.SG.ILL

the third fell to the east, on the left of Lake Imandra

[MM:50]

9.5.2 NOUN PHRASES
Noun phrases which do not assume the role of one of the core arguments of a
clause often have an adverbial function. Due to the rich grammatical case system of
Skolt Saami, information that would be expressed, in many languages, by means of a
prepositional phrase is instead expressed by means of a noun phrase. A noun phrase
functioning adverbially may consist of a single head-noun, as in (155), or a modified
noun.
(155)

puk oummu

(999) b. all

noorõʹtte

põʹrtte

person.PL.NOM gather.together.PST.3PL house.SG.ILL

all the people gathered together in the house

[1:8.1]

9.5.3 ADPOSITIONS AND ADPOSITIONAL PHRASES
Skolt Saami is predominantely a postpositional language, but a small number of
prepositions also exist which are restricted to occurring before the noun they govern.
All adpositions govern the genitive case. There are also a number of adpositions which
can appear either before or after the noun they govern, although it is not known if the
choice of position has any semantic effect.
Note that all of the examples presented in this section are of adpositional
phrases. However, not all adpositions need to belong to an adpositional phrase to be
able to modify a clause, as some can instead function alone as an adverbial. Compare
the two examples given in (156).
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(156) a. vueʹlj

muu

mieʹldd

[POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASE]

(999) b. leave.IMP.2SG 1SG.GEN with

leave with me!
b. tuk
(999) b.

[MM:97]

teʹbe puäʹtte

DIST.NOM.PL

mieʹldd

[POSTPOSITION ALONE]

come.PRS.3PL with

EMP

they just come along

[MM:39]

9.5.3.1 Postpositions
This section provides a list of the postpositions of Skolt Saami, together with at
least one example of each forming part of a postpositional phrase. In each example the
postpositional phrase is underlined.
ââlda [near, close]
(157)

mij

leeiʹm

(999) b. 1PL.NOM be.PST.1PL

täʹst

Ciuttajooǥǥ

PROX.SG.LOC

Siutta+river.SG.GEN near

we were here, near the River Siutta

ââlda
[SKNA 17462:1]

âʹlnn [on (top of), (from) off]
(158) a. vuâŋškueʹđi

čiõrmiǩ

čââʹlm

âʹlnn

(999) b. rest.INCP.PST.3SG (1-year-old)reindeer.SG.GEN eye.SG.GEN on

(the mosquito) began to rest on the young reindeer's eye
b. Riʹmjj.SG.NOM rõõvvi
(999) b. Fox.SG.NOM

ǩeʹrrez

[MM:67]

âʹlnn

fall.PST.3SG Lapp.sled.SG.GEN from.off

Mr. Fox fell off the Lapp sled

[MM:45]
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kõõskâst ( SG . LOC of kõskk 'middle') [between, in the middle of]
(159) a. mäʹtǩǩ

leäi

kuʹǩǩ, õhtt čuõškk

(999) b. journey.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG long
levvji

juʹn

(999) b. grow.weary.PST.3SG already

one mosquito.SG.NOM

tõn

kõõskâst

DIST.SG.GEN

between

the journey was long; one mosquito already grew weary in the middle of it
(or. …grew weary half-way there)
b. son

puätt

õõut

[MM:67]
da

kueiʹt

kõõskâst

(999) b. 3SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG one.GEN and two.GEN between

he is coming between one and two o'clock

[KK:144]

kõʹsǩǩe ( SG . ILL of kõskk 'middle') [between, into the middle of]
(160)

son

kååđđ

fiin

sääiʹmid

juõʹvve

(999) b. 3SG.NOM spin.PRS.3SG fine web.PL.ACC rocky.ground.SG.ILL
da

sueʹjji

kõʹsǩǩe

(999) b. and birch.PL.GEN between

he spins fine webs on the rocky ground and between the birch trees
[MM:67]
ǩeäcca [to the end]
(161)

son

piiji

riistid

juõʹǩǩ njaarǥ

(999) b. 3SG.NOM put.PST.3SG cross.PL.ACC each
ǩeäčča

da

tõnnalla

(999) b. to.the.end and in.that.way

headland.SG.GEN

tõt

jõnn kuʹvdd

DIST.SG.NOM

big

snake.SG.NOM

läppji
(999) b. disappear.PST.3SG

he put crosses at the end of each headland and in that way the big snake
disappeared
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[MM:30]

ǩeeʹjjest [in…time, later]
(162)

eeʹjj

ǩeeʹjjest nijdd

(999) b. year.SG.GEN later

vuäǯǯai

pääʹrn

girl.SG.NOM get.PST.3SG boy.SG.ACC

a year later the girl had a boy

[MM:14]

luʹnn [at, close to, next to]
(163)

tõʹst–i

jälste

tõõi

(999) b.

DIST.SG.LOC–EMP

live.PRS.3PL

DIST.PL.GEN

ääldi

luʹnn

(999) b. female.reindeer.PL.GEN next.to

they lived right there, next to the female reindeers

[MM:103]

luzz [close to, near (expressing movement)]
(164)

pueʹđi

(999) b. come.PST.3SG

tõn

muõr

luzz

DIST.SG.GEN

tree.SG.GEN near.to

he came near to that tree

[MM:19]

mââibeä′lnn [behind, at the rear (e.g. following along behind)]
(165)

jiõk–go

ton

kuul

leʹbe vueiʹn

(999) b.

NEG.2SG–INTER[FI]

2SG.NOM hear.NEG or

ni mâid

see.NEG nothing.SG.ACC

muännai mââibeäʹlnn?
(999) b. 2DU.GEN behind

don't you hear or see anything behind us?

[MM:24]

mââibeälla [behind, to the rear]
(166)

suännai

mââibeälla šõõddi

(999) b. 3DU.GEN behind

õll

tuõddâr

come.into.existence.PST.3SG tall fell.SG.NOM

a tall fell appeared behind them

[MM:25]
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mieʹldd [(together) with, along, through]
(167) a. koumm njuuč
(999) b. three

ǩeʹrddle

suõv

mieʹldd

swan.SG.GEN fly.off.PST.3PL smoke.SG.GEN through

three swans flew off through the smoke
b. ikkân

[MM:10]

mieʹldd ǩiʹcsti

(999) b. window.SG.GEN through glance.PST.3SG

he glanced through the window
c. mij

ku

[MM:10]

kooʹddi

mieʹldd vueʹlǧǧep

(999) b. 1PL.NOM when (unmarked).reindeer.PL.GEN with

leave.PRS.1PL

when we left with the unmarked reindeers
d. jääuʹri

mieʹldd jooʹđi,

(999) b. lake.PL.GEN across

[MM:38]

pälggaz

mieʹldd

travel.PST.3SG path.SG.GEN along

vaaʹʒʒi
(999) b. walk.PST.3SG

he travelled across the lakes and walked along the path

[MM:59]

ooudâst [in front of, from in front of, on behalf of]
(168)

koumm oummu

(999) b. three

vaʹlljee

meer

ooudâst

person.SG.GEN choose.PRS.3PL people.SG.GEN in.front.of

they choose three people in front of the people

[MM:111]

ou′dde [in front of (expressing movement)]
(169)

sij

puk čõʹnne

(999) b. 3PL.NOM all

reeʹppǩid

ouʹdde

tie.PST.3PL scarf.PL.ACC eye.PL.GEN in.front.of

they all tied scarves in front of their eyes
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čõõʹlmi

[MM:29]

paaldâst [next to, from next to]
(170)

čueʒʒam

tuu

paaldâst

(999) b. stand.PRS.1SG 2SG.GEN next.to

I am standing next to you

[KK:145]

pa′ldde [next to (expressing movement)]
(171)

mõõni

(999) b. go.PST.3SG

jiõčč

kääʹmmǩieʹđj

paʹldde

REFL.SG.NOM

hearth.stone.SG.GEN next.to

he himself went next to the hearthstone

[MM:28]

puõtt [opposite]
(172)

autt

årsti

mij

põõrt

puõtt

(999) b. car.SG.NOM stop.PST.3SG 1PL.GEN house.SG.GEN opposite

the car stopped opposite our house

[KK:146]

pääiʹk [through, via]
(173)

mõõnim

tääiǥ

Silisjooǥǥ

(999) b. go.PST.1PL through.here Silis.River.SG.GEN
äiddsââi

pääiʹǩ

(999) b. fence.SG.NOM+place.SG.GEN through

we went through here, through the Silis River herding place
[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.14]
räjja [until]
(174) a. eeʹjjpeeiʹv

räjja škooul

peštt

(999) b. Easter.SG.GEN until school.SG.NOM last.PRS.3SG

school lasted until Easter

[MM:111]
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b. mij

kuåstim

kuuitâǥ

tiiʹǩ

(999) b. 1PL.NOM manage.to.get.to.PST.1PL anyway to.here
Čeʹvetjääuʹr

räjja

(999) b. Sevettijärvi.GEN until

anyway, we managed to get here, as far as Sevettijärvi

[SKNA 17462:1]

rääi [past]
(175)

vaaʹʒʒi

caar

põõrt

rääi

(999) b. walk.PST.3SG tsar.SG.GEN house.SG.GEN past

he walked past the tsar's house

[MM:27]

se′st [in, inside, from in, within, among]
(176) a. tõn

võõrâs kueʹl […]

(999) b.

fresh

DIST.SG.ACC

paaʹšti

ǩieʹmn

seʹst

fish.SG.ACC fry.PST.3SG saucepan.SG.GEN inside

that fresh fish…he fried (it) in a saucepan
b. puõcci

seʹst

[4:5.20]

jälste

(999) b. reindeer.PL.GEN among live.PST.3PL

they lived among the reindeer

[MM:103]

sizz [in (expressing movement), into]
(177)

son

piiji

täʹvvrees

siâkk

sizz

(999) b. 3SG.NOM put.PST.3SG belonging.PL.ACC.3SG sack.SG.GEN into

he put his belongings into a sack

[MM:56]

tuâǥǥ [behind (expressing passing behind an object)]
(178)

jieʹrj

tieʹrre

muu

tuâǥǥ

(999) b. bull.reindeer.PL.NOM run.PST.3PL 1SG.GEN behind

the reindeer bulls ran past behind me
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[KK:147]

tuâkka [behind (expressing movement)]
(179)

leäi

suõʹǩǩes miõst

(999) b. be.PST.3SG thick

(999) b.

da

son

mõõni

shrub.SG.NOM and 3SG.NOM go.PST.3SG

tõn

tuâkka liâššâd

DIST.SG.GEN

behind lie.down.INF

there was a thick shrub and he went behind it to lie down

[MM:20]

tue′ǩǩen [behind (expressing location), after, at a distance of]
(180) a. tob

son

åårr […]

miõstti

tueʹǩǩen

(999) b. there 3SG.NOM be.situated.PRS.3SG shrub.SG.GEN behind

there he is, behind the shrub
b. mieʹlǩ

vuäǯǯaim

[MM:37]

mueʹdd

ǩilomettar

tueʹǩǩen

(999) b. milk.SG.ACC get.PST.1PL several.SG.GEN kilometre.SG.GEN after

we got milk from several kilometres away

[MM:114]

vuâlla [under (expressing movement to below an object)]
(181) a. nijdd

pueʹđi

ikkân

vuâlla

(999) b. girl.SG.NOM come.PST.3SG window.SG.GEN under

the girl came under (=to below) the window
b. tool

piiji

ǩieʹmn

[MM:12]
vuâlla

(999) b. fire.SG.ACC put.PST.3SG saucepan.SG.GEN under

he lit a fire under the saucepan

[MM:85]

vue′lnn [under (expressing location), from under]
(182) a. son

vuõjjli

čääʹʒʒ

vueʹlnn riddu

(999) b. 3SG.NOM swim.off.PST.3SG water.SG.GEN under

he swam off under water to the shore

shore.SG.ILL
[MM:20]
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b. son

ǩeʹrrez

vueʹlnn võʹll'ji

(999) b. 3SG.NOM Saami.sled.SG.GEN under

jump.PST.3SG

he jumped (out) from under the "ahkio" sled

[MM:10]

vuâstta [facing, towards, against]
(183) a. kaammǥaž

kagstõõđi

oummu

vuâstta

(999) b. bear.SG.NOM raise.quickly.REFL.PST.3SG man.SG.GEN facing

bear quickly got up facing the man
b. priins

vuâstta

[MM:84]

mõõni

(999) b. prince.SG.GEN towards go.PST.3SG

she went towards the prince

[MM:36]

9.5.3.2 Prepositions
This section lists the prepositions of Skolt Saami and provides an example of
each.
kâskka [in the middle of, into the middle of]
(184)

Semman išttõõđi

(999) b. Simo

kâskka miõut

sit.REFL.PST.3SG middle tussock.SG.GEN

Simo sat himself down in the middle of a tussock
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[KK:148]

ouddâl [before]
(185)

nueʹđđ

ku

leäi

šurr da

(999) b. load.SG.NOM when be.PST.3SG big
son

veâl

ouddâl tõn

(999) b. 3SG.NOM even before
vuåju

DIST.SG.GEN

suõʹbddi

paakkâs,

and day.SG.NOM warm
pieʹllmääʹtǩ
half.SG.NOM+journey.SG.GEN

nuʹtt ǩilomettar

(999) b. stream.SG.GEN so

peiʹvv

pieʹllneʹb

išttlâstt

kilometre.PL.NOM one-and-a-half sit.DIM.PRS.3SG

maddǥa

(999) b. stump.SG.GEN base.SG.ILL

when the load is heavy and it's a warm day, even before that half-way
stream, about a kilometre and a half (before), he sits down briefly at
the base of a tree stump

[MM:62-63]

9.5.3.3 Pre- or postpositions
The following adpositions can appear either before or after the noun they
govern.
čõõđ [through]
(186) a. son

puuʹti

ääuš

da

aaʹlji

čuõppâd

(999) b. 3SG.NOM bring.PST.3SG axe.SG.ACC and start.PST.3SG fell.INF
muõrid,
(999) b. tree.PL.ACC

što

piâzzči

mieʹcc

čõõđ

COMP

get.(to.a.place).COND.3SG forest.SG.GEN through

he brought an axe and started to fell trees, (so) that he could get
through the forest
b. pååssnja

[MM:24]
caaʹjji

tok

čõõđ

kuäʹđ

(999) b. little.blowpipe.SG.ACC push.PST.3SG to.there through hut.SG.GEN

she pushed the little blowpipe through (the wall of) the hut

[MM:85]
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mâŋŋa [after]
(187)

tõn

mâŋŋa puäʹldde

(999) b.

DIST.SG.GEN

after

leʹbe aunnsen

burn.PRS.3PL or

õʹnne

material.ESS use.PST.3PL

after that, they burnt (the tree) or used (it) as material

[4:3.88]

pâ′jjel [over]
(188) a. ton

õõlǥak

njuiʹǩǩeed pâʹjjel tueʹllj

(999) b. 2SG.NOM must.PRS.2SG jump.INF

over

hide.SG.GEN

you must jump over the hide
b. tääʹlv

[MM:75]

pâʹjjel jälstiim

(999) b. winter.SG.GEN over
Tauriaisen

tõn

live.PST.1PL

DIST.SG.GEN

põõrtâst

(999) b. Tauriainen.GEN house.SG.LOC

we lived in the Taurianen family's house over (through) winter

[MM:114]

pirr [around]
(189) a. Ǩiurrâl

põõrt

pirr

leʹjje

teltta

(999) b. Kiureli.GEN house.SG.GEN around be.PST.3PL tent[FI]

there were tents around Kiureli's house
b. Laaʹrkaž pâi

pirr

tool

[SKNA 17462:1]
âʹte

vaaʹʒʒi

(999) b. Laaʹrkaž just around fire.SG.GEN then walk.PST.3SG

so Laaʹrkaž just walked around the fire

[MM:89]

rââst [across, through]
(190) a. pâi

vuõjjal

kåʹdd

rââst

jääuʹr

(999) b. just set.off.swimming.PRS.3SG reindeer.SG.NOM across lake.SG.GEN

the reindeer just swims off across the lake
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[MM:77]

b. vuõlttee

suu

miâr

rââst

(999) b. send.PST.3PL 3SG.ACC sea.SG.GEN across

they sent him across the sea

[MM:70]

9.5.4 VERBAL PARTICIPLES
There are three verbal participles which function as adverbials. They are referred
to in this thesis as the temporal participle (ending in –een), the instrumental participle
(ending in –eeʹl) and the abessive participle (ending in –ǩani). Their formation is
covered in chapter 4.
The temporal participle is used to express an action which takes place
simultaneously with the action expressed by the main clause, as demonstrated in (191).
The agent of the action expressed by the temporal participle is necessarily the subject
of the main clause. Examples of this form were, however, difficult to find in the text
corpus used, suggesting this is not a particularly commonly-used form. A temporal
adverbial clause, headed by the word ku 'when' is a much more common way of
expressing the same concept.
(191)

pieʹnnʼjid

vueʹjjlõõččeen veâl

paacctõʹstte

(999) b. dog.PL.ACC drive.off.TEMP even shoot.DIM.PST.3PL

as they were driving off, they even quickly shot the dogs

[MM:113]

The instrumental participle is used to express the means by which an action is
accomplished.
(192)

nueʹtteeʹl

võõrâs kueʹl

(999) b. seine.fish.INSTR fresh

šiʹlleš

fish.SG.ACC catch.PST.4

by fishing with a seine net, one would catch fresh fish
(193)

suuǥǥeeʹl

mon

pieʹssem

[4:3.2]

domoi

(999) b. row.INSTR 1SG.NOM get.(to.a.place).PST.1SG to.home

I got home by rowing

[SKNA 17462:1, 5:9.6]
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Example (194) shows an instrumental participle which is itself premodified by
an adverb.
(194)

jiõnnsa reäǥǥeeʹl

(999) b. aloud

pråʹššjõʹtte

cry.INSTR say.goodbye.PST.3PL

they said goodbye by crying aloud

[4:17.14]

The abessive participle expresses the absence of an action, as exemplified in
(195).
(195) a. tõn

ǩieʹzz

(999) b.

summer.SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL there forest.SG.LOC

DIST.SG.GEN

liâ

tob

mieʹccest

hoiʹddjeǩâni
(999) b. care.ABE

that summer they are there in the forest unattended
b. taaurõš
(999) b. friend.SG.NOM

vuäittam

[4:3.62]

ij

ni

cieʹlǩkani leeʹd

NEG.3SG

even be.able.PST.PTCP say.ABE

be.INF

(my) friend was not even able to stay silent (lit. be without saying)
[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.108]

9.5.5 ADVERBIAL CLAUSES
Adverbial clauses modify a matrix clause and may be used to express
information pertaining to, among other things, space, time and manner, in much the
same way as that seen in the above sections. However, since they are subordinate
clauses they are covered in the following chapter on complex clause structure.
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10 C OMPLEX CLAUSE STRUCTURE

This chapter follows on from the previous chapter on basic clause structure and
covers two topics: non-declarative clause types and complex clauses. Section 10.1
looks at interrogatives, section 10.2 discusses imperatives and finally section 10.3
considers the different types of complex clauses.

10.1

I NTERROGATIVES
This section on interrogatives considers polar questions, tag questions and

information questions. This section is only concerned with those interrogative
constructions used to pose questions, hence the terms 'interrogative' and 'question' are
used interchangeably. Interrogative constructions used in other speech acts are outside
of the scope of this thesis.

10.1.1

POLAR QUESTIONS45

Polar questions are those which expect as a response either an affirmation or
disaffirmation. Skolt Saami polar questions are marked simultaneously at a
morphological level, by the use of an interrogative particle which is affixed to the first
word of the clause, and at a syntactic level, by moving the verb, or another clausal

45

Traditionally in linguistics these are referred to as yes-no questions, but the use of this term has been

purposefully avoided for two reasons. Firstly, this term is Anglocentric in nature by using the responses
to English polar questions in the terminology, but secondly, and more importantly, because in Skolt
Saami (and indeed, in other languages) the response is not always a straightforward 'yes' or 'no' as
implied by the term.
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element which is the scope of the question, to the beginning of the clause. If the verb
is fronted, this results in subject–predicate inversion, as seen in example (196).
(196)

vueʹlǧǧveʹted–a

tuäna

muu

ooudâst

(999) b. leave.PRS.2PL–INTER 2DU.NOM 1SG.GEN behalf
eččan

ääuʹd

ool?

(999) b. father.SG.GEN.1PL grave.SG.GEN onto

will the two of you go, on my behalf, to our father's grave?

[MM:52]

The subject may not be present, although the verb is still clause-initial.
(197)

vuåǯǯuk–a

sätt–tieʹǧǧ

(999) b. get.PST.2SG–INTER ride.SG.NOM+money.SG.ACC
mâŋŋa Čeʹvetjäurra
(999) b. later

tõʹst,

što

DIST.SG.LOC

COMP

piâzziǩ?

Sevettijärvi.ILL get.(to.a.place).PST.2SG?

did you get some money from that (work) for your ride, so that later
you (could) get to Sevettijärvi?

[SKNA 17462:1, 5:6.1]

In clauses where an auxiliary verb is used, such as in the perfect tenses,
progressive aspect or passive voice, the auxiliary verb—the finite verb of the clause—
is fronted to clause-initial position and takes the interrogative particle. The subject,
when present, typically follows the auxiliary verb, although the relative position of the
lexical verb and object appear to be less fixed, as the examples in (198) would appear
to suggest.
(198) a. leäk–a

ton

(999) b. be.PRS.2SG–INTER 2SG.NOM

tõn

kämmar

DIST.SG.ACC

bedroom.SG.ACC

kiččâm?
(999) b. see.PST.PTCP

have you seen that bedroom?
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[MM:13]

b. leäk–a

ääʹvääm

(999) b. be.PRS.2SG–INTER open.PST.PTCP

tõn

uus?

DIST.SG.ACC

door.SG.ACC

have you opened that door?

[MM:15]

Predicate constructions, which all make use of the auxiliary verb leeʹd 'be' as a
copula, can also form interrogatives by fronting the auxiliary verb and adding the
interrogative particle, as shown in (199).
(199) a. liâ–a

tuʹst

čââʹlm?

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL–INTER 2SG.LOC eye.PL.NOM

do you have eyes?
b. leäk–a

[MM:44]
ton

Jefremoff?

(999) b. be.PRS.2SG–INTER 2SG.NOM Jefremoff

are you Mr. Jefremoff?

[MM:20]

The fronting of the auxiliary verb also applies to the negative auxiliary, as
shown in (200).
(200)

ij–a

kõskklumâs villjad

(999) b.

NEG.3SG–INTER

middle

puättam?

brother.SG.NOM.2SG come.PST.PTCP

didn't your middle brother come?

[MM:52]

As already stated, the interrogative particle is not limited to being affixed to a
verb, but almost any clausal element can become the scope of the question by fronting
it and marking it with the interrogative particle (201).
(201) a. võl–a

lie

mainnâz?

(999) b. still–INTER be.PRS.3PL story.PL.NOM

are there still stories (to tell)?
b. kookkas–a

[SKNA 17462:1, 11:1.1]

vuõʹlǧǧiǩ?

(999) b. far.away–INTER leave.PST.2SG

was it far away that you went?

[MM:95]
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10.1.1.1 Responses to polar questions
In responding affirmatively to a polar question the answer can be naa 'yes', used
only in response to a question, or kâʹl 'yes', which is not limited to this use. This is
typically the answer given when the question refers to an argument of the verb, rather
than the predicate itself. The second way of responding to a polar question in the
affirmative is to repeat back the predicate to the person asking the question, without
the interrogative particle or any accompanying arguments, as illustrated in (202). This
is referred to as an echo response (Lehnert and Stucky 1988: 224). The particle kâʹl
may also co-occur with an echo response.
(202)

Q

teâđak–a

ton

(999) b. know.PRS.2SG–INTER 2SG.NOM

tõn

jik?

DIST.SG.ACC

NEG.2SG

you do know that, don't you?
A

mon

[MM:98]

teâđam

(999) b. 1SG.NOM know.PRS.1SG

(yes) I know

[MM:98]

The same applies to questions formed from predicate constructions.
(203)

Q

liâ–a

tuʹst

čââʹlm?

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL–INTER 2SG.LOC eye.PL.NOM

do you have eyes?
A

liâ

[MM:44]

muʹst

(999) b. be.PRS.3PL 1SG.LOC

(yes) I do have (eyes)

[MM:44]

If the question involves either the speaker or the listener then the person marking
on the predicate in the echo response must, of course, change accordingly, as the
above examples illustrate.
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In responding to a polar question in the disaffirmative, a similar type of echo
response is given, but using the negative auxiliary verb, marked accordingly for person
and number. This response may be given either when disaffirming a positive question
(204) or affirming a negative question (205). As with an echo response in the
affirmative, if the question refers to either speaker or listener, then the negative
auxiliary inflects for the appropriate person depending on the focus of the question.
(204)

Q

leeiʹd–go

tij

tuejjääm

mâiʹd–ne

(999) b. be.PST.2PL–INTER[FI] 2PL.NOM do.PST.PTCP something.SG.ACC
avi muđoi
(999) b. or

pâi

årstõʹttid?

otherwise only stop.PST.2PL

had you done something or did you otherwise only stop (the car)?
[SKNA 17462:1, 2:2.1]
A

jeäʹp,

pâi

årstâʹttem

diõtt

aaut

(999) b. 1PL.NEG only stop.ACT.PTCP for.the.sake.of car.SG.ACC

(no) we hadn't, (we did it) just for the sake of stopping the car
[SKNA 17462:1, 2:3.1]
(205)

Q

(999) b.

ij–a

kõskklumâs villjad

NEG.3SG–INTER

middle

brother.SG.NOM.2SG come.PST.PTCP

didn't your middle brother come?
A

(999) b.

vuõlttii

[MM:52]

ij,

muu

NEG.3SG

1SG.ACC send.PST.3SG behalf.3SG

no, he sent me on his behalf

puättam?

ouddses
[MM:52]

A response in the disaffirmative may also incorporate the connegative form of
the verb.
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(206)

Q

lij–a

õõmâs?

(999) b. be.PRS.3SG–INTER strange

is it strange?
A

(999) b.

[MM:69]

ij

leäkku, ceälkk

NEG.3SG

be.NEG

papp

say.PRS.3SG priest.SG.NOM

"(no) it isn't," says the priest

10.1.2

[MM:69]

TAG QUESTIONS

Tag questions do not appear to be a common feature of Skolt Saami, although
during elicitation informants responded with a direct translation of the Finnish
equivalent of tag questions. However, one example was found in a text which does
appear to be a true tag question and is presented in (207). It is clear that this is not an
inversion of the lexical verb and the negative auxiliary, as the lexical verb does not
appear in its connegative form.
(207)

mooštak

(999) b. remember.PRS.2SG

jiõk
NEG.2SG

you do remember, don't you?

[MM:98]

Example (208) shows the same negative auxiliary appearing at the end of a
clause. In this instance, however, this cannot be considered a true tag question, as the
'tag' is added to the end of what is already an interrogative clause, rather than turing a
declarative clause into a question. The negative auxiliary is perhaps added for
emphasis.
(208)

teâđak–a

ton

(999) b. know.PRS.2SG–INTER 2SG.NOM

do you know that, no?
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tõn

jiõk?

DIST.SG.ACC

NEG.2SG

[MM:98]

10.1.3

INFORMATION QUESTIONS46

Information questions expect as a response some form of information. They are
formed with a question word, appearing in clause-initial position, which marks the
clause as a question. The question word occurs together with a corresponding 'gap' in
the clause indicates what information is required in the response. In example (209),
this 'gap' is shown with the symbol Ø.
(209)

mii

(999) b. what.SG.NOM

tõt

lij

DIST.SG.NOM

be.PRS.3SG

Ø

what is that?

[MM:75]

Many question words are inflected forms of the three interrogative pronouns: mii
'what', ǩii 'who' and kuäbbaž 'which (of two)'. For example, mâiʹd, the

SG.ACC

form of

mii, is an interrogative pronoun used when the direct object of a clause is that which is
being questioned; mõin, the

SG.COM

form of mii, is an interrogative pronoun (or pro-

adverb) used to question with what an action is accomplished, or with whom an action
is carried out.
The inflectional paradigms of these three interrogative pro-forms are presented
in Table 102. While the meaning of most of these interrogative pro-forms is apparent,
note that the SG.ILL form of mii, mõõzz, is used to ask 'why'.

46

Traditionally in linguistics these interrogatives are referred to as wh-questions, but the use of this

term has been purposefully avoided for the simple reason that this term is Anglocentric, based on the
fact that most information questions in English begin with a word beginning with the letters wh, such as

who, what, where, when. Since question words in Skolt Saami do not commence with the letters wh,
this term is inappropriate.
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SINGULAR
PLURAL

WHAT

WHO

WHICH

NOM

mii

ǩii

kuäbbaž

ACC

mâiʹd

ǩeän

kuäbba

GEN

mõõn

ǩeän

kuäbba

ILL

mõõzz (why)

ǩeäzz

kuäbbže

LOC

mâʹst

ǩeäʹst

kuäbbast

COM

mõin

ǩeäin

kuäbbain

ABE

mõntää

ǩeäntää

kuäbbatää

ESS

mââʹden

ǩeäʹđen

kuäbbžen

PART

mââʹđed

ǩeäʹđed

kuäbbžed

NOM

mõõk

ǩeäk

ACC

mâid

ǩeäid

GEN

mââi

ǩeäi

ILL

mâid

ǩeäid

LOC

mâin

ǩeäin

COM

mââivuiʹm

ǩeäivuiʹm

ABE

mââitää

ǩeäitää

Table 102.

Inflectional paradigms of interrogative pro-forms

A number of examples of the different inflectional forms of mii are presented in
(210).
(210) a. mâiʹd

reäǥǥak

(999) b. what.SG.ACC cry.PRS.2SG

what are you crying about?
b. mõõzz

[MM:32]

pueʹttiǩ

(999) b. what.SG.ILL come.PST.2SG

why did you come?
c. mâʹst

teäʹtte,

(999) b. what.SG.LOC know.PRS.3SG

[MM:40]
što

koʹst

leäi

COMP

where be.PST.3SG

how (lit.from what) do they know where he was?
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[MM:77]

d. mõin

vuästam,

muʹst

(999) b. what.SG.COM buy.PRS.1SG 1SG.LOC

jeäʹla

tieʹǧǧ

NEG.3PL+be.NEG

money.PL.NOM

what can I buy with, I don't have any money?

[MM:97]

Two examples of the different inflectional forms of ǩii and one example of the
interrogative pronoun kuäbbaž are presented in (211). Examples of other forms of
these two interrogative words were difficult to find in the text corpus.
(211) a. ǩii

tuʹst

leäi

risttjeäʹnn

(999) b. who.SG.NOM 2SG.LOC be.PST.3SG god.mother.SG.NOM

who was your godmother?
b. ǩeän
(999) b. who.SG.GEN

[SKNA 17462:1, 5:2.1]

šât

leäk

päʹrnn

EMP

be.PRS.2SG son.SG.NOM

just whose son are you?!
c. kuäbbaž

alttad

[MM:37]
heibbad

(999) b. which.one.SG.NOM begin.PRS.3SG wrestle.INF

which one (of you) will being to wrestle?

[MM:81]

A number of other question words, not related to the interrogative pro-forms
described above, are listed below. Note that when the location or origin of an entity is
questioned, the question word used is koʹst, identical in form to the

SG.LOC

form of the

relative pronoun kååʹtt. Likewise, where the destination of an entity is questioned, the
question word used is koozz, identical to the SG.ILL form of kååʹtt.
koʹst

where, from where

koozz

to where

kuäʹss

when

mäʹhtt

how

måkam

what kind
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An example of each of these question words in use is given in the examples in
(212).
(212) a. mii

leäi

eeʹǩǩ

(999) b. what.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG year.SG.NOM

what year was it?
b. koʹst

ton

[SKNA 17462:1, 4:2.1]
leäk

šõddâm

(999) b. where 2SG.NOM be.PRS.2SG born.PST.PTCP

where were you born?
c. koʹst

[SKNA 17462:1, 1:1.2]

ton

(999) b. from.where 2SG.NOM

täid

leäk

PROX.PL.ACC

be.PRS.2SG

where did you (get) these from?
d. koozz

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:2.7]

vuõʹlǧǧiǩ

(999) b. to.where leave.PST.2SG

where did you go?

[MM:40]

e. kuäʹss tõk
(999) b. when

DIST.PL.NOM

juõʹǩǩe

tõn

divide.PST.3PL

DIST.SG.ACC

palggâz
(999) b. reindeer.pasturage.SG.ACC

when did they divide up that reindeer pasturage?
f.

mäʹhtt tuʹst

(999) b. how

laukk

iʹllä

2SG.LOC bag.SG.NOM

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

how come you don't have a bag?
g. måkam

tuejjaid

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:1.17]

mâŋŋa aʹlǧǧiǩ

(999) b. what.kind work.PL.ACC after

begin.PRS.2SG

what kind of work did you begin to do afterwards?
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[SKNA 17462:1, 9:10.1]

[SKNA 17462:1, 6:1.1]

10.2

I M PERATIVES
Verbs in Skolt Saami have five imperative forms, corresponding to the 2SG, 3SG,

1PL, 2PL and 3PL. For more details on their formation refer to chapter 4. The term
'imperative' is used here to refer to any kind of directive, including those used to give
a command, make a request or express an exhortation. The most common forms of the
imperative are the 2SG and 2PL forms. The subject does not typically occur with 2nd
person imperatives, although it may be present, as seen in (213c).
(213) a. puäʹđ

mij

årra

kuâssa

(999) b. come.IMP .2SG 1PL.GEN way on.a.visit

come and visit us at our place!
b. pueʹtted

[MM:40]

kuâssa

(999) b. come.IMP .2PL on.a.visit

come [PL] and visit!
c. mõõn

ton

[MM:40]
viǯǯâd

muännai ääuš

(999) b. go.IMP .2SG 2SG.NOM fetch.INF 1DU.GEN axe.SG.ACC

go, you, and fetch our axe!

[MM:21]

The 1PL form of the imperative (typically seen in hortative constructions)
incorporates both the speaker and the listener and never takes a subject.
(214) a. vueʹlǧǧep

eejjad

årra

kuâssa

(999) b. leave.IMP.1PL father.SG.GEN.2SG way on.a.visit

let's go and visit your father!
b. äʹlǧǧep

[MM:100]

heibbad

(999) b. start.IMP.1PL wrestle.INF

let's start to wrestle!

[MM:80]

The 3SG and 3PL forms of the imperative (seen in jussive constructions) typically
occur with an overt subject. The subject often appears after the imperative form of the
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verb, although it may also appear before the verb. Examples of the 3SG and 3PL
imperative forms were not found in the collection of fairy tales, hence the examples
provided below are taken from Moshnikoff et al. (2009) and from the Skolt Saami
translation of John's Gospel.
(215) a. Peâtt

mainstââǥǥas tuʹnne,

(999) b. Pekka tell.IMP .3SG

2SG.ILL

što

mäʹhtt tõʹst

COMP

how

DIST.SG.LOC

ǩiâvi
(999) b. happen.PST.3SG

let Pekka tell you how things went there
b. jõs ǩeän-ne juǥstâtt
(999) b. if
da

anyone

da

[KK:100]

puädas

son

thirst.PRS.3SG then come.IMP .3SG 3SG.NOM

jooǥǥas

(999) b. and drink.IMP .3SG

if anyone thirst, then let him come and let him drink
c. kuärŋŋaz

sij

tieʹrm

[EE:7.37]

ool

(999) b. climb.IMP .3PL 3PL.NOM hill.SG.GEN onto

let them climb to the top of the hill

[KK:100]

Negative imperatives are formed using the appropriate imperative form of the
negative auxiliary verb together with either of two connegative forms of the lexical
verb. The imperative forms of the negative auxiliary, together with the connegative
form used (see §8.4) are listed below in Table 103.
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PERSON

NEGATIVE

CONNEGATIVE

AUXILIARY

FORM USED

2SG

jeäʹl

NEG

3SG

jeälas

NEG2

1PL

jeäl'lap

NEG2

2PL

jeäʹl'led

NEG OR NEG2

3PL

jeäl'laz

NEG2

Table 103.

Imperative forms of the negative auxiliary

Presented below in (216) are examples of the use of the negative imperatives.
(216) a. jeäʹl

jeäʹl

muår

(999) b.

NEG.IMP.2SG

break.NEG 2DU.GEN boat.SG.ACC

NEG.IMP.2SG

muännai võnnâz

don't, don't break our boat!
b. jeälas
(999) b.

NEG.IMP.3SG

tij

[MM:22]

čâđđmeed

2PL.GEN heart.PL.NOM.2PL be.anxious.NEG:2

do not let your hearts be troubled
c. jeäʹlled
(999) b.

NEG.IMP.2PL

peʹcclõššu

oskku

[EE:14.1]

muu

believe.NEG:2 1SG.ACC

do not believe me

[EE:10.37]

Note how in example (216b) the imperative form of the negative auxiliary
appears in its 3SG form (jeälas), although it has a 3PL referent (hearts). It is unclear
whether this is a typographical error in the text or simply the case that both the 3SG
and 3PL forms are so similar, and so rare, that both forms are acceptable. The 3PL form

jeällaz, presented in Table 103, is taken from the exisiting literature on Skolt Saami,
although examples of its use were not found.
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10.3

C OM PLEX

CLAUSES

This section covers complement clauses (§10.3.1), adverbial clauses (§10.3.2),
conditional clauses (§10.3.3), relative clauses (§10.3.4) and coordination (§10.3.5).

10.3.1

COMPLEMENT CLAUSES

A complement clause is one which functions as an argument of some other
clause. Skolt Saami complement clauses typically function as object complements.
Complement clauses may be finite or non-finite. Finite complement clauses are headed
by the complementiser što (a borrowing from Russian što), while non-finite clauses do
not require a complementiser.
Example (217) shows a complement clause functioning as an object complement
of the verb ceäʹlǩǩe 'they say'. The complement clause, which follows the
complementiser što, can function as a fully independent clause, since it is marked for
person, number and tense, and is independent of the subject marking of the matrix
clause.
(217)

ceäʹlǩǩe

[što

kuuskõõzzid

(999) b. say.PRS.3PL [COMP aurora.PL.ILL

ij

õõlǥ

NEG.3SG

must.NEG whistle.INF]

they say that one mustn't whistle at the northern lights

njorggad ]
[2:2.20]

Recursion makes it possible to embed multiple complement clauses within a
matrix clause. In example (218), the finite clause beginning ton cieʹlǩǩiǩ 'you said' is
at the same time a complement of the matrix clause and the matrix clause of a second
complement clause. It is interesting to note in this example, however, that the
predicate of the matrix clause and the predicate and the object of the final complement
clause are left implicit. The meaning of the sentence, however, is perfectly clear from
its context within a narrative. The full meaning of the sentence, with the omitted parts
underlined, is: "I said 'Well, you said that I should put one handful of salt per person'".
Although the predicate is absent from the final complement clause, it does
nevertheless correspond to a finite clause, hence the complementiser što is obligatory.
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(218)

mon

[što

no

ton

cieʹlǩǩiǩ

[što

kuäʹmmertiudd

(999) b. 1SG.NOM [COMP well 2SG.NOM say.PST.2SG [COMP handful
ooumže

]]

(999) b. person.SG.ILL]]

I said "Well, you said that one handful per person" [SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.48]
Non-finite complement clauses differ from finite complement clauses in two
ways—they are not headed with the complementiser što and they are unable to stand
alone as an independent clause. Tense, mood and aspect are marked on the predicate
of the matrix clause and the subject of the non-finite complement clause is controlled
by the subject of the matrix clause. The examples in (219) show a non-finite
complement clause in a declarative (a), imperative (b) and interrogative (c) clause.
(219) a. Mieʹččjääuʹrest

älgg

[sääiʹmid

ââʹnned]

(999) b. Mieʹčč+lake.SG.LOC begin.PRS.3SG [net.PL.ACC use.INF ]

he begins to use nets at Lake Mieʹčč
b. ton

ääʹlj

[čee

[4:3.17]
ǩeʹtted ]

(999) b. 2SG.NOM begin.IMP.2SG [tea.SG.ACC boil.INF]

you begin to make tea!
c. mõõn

[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.17]

kuuǩǩ ton

(999) b. what.SG.GEN long

haaʹlääk

[reâuggad]

2SG.NOM want.PRS.2SG [work.INF ]

how long do you want to work?

[SKNA 17462:1, 5:5.8]

The examples in (220) demonstrate how non-finite complement clauses can also
function recursively.
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(220) a. pâi

kuõʹhtt čuõšk

(999) b. only two
da

pieʹsse

mosquito.SG.GEN get.PST.3PL back

vueiʹtte

[mainsted järrsid

(999) b. and be.able.PST.3PL [tell.INF
kâʹl lij
(999) b. yes

mååusat Lääʹddjânnma

[što

Finland.ILL
mudoi

other.PL.ILL [COMP otherwise

Sääʹmjânnmest pueʹrr]]

be.PRS.3SG Lapland.LOC

good ]]

only two mosquitos got back to Finland and were able to tell the others
that otherwise, yes, Lapland was good
b. Evvan älgg
(999) b. John

[särnnad [što

begin.PRS.3SG [say.INF

oummu

suʹst

[3:2.27]
Pâʹss Treffan

[COMP Holy Trifon.GEN

puõccid

suâlee

]]

(999) b. person.PL.NOM 3SG.LOC reindeer.PL.ACC steal.PRS.3PL ]]

John begins to say that Saint Trifon's people steal reindeer from him
[MM:10]
A complement clause does not necessarily have to be embedded in a matrix
clause. Example (221) shows a complement clause embedded within an adverbial
clause of purpose, which itself is embedded within another complement clause, all of
which are embedded in the matrix clause, as shown below.
(221)

muäʹdd čuõškkâd

(999) b. several
[što

aʹlǧǧe

[vueʹlǧǧed

[ǩiččâd

mosquito.PART begin.PST.3SG [set.off.INF [look.INF
måkam

lij

jieʹllem

Sääʹmjânnmest]]]

(999) b. [COMP what.kind be.PRS.3SG life.SG.NOM Lapland.LOC ]]]

several mosquitos started to set off to see what life is like in Lapland
[3:2.12]
The structure of this complex sentence is as follows:
[MATRIX

[COMPLEMENT [ADVERBIAL [COMPLEMENT

[several mosquitos started [to set off
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[to see

]]]]

[what life is like in Lapland]]]]

If a matrix clause takes two coordinated complement clause arguments, then the
complementiser što is repeated before each complement clause, which themselves are
joined with a coordinating particle.
(222)

aaʹlji

siʹjjid

mättʼted

[što

mäʹhtt čõõʹlmid

(999) b. begin.PST.3SG 3PL.ILL teach.INF [COMP how
reʹstte

da

eye.PL.ACC

kåmrdâʹlle ] da

(999) b. christen.PRS.3PL and bow.PRS.3PL] and
[što

Vuâsppåʹd lij

(999) b. [COMP God.NOM

]

be.PRS.3SG]

he began to teach them how to make the sign of the cross (lit. christen
their eyes) and bow and that there is a God

[MM:10]

Note that the Finnish complementiser että is also prevalent in everyday speech as
seen in (223). It is able to replace the complementiser što in all the constructions
outlined above.
(223)

Sverloov

Jääkk

jordd

[että

mon

(999) b. Sverloff.GEN Jaakko.NOM think.PRS.3SG [COMP[FI] 1SG.NOM
sǩiõlddõõđam]
(999) b. joke.PRS.1SG ]

Jaakko Sverloff thinks that I'm joking

[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.31]

10.3.1.1 Indirect questions
A complement clause may be an indirect information question. Indirect question
complement clauses are headed by the complementiser što, in the same way as finite
complement clauses, and a question word is present (224).
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(224) a. mon

jiõm

leäk'ku vuäinnam

(999) b. 1SG.NOM

NEG.1SG

be.NEG see.PST.PTCP [COMP what.kind

låʹdd

ǩiõkk

lij

[što

måkam

]

(999) b. bird.SG.NOM cuckoo.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG ]

I haven't seen what kind of bird the cuckoo is
b. mââʹnnj

teâtt

[što

(999) b. daughter.in.law.SG.NOM know.PRS.3SG [COMP
åʹrnn

âʹlǧǧ

puätt

[MM:19]
koon
REL.SG.GEN

puõccivuiʹm

]

(999) b. from.beside boy.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG reindeer.PL.COM]

the daughter-in-law knows where the boy is coming from with the reindeer
[MM:82]
c. son

mainsti

pukid

oummid

[što

mäʹhtt

(999) b. 3SG.NOM tell.PST.3SG all.PL.ILL person.PL.ILL [COMP how
suʹnne

leäi

ǩiâvvâm

]

(999) b. 3SG.ILL be.PST.3SG happen.PST.PTCP ]

she told everyone how it had happened to her

[MM:16]

Note how, in example (225c), since the matrix clause is in the past tense, the
indirect question necessarily appears in the past perfect tense, even though the
corresponding direct question would be in the past tense.
An indirect polar question may also appear as a complement clause. Again, the
complementiser što is used. The word order of this type of complement clause is the
same as that of the corresponding polar question and the question particle is also
present, as the examples in (225) show.
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(225) a. Riʹmjj-kääʹlles

vuõʹlji

tõn

(999) b. Mr. Fox.SG.NOM leave.PST.3SG
tollsââʹjes

DIST.SG.ACC

ǩiččâd, [što

lij–a

(999) b. fire.SG.NOM+place.SG.ACC.3SG see.INF [COMP be.PRS.3SG–INTER
aiham

piâssâm

leʹbe puâllam

(999) b. bear.SG.NOM escape.PST.PTCP or

avi mâiʹd

burn.PST.PTCP or

]

what.SG.ACC ]

Mr. Fox left to see that fire place, (to see) whether Bear has
escaped or burnt or what
b. näʹde

[MM:42]

čuõšk

smiõʹtte,

[što

(999) b. then.(D.P.) mosquito.PL.NOM ponder.PST.3PL [COMP
âʹlǧǧe–a

sij

puk õhttna

(999) b. must.PRS.3PL–INTER 3PL.NOM all

vueʹlǧǧed]

at.once leave.INF ]

then the mosquitos wondered whether or not they should all
leave at once
c. sij

[3:2.29]

kõʹčče

suʹst,

[što

kuʹǩǩen–a

(999) b. 3PL.NOM ask.PST.3PL 3SG.LOC [COMP far.away–INTER
lij

sääʹmsijdd

]

(999) b. be.PRS.3SG Skolt.Saami.SG.GEN+village.SG.NOM]

they asked if the Skolt Saami village was far away

[MM:28]

10.3.1.2 Direct and indirect speech
Direct, or quoted, speech is treated as a complement clause in Skolt Saami and is
thus marked with the complementiser što, as seen in (226). Note again, that, as seen in
these examples of quoted speech, the matrix clause verb is sometimes omitted,
although an auxiliary verb is retained to mark tense and aspect if required (227b).
(226) a. mon

eʹpet

[što

ton

eʹpet

roʹttjiǩ

]

(999) b. 1SG.NOM again [COMP 2SG.NOM again pull.PST.2SG ]

I (said) again: "You pulled again"

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:2.24]
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b. jeäʹnn

leäi

muʹnne [što

ton

jiõk

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG 1SG.ILL [COMP 2SG.NOM
vueʹlj

NEG.2SG

]

(999) b. leave.NEG]

mother had (said) to me: "You're not going"

[SKNA 17462:1, 7:1.7]

Indirect, or reported, speech is likewise treated as a complement clause, headed
by the complementiser što. The corresponding indirect speech of (227b) is given
below in (227).
(227)

jeäʹnn

leäi

säärnam

muʹnne [što

mon

(999) b. mother.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG say.PST.PTCP 1SG.ILL [COMP 1SG.NOM

(999) b.

jiõm

vueʹlj

]

NEG.1SG

leave.NEG ]

mother had said to me that I'm not going

10.3.2

ADVERBIAL CLAUSES

Adverbial clauses are not an argument of the clause, but rather they serve an
adverbial function; that is, they modify a verb phrase or an entire clause by adding
information to the proposition. This sections covers adverbial clauses which express
time, location, manner, purpose and reason as well as concessive clauses. Although
they are also adverbial clauses, the different types of conditional clauses are covered
separately in §10.3.3.
10.3.2.1 Time
A temporal adverbial clause is usually headed by a conjunction with a temporal
meaning, including ko (or the variants ku, ǥu) 'when', poka 'until' (from Russian) and

ouʹddelgo (or ouddâl ku) 'before'. A temporal adverbial clause can appear after the
matrix clause (229a), before the matrix clause (229b) or it may occur between clausal
constituents of the matrix clause (229d).
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(228) a. mii

leäi

eeʹǩǩ

ko

pueʹđid

(999) b. what.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG year.SG.NOM when come.PST.2PL

(999) b.

tääzz

Čeʹvetjäurra?

PROX.SG.ILL

Sevettijärvi.ILL

what year was it, when you came here to Sevettijärvi?
[SKNA 17462:1, 4:2.1]
b. mij

ǥu

tuâlʼjõžääiʹjest

Suõʹnnjlest

jälstiim

(999) b. 1PL.NOM when past.time.SG.LOC Suonikylä.LOC live.PST.1PL
meeʹst

leʹjje

näkam

siõr

(999) b. 1PL.LOC be.PRS.3PL this.kind game.PL.NOM

in the olden days when we lived in Suoni Village, we had these kind of
games
c. ku

[1:2.1]
pueʹttveʹted

kuâssa

niõđstad

lij

(999) b. when come.PRS.2PL on.a.visit daughter.SG.LOC.2PL be.PRS.3SG
âʹlǧǧ
(999) b. son.SG.NOM

when you come to pay a visit your daughter will have a boy
d. Kunnpeeipuž

tiõttlõs

ku

jeäʹǩǩääž

[MM:40]

šõõddi

(999) b. Cinderella.NOM of.course when evening.SG.NOM become.PST.3SG
mõõni

eʹpet

eeʹjjes

ääuʹd

ool

(999) b. go.PST.3SG again father.SG.GEN.3SG grave.SG.GEN towards

Cinderella of course, when it was evening, went again to her father's
grave

[MM:52]
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e. son

vitmlå ǩilomettar

leäi

väʒʒam

(999) b. 3SG.NOM fifteen kilometre.SG.GEN be.PST.3SG walk.PST.PTCP
ouddâl ku son
(999) b. before

ââʹn âʹte

išttlõõʹsti

3SG.NOM now then sit.down.PST.3SG

he had walked fifteen kilometres before he (now, then) sat down

[MM:63]

A temporal adverbial clause may have a more complex internal structure, as seen
in example (229).
(229)

nääiʹt

sij

joʹtte

šeeʹllmen

kuuʹǩǩ ääiʹj

(999) b. like.that 3PL.NOM go.PST.3PL fish.PROG.PTCP long
sami
(999) b. quite

(999) b.

tõn

räjja ku

DIST.SG.GEN

until when Russia.LOC

time.SG.GEN

Ruõššjânnmest pueʹđi
come.PST.3SG

tõt

pââʹss ooumâž

koon

nõmm

DIST.SG.NOM

holy

REL.SG.GEN

name.SG.NOM

leäi

person.SG.NOM

Treffan

(999) b. be.PST.3SG Trifon

like that they went fishing for a long time, right until when that holy
person, called Trifon, came from Russia

[MM:30]

Temporal adverbial clause can also express simultaneous action, as shown in
(230). Note, however, that when the subject of the adverbial clause and the matrix
clause are the same, this can sometimes be expressed by the temporal participle as
explained in §9.5.4.
(230)

õhtt päärnaž

(999) b. one

leäi

kuâđđjam

dååma

ko

boy.DIM.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG stay.PST.PTCP at.home while

jeärraz

leʹjje

mõõnnâm

muõʹrjid

uussâd

(999) b. other.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL go.PST.PTCP berry.PL.ACC pick.INF

one little boy had stayed at home, while the others went to pick berries
[MM:66]
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It is important to note that not all clauses headed by ku (or one of its variants)
are temporal clauses, since ku also has different meanings, including 'since', 'because'
or 'so that'.
10.3.2.2 Location
Adverbial clauses expressing a location consist of a spatial adverb (§9.5.1.2),
modified by a relative clause. The relative clause which modifies the spatial adverb is
headed by either koʹst or koozz, the

SG.LOC

and

SG.ILL

forms, respectively, of the

relative pronoun kååʹtt (see §10.3.4). Since koʹst is in the locative case, it expresses a
location (232a), while movement towards a location requires a relative clause headed
by koozz, as shown in (232b). Adverbial clauses expressing location typically occur
after the matrix clause.
(231) a. Kunnpeeipuž

tiõttlõs

jeäʹǩǩääž

ku

šõõddi

(999) b. Cinderella.NOM of.course evening.SG.NOM when become.PST.3SG
vuõʹlji

mõõni

tok

(999) b. leave.PST.3SG go.PST.3SG to.there
eʹččes

koʹst

leäi

REL.SG.LOC

be.PST.3SG

čiõkkum

(999) b. father.SG.ACC.3SG bury.PASS.PTCP

Cinderella of course, when it was evening, left (and) went there, where
her father had been buried
b. son

pieʹjji

[MM:51]
tok

(999) b. 3SG.NOM crawl.PST.3SG to.there
laʹǧǧstam

suu

peess

koozz

kuõbǯǯ

leäi

REL.SG.ILL

bear.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG

da

(999) b. throw.PST.PTCP 3SG.GEN gun.SG.ACC and
seʹlljčuerʹv
(999) b. gunpowder.SG.NOM+horn.SG.ACC

he crawled there, to where bear had thrown his gun and gunpowder horn
[MM:55]
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10.3.2.3 Manner
A manner clause can be formed by using the progressive participial form of a
verb as (232) illustrates.
(232)

son

kuõʹlid

viiǯǯõõttmen

puätt

(999) b. 3SG.NOM fish.PL.ACC fetch.PROG.PTCP come.PRS.3SG

he comes fetching (his) fish

[MM:45]

10.3.2.4 Comparative
A comparative adverbial clause may be formed using the particle mâʹta ~ mâʹte
'like' or ǥu 'as' (or both) or some other word which draws a comparison, as shown in
(233).
(233) a. jâkkoummin

nuʹtt põʹlle

(999) b. strange+person.SG.LOC so

ǥu mâʹta

fear.PST.3PL as

like

kaammǥast
(999) b. bear.SG.LOC

they feared a strange person, like (they feared) a bear
b. son

åårai

sami

[4:13.23]

liikkeeǩâni,

(999) b. 3SG.NOM be.situated.PST.3SG quite move.ABE
ku leʹčči
(999) b. as

mâʹte jäämmam

be.COND.3SG like

die.PST.PTCP

he was quite motionless, as if he had died
c.
(999)

kaammǥast

b. bear.SG.LOC
oummust

[MM:55]

jeäʹp

nuʹtt

põõllâm

ǥu mäʹhtt

NEG.1PL

so

fear.PST.PTCP

as

how

põõliim

(999) b. person.SG.LOC fear.PST.1PL

we didn't fear a bear as much as how we feared a person
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[4:13.23]

10.3.2.5 Purpose
Adverbial clauses expressing a purpose are typically non-finite clauses, headed
by an infinitive verb form (234).
(234)

sij

vueʹlǧǧe

ǩiččâd

(999) b. 3PL.NOM set.off.PST.3PL see.INF

tõn

pueʹrr jânnam

DIST.SG.ACC

good

land.SG.ACC

they set off to see that good land

[3:2.3]

Other adverbial clauses of purpose are headed by the marker nuʹtt 'so, like that,
in such a way' followed by the complementiser što as shown in (235).
(235) a. tõid

peʹjje

(999) b.

put.PRS.3PL so

DIST.PL.ACC

nuʹtt, što

šâdd

COMP

kruugg

become.PRS.3SG circle.SG.NOM

they put them so as to create a circle
b. tõʹst
(999) b.

DIST.SG.LOC

vueiʹves

čiõrmiǩ

[MM:38]
påʹʒʒlõõđi

young.reindeer.SG.NOM shake.REFL.PST.3SG and
puʹštškueʹđi

nuʹtt što

(999) b. head.SG.ACC.3SG shake.INCP.PST.3SG so
rõõvvi

da

kookkas

reeʹssi

COMP

čuõškk
mosquito.SG.NOM

sizz

(999) b. fall.PST.3SG far.away fallen.branch.PL.GEN into

there the young reindeer shook himself and started to shake his head in
such a way that the mosquito fell down far away in between some fallen
branches

[3:2.23]

Yet another means of expressing a purpose is to use the word diõtt 'in order to,
for the sake of', illustrated in (236). This word governs the genitive case in nouns or
the action participle if appearing with a verb.
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(236)

son

kååđđ

fiin

sääiʹmid

juõʹvve

da

(999) b. 3SG.NOM spin.PRS.3SG fine web.PL.ACC rocky.ground.SG.ILL and
sueʹjji

kõʹsǩǩe

čuõškid

šeeʹllem

diõtt

(999) b. birch.PL.GEN between.ILL mosquito.PL.ACC catch.ACT.PTCP in.order.to

he spins fine webs on rocky ground and between shelters in order to catch
the mosquitos

[3:2.8]

10.3.2.6 Reason
Adverbial clauses indicating a reason are usually headed by the marker ku (or
the variants ko and ǥu), which in this context means since or because, as seen in (237).
Although this is the same conjunction used to head temporal adverbial clauses, the
meaning is usually clear from the context. Adverbial clauses expressing a reason
usually occur after the matrix clause, but can also occur between major clausal
constituents, as shown in example (238c).
(237) a. ku

sij

leʹjje

šeellam

sij

jie

(999) b. when 3PL.NOM be.PST.3PL fish.PST.PTCP 3PL.NOM
tuõsttâm

mõõnnâd čääʹʒʒ

(999) b. dare.PST.PTCP go.INF
ku

sij

mieʹldd domoi

water.SG.GEN with

põʹlle

(999) b. because 3PL.NOM fear.PST.3PL

NEG.3PL

to.home

tõn

kuuʹdest

DIST.SG.LOC

snake.SG.LOC

when they had fished they didn't dare go home with that water, because
they were afraid of that snake
b. suʹst

šõõddi

kuärgg

[MM:30]
ku

čõõʹlmid

(999) b. 3SG.LOC become.PST.3SG joy.SG.NOM because eye.PL.ACC
vuäʒʒai
(999) b. get.PST.3SG

he became happy because he got eyes
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[MM:44]

c. Eeʹlljaž-ât
(999) b. Elijas-EMP
leäi

ij

fiʹttjam

teʹl

NEG.3SG

understand.PST.PTCP then because 3SG.NOM

kuuđ

da

peäʹl

ekksaž

ko

son

na

(999) b. be.PRS.3SG six.GEN and half.SG.GEN year-old.SG.NOM well
mii
(999) b. what.SG.NOM

täʹst

lij

PROX.SG.LOC

be.PRS.3SG

Elias didn't understand then, because he was a six-and-a-half-year-old,
what was going on

[SKNA 17462:1, 1:2.9]

In example (238c), the adverbial clause could be interpreted with a temporal
meaning, in which case the marker ko would be glossed when, but the context makes
it clear that the adverbial clause is providing a reason for why Elias did not understand
what was going on, rather than specifying the time in his life when he did not
understand what was happening.
10.3.2.7 Concessive clauses
Concessive clauses are headed by a conjunction such as håʹt which has a
meaning equating to 'even if', 'although'.
(238) a. suʹst

leäi

pâi

tueʹleskaaʹff

håʹt

ekka

(999) b. 3SG.LOC be.PST.3SG always morning.coffee.SG.NOM even.if at.night
juuǥǥi

leʹbe peivva

(999) b. drink.PST.3SG or

in.the.day

he always had morning coffee, even if he drank at night or during the day
[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.51]
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(239) b. håʹt

suʹǩǩe

da

suʹǩǩe

(999) b. even.though row.PST.3PL and row.PST.3PL

ij

ni

NEG.3SG

even

jååttam
(999) b. move.PST.PTCP

even though they rowed and they rowed, it didn't even move

10.3.3

[MM:10]

CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

Conditional clauses are syntactically a type of adverbial clause, but semantically
they are distinct and are therefore treated separately here. Non-conditional adverbial
clauses modify a verb phrase or an entire clause by adding information to the
proposition, but the truth value of the matrix clause is not affected by the presence or
absence of such an adverbial clause. On the other hand, the truth value of the matrix
clause in conditional constructions is dependent on the truth value of the conditional
clause.
This section covers simple conditionals, hypothetical conditionals and
counterfactual conditionals. All three types of conditional clauses are headed by the
conditional marker ku mâka 'if', or the Finnish equivalent jos (or a Skolt Saami variant
of it, jõs).
10.3.3.1 Simple conditionals
Simple conditionals are those where the truth of the protasis (the condition
clause) is unverified. The predicate of the protasis can be in the past, with reference to
a past event, or in the non-past tense, with reference to either a current or future event.
The predicate of the apodosis (the result clause) can also be in the past or non-past
tense.
(240) a. ku mâka ton
(999) b. if

kuäđak

2SG.NOM leave.PRS.2SG

vääldam
(999) b. take.PRS.1SG

tõn

tõõzz

mon

DIST.SG.ACC

DIST.SG.ILL

1SG.NOM

tõn

da

viiǥǥam

meäcca

DIST.SG.ACC

and carry.PRS.1SG forest.SG.ILL

if you leave that there, I'll take it and carry it to the forest
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[MM:24]

b. ku mâka mon
(999) b. if

(999) b.

vääldam

da

äälǥam

suukkâd

1SG.NOM take.PRS.1SG and begin.PRS.1SG row.INF

täk

ääir

mâʹnne

rââst

PROX.PL.NOM

oar.PL.NOM go.PRS.3PL in.two

if I take (the oars) and start rowing, these oars will break

[MM:22]

10.3.3.2 Hypothetical conditionals
In hypothetical conditionals, the protasis expresses a condition which has an
unknown truth value. The predicate of the protasis is in the conditional mood (see
§8.3). Often the apodosis is also in the conditional mood (242a) and (242b), but this is
not always the case (242c).
(241) a. ku mâka ton
(999) b. if

vuäitčiǩ

ââʹn kåʹdded tän

2SG.NOM be.able.COND.2SG now kill.INF

boʹhtter

muäna

PROX.SG.ACC

čõʹǩǩeʹčep

(999) b. giant.SG.ACC 1DU.NOM run.away.COND.1PL

if you were able to kill this giant now, we could run away
b. ku mâka son
(999) b. if
ton

piâzzči

jieʹllmen

[MM:24]
veâl-a

3SG.NOM remain.COND.3SG live.PROG.PTCP still-INTER
vääldčiǩ

suu

ǩidd

(999) b. 2SG.NOM take.COND.2SG 3SG.ACC closed

if he were to survive, would you still go and catch him?
c. jiõm
(999) b.

NEG.1SG

mon

suu

teänab

ǩidd

1SG.NOM take.NEG 3SG.ACC anymore closed

ku mâka son
(999) b. if

vääʹld

[MM:20]

piâzzči

jieʹllmen

3SG.NOM remain.COND.3SG live.PROG.PTCP

I won't catch him anymore, if he were to survive

[MM:20]
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10.3.3.3 Counterfactual conditionals
Counterfactual conditionals are used to express contrary-to-fact past events.
Typically the predicate of the protasis occurs in the conditional perfect while the
predicate of the apodosis occurs in the conditional mood. In (242) there are in fact two
protases, the first of these, 'if I knew', is simply marked in the conditional mood while
the second, 'if…I had prepared food before', is marked in the conditional perfect.
(242)

jiõm

âʹtte mon

(999) b.

NEG.1SG

then 1SG.NOM even ask.NEG:COND

teâđčem

leʹččem

ni

kõõjjče

veär

što

jos mon

COMP

if

raajjâm

1SG.NOM
ouddâl

(999) b. know.COND.1SG be.COND.1SG food.SG.ACC prepare.PST.PTCP before

I wouldn't even ask, if I knew, if I had prepared food before
[SKNA 17462:1, 10:2.51]

10.3.4

RELATIVE CLAUSES

Relative clauses function as nominal modifiers. The relativiser in Skolt Saami is
a relative pronoun, kååʹtt, which inflects for case and number, thereby marking certain
properties of the NPREL. The full inflectional paradigm of kååʹtt is given below in
Table 104. The words mii 'what' and ǩii 'who' can also function as relative pronouns.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

NOM

kååʹtt

kook

ACC

koon

koid

GEN

koon

kooi

ILL

koozz

kooid

LOC

koʹst

koin

COM

koin

kooivuiʹm

ABE

koontää

kooitää

ESS

kååʹđen

PART

kååʹđed

Table 104.
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Inflectional paradigm of the relative pronoun kååʹtt

All elements on the relativisation hierarchy set out by Keenan and Comrie
(1977) can be relativised. This hierarchy is reproduced below.
subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique > possessor
The role of the NPREL in the relative clause can be recovered easily through the
case marking of the relative pronoun. For example, if the relative pronoun is in the
nominative case this is usually indicative that the NPREL has the role of subject; if the
relative pronoun is in the accusative case this is usually indicative that the NPREL has
the role of direct object; if the relative pronoun is in the illative case this is typically
indicative that the NPREL is an indirect object.
Examples of each relativised element are given below.
Relativised subject (singular)
(243)

mon

vääldam

tuʹst

(999) b. 1SG.NOM take.PRS.1SG 2SG.LOC
[kååʹtt

lij

tän

pääʹrn

PROX.SG.ACC

boy.SG.ACC

šõddâm

]

(999) b. [REL . SG . NOM be.PRS.3SG be.born.PST.PTCP]

I'll take from you this boy, who has been born

[MM:14]

Relativised subject (plural)
(244)

tõk

leʹjje

(999) b.

DIST.PL.NOM

be.PST.3PL six

vuõʹlǧǧe

kutt čuõšk

[kook

mosquito.SG.GEN [REL . PL . NOM

]

(999) b. leave.PST.3PL ]

they were six mosquitos, which left

[3:2.13]
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Relativised object (singular)
(245)

ooudam

tuʹnne

mååus tõn

(999) b. give.PRS.1SG 2SG.ILL back
[koon

mon

pääʹrn

DIST.SG.ACC

boy.SG.ACC

vueʹššen vaʹlddem

(999) b. [REL . SG . ACC 1SG.NOM first

]

take.PST.1SG ]

I'll give back to you the boy, which I took first

[MM:15]

Relativised indirect object (plural)
(246)

jõs son

(999) b. if

ceälkk

Vuâsppååʹden tõid,

3SG.NOM say.PRS.3SG God.ESS

Vuâsppååʹd

sääʹnn

[kooid

DIST.PL.ILL

pueʹđi

[REL . PL . ILL

]

(999) b. God.SG.GEN word.SG.NOM come.PST.3SG ]

if he called them 'Gods', to whom the word of God came

[EE:10.35]

Relativised oblique object
(247) a. heävaš

da

päʹrnn

mâʹnne

(999) b. horse.SG.NOM and boy.SG.NOM go.PRS.3PL
[koʹst

caarr

jälsti

tõn

gåårda

DIST.SG.GEN

city.SG.ILL

]

(999) b. [REL . SG . LOC tsar.SG.NOM live.PST.3SG]

the horse and the boy went to that city, where the tsar lived
b. mååust muäʹdd ǩilomettar
(999) b. back

several

kaupp

leäi

[MM:27]

Tolosen

kilometre.SG.GEN be.PST.3SG Tolonen.GEN[FI]

[koʹst

mij

vueʹǯǯ

vuäǯǯaim

(999) b. shop.SG.NOM [REL . SG . LOC 1PL.NOM meat.SG.ACC get.PST.1PL
vuäʹstted]
(999) b. buy.INF ]

several kilometres back there was Tolonen's shop from where we could
buy meat [MM:114]
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c. toʹb

ǩieʹđj

vueʹlnn leäi

(999) b. there stone.SG.GEN under
[koozz

sääʹm

jõnn päʹhtträiʹǧǧ

be.PST.3SG big
liâ

rock.hole.SG.NOM

piijjâm

kååʹdd

(999) b. [REL . SG . ILL Saami.PL.NOM be.PST.3SG put.PST.PTCP reindeer.SG.GEN
vueiʹvid

čueʹrveezvuiʹm

]

(999) b. head.PL.ACC antler.PL.COM.3PL]

there under the stone was a big hole in the rock, where the Saami used to
put the heads of reindeer, with their antlers

[MM:55]

Relativised possessor (singular)
(248)

ku

Ruõššjânnmest pueʹđi

(999) b. when Russian.LOC
ooumaž

[koon

come.PST.3SG
nõmm

tõt

pââʹss

DIST.SG.NOM

holy

leäi

Treffan]

(999) b. man.SG.NOM [REL . SG . GEN name.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG Treffan]

when that holy man, whose name was Trifon, came from Russia

[MM:30]

Example (248) shows how a possessor can be relativised by using the genitive
form of the relative pronoun. The alternative way of marking possession, whereby the
possessor is marked with the locative case and is followed by the copular verb leeʹd
'be' and the possessee (see §9.3), can also be relativised by using the relative pronoun

kååʹtt in the locative case, as exemplified in (249).
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(249)

leʹjje

puõccu

pieʹnne

saauʒ

kaaic

(999) b. be.PST.3PL reindeer.PL.NOM dog.PL.NOM sheep.PL.NOM goat.PL.NOM
da

juõʹǩǩnallšem siõm

(999) b. and each.kind
leäkku

jieʹlli

jie

small animal.SG.NOM [REL . PL . LOC

ni måkam põõrt

(999) b. be.NEG no.kind
suâj

[koin

NEG.3PL

jie-ǥa

house.PL.NOM

NEG.3PL+and

]

(999) b. protection.PL.NOM]

there were reindeer, dogs, sheep, goats and all kinds of small animal who
didn't have any kind of houses or shelters

[3:2.4]

As mentioned above, in addition to the relative pronoun kååʹtt, the word mii
'what' can also function as a relative pronoun. The issue of whether the animacy
hierarchy plays any role in the choice of the relative pronoun has not been looked into,
although in all but one of the examples given in (250) the relativised noun is
inanimate. In example (251a), however, the relative pronoun mii 'what' is used for an
animate being, a snake, albeit one that is likely to be quite low on any animacy
hierarchy.
(250) a. leäi

õhtt

jõnn kuʹvdd

(999) b. be.PST.3SG one.SG.NOM big
leäi

čääʹʒʒest

snake.SG.NOM [what. SG . NOM

] tän

(999) b. be.PST.3SG water.SG.LOC]

[mii

pääiʹǩest

PROX.SG.LOC

miârâst

place.SG.LOC sea.SG.LOC

there was a big snake, which was in the water in this place in the sea
[MM:29]
b. son

lij

tuejjääm

(999) b. 3SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG do.PST.PTCP
leäi

suʹst

ǩiõlddum

tõn

[mii

DIST.SG.ACC

[what. SG . NOM

]

(999) b. be.PST.3SG 3SG.LOC forbid.PASS.PTCP]

he did that, which he had been forbidden
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[MM:16]

c. caarâʹlǧǧ

vaaʹldi

jõnnʼneeiʹbes

da

(999) b. tsar.SG.GEN+boy.SG.NOM take.PST.3SG big+knife.SG.ACC.3SG and
čuõppi

reeʹssid

[mõõk

leʹjje

(999) b. chop.down.PST.3SG twig.PL.ACC [what. PL . NOM be.PST.3PL
niõđ

pirr

]

(999) b. girl.SG.GEN around]

the tsar boy took his big knife and cut down the twigs, which were
around the girl
d. teʹl

leäi

[MM:13]
veâl näkam

(999) b. then be.PST.3SG still
põõrtâst

siõʹrre

siõrr

[mõõn

such.a.kind game.SG.NOM [what. SG . ACC
]

(999) b. house.SG.LOC play.PST.3SG]

then there was another kind of game, which was played indoors

[1:8.2]

Relative clauses may also occur recursively, as exemplified in (251). Here the
relative clause 'which ate people' modifies 'snake', but is at the same time part of the
longer relative clause 'where there was that kind of snake, which ate people' which
modifies 'the shore of a certain big lake'.
(251)

niõđ

pakku

viikkâd

õõut

jõnn jääuʹr

(999) b. girl.SG.ACC order.PST.3PL take.INF one.SG.GEN big
riddu

[koʹst

leäi

nåkam

lake.SG.GEN

kuʹvdd

(999) b. shore.SG.ILL [REL . SG . LOC be.PST.3SG that.kind snake.SG.NOM
[kååʹtt

poori

oummid

]]

(999) b. [REL . SG . NOM eat.PST.3SG person.PL.ACC ]]

they ordered the girl to be taken to the shore of a certain big lake,
where there was that kind of snake, which ate people

[1:8.2]
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10.3.5

COORDINATION

Coordination is marked with the coordinating conjunctions da (~de, ~di) 'and',

leʹbe or avi 'or' and leâša (~leša) 'but'. The conjunctions da 'and' and leʹbe 'or' can be
used to coordinate both clauses and NPs.
When subject NPs are coordinated (253a) they must all be marked for case and
number and together agree with the verb. Likewise, coordinated object NPs (253b) or
coordinated oblique objects (253c) must all be marked for case and number.
(252) a. aiham

da

čiʹʒiham

peʹjje

seeʹibez

(999) b. bear.SG.NOM and wolf.SG.NOM put.PRS.3PL tail.PL.ACC.3PL
kaʹlddja
(999) b. ice.hole.SG.ILL

bear and wolf put their tails into the hole in the ice
b. Kunnpeeipuž

viiǯǯi

toʹben

heäppšees

[MM:46]
da

(999) b. Cinderella.NOM fetch.PST.3SG from.there horse.SG.ACC.3SG and
täʹvvrees
(999) b. belonging.SG.ACC.3SG

Cinderella fetched her horse and her belongings from there
c. puätt

jäuʹrrʼriddu

[MM:54]

leʹbe

(999) b. come.PRS.3SG lake.SG.NOM+shore.SG.ILL or
jokkriddu
(999) b. river.SG.NOM+shore.SG.ILL

he comes to the shore of the lake or the river bank

[4:3.70]

At the clausal level, coordination may be between two clauses, which share the
same subject, observed in (254a) and (254b), or between two clauses which have
distinct subjects (254c). The Finnish coordinating conjunction ja 'and' is also used
extensively, as seen in (254d)
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(253) a. son-a

pâi

kuuskõõzzid

ǩeäčč

da

(999) b. 3SG.NOM-EMP only aurora.PL.ACC watch.PRS.3SG and
njorgg
(999) b. whistle.PRS.3SG

he just watches the northern lights and whistles
b. tõn

mâŋŋa puäʹldde

leʹbe aunnsen

(999) b.

DIST.SG.ACC



they later burn it or they used it as material
c. son

later

burn.PRS.3PL or

aaʹlji

[MM:9]

vuäggad

da

õʹnne

material.ESS use.PST.3PL
[4:3.88]
kueʹll

tääʹvti

(999) b. 3SG.NOM start.PST.3SG angle.INF and fish.SG.NOM grab.PST.3SG
ǩidd
(999) b. closed

he started to angle and the fish took the bait
d. čeeʹestõõlim

kõskkrääʹjest

ja

[MM:22]
eʹpet

jueʹtǩim

(999) b. prepare.tea.PST.1PL half.way.SG.LOC and again continue.PST.1PL
määʹtǩ
(999) b. trip.SG.ACC

we prepared tea when we were half-way and again we continued the
trip

[SKNA 17462:1, 11:4.39]

An example of the coordinating conjunction leâša is given in (254).
(254)

iʹlleäk

leäm

(999) b.

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

be.PST.PTCP 1SG.LOC mother.SG.NOM.1PL angry

leâša kaav
(999) b. but

muʹst

muʹst

lij

jeännam

paasneǩ,

paasneǩ

wife.SG.NOM 1SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG angry

my mother wasn't angry with me, but my wife is angry with me

[MM:31]
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Negative clauses or constituents can be coordinated in Skolt Saami by adding the
coordinating suffix –ǥa to the negative auxiliary verb. This is exemplified in (255).
This construction is probably a borrowing of the Finnish particle –ka ~ –kä, which is
also affixed to the negative auxiliary verb and behaves in the same way.
(255)

juõʹǩǩnallšem

(999) b. each.kind

siõm

jieʹlli

small animal.SG.NOM

ni måkam põõrt
(999) b. no.kind

house.PL.NOM

koin

jie

leäkku

REL.PL.LOC

NEG.3PL

be.NEG

jie-ǥa

suâj

NEG .3 PL +and

protection.PL.NOM

all kinds of small animal who didn't have any kind of houses nor shelters
[3:2.4]
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C ONCLUDING REMARKS

As mentioned at the beginning on this thesis, it is hoped that this grammar will
be of interest to two main audiences; firstly, it is hoped that it will serve as a tool to
linguistic researchers—both those working on Saami and Finno-Ugric languages, as
well as those working in the field of Linguistic Typology—and, secondly, it is hoped
that this work will be a reference aid to the speech community—both to those
individuals wanting to learn more about their native language and in any future
revitalisation efforts. As the first grammatical description of a Saami language written
in English, this thesis is accessible to a wider academic community than much of the
previous literature on Saami. A translation of this work into Finnish would, however,
be necessary to make its contents more readily accessible to the speech community.
While it may be the case that this thesis provides the most in-depth study of
Skolt Saami to date, it is by no means a fully comprehensive grammar of the language
and many areas of the grammar have, unfortunately, due to constraints of both time
and space, either been touched on only very briefly or else have been left out of this
thesis altogether. Furthermore, this grammar has thrown light on a number of
interesting aspects of the language which certainly merit further research. Listed
below, then, are a number of areas of the language which fell outside the scope of this
thesis and might serve as the basis for future research on Skolt Saami.
• Statistical analysis of constituent order, with particular focus on (i) the
ordering of constituents in clauses containing an auxiliary verb vs. those
clauses containing only a lexical verb, (ii) the ordering of constituents in main
clauses vs. subordinate clauses and (iii) the adherence of Skolt Saami to the
V2 hypothesis proposed in this thesis.
• Statistical analysis of pro-drop to determine the extent to which this is
pragmatically determined and the extent to which it is down to speaker
choice.
• A more in-depth analysis of the possible possessor-raising construction seen
in §7.3.5.
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• A more in-depth analysis of the unusual use of the

PL.ACC

form seen in the

interrogatives seen in §7.3.2.
• An acoustic analysis of palatalisation.
• An acoustic analysis of diphthongs and the extent to which they vary from
speaker to speaker and from dialect to dialect.
• A more in-depth look at causative constructions.
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Text 1
TUÂL’JÕŽÄÄIʹJ SIÕR − OLD-FASHIONED GAMES
(told by Jaakko Sverloff, taken from Mosnikoff 1992: 121)
1.1. TUÂLʼJÕŽÄÄIʹJ

SIÕR

former+time.SG.GEN game.PL.NOM
Old-fashioned games.

2.1. Mij

ǥu

tuâlʼjõžääiʹjest

Suõʹnnʼjlest

jälstiim

, meeʹst

1PL.NOM when former+time.SG.LOC Suoni.village.LOC live.PST.1PL
leʹjje

näkam siõr

be.PST.3PL such

1PL.LOC

.

game.PL.NOM

In the olden days when we lived in Suoni village, we had such games.

3.1. Nueʹrrsiõrr
rope.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM
The rope game.

4.1. Leäi

kuʹǩes nueʹrr

be.PST.3SG long
kruugg

rope.SG.NOM

, tõʹst

leäi

DIST.SG.LOC

rajjum

be.PST.3SG make.PASS.PTCP

.

circle.SG.ACC
There was a long rope which was formed into a circle.

4.2. Puk

leʹjje

tõn

pirr

da

nueʹrest

tuõʹllʼje

all.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL DIST.SG.GEN around and rope.SG.LOC hold.PST.3PL
Everyone was around the circle and held onto the rope.
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.

4.3. Õhtt

mõõni

tõn

kruugg

sizz .

one.SG.NOM go.PST.3SG DIST.SG.ACC circle.SG.GEN into
One person went into the circle.

4.4. Son

õõlǥči

tääʹvteškueʹtted tõid

3SG.NOM must.COND.3SG grab.INCP.INF
tõʹst

pirr

DIST.PL.LOC

around

, kook

DIST.PL.ACC

leʹjje

REL.PL.NOM

be.PST.3PL

.

He would have to catch those that were around it (the rope).

4.5. Ǩeän

son

poppõõʹtti

, õõlǥči

who.SG.ACC 3SG.NOM catch.PST.3SG
sizz suu

sâjja

mõõnnâd kruugg

must.COND.3SG go.INF

circle.SG.GEN

.

into 3SG.GEN place.SG.ILL
Whoever he caught would have to go into the circle in his place.

4.6. Kook

jeä

REL.PL.NOM NEG.3PL

ǩiččmen

leäm

siõrrmen

be.NEG play.PROG.PTCP

, tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

čuõǯǯu

pirr

stand.PST.3PL around

.

watch.PROG.PTCP
Those who were not playing stood around watching.

4.7. Näkam leäi
such

nueʹrrsiõrr

.

be.PST.3SG rope.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM

That's what the rope game was like.
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4.8. Tõn

mij

DIST.SG.ACC

siõrim

Suõʹnnʼjelsiidâst

ǩeâđđa ålggan

1PL.NOM Suoni+Saami.village.SG.LOC in.spring outside

.

play.PST.1PL
We played this game outside in the spring in Suoni village.

5.1. Suõnnsiõrr
string.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM
The string game.

6.1. Suõnnsiõr

mij

siõrim

ǥu

leeiʹm

string.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM 1PL.NOM play.PST.1PL when be.PST.1PL
põõrtâst

išttâd åårrmen

.

house.SG.LOC sit.INF be.situated.PROG.PTCP
We played the string game when we were sitting at home.

6.2. Tõt

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

mõõn

nåkam

, što

be.PST.3SG that.kind

jiânnai šâʹdde

what.SG.GEN much

COMP

leʹjje

jiânnai suõn

be.PST.3PL much

,

string.PL.NOM

.

happen.PRS.3PL

It was that kind of game where there were a lot of strings, however many there happened to
be.
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6.3. Tõid

peʹjje

DIST.PL.ACC

tuõʹllʼji

õõutsâjja

da

ǩii-ne

put.PRS.3PL one.GEN+place.SG.ILL and someone.SG.NOM

tõõi

kõõskâst

õhttân sââʹjest

nuʹtt

što

hold.PST.3SG DIST.PL.GEN middle.SG.LOC one.ESS place.SG.LOC like.that COMP
suõnnǩeeʹjj

leʹjje

tõʹst

pirr

.

string.SG.NOM+end.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL DIST.SG.LOC around
They put all the strings together and someone held them in the middle in one place so that
the ends of the strings (dangled) from his hand.

6.4. Juõʹǩǩkaž

tääʹvti

suõnnses

di

kõõskâst

everyone.SG.NOM grab.PST.3SG string.SG.ILL.3SG and middle.SG.LOC
tueʹllʼjeei

luõʹšti

tõid

.

hold.NMLZ.SG.NOM let.go.PST.3SG DIST.PL.ACC
Everyone grabbed his own string and the one keeping hold of them in the middle let go of
them.

6.5. Nääiʹt

kuõʹhtt oummu

šõʹdde

vuâsttlõõžži .

in.this.way two.NOM man.PL.NOM become.PST.3PL face.to.face
In this way two people ended up facing each other.

6.6. De tõid

kook

vuâsttlõõžži šõʹdde

and DIST.PL.ACC REL.PL.NOM face.to.face
kueiʹmm kueiʹmes cuʹmmste
each.other

become.PST.3PL

, tõk
DIST.NOM.PL

.

kiss.PST.3PL

And those who ended up facing each other had to kiss each other.
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6.7. Nåkam

leäi

tõt

suõnnsiõrr

.

that.kind be.PST.3SG DIST.SG.NOM string.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM
That's what the string game was like.

7.1. Suõrmâssiõrr
ring.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM
The ring game.

8.1. Tuâlʼjõžääiʹjest

puk

oummu

noorõʹtte

former+time.SG.LOC all.PL.NOM person.PL.NOM gather.together.PST.3PL
põʹrtte
house.SG.ILL

, leʹjje

vuäʹmm oummu

be.PST.3PL old

da

nuõrr oummu

.

person.PL.NOM and young person.PL.NOM

In the olden days everyone used to get together in someone's house. There were old people
and young people.

8.2. Teʹl

leäi

veâl näkam siõrr

at.that.time be.PST.3SG still such
siõʹrre
play.PST.3PL

, suõrmâssiõrr

game.SG.NOM

, mõõn

põõrtâst

what.SG.ACC house.SG.LOC

.

ring.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM

In those days there was still such a game which they used to play in the house, the ring
game.

8.3. Tõn
DIST.SG.ACC

siõʹrre

ku

leʹjje

jiânnai oummu

play.PST.3PL when be.PST.3PL much

They used to play that game when there were a lot of people.
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person.PL.NOM

.

8.4. Ǩii-ne

leäi

suõrmmâz mieʹtti

da

suʹst

someone.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG ring.SG.GEN place.NMLZ.SG.NOM and 3SG.LOC
leäi

suõrmâs

kuäʹmmer

seʹst

.

be.PST.3SG ring.SG.NOM palm.SG.GEN inside
Someone was responsible for placing the ring and s/he had the ring in the palm of his/her
hand.

8.5. Jeeʹres oummu
other
õhtt

išttâd orru

õõutsââʹjest

, pâi

person.PL.NOM sit.INF be.situated.PST.3PL one.GEN+place.SG.LOC
leäi

čåårast

only

.

one.NOM be.PST.3SG separate.(LOC)
The other people were sat together, only one was apart.

8.6. Tõt

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

oummust

mieʹtti

, son

be.PST.3SG place.NMLZ.SG.NOM

ooumže

suõrmmâz jååʹđti

3SG.NOM ring.SG.ACC take.PST.3SG

.

person.SG.LOC person.SG.ILL
The person responsible for placing the ring took the ring from one person to the next.

8.7. Tõt

, kååʹtt

DIST.SG.NOM

aʹrvveed što

leäi

REL.SG.NOM

ǩeän

čåårast

, õõlǥi

be.PST.3SG separate.(LOC)

kuäʹmmer

seʹst

suõrmâs

have.to.PST.3SG
ââʹn lij

.

guess.INF COMP who.SG.GEN palm.SG.GEN inside ring.SG.NOM now be.PRS.3SG
The person who was apart from the rest had to guess whose palm the ring was now in.

8.8. Kooum

vuâra vuäǯǯai

three.GEN time

aʹrvveed .

get.PST.3SG guess.INF

S/he got three guesses.
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8.9. Ku

tiõʹđi

vuõiʹǧǧest , piâzzi

when know.PST.3SG right

jičč

mieʹttjen

.

pass.PST.3SG self.SG.NOM place.NMLZ.ESS

When s/he guessed correctly, s/he him/herself became the person responsible for placing the
ring.

8.10. Ku

ij

teâttam

, õõlǥi

when NEG.3SG know.PST.PTCP
leʹbe vuõddmes
or

särnnad kaavsõõzzâs

have.to.PST.3SG say.INF

nõõm

bride.SG.GEN.3SG

.

bridegroom.SG.GEN.3SG name.SG.ACC

If s/he didn't know, then s/he had to say the name of his bride or her bridegroom.

8.11. A

näkam meeʹst leäi

well (D.P.) such

1PL.LOC be.PST.3SG ring.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM

Well, that's what the ring game we had was like.
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Text 2
KUUSKÕÕZZ − THE NORTHERN LIGHTS
(told by Anastasia Mosnikoff, taken from Mosnikoff 1992: 9)
1.1. Kuuskõõzz
northern.light.PL.NOM
The northern lights.

2.1. Õʹhttešt kuuskõõzz
once

liâ

poorrâm

puõccu

.

northern. light.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL eat.PST.PTCP reindeer.SG.ACC

Once upon a time the northern lights ate a reindeer.

2.2. Ooumaž

leäi

vuejjmen

.

man.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG drive.PROG.PTCP
A man was driving.

2.3. De son-a

pâi

kuuskõõzzid

ǩeäčč

da

njorgg

,

and 3SG-EMP only northern.light.PL.ACC watch.PRS.3SG and whistle.PRS.3SG
ǩeäčč

da

njorgg

.

watch.PRS.3SG and whistle.PRS.3SG
And he just looks at the northern lights and whistles, he looks and whistles.

2.4. Lij

jõnn puõlâšinn

be.PRS.3SG big

.

subzero+night.SG.NOM

It was a freezing night.
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2.5. Son

vuejj

, kuuskõõzzid

3SG.NOM drive.PRS.3SG
njorgg

ǩeäčč

da

northern. light.PL.ACC watch.PRS.3SG and

.

whistle.PRS.3SG
He drives as he watches the northern lights and whistles.

2.6. De nuʹtt-a

puäʹtte

samai ool

and like.that-EMP come.PRS.3PL quite

.

towards

And like that they come right towards him.

2.7. Njorggam

jiâ

sååvaž

sij

.

whistle.ACT.PTCP NEG.3PL tolerate.NEG 3PL.NOM
They do not allow whistling.

2.8. Samai ool
quite

luâšttõʹtte

.

towards descend.PST.3PL

They came down right towards him.

2.9. Ooumaž

ij

ni koozz

piâssâm

, põlškueʹđi

man.SG.NOM NEG.3SG NEG+REL.SG.ILL escape.PST.PTCP

fear.INCP.PST.3SG

The man didn't have anywhere to escape, he began to be afraid.

2.10. Sõrgg

son

ääldas

årstõõʹtti

quickly 3SG.NOM female.reindeer.SG.ACC.3SG stop.PST.3SG
He quickly stopped his reindeer.
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2.11. Äldd

lij

leäm

suʹst

vuâjnen

.

female.reindeer.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG be.PST.PTCP 3SG.LOC draught.animal.ESS
He had the female reindeer as a draught reindeer.

2.12. Jiõčč

pâi

ǩeʹrrez

vuâlla

oiʹǧǧõõđi

.

self.SG.NOM only Lapp.sled.SG.GEN under.(ILL) throw.REFL.PST.3SG
He just threw himself under the sled.

2.13. Ääldas

veâl jokkläbǯǯa

čõnsti

.

female.reindeer.SG.ACC.3SG still [?]+strap.SG.ILL strap.quickly.PST.3SG
He quickly strapped his reindeer to the (sled?) strap.

2.14. De nuʹtt

åårai

tueʹlää

räjja .

and like.that be.situated.PST.3SG morning.SG.GEN until
So he stayed like that until the morning.

2.15. Peiʹvv

šõõddi

.

day.SG.NOM become.PST.3SG
The day broke.

2.16. Na

teʹl

jeä

leäm

kuuskõõzz

.

well (D.P.) at.that.time NEG.3PL be.PST.PTCP northern.light.PL.NOM
Well, at that time there were no northern lights.
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2.17. Son

ǩeʹrrez

vueʹlnn võʹll'ji

3SG.NOM Lapp.sled.SG.GEN under
ääldast

leäi

, vuõiʹni

jump.PST.3SG

pâi

, što

see.PST.3SG

COMP

võrrpääikaž

female.reindeer.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG only blood.SG.NOM+place.SG.NOM
pääccam

.

remain.PST.PTCP
He jumped from under the sled and saw that only a patch of blood remained of the reindeer.

2.18. Kuuskõõzz

leʹjje

ääld

poorrâm

.

northern.light.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL female.reindeer.SG.ACC eat.PST.PTCP
The northern lights had eaten the reindeer.

2.19. Ooumaž

jičč

piâzzi

jieʹllmen

, ku

man.SG.NOM self.SG.NOM escape.PST.3SG live.PROG.PTCP
ǩeʹrrez

vueʹlnn åårai

Lapp.sled.SG.GEN under

, toʹb

be.situated.PST.3SG

when

jiâ

poorrâm

.

there NEG.3PL eat.PST.PTCP

The man escaped alive because he stayed under the sled and they don't eat people there.

2.20. Ceäʹlǩǩe
say.PRS.3PL

, što
COMP

kuuskõõzzid

ij

õõlǥ

njorggad

northern. light.PL.ILL NEG.3PL must.NEG whistle.INF

It is said that you should not whistle at the northern lights.

2.21. Tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

luâšttâʹtte

da

påʹrre

descend.PRS.3PL towards and eat.PRS.3PL

They will come down and eat you.
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Text 3
MÄʹHTT ČUÕŠK PUEʹTTE SÄÄʹMJÂNNMA −
HOW THE MOSQUITOS CAME TO LAPLAND
(told by Anni Feodoroff, taken from Mosnikoff 1992: 65)
1.1. MÄʹHTT ČUÕŠK
how

PUEʹTTE

SÄÄʹMJÂNNMA

mosquito.PL.NOM come.PST.3PL Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL

How mosquitos came to be in Lapland.

2.1. Tuuʹl

Sääʹmjânnmest

jiâ

leäm

ni voops

in.former.times Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC NEG.3PL be.PST.PTCP not.one
čuõšk

.

mosquito.SG.GEN
In times gone by, not a single mosquito lived in Lapland.

2.2. Tõk

leʹjje

DIST.PL.NOM

pâi

Lääʹddjânnmest

.

be.PST.3PL only Finn.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC

They only lived in Finland.

2.3. Näʹde

čuõšk

aʹlǧǧe

smiõttâd

, što

then (D.P.) mosquito.PL.NOM begin.PST.3PL ponder.INF
vueʹlǧǧe

ǩiččâd tõn

pueʹrr jânnam

leave.PRS.3PL see.INF DIST.SG.ACC good
eeunaž

leäi

mainstam

land.SG.ACC

COMP

, koʹst
REL.SG.LOC

sij
3PL.NOM
siʹjjid
3PL.ILL

.

spider.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG tell.PST.PTCP
Then the mosquitos began to think about going to see that good land, which Spider had told
them about.
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2.4. Tõt

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

kuärggti
leʹjje

mõõn

COMP

pueʹrr leäi

what.SG.GEN good

puõccu

da

, saauʒ

dog.PL.NOM

juõʹǩǩnallšem siõm jieʹlli

toʹben jieʹllem

be.PST.3SG there

, pieʹnne

be.PST.3PL reindeer.PL.NOM
each+kind

Sääʹmjânnmest

be.PST.3SG visit.PST.PTCP Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC and

, što

brag.PST.3SG

jeällam

small animal.SG.NOM

life.SG.NOM

, kaaic

sheep.PL.NOM

, koin

da

goat.PL.NOM and

jiâ

leäkku

REL.PL.LOC NEG.3PL

jiâǥa

:

be.NEG

ni måkam

põõrt

suâj

.

NEG+what.kind.of

house.PL.NOM NEG.3PL+CONJ protection.PL.NOM

He had visited Lapland and bragged about how good life was there: there were reindeer,
dogs, sheep, goats and all kinds of small animals, who didn't have any kind of house s or
protection.

2.5. Da säʹmmla-õs

vuäʹđđe

åuggan päälljas ââʹlm

and Saami.PL.NOM-as.for sleep.PRS.3PL outside bare

vueʹlnn .

sky.SG.GEN under

And as for the Saami, they sleep under the bare sky.

2.6. Leâša eeunaž
but
što

mainsti

puk

pâi

tõn

diõtt

spider.SG.NOM tell.PST.3SG all.SG.ACC only DIST.SG.GEN for.the.sake.of

tõt

COMP DIST.SG.NOM

täättai

, što

want.PST.3SG

Sääʹmjânnma

COMP

čuõšk

vueʹlǧǧe

mosquito.PL.NOM leave.PRS.3PL

.

Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL
But Spider told all this just because he wanted the mosquitos to leave and go to Lapland.
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2.7. Ku

sij

pâi

åskka

suu

da

tuejjee

nuʹtt

, što

when 3PL.NOM only believe.PRS.3PL 3SG.ACC and do.PRS.3PL like.that
mäʹhtt son
how

tätt

, son

3SG.NOM want.PRS.3SG

jičč

vuäǯǯči

COMP

puârast

3SG.NOM self.SG.NOM get.COND.3SG well

påǥsted siʹjjid .
laugh.INF 3PL.ILL
When they just believe him and do as he wants them to, he will really be able to laugh at
them.

2.8. Suʹst

ku

lij

nåkam

mall

, što

3SG.LOC when be.PRS.3SG that.kind plan.SG.NOM
fiin sääiʹmid

juõʹvve

da

sueʹjji

son

COMP

kååđđ

3SG.NOM spin.PRS.3SG

kõʹsǩǩe

fine web.PL.ACC rocky.ground.SG.ILL and birch.tree.PL.GEN middle.SG.ILL
čuõškid

šeeʹllem

diõtt

.

mosquito.PL.ACC catch.ACT.PTCP for.the.sake.of
Because he has a plan to spin fine webs on rocky ground and between the birch trees in
order to catch the mosquitos.

2.9. Säimma

ku

čuõšk

pâššne

ǩidd

web.SG.ILL when mosquito.PL.NOM get.caught.PRS.3PL closed
jičč

orčč

kuâŋŋa lääiʹj

self.SG.NOM run.PRS.3SG along

da

vuäǯǯ

, teʹl son
then 3SG.NOM
nääiʹt

šiõǥǥ

thread.SG.GEN and get.PRS.3SG in.this.way good

porrmõõžž .
food.SG.ACC
When the mosquitos get caught in the web, then he will run along the thread and in that way
get a good meal.
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2.10. Näʹde

čuõšk

smiõʹtte

, što

then (D.P.) mosquito.PL.NOM ponder.PST.3PL
sij

puk

COMP

âʹlǧǧe-a
must.PRS.3PL-INTER

õhttna vueʹlǧǧed .

3PL.NOM all.SG.NOM at.once leave.INF
Then the mosquitos started to wonder whether or not they should all leave at once.

2.11. Čuõški

maaddâräkk

cieʹlǩi

, što

mosquito.PL.GEN great.grandmother.SG.NOM say.PST.3SG
jiâ

õõlǥče

vueʹlǧǧed seämma ääiʹjest

NEG.3PL

must.COND:NEG leave.INF

same

COMP

puk
all.SG.NOM

.

time.SG.LOC

The mosquitos' great-grandmother said that they mustn't all leave at the same time.

2.12. Vuõššân muäʹdd čuõškkâd
first
måkam

several
lij

âʹlǧǧe

vueʹlǧǧed ǩiččâd , što

mosquito.PART must.PRS.3PL leave.INF
jieʹllem

Sääʹmjânnmest

see.INF

COMP

.

what.kind.of be.PRS.3SG life.SG.NOM Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC
First several mosquitos should leave to check out what life is like in Lapland.

2.13. Tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

leʹjje

kutt čuõšk

be.PST.3PL six

, kook

mosquito.SG.GEN

They were six mosquitos that left.

2.14. Mäʹtǩǩ

leäi

kuʹǩǩ

journey.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG long.SG.NOM
The journey was long.
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REL.PL.NOM

vuõʹlǧǧe
leave.PST.3PL

.

2.15. Õhtt

čuõškk

levvji

juʹn

tõn

one.NOM mosquito.SG.NOM grow.weary.PST.3SG already DIST.SG.GEN
kõõskâst

.

middle.SG.LOC
One mosquito grew weary when only half-way there.

2.16. Tõt

kaauni

DIST.SG.NOM

, kååʹtt

young.reindeer.SG.ACC
, ku

herd.SG.LOC

vuäđđjam

find.PST.3SG sunny+slope.SG.LOC fall.asleep.PST.PTCP

čiõrmiǩ
čiõkkrest

laanõkvieʹltest
leäi

REL.SG.NOM

sij

čõʹǩǩääm

saaʹmi

be.PST.3SG run.away.PST.PTCP Saami.PL.GEN

mõʹnne

tâʹvvtuõddra

.

when 3PL.NOM go.PST.3PL north+fell.SG.ILL

He found a young reindeer that had fallen asleep on a sunny slope, which had run away
from the Saami herd when they had gone to a northern fell.

2.17. Čuõškk

seeivai

sami čiõrmiǩ

piõjjnja

da

mosquito.SG.NOM land.PST.3SG quite young.reindeer.SG.GEN tail.SG.ILL and
aaʹlji

poorrâd tõʹst

begin.PST.3SG eat.INF

.

DIST.SG.LOC

The mosquito landed right on the young reindeer's tail and started to eat from there.

2.18. Ku

leäi

čååuʹjes

tiudd poorrâm

when be.PST.3SG stomach.SG.ACC.3SG full
vuâŋškueʹđi

čiõrmiǩ

čââʹlm

eat.PST.PTCP

, ǩeʹrddli

da

fly.off.PST.3SG and

âʹlnn .

rest.INCP.PST.3SG young.reindeer.SG.GEN eye.SG.GEN on
When he had eaten until his stomach was full, he flew off and came to rest on the young
reindeer's eye.
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2.19. Tõʹst

čiõrmiǩ

DIST.SG.LOC

čââʹlmes

veärggteškueʹđi de

young.reindeer.SG.NOM eye.SG.ACC.3SG blink.INCP.PST.3SG and

čuõškâst

jueʹlǧǧ

rännʼji

.

mosquito.SG.LOC leg.SG.NOM be.injured.PST.3SG
There the young reindeer started to blink its eyes and the mosquito's leg was injured.

2.20. Tõt

ääiǥai

DIST.SG.NOM

jooudi

vueʹlǧǧed jeeʹres

begin.PST.3SG leave.INF

čiõrmiǩ

årra

, leâša

different direction.SG.ILL

but

njuuʹnnseârrma .

fall.into.PST.3SG young.reindeer.SG.GEN nostril.SG.ILL
The mosquito began to set off elsewhere, but ended up falling into the nostril of the young
reindeer.

2.21. Čiõrmiǩ

ku

vuõiŋast

, teʹl

young.reindeer.SG.NOM when take.breath.PRS.3SG
jordd

, što

believe.PRS.3SG

then mosquito.SG.NOM

pakk ǩieʹsspiõgg

COMP

čuõškk
pååss

.

warm summer.SG.NOM+wind.SG.NOM blow.PRS.3SG

When the young reindeer took a breath, then the mosquito thought it was a warm summer
wind which was blowing.

2.22. Sõrgg pueʹđi
soon
čiõrmiǩ

tõõzz

čuâr

da

čaaŋi

come.PST.3SG DIST.SG.ILL fly.SG.NOM and go.in.PST.3SG
pellja

.

young.reindeer.SG.GEN ear.SG.ILL
Soon a fly came there and went into the young reindeer's ear.
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2.23. Tõʹst

čiõrmiǩ

DIST.SG.LOC

påʹʒʒlõõđi

da

vueiʹves

young.reindeer.SG.NOM shake.oneself.PST.3SG and head.SG.ACC.3SG

puʹštškueʹđi

nuʹtt

što

čuõškk

rõõvvi

kookkas

shake.INCP.PST.3SG like.that COMP mosquito.SG.NOM fall.PST.3SG far.away
reeʹssi

sizz .

twig.PL.GEN into
There the young reindeer shook himself and shook his head in such a way that the mosquito
fell down far away in between some twigs.

2.24. Mâŋŋa tõʹst
later
vuäinnam

ij

ni ǩii

DIST.SG.LOC NEG.3SG

leäkku tõn

nobody.SG.NOM be.NEG DIST.SG.ACC

.

see.PST.PTCP
After that, nobody has seen him.

2.25. Čiõrmiǩ

võʹllʼji

da

tiârškueʹđi

nuʹtt

što

young.reindeer.SG.NOM jump.PST.3SG and gallop.INCP.PST.3SG like.that COMP
piõjjânj

pâi veärgg

, ku

tail.SG.NOM only swing.PRS.3SG
suõiʹnid

tõt

mâânn

jokkriddu

when DIST.SG.NOM go.PRS.3SG river.bank.SG.ILL

poorrâd .

hay.PL.ACC eat.INF
The young reindeer jumped up and started galloping in such a way that the tail just swung as
he went to the riverbank to eat hay.
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2.26. Vitt

jeeʹres

čuõškkâd

peäʹsse

Sääʹmjânnma

,

five.NOM different mosquito.PART make.it.PRS.3PL Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL
leâš-a õhtt
but

hiâvvni

mieʹlǩǩnäppa

, nuʹbb

one.NOM drown.PST.3SG milk.SG.NOM+bowl.SG.ILL

tõpplõõvi

kuäʹđ

suõvâst

da

other.SG.NOM

kuälmad

be.choked.PST.3SG Lapp.hut.SG.GEN smoke.SG.LOC and third.NOM
sårrji

vuäʹmm ääʹǩǩ

become.tangled.PST.3SG old
tõõzz

kohttu

da

jaaʹmi

crone.SG.GEN skirt.SG.ILL and die.PST.3SG

.

DIST.SG.ILL

Five different mosquitos made it to Lapland, but one drowned in a bowl of milk, another
was choked in the smoke from a Lapp hut and a third became tangled in an old crone's skirt
and died there.

2.27. Pâi

kuõʹhtt čuõšk

pieʹsse

mååusat

only two.NOM mosquito.SG.GEN make.it.PST.3PL back
Lääʹddjânnma

da

vuõiʹtte

mainsted järrsid

Finn.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL and be.able.PST.3PL tell.INF
muđoi

kâʹl lij

Sääʹmjânnmest

other.PL.ILL

much

såʹrmmpääiʹǩ

COMP

pueʹrr , leâša čuuʹt

otherwise yes be.PRS.3SG Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC good
jiânnai liâ

, što

but

very

.

be.PRS.3PL death.SG.NOM+place.PL.NOM

Only two mosquitos made it back to Finland and were able to tell the others that Lapland
was indeed a good place, although there were too many places of death.
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2.28. Čuõški

maaddâräkk

cieʹlǩi

teʹl

: "

mosquito.PL.GEN great.grandmother.SG.NOM say.PST.3SG then
Sääʹmjânnma

âlgg

mõõnnâd čuâr

Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL must.PRS.3SG go.INF
nokk

õhttu , ku

fly.SG.NOM alone

tõt

lij

vaarõõtti

DIST.SG.NOM

be.PRS.3SG enough take.care.PST.3SG

when

."

Then the mosquitos' great grandmother said: "A fly must go to Lapland alone, when he takes
enough care."

2.29. Leâša tõk
but

DIST.PL.NOM

jeällam

leʹjje

REL.PL.NOM

, cieʹlǩǩe

visit.PST.PTCP
puk

, kook

be.PST.3PL Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.LOC

: " Kâʹl mij

say.PST.3PL

Sääʹmjânnmest
piʹrǧǧeeškueʹttep

yes 1PL.NOM manage.INCP.PRS.1PL

õhttna vueʹlǧǧep

, ku

pâi

when only

."

all.PL.NOM at.once leave.PRS.1PL
But those who had visited Lapland say: "We will manage when we all leave at once."

2.30. Näʹde

puk

čuõšk

vueʹlǧǧe

.

then (D.P.) all.PL.NOM mosquito.PL.NOM leave.PRS.3PL
Then all the mosquitos left.

2.31. Ku

puäʹtte

Sääʹmjânnma

, käuʹnne

when come.PRS.3SG Saami.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL
puäʒʒčiõkkâr

liâššmen

obb

find.PRS.3PL all

rååđast

.

reindeer.SG.NOM+herd.SG.ACC rest.PROG.PTCP birch.grove.SG.LOC
When they came to Lapland they found a whole herd of reindeer resting in a birch grove.
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2.32. Vuõššân ij
first

ni ǩii

NEG.3SG

teâttam

, što

nobody.SG.NOM know.PST.PTCP

täk

leʹjje

jieʹlʼjid

PROX.PL.NOM

be.PST.3PL animal.PL.ACC

mõõk

COMP

what.PL.NOM

.

At first nobody knew what kind of animal these were.

2.33. Teä hoʹhssje
then notice.PST.3PL
puõccu

, što

täk

COMP PROX.PL.NOM

, mäʹhtt juʹn

reindeer.PL.NOM

how

teâđast

eeunaž

liâ

of.course be.PRS.3PL
leäi

siʹjjid mainstam

.

already spider.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG 3PL.ILL tell.PST.PTCP

Then they noticed that these were of course reindeer, as Spider had already told them.

2.34. Sij

puk

ǩeʹrddle

tõõi

ool

da

sõrgg puk

3PL.NOM all.PL.NOM fly.off.PST.3PL DIST.PL.GEN towards and soon
puõccu

leʹjje

tiârrlam

päälljas tuõddâr

reindeer.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL gallop.off.PST.PTCP bare

all.PL.NOM

laʹǩǩe

.

fell.SG.GEN summit.SG.ILL

They all flew towards the reindeer and soon all the reindeer had galloped off up to the top of
a bare fell.
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Text 4
TUÂL’JÕŽÄÄIʹJ JIEʹLLMEST −
ABOUT LIFE IN THE OLDEN DAYS
(told by Anastasia Mosnikoff, taken from Mosnikoff 1992: 102)
1.1. TUÂLʼJÕŽÄÄIʹJ

JIEʹLLMEST

former+time.SG.GEN life.SG.LOC
About life in the olden days.

2.1. 1. Sääʹmjieʹllem

pirr

Saami.SG.GEN+life.SG.GEN around
About Saami life.

3.1. Sääʹmjieʹllem

iʹlleäm

näuʹddem tät-aa

Saami.SG.GEN+life.SG.NOM NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP this.kind
jieʹllem
life.SG.NOM

, õõlǥi

ǩeässa

pâi

this-here

nueʹtted

da

have.to.PST.3SG in.summer only fish.with.seine.nets.INF and

sääiʹmid

ââʹnned , suukkâd da

gill.net.PL.ACC use.INF

row.INF

väʹʒʒed .

and walk.INF

Saami life wasn't like life nowadays. In summer we just had to fish with seine nets and use
gill nets, row and walk.

3.2. Nueʹtteeʹl

võõrâs kueʹl

seine.fish.INSTR fresh
seämmanalla

šiʹlleš

fish.SG.ACC catch.PST.4

, sääiʹmivuiʹm
gill.net.PL.COM

.

in.the.same.way
By fishing with a seine net one could catch fresh fish, in the same way with gill nets.
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3.3. Tueʹlää

kåccješ

sääiʹmi

årra

, vuõʹlǧǧeš , jälstet

in.the.morning awake.PST.4 gill.net.PL.GEN next.to
peeiʹv

leave.PST.4

spend.PRS.4

.

day.SG.ACC
In the morning one would wake up next to the gill next, leave, and spend the day there.

3.4. Jeäʹǩǩääž šâdd
evening

, eʹpet nuâtta

become.PRS.3SG

vueʹljet

.

again seine.net.SG.ILL leave.PRS.4

Evening comes, again one heads over to the seine net. [NB. does narrator mean gill nets?]

3.5. Sami âlgg

võõrâs kueʹlin

quite must.PRS.3SG fresh

jieʹlled ǩeässa

.

fish.SG.COM live.INF in.summer

We basically had to live off fresh fish in the summer.

3.6. A

tõn

pääiʹǩest

ij

kåʹdškuäʹđ

kueʹl

, de

well (D.P.) DIST.SG.LOC place.SG.LOC NEG.3SG catch.INCP.NEG fish.SG.ACC
nuuʹbb

sâjja

and

mõõnât .

other.SG.ILL place.SG.ILL go.PRS.4
Well, if one didn't start to catch any fish in that place, one would go to another place.

3.7. Ǩeäʹst

liâ

jäänab nueʹtt

who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL more
nuuʹbb

jääuʹrest

da

sääiʹm

,

seine.net.PL.NOM and gill.net.PL.NOM

pâi mâânn

jiijjâs

jeävvsivuiʹm

.

other.SG.LOC lake.SG.LOC just go.PRS.3SG own.SG.GEN.3SG provision.PL.COM
He who has more seine nets and gill nets just goes from the other lake with his own
provisions.
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3.8. A

kååʹtt

ääʹpptab

leäi

feʹrttji

vueʹlǧǧed puk

well (D.P.) REL.SG.NOM poor.CMPRT be.PST.3SG have.to.PST.3st leave.INF
piârrjines

da

jååʹđat

puk nueʹttes

family.SG.COM.3SG and transport.PRS.3SG all
sääiʹmees

di

võnnses

all

di

seine.net.SG.ACC.3SG and

ǩeäss

de

kuâdd

.

gill.net.PL.ACC.3SG and boat.SG.ACC.3SG pull.PRS.3SG and carry.PRS.3SG
Well, he who was poorer had to set off with his whole family and transport everything, his
seine net and his gill nets and he pulls and carries his boat.

3.9. De päärna

liâ

de

kaazz

da

pieʹnne

.

and child.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL and cat.PL.NOM and dog.PL.NOM
And then there are the children and the cats and the dogs.

3.10. Måtam liâ
some

, kuuʹǩǩab kõʹsǩǩe

be.PRS.3PL

saauʒeez

vueʹlǧǧe

di

far.CMPRT distance.SG.ILL leave.PRS.3PL and

mieʹldd

väʹldde

di

tõid

vääʹʒʒte

.

sheep.PL.GEN.3PL with (s.o.) take.PRS.3PL and DIST.PL.ACC walk.CAUS.PL.3PL
Some people went on longer trips and they took their sheep with them and lead them along.

3.11. Toʹben âʹte
there

jäälast

then (D.P.) live.PRS.3SG

, mõõn

kuuʹǩǩ jälsteʹžže

what.SG.GEN long

.

live.POT.3PL

So, there he lived, however long they might have lived there.

3.12. Kueʹl

ij

kåʹdškuäʹđ

fish.SG.ACC NEG.3SG catch.INCP.NEG
puätt

, de

eʹpet tõõzz

väʹstt

and again DIST.SG.ILL back

.

come.PRS.3SG
If he didn't catch any fish then again he would come back to there.
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3.13. Tõn

jääuʹr

DIST.SG.GEN

riddu

mâânn

jälsted .

lake.SG.GEN shore.SG.ILL go.PRS.3SG live.INF

He goes to live on the shore of a lake.

3.14. De čõhčč

šâdd

.

and autumn.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG
Then autumn arrives.

3.15. Ââʹn pååđjääuʹrin

älgg

jååʹtted

.

now forest.lake.PL.LOC begin.PRS.3SG travel.INF
Now he starts to travel from forest lakes.

3.16. Puõccu

tääʹvet

de

vuâlgg

, ǩeeʹzzat

reindeer.SG.ACC grab.PRS.3SG and leave.PRS.3SG
võnnsid

pull.CAUS.PRS.3SG

sääiʹmivuiʹm .

boat.PL.ACC gill.net.PL.COM
He catches a reindeer and sets off, having the boats pulled with the gill nets.

3.17. Mieʹččjääuʹrest

älgg

sääiʹmid

ââʹnned .

forest.SG.GEN+lake.SG.LOC begin.PRS.3SG gill.net.PL.ACC use.INF
At the forest lake he begins to use the gill nets.

3.18. Sääiʹmid

âânn

nuʹtt

kuuʹǩǩ ääiʹj

gill.net.PL.ACC use.PRS.3SG like.that long
kådd

kueʹlid

.

catch.PRS.3SG fish.PL.ACC
He uses gill nets for as long as he catches fish.
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time.SG.GEN

, ku
when

3.19. Jääuʹrest

jäurra

nuʹtt-i

jåått

.

lake.SG.LOC lake.SG.ILL like.that-just travel.PRS.3SG
From lake to lake, just like that he travels.

3.20. Mâânn

mâânn

, de

go.PRS.3SG go.PRS.3SG

täʹlvv

puäʹđškuätt

.

and winter.SG.NOM come.INCP.PRS.3SG

And so he goes, and the winter begins (lit. starts to come).

3.21. De vuâlgg
pâi

mååust , ij

mõõn ǩieʹsspäikka

and leave.PRS.3SG back

NEG.3SG

čõhččpäikka

, toʹb

only autumn.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL
čõhččpõrtt

go.NEG summer.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL
lij

there be.PRS.3SG

, tõʹst

autumn.SG.NOM+house.SG.NOM

,

DIST.SG.LOC

älgg

jälsted .

begin.PRS.3SG live.INF

He heads back, he doesn't go to the summer dwelling place, but rather the autumn dwelling
place. There is an autumn house there and there he starts living.

3.22. Jäälast

tõʹst

čõõuč

, di

live.PRS.3SG DIST.SG.LOC autumn.SG.GEN

jääuʹr

kâʹlmme

.

and lake.PL.NOM freeze.PRS.3PL

He lives there for the autumn and then the lakes freeze.

3.23. Näʹde

juŋstõlškuätt

.

then (D.P.) ice.fish.with.net.INCP.PRS.3SG
Then he begins fishing with a net under the ice.
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3.24. Juŋŋsid

peejj

mâʹmmet

suʹst

liâ

sääiʹm

.

ice.net.PL.ACC put.PRS.3SG to.what.extent 3SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL gill.net.PL.NOM
He sets as many ice nets as he has gill nets at his disposal. [NB. An “ice net” is a gill net
which is fed under the ice and held between two holes in the ice.]

3.25. Juõʹǩǩsâjja

juŋstââll

.

each+place.SG.ILL ice.fish.with.net.PRS.3SG
He fishes everywhere with a net under the ice.

3.26. Eiʹdde de
just

jäuʹrrjiõŋŋ

pâi

pââʹjad

, teʹlles

and lake.SG.NOM+ice.SG.NOM only bear.PRS.3SG

juŋstõlškuätt

immediately

.

ice.fish.with.net.INCP.PRS.3SG
As soon as the lake ice is able to support his weight, he starts fishing with ice nets right
away.

3.27. Måtam čiõkkrest
some

liâ

de

seʹrdde

puõccid

.

herd.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL and transfer.PRS.3PL reindeer.PL.ACC

Some people are with the herd and they transfer the reindeer.

3.28. Di

täʹlvv

šâdd

.

and winter.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG
And so winter arrives.

3.29. Rosttvi

poodd

vueʹlǧǧe

siʹjdde

seʹrdded

Christmas.PL.GEN moment.SG.GEN leave.PRS.3PL village.SG.ILL transfer.INF
At Christmas time they set off to move to the village.
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3.30. Siʹjdde

âlgg

vueʹlǧǧed tõn

village.SG.ILL must.PRS.3SG leave.INF
škooul

älgg

diõtt

DIST.SG.GEN

, što

for.the.sake.of

COMP

.

school.SG.NOM begin.PRS.3SG
It is necessary to go to the village because the school will begin.

3.31. Ǩeäʹst

liâ

škooulpäärna

, na

who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL school.SG.NOM+child.PL.NOM
õʹlǧǧe

škoouʹle

tõk

well (D.P.) DIST.PL.NOM

kuåstteed .

must.PRS.3PL school.SG.ILL send.INF
Those who have school children, well, they must send (them) to school.

3.32. Nuʹbb tuejj
other

lij

sååbbar

.

work.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG village.council.SG.NOM

Another job is the village council.

3.33. Sååbbar

šâdd

de

oummu

village.council.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG and person.PL.NOM
õõlǥškuäʹtte

, de

be.obliged.INCP.PRS.3PL
såbbra

eeʹžžiin

iʹlla

kuʹǩǩ mõõnnâd

and trustee.PL.LOC NEG.3SG+be.NEG far

go.INF

.

village.council.SG.ILL
The village council is held and people are obliged to go, and the trustees do not have far to
go to the village council.
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3.34. Ne

teä

tõk

seʹrdde

, mâʹnne

well (D.P.) then DIST.PL.NOM transfer.PRS.3PL
puõccivuiʹm

de

čiõkkriʹnez

mâʹnne

seämmanalla

go.PRS.3PL in.the.same.way

.

reindeer.PL.COM and herd.SG.COM.3PL go.PRS.3PL
Well, then they move, they go in the same way with the reindeer and they go with their herd.

3.35. Ǩeäʹst

lij

kuʹǩǩ kõskk

who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG long
lij

vuäʹnkab

, kuäʹss ǩeäʹst

distance.SG.NOM

kõskk

when

who.SG.LOC

.

be.PRS.3SG short.CMPRT distance.SG.NOM
Some have a long distance to travel, while others have a shorter distance to go.

3.36. Siidâst

jälste

nuʹtt

kuuʹǩǩ ku škooul

village.SG.LOC live.PRS.3PL like.that long

peštt

.

as school.SG.NOM last.PRS.3SG

They live in the village for as long as school lasts.

3.37. Na

eeʹjjpeiʹvv

poodd

âʹte

well (D.P.) year.SG.GEN+day.SG.NOM(=Easter) moment.SG.GEN then (D.P.)
liâ

måtam veâl siidâst

be.PRS.3PL some

.

still village.SG.LOC

Well, at Easter time there are still some people in the village.

3.38. Teä vueʹlǧǧe

seʹrdded

piârrjeezvuiʹm

di

čiõkkriʹnez

then leave.PRS.3PL transfer.INF family.PL.COM.3PL and herd.SG.COM.3PL
Then they set off to move their families and their herd.
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3.39. Cuâŋ

lij

måtam eeʹjj

snow.crust.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG some
lij

måtam eeʹjj

be.PRS.3SG some

, jõnn muõtt

year.PL.NOM

big

snow.SG.NOM

.

year.PL.NOM

Some years there is a hard crust on the snow, some years there is a lot of snow.

3.40. Jõnn muõtt
big

lij

, iʹlla

snow.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

puäʒʒpoorrâmpiull

.

reindeer.SG.NOM+eat.ACT.PTCP+bare.spot.SG.NOM (where snow has melted)
(If) there is a lot of snow, there aren't any bare spots in the snow where the reindeer can eat.

3.41. De nuʹtt-i

joʹtte

.

and like.that-just travel.PST.3PL
And just like that they travelled.

3.42. Måtmin

ku

lij

kuʹǩǩ kõskk

some.PL.LOC when be.PRS.3SG long
peeiʹvid

jåʹtte

distance.SG.NOM

, nieʹttel
week.SG.GEN

.

day.PL.ACC go.PRS.3PL
Some people who have a long distance, they travel for about a week.

3.43. Mâʹnne

mâʹnne

de

tääʹlv

õnnum

puõccu

go.PRS.3PL go.PRS.3PL and winter.SG.GEN use.PASS.PTCP reindeer.PL.NOM
liâ
be.PRS.3PL

, måtam levvje
some

.

tire.PRS.3PL

On they go and there are reindeer which had been used through the winter, some grow
weary.
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3.44. Levvje

, leâš-a kââʹlm sami jiâ

tire.PRS.3PL

but

.

die.NEG quite NEG.3PL

They tire, but they do not quite die.

3.45. Na

däs

poorte

de

eʹpet jåttje

.

well (D.P.) again eat.CAUS.PRS.3PL and again set.off.PRS.3PL
Well, again they feed (the reindeers) and again they set off.

3.46. Meeʹst leäi

kuʹǩǩ seʹrddemkõskk

1PL.LOC be.PST.3SG long
ǩeâđđa

âlgg

transfer.ACT.PTCP+distance.SG.NOM

, ku
when

mååusat pâʹjjpäikka

in.spring must.PRS.3SG back

upper+place.SG.ILL (=summer dwelling place)

vueʹlǧǧed .
leave.INF
We had a long distance to move when we had to head back to the summer village in spring.

3.47. De nieʹttel

jåått

sami ǩiđđpuõccivuiʹm

and week.SG.NOM travel.PRS.3SG quite spring.SG.NOM+reindeer.PL.COM
And he travels for a week with the spring reindeer.

3.48. Teä puätt

de

jälsteškuätt

then come.PRS.3SG and live.INCP.PRS.3SG
Then he arrives and settles down to live.

3.49. Jäälast
live.PRS.3SG
And so he lives.
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3.50. Tõt

jeällsââʹjj

DIST.SG.NOM

lij

being.SG.NOM+place.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

ǩiđđjeällsââʹjj

, ij

spring.SG.NOM+being.SG.NOM+place.SG.NOM
ǩieʹssjeällsâjja

NEG.3SG

veâl puättam
still come.PST.PTCP

, leâš-a

summer.SG.NOM+being.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL
ǩiđđjeällsâjja

but

pueʹđi

de

tõʹst

spring.SG.NOM+being.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL come.PST.3SG and DIST.SG.LOC
jälsteškueʹđi

.

live.INCP.PST.3SG
That dwelling place is the spring dwelling place. He didn‟t yet arrive at the summer dwelling
place, but he got to the spring dwelling place and there he sets up home.

3.51. Čiõǥǥâr

lij

suʹst

.

herd.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG 3SG.LOC
He has a herd.

3.52. Tõn
DIST.SG.ACC

čõõni

ǩidd

de

puõcci

seʹst

jälsti

.

tie.up.PST.3SG closed and reindeer.SG.GEN among live.PST.3SG

He tied it (the herd) up and he lived among the reindeer.

3.53. Puõccu

ääld

kueʹdškuäʹtte

.

reindeer.SG.GEN female.reindeer.PL.NOM calve.INCP.PRS.3PL
The female reindeers begin to calve.
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3.54. Tõk

jiâ

õhttna kueʹdd

DIST.PL.NOM NEG.3PL

kuâdd

at.once calve.NEG

õhtt , måtam peeiʹv

calve.PRS.3SG one

: tõn

some

peeiʹv

DIST.SG.GEN

nuʹbb

, a

day.SG.GEN (an)other

kueʹddempodd

ku

lij

day.SG.GEN
sami pääʹres

well (D.P.) quite well.timed

nieʹttel

seʹst

,

calve.ACT.PTCP+moment.SG.NOM when be.PRS.3SG week.SG.GEN inside
teʹl

kueʹdde

jiânnai õhttna .

at.that.time calve.PRS.3PL much

at.once

They don't all calve at once: on one day one calves, another day another, well, it's a welltimed calving time when many calve within the space of a week.

3.55. Äʹn vueʹss
let

tõõrǥasm

, ǩidd

calf.SG.NOM gain.strength.PRS.3SG

suutkid

, teä

day(24-hour-period).PL.ACC

âânn

mueʹddid

tied.up keep.PRS.3SG several.PL.ACC

eman

luâštt

.

then not.before free.PRS.3SG

He lets the calf gain strength, keeping (the female reindeer) tied up for several days and
nights and then finally sets them free.

3.56. Tõʹst-i

jälsti

DIST.SG.LOC-just

nuʹtt

ääldi

luʹnn

live.PRS.3SG DIST.PL.GEN female.reindeer.PL.GEN next.to

kuuʹǩǩ , ku

like.that long

tõõi

puk kueʹdde

when all

.

calve.PRS.3PL

Right there he lived next to the female reindeer as long as needed until all have calved.

3.57. Måtam vuâra äldd
some
lij

time

kuâđđai

female.reindeer.SG.NOM remain.PRS.3SG calve.ABE

mââjak .

be.PRS.3SG late
Sometimes a female reindeer does not calve when it's late.
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kueʹddǩâni , ku
when

3.58. Nuʹtt-i

feʹrttai

lueʹštted

.

like.that-just must.PRS.3SG free.PRS.3SG
He just has to let it go like that.

3.59. Na

kueʹddte

tõn

diõtt

well (D.P.) calve.CAUS.PRS.3PL DIST.SG.GEN for.the.sake.of
meârkka

, ku vuõʹzzid
as calf.PL.ACC

.

mark.PRS.3PL
Well, they have the female reindeer calve so that they can mark the calves. (NB. Since the
female reindeer is tied up, the calf will stay by her side, facilitating the ear-marking of the
newborn calf).

3.60. Mâŋŋa luâštt
later

âʹte

.

free.PRS.3SG then (D.P.)

So later he frees (them).

3.61. De puõccu

mâʹnne

luõttu

.

and reindeer.PL.NOM go.PRS.3PL nature.SG.ILL
And the reindeers run free (lit. goes to nature).

3.62. Tõn
DIST.SG.GEN

ǩieʹzz

liâ

tob

mieʹccest

hoiʹddjeǩâni .

summer.SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL there forest.SG.LOC care.ABE

During that summer they are in the forest unattended.
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3.63. Måttam lij
certain
åʹrnn

, piârrjiʹnes

be.PRS.3SG

toʹb

puõccees

family.SG.COM.3SG be.PRS.3SG there reindeer.PL.GEN.3SG

, kåvvsest

close.to

lij

jäälast

.

lean.to.shelter.SG.LOC live.PRS.3SG

A certain person might be there, with his family, close to his reindeer, living in a lean-to
shelter.

3.64. Obbkåvvsaž

, tõʹst

closed.lean.to.shelter.DIM.SG.NOM
pirr

pijjum

väärj

DIST.SG.LOC

liâ

tarpaulin.SG.ACC be.PRS.3PL

.

around put.PASS.PTCP
A small closed lean-to shelter, around which a tarpaulin has been put.

3.65. Ǩõskkpääiʹǩest

lij

toll

.

middle+place.SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG fire.SG.NOM
There is a fire in the middle.

3.66. Måtmin

lij

lâuʹŋŋkuäđaž

.

some.PL.LOC be.PRS.3SG turf.SG.NOM+hut.DIM.SG.NOM
Some people have a little turf hut.

3.67. Ku

puõccees

luõʹšti

, ǩirggni

when reindeer.PL.ACC.3SG let.go.PST.3SG
ǩieʹsspäikka

seʹrdded

de

vuõʹlji

hasten.PST.3SG and leave.PST.3SG

.

summer.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL transfer.INF
When he let his reindeer go free he hastened (to finish his work) and then set off to move to
the summer dwelling place.
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3.68. Jieʹrj

liâ

suʹst

veâl ǩidd

, što

bull.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL 3SG.LOC still tied.up
ǩeeʹzzat

ǩeʹrrsid

tõõivuiʹm

COMP DIST.PL.COM

son
3SG.NOM

.

pull.CAUS.PRS.3SG "ahkio".sled.PL.ACC
He still has the bull reindeers tied up, so that he can get them to pull the sleds.

3.69. Da ku

ǩeʹrrez

liâ

occanj , måtmid

and when "ahkio".sled.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL few
kueʹddat

some.PL.ACC

käddsivuiʹm .

carry.CAUS.PRS.3SG load.PL.COM
When there are just a few sleds, he makes some (bull reindeer) carry the loads.

3.70. Nuʹtt

puätt

jäuʹrrʼriddu

leʹbe

like.that come.PRS.3SG lake.SG.NOM+shore.SG.ILL or
jokkriddu

.

river.SG.NOM+shore.SG.ILL
So he comes to the shore of the lake or the river bank.

3.71. Tõʹst
DIST.SG.LOC

liâ

võnnâz

.

be.PRS.3PL boat.PL.NOM

There are some boats.

3.72. De jieʹrjees

luâštt

de

sollad

and bull.PL.ACC.3SG free.PRS.3SG and row.off.PRS.3SG
ǩieʹsspäikka

piârrjines

.

summer.SG.NOM+place.SG.ILL family.SG.COM.3SG
And he sets his male reindeer free and rows off to the summer dwelling place with his
family.
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3.73. Teä jälsteškueʹđi

.

then live.INCP.PST.3SG
Then he settles down to live.

3.74. Ǩieʹss

šõõddi

di

jääuʹr

jiõŋ

puk

summer.SG.NOM become.PST.3SG and lake.SG.GEN ice.PL.NOM all
võõiʹde

.

leave.PRS.3PL
Summer arrived and all the lake ice melts.

3.75. Teä jälsteškuätt
then live.INCP.PRS.3SG
âânn

, nuâtt

di

sääiʹmid

fish.with.seine.net.PRS.3SG and gill.net.PL.ACC

.

use.PRS.3SG
Life goes on and he fishes with a seine net and uses the gill nets.

3.76. Kõskkǩieʹsspoodd

ij

kååʹdd

middle.SG.NOM+summer.SG.NOM+moment.SG.GEN NEG.3SG catch.fish.NEG
sääiʹmivuiʹm , pâi
gill.net.PL.COM

nuâtt

.

only fish.with.seine.net.PRS.3SG

During midsummer he doesn‟t get any fish with gill nets, so he fishes with a seine net.

3.77. Jeäʹǩǩää

nuâtt

de

ǩeâtt

veär

in.the.evening fish.with.seine.net.PRS.3SG and cook.PRS.3SG meal.SG.ACC
påårr

da

vuäđđai

.

eat.PRS.3SG and go.to.sleep.PRS.3SG
In the evening he fishes with the seine net, then cooks a meal, eats and goes to sleep.
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3.78. Nuuʹbb

peivvže

kuâđđai

kueʹll

.

other.SG.ILL day.DIM.SG.ILL remain.PRS.3SG fish.SG.NOM
Some fish is left for another day.

3.79. Tõn

saʹlttai

DIST.SG.ACC

ǩeʹttemsältta

.

salt.PRS.3SG cook.ACT.PTCP+salt.SG.ILL

He cures it with cooking salt. [Unsure of the reason that the illative case is used here].

3.80. Na

måtmin

kâʹl leäi

tõt

leeiʹbteʹmes

well (D.P.) some.PL.LOC yes be.PST.3SG DIST.SG.NOM bread.without
jieʹtt

.

worry.SG.NOM
Well, yes, some people had nothing to eat (lit. some people had the worry of being without
bread).

3.81. Muu

muuʹšteest

muʹst

iʹlleäm

.

1SG.GEN memory.SG.LOC 1SG.LOC NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP
As far as I remember I always had food (lit. I didn't have (that worry)).

3.82. Mon

jiõm

teâttam

tõn

leeiʹbteʹmes

jeäʹđ

,

1SG.NOM NEG.1SG know.PST.PTCP DIST.SG.ACC bread.without worry.SG.ACC
ni

säähhar

even sugar.SG.NOM

, porrmõõžžteʹmes jeäʹđ
food.without

.

worry.SG.ACC

I didn‟t know that worry of not having bread, nor sugar, the worry of not having food.
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3.83. A

måtam leʹjje

well (D.P.) some
õõlǥi

ääʹppteeʹm

de

be.PST.3PL help.without.PL.NOM (=poor) and

sami pâi

čääʹʒʒest

vuäǯǯad kueʹl

.

have.to.PST.3SG quite always water.SG.LOC catch.INF fish.SG.ACC
Well, some people were poor and they just had to catch fish from the water.

3.84. Tâʹmmet lij
enough
vuäitt

jävv

, tâʹmmet lij

be.PRS.3SG flour.SG.NOM

enough

, kääkk

be.PRS.3SG

flatbread.SG.ACC

tuejjeed .

can.PRS.3SG make.INF
There was enough flour, there was enough, one could make some flatbread.

3.85. Teʹl

veâl pieʹʒʒ

poʹrreš

.

at.that.time still pine.SG.ACC eat.PST.4
People still ate pine (=flour made from inner bark of pine trees) then.

3.86. Teʹl

ruõššlast

iʹlleäm

nuʹtt

kõõrâs , što

at.that.time Russian.SG.LOC NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP like.that severe
ij

õlggâm

liikktõõllâd muõrid

NEG.3SG

must.PST.PTCP touch.INF

COMP

.

tree.PL.ACC

The Russian [note use of singular] didn't have such severe (orders) back then that one must
not touch the trees (to get food).
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3.87. Na

teʹl

čårrmeäʹcc

leäi

de

tõʹst

well (D.P.) at.that.time distant+forest.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG and DIST.SG.LOC
vuõiʹti

väʹldded pieʹʒʒin

be.able.PST.3SG take.INF

kõõr

.

pine.PL.LOC bark.SG.ACC

Well, there was a distant forest and from there it was possible to take bark from the pine
trees.

3.88. Koon

muõr

REL.SG.ACC

aunnsen

vaʹldde

, tõn

tree.SG.ACC take.PST.3PL

õʹnne

mâŋŋa puäʹldde

DIST.SG.ACC

later

leʹbe

burn.PRS.3PL or

.

material.ESS use.PST.3PL
Whatever tree they took, they later burnt it or used it as material.

3.89. Na

pieʹʒʒivuiʹm

jäävv

kuuʹǩǩab peʹštte

.

well (D.P.) pine.bark.PL.COM flour.PL.NOM far.CMPRT last.PL.3PL
Well, with the pine bark the flour lasted longer.

3.90. Meäʹcc

uuʹdi

leeiʹb

.

forest.SG.NOM give.PST.3SG bread.SG.ACC
The forest gave (=provided us with) bread.

3.91. A

kook

liâ

vuõiʹttjab

oummu

well (D.P.) REL.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL wealthy.CMPRT person.PL.NOM
jävv

lij

de

säähhar

lij

, tõin
DIST.PL.LOC

.

flour.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG and sugar.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG
Well, those who are wealthier people, they have flour and sugar.
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3.92. Nuʹtt

jeäll

tõn

ǩieʹzz

ǩeeʹjjmieʹldd ,

like.that live.PRS.3SG DIST.SG.GEN summer.SG.GEN until.the.end
jåått

jääuʹrest

jäurra

.

travel.PRS.3SG lake.SG.LOC lake.SG.ILL
That's how he lives until the end of that summer, he travels from lake to lake.

3.93. Teʹl

iʹlleäm

mäʹhtt täʹst

at.that.time NEG.be.PST.3SG how
mõõn

kueʹl

kådd

ââʹn lij

PROX.SG.LOC

, tõn

what.SG.ACC fish.SG.ACC catch.PRS.3SG

now be.PRS.3SG

kauʹppe

DIST.SG.ACC

, što
COMP

veekk

.

shop.SG.ILL take.PRS.3SG

Back then it wasn't like it is now, that he takes whatever fish he catches to the shop.

3.94. Tob

leäi

mieʹccest

, pâi

there be.PST.3SG forest.SG.LOC
vääras

noori

da

tääʹlv

only gather.PST.3SG and winter.SG.GEN

mâŋŋa čõhččǩeässa

for.purpose.of later
noori

autumn.SG.NOM+in.summer (=in.late.summer)

.

gather.PST.3SG
There he was (living) in the forest, he just gathered and for the winter he gathered during the
late summer.

3.95. A

ǩeâđđa

de

ǩeässa

kuškkii

, kåʹšǩǩkueʹllen

well (D.P.) in.spring and in.summer let.dry.PST.3SG
raaji

håʹt leežž

nuʹǩǩeš

dry+fish.ESS

, håʹt vuâsk

make.PST.3SG even be.POT.3SG pike.SG.NOM

even perch.SG.NOM

kuâlaž

.

fish.DIM.SG.NOM

, håʹt takai

kueʹll

, håʹt siõm
even small

even common fish.SG.NOM

Well, in spring and in summer he let the fish dry, he made dried fish, be it pike, be it perch,
be it a small fish or be it a common fish.
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3.96. Ku

kåʹšǩǩkueʹllen raaji

when dry+fish.ESS

, teʹl

make.PST.3SG

jiâ

kuõccâǥ .

at.that.time NEG.3PL rot.NEG

When he made dried fish, then they don't rot.

3.97. Teʹl

leʹjje

lååʹdd

tiudd .

at.that.time be.PST.3PL bird.PL.NOM full
At that time there were lots of birds (lit. birds full).

3.98. Teʹl

looʹddid

šiʹlle

.

at.that.time bird.PL.ACC catch.PST.3PL
Then they caught birds.

3.99. Kook

leʹjje

REL.PL.NOM

looʹddid

takai

jooʹtti

oummu

be.PST.3PL habitual wander.PRS.PTCP person.PL.NOM

puʹhtte

bird.PL.ACC bring.PST.3PL

, čääʹččlooʹddid

, tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

.

water.SG.NOM+bird.PL.ACC

Those who were habitual wandering people, they brought back birds, waterbirds.

3.100. Reeppaid

da

kåʹšǩǩlooʹddid koʹddeš tâʹmmet

willow.grouse.PL.ACC and dry+bird.PL.ACC kill.PST.4 to.such.an.extent
poorrâd .
eat.INF
People killed as many willow grouse and land birds as they would eat.
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3.101. Čõhččtääʹlvest

puõccees

autumn.SG.NOM+winter.SG.LOC (=in.late.autumn) reindeer.PL.ACC.3SG
kooʹddi

.

kill.PST.3SG
In late autumn he killed (some of) his reindeer.

3.102. Tõid

tälvva

DIST.PL.ACC

Taʹrre

viiǥǥi

kauppjõõzzi

årra

håʹt

in.winter carry.PST.3SG shop.keeper.PL.GEN to.one's.place even

, håʹt Kuâlõʹǩǩe .

Norway.ILL

even Kuola.ILL

He would take them in winter to shopkeepers, be they in Norway or even the Kola Peninsula.

3.103. Leʹjje

måttam kauppjõõzz

be.PST.3PL certain
vieʹljid

ouʹdde

, što

shop.keeper.PL.NOM

COMP

pirr

eeʹjj

around year.SG.GEN

.

debt.PL.ACC give.PRS.3PL
There were certain shopkeepers who gave debts throughout the year.

3.104. Vuäʹmm vieʹljid
old

mäʹhsse

debt.PL.ACC pay.PRS.3PL

, ođđ vieʹljid

ouʹdde

.

new debt.PL.ACC give.PRS.3PL

They paid old debts and gave new debts.

3.105. Eʹpet pirr

eeʹjj

porrmõõžž väldd

mâʹmmet

son

again around year.SG.GEN food.SG.ACC take.PRS.3SG to.what.extent 3SG.NOM
jiõčč

tätt

.

self.SG.NOM want.PRS.3SG
Again, throughout the year he can take as much food as he wants.
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3.106. Rääidain

jeäll

viǯǯmen

.

reindeer.train.SG.COM go.PRS.3SG fetch.PROG.PTCP
He goes to fetch it with a train of reindeer and sleds (tied together).

3.107. Ku

vieʹljid

ij

määuʹs , teʹl

when debt.PL.ACC NEG.3SG pay.NEG
teänab

kauppjõs

at.that.time shopkeeper.SG.NOM

ij

vueiʹt

uʹvdded ođđ vieʹljid

.

NEG.3SG

can.NEG (any)more give.INF new debt.PL.ACC

When the debts are not paid, then the shopkeeper cannot give more new debts.

3.108. Nuʹtt-i

jieʹlle

.

like.that-just live.PST.3PL
That's how they lived.

3.109. Teʹl

leäi

ooudpeäʹlnn muu

at.that.time be.PST.3SG before
ääʹppteʹmes äiʹǧǧ
poor

1SG.GEN birth.ACT.PTCP.LOC

, ašttõʹlle

time.SG.NOM

šõddmest

.

remember.PRS.3PL

Before I was born they were poor times, so they say. [Note use of locative form of
ACT.PTCP].

3.110. A

mon

ǥu

šõʹddem

well (D.P.) 1SG.NOM when be.born.PST.1SG
muu

muuʹšteest

tän

vääin

, Nikola-caarr

leäi

Nicholas-tsar.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG
vuâstta .

1SG.GEN memory.SG.LOC PROX.SG.GEN war.SG.GEN against
Well, when I was born, Tsar Nicholas was, as I remember, against this war.
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3.111. Son

vääinast

âʹte

mõõni

.

3SG.NOM war.SG.LOC then (D.P.) go.PST.3SG
So he died (lit. went) in the war.

3.112. Tät

leäi

PROX.SG.NOM

, ašttõʹlle

be.PST.3SG

, reeʹǧǧes caarr

remember.PRS.3PL

rich

.

tsar.SG.NOM

He was, they say, a rich tsar.

3.113. Nuʹtt-i

leäi

, vuõiʹttjab

like.that-just be.PST.3SG
jieʹlle

oummu

leʹjje

wealthy.CMPRT person.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL

puârast .

live.PST.3PL well
So it was, wealthier people lived well.

4.1. 2. Porrmõõžžâst
food.SG.LOC
About food.

5.1. Porrmõõžž tõk

leʹjje

.

food.PL.NOM DIST.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
Those were the foods.

5.2. Viʹlǧǧes jäävv
white

leʹjje

kuäʹllec

leʹjje

flour.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL and pretzel.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL

There was white flour and pretzels.
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di

.

,

5.3. Kuäʹllec

leʹjje

, mon

pretzel.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
roggšeʹm
, liâ

, pâi

1SG.NOM recall.PST.1SG

leeiǥas leʹjje

bast.fibre.SG.NOM spare

mošttjem
neullum

nåkam , što

always such

COMP

kuäʹllecǩiõmrdõõzz

be.PST.3PL thread.PASS.PTCP pretzle.SG.NOM+bunch.SG.ACC

mâʹta âʹnnʼjõž čâustõõǥǥid vuälggtid

be.PRS.3PL like

present

lueʹšttled

lasso.PL.ACC

(over).shoulder.PL.ACC

.

lower.quickly.INF
There were pretzels, I recall, always such that the surplus had been threaded into a bunch of
pretzels with a bast fibre, like quickly putting a present-day lasso over one‟s shoulders. [Very
uncertain of the translation of this sentence].

5.4. Nuʹtt

liâ

kuäʹllec

, leâš-a nåkam-i leʹjje

like.that be.PRS.3PL pretzel.PL.NOM
ââʹn liâ

but

muʹvddem

such-just be.PST.3PL what.kind

.

now be.PRS.3PL
The pretzels are like that, but they were just like the kind we have now.

5.5. Ǩiõmrdõõzzi mieʹldd leʹjje
bunch.PL.GEN by

di

siâkki

mieʹldd leʹjje

be.PST.3PL and sack.PL.GEN by

.

be.PST.3PL

They came in bunches and in sacks.

5.6. De suurâm

leʹjje

and grain.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL

, juõʹǩǩnallšem suurâm
each+kind

.

grain.PL.NOM

And there were grains, all kinds of grains.
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5.7. Talkkân

leʹjje

, leʹjje

dry.barley.and.oat.flour.mix.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
leʹjje

tob

jiõm

muuʹšt

NEG.1SG

remember.NEG all

ääiʹjest

food.PL.NOM DIST.SG.LOC time.SG.LOC

puk tõid

, puk

be.PST.3PL pea.PL.NOM

juõʹǩǩnallšem porrmõõžž tõn

be.PST.3PL there each+kind

kååraǩ

all

, mon
1SG.NOM

.

DIST.PL.ACC

There was dry barley and oat flour mix, there were peas, there were all kinds of food there
at that time, I don't remember all of them.

5.8. A

suurâm

leʹjje

, tõk

well (D.P.) grain.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
mâʹta viʹsǩǩes peʹsser
like

yellow

siõm

DIST.PL.NOM

quite be.PST.3PL small

kočču

.

, pråssan

bead.PL.NOM

sami leʹjje

millet.ESS call.PST.3PL

Well, there were grains, they were quite small like yellow beads, they called it millet.

5.9. Täʹst

mon

PROX.SG.LOC

ni koʹst

jiõm

leäkku vuäinnam

tõid

1SG.NOM NEG.1SG be.NEG see.PST.PTCP DIST.PL.ACC
.

NEG+REL.SG.LOC

I hadn't seen them anywhere here.

5.10. Pråsshutt
millet.SG.NOM+porridge.SG.NOM
leʹjje

, huttaunnâz
porridge.SG.NOM+ingredient.PL.NOM

.

be.PST.3PL
Millet porridge, they were porridge ingredients.
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5.11. Talkkân

liâ

, de

dry.barley.and.oat.flour.mix.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL
eʹččpokaineǩ

tõid

pâi

and
siâkki

mieʹldd

father.SG.NOM+deceased.SG.NOM DIST.PL.ACC always sack.PL.GEN by
pohtt

.

bring.PRS.3SG
There is dry barley and oat flour mix and my late father always brings it in sacks.

5.12. Âʹnnʼjõžääiʹjest

liâ

še

talkkân

.

present+time.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL also dry.barley.and.oat.flour.mix.PL.NOM
Nowadays there is also dry barley and oat flour mix.

5.13. Täin
PROX.PL.LOC

âʹte

lij

rajjum

håʹt mâid

.

then (D.P.) be.PRS.3SG make.PASS.PTCP even what.SG.ACC

All kinds of things are made from these (NB. flour mix = PLURAL).

5.14. Talkkân

leʹjje

nuʹtt pueʹr

dry.barley.and.oat.flour.mix.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL so

.

good.PL.NOM

Dry barley and oat flour mix was so good.

5.15. Tõid
DIST.PL.ACC

sizz raʹjje

poʹrreš

juõʹǩǩnalla : täiʹǧǧen

eat.PST.4 each+way
de

nuʹtt leʹjje

into put.PST.3PL and so

poʹrre

de

mueʹrji

dough.ESS eat.PST.3PL and berry.PL.GEN
šiõǥǥ .

be.PST.3PL good

That was eaten in all kinds of ways: people ate it as dough and put it with berries, and so it
was good.
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5.16. Mon

mooštam

ǥo

jeäʹnn

puâccji

de

1SG.NOM remember.PRS.1SG when mother.SG.NOM become.ill.PST.3SG and
mon

ruõʹǩǩem

pieʹllekksaž

pääʹrn

, Evvan ,

1SG.NOM care.for.PST.1SG half.SG.NOM+year.old.SG.NOM boy.SG.ACC
talkkânveʹllʼjin

di

John

jävvʼveʹllʼjin

dry.barley.and.oat.flour.mix.SG.NOM+gruel.SG.COM and flour.SG.NOM+gruel.SG.COM
, saauʒ

da

puõccu

mieʹlǩin

.

sheep.SG.GEN and reindeer.SG.GEN milk.SG.COM
I remember when mother became ill and I looked after a half-year-old boy, John, with fine
barley and oat flour gruel, flour gruel, sheep's milk and reindeer's milk.

5.17. A

kuuzz

mieʹlǩ

viʹǯǯeš

Taarâst

tälvva

.

well (D.P.) cow.SG.GEN milk.SG.ACC fetch.PST.4 Norway.LOC in.winter
Well, people got cow's milk from Norway in winter.

5.18. A

ââʹn täʹst

iʹlla

ni mii

well (D.P.) now PROX.SG.LOC NEG.3SG+be.NEG nothing.SG.NOM
läiʹttemnalla

, porrmõš

criticise.ACT.PTCP+like
håʹt mii

lij

puk kaaupâst

food.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG all

, lij

shop.SG.LOC

be.PRS.3SG

.

even what.SG.NOM
Well, now here there is nothing to critisise, there is food in all the shops, all kinds of food.

5.19. Leâš-a mon
but
pâi

âlgg

jiõm

poor

kaaup

puõʹrid

porrmõõžžid ,

1SG.NOM NEG.1SG eat.NEG shop.SG.GEN good.PL.ACC food.PL.ACC
leeʹd kueʹll

always must.PRS.3SG be.INF fish.SG.NOM

, tõt
DIST.SG.NOM

lij

porrmõš

be.PRS.3SG food.SG.NOM

But I don't (like to) eat good food from shops, it must always be fish, that's food!
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5.20. Da tõn

võõrâs kueʹl

and DIST.SG.ACC fresh
säʹmmlaž
seʹst
de

njipččsest

, paaʹšti

grill.PST.3SG skewer.SG.LOC

, kuuʹrnǩid

inside

paaʹšti

mäʹhtt son

ij

raajjâm

ǩieʹmn

fry.PST.3SG saucepan.SG.GEN

, kuškkii

Finnish.fish.pasty.PL.ACC bake.PST.3SG

and how

håʹt mäʹhtt

fish.SG.ACC make.PST.3SG even how

: paaʹšti

Skolt.Saami.SG.NOM

raaji

de

saʹlttji

let.dry.PST.3SG and salt.PST.3SG
tõn

kueʹles

.

3SG.NOM NEG.3SG make.PST.PTCP DIST.SG.ACC fish.SG.ACC.3SG

And a Skolt Saami (person) prepared that fresh fish in many ways: he grilled it on a skewer,
he fried it in a saucepan, he baked Finnish fish pasties, he let it dry and salted it and how
didn't he prepare his fish!?

5.21. Håʹt lij

siõm kuâlaž

, tõid

even be.PRS.3SG small fish.DIM .SG.NOM
šiõǥǥ kueʹl

ku

liâ

šâʹdde

DIST.PL.ACC

so

de

let.dry.PRS.3SG and

, nuʹtt kåʹšǩǩe

good fish.PL.NOM when be.PRS.3PL
kuäʹllec

kuškkad
ku

mâʹta

become.dry.PRS.3PL when like

diǥo .

pretzel.PL.NOM become.PRS.3PL like
Even if there is a small little fish, he lets them dry and when they are good fish, so they dry
and become like pretzels.

5.22. De tälvva

seämmanalla

ǩeâtt

di

päštt

toolâst

and in.winter in.the.same.way cook.PRS.3SG and grill.PRS.3SG fire.SG.LOC
de

saʹlttje

.

and salt.PRS.3PL
And in winter in the same way he cooks (them) and grills (them) on the fire and they salt
them.
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5.23. Tõk

leʹjje

DIST.PL.NOM

tuâlʼja

vuäʹmm saaʹmi

be.PST.3PL former.[?] old

arggporrmõõžž

Saami.PL.GEN

.

weekday.SG.NOM+food.PL.NOM
Those (foods) were the olden day everyday foods of the Saami.

5.24. Ââʹn mij

täʹst

jeäʹp

ni

tieʹđ

.

now 1PL.NOM PROX.SG.LOC NEG.1PL even know.NEG
Now we don't even know about this.

5.25. Jeäʹp

ni

NEG.1PL

ni mõõn

pääʹšt

kueʹl

even grill.NEG fish.SG.ACC

, vueiʹt

päʹštted , iʹlla

can.NEG grill.INF

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

päʹštted .

nothing.SG.ACC grill.INF
We don't even grill fish, we can't grill, there is nothing to grill.

5.26. Na

tän

sijddpääiʹǩest

mõõk

liâ

well (D.P.) PROX.SG.LOC village.SG.NOM+place.SG.LOC what.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL
kueʹlid

.

fish.PL.ACC
Well, in this village, what fish are there?

5.27. Kååʹtt
REL.SG.NOM

olgglakkše kuåstâž
farther.off

get.to.POT.3SG

He who might go further away, might grill there.
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, paaʹštež

toʹben .

grill.POT.3SG there

6.1. 3. Pieʹccraajjmõš
pine.flour.SG.NOM+make.NMLZ
Making pine flour.

7.1. Pieʹʒʒid

âʹte

ǥu

raajât

, âlgg

pine.flour.PL.ACC then (D.P.) when make.CAUS.PRS.3SG
njââʹlläiʹǧǧ

leeʹd

must.PRS.3SG be.INF

.

cambium.SG.NOM+time.SG.NOM
When making pine (bark) flour, it must be the „inner-bark time‟ (= the start of summer,
when the bark is looser and easier to remove from the tree).

7.2. Vuõššân âlgg
first

väʹldded kõõr

must.PRS.3SG take.INF

muõrrmaddjest

bark.SG.ACC tree.SG.NOM+base.SG.LOC

vueʹtǩǩmin .
chisel.SG.COM
First one must remove the bark from the base of the tree with a chisel.

7.3. Vueʹtǩǩmin pirr

vääʹldet

de

mâŋŋa pieʹʒʒ

chisel.SG.COM around take.PRS.4 and later

viirtet

.

pine.SG.ACC fell.PRS.4

With the chisel one takes (the bark) (from) around (the tree) and later fells the pine.

7.4. Tõn
DIST.SG.GEN

mettar

ǩeeʹjjmieʹldd kõõr
until.the.end

puk vääʹldet

bark.SG.ACC all

kookka kõõr

pirr

take.PRS.4
pieʹʒʒ

, nuʹtt

što

like.that COMP
vueʹtǩet

.

metre.SG.GEN[?] in.length bark.SG.ACC around pine.SG.GEN loosen.PRS.4
One takes off all the bark, by loosening bark which is a metre in length from around the
pine.
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7.5. De veʹǩǩe

põrttseez

de

kõõrâst

tõn

viʹlǧǧes

and take.PRS.3PL house.SG.ILL.3PL and bark.SG.LOC DIST.SG.ACC white
njââʹllvaaldõõzz väʹldde
phloem.SG.ACC

.

take.PRS.3PL

And they take (the bark) to their house and they take that white phloem from the bark.

7.6. De čuäʹrvvkåållmin

kålla

de

räʹjje

da

and horn.SG.NOM+scraper.SG.COM scrape.off.PRS.3PL and prepare.PRS.3PL and
kuškkâd peʹjje
dry.INF
de

de

ellsest

iŋŋee

; ǩirggan

put.PRS.3PL and embers.SG.LOC dry.out.PRS.3PL

čuäckk

, pâi

and grow.cold.PRS.3SG

become.ready.PRS.3SG

norddmõõzzin nordškuätt

only spud.SG.COM

.

chop.INCP.PRS.3SG

And with a horn scraping tool they scrape and prepare and they put (the phloem) to dry and
they dry it out (=roast) in the embers; (when) it is ready and grows cold, he begins to just
chop it with a spud (= bark spud, a chisel-like tool used for removing bark).

7.7. De norddmõõzzin moʹttai
and spud.SG.COM
mõõn-ne

tõn

tueʹllj

leʹbe

crush.PRS.3SG DIST.SG.GEN hide.SG.GEN or

âʹlnn

de

nuʹtt šâʹdde

something.SG.GEN on.top.of and so

mâʹta suurâm

become.PRS.3PL like

diǥu .

grain.PL.NOM like

And with the spud he crushes (the phloem) on top of a hide or something and like that it
becomes like grains.

7.8. De tõn

mâŋŋa jäävvaivuiʹm sieʹjjat

and DIST.SG.GEN after
ǩeâtt

flour.PL.COM

veär

mix.PRS.4 and soup.SG.ACC

.

cook.PRS.3SG
And then one mixes it with flour and makes soup.
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7.9. Veärast

liõm

kuäivv

de

tõin

ruʹvvai

de

soup.SG.LOC stock.SG.ACC ladle.PRS.3SG and DIST.SG.COM beat.PRS.3SG and
rääjj

da

tõʹst

šõʹdde

pieʹʒʒ

.

produce.PRS.3SG and DIST.SG.LOC become.PST.3PL pine.flour.PL.NOM
One ladles out some stock from the soup and with that one beats and makes (=mixes) and
from that the pine flour is born.

7.10. Tõn

raaji

DIST.SG.ACC

nuʹtt

.

make.PST.3SG like.that

That's how one made that.

7.11. De kueʹllvuõjj

ku

lij

, porškuäʹtte

and fish.SG.NOM+fat.SG.NOM when be.PRS.3SG
tõn

peejj

tõõzz

vuâlla

DIST.SG.ACC

put.PRS.3SG DIST.SG.ILL under.ILL like

de

eat.INCP.PRS.3PL and

mâʹta huutt

diǥu .

porridge.SG.ACC like

And when there is fish fat, they start to eat and they put it (the pine flour) there under (the
fish fat) like porridge.

7.12. De nuʹtt-i

kâʹʒʒe

tõn

pâʹsttmin

.

and like.that-just eat.(with.spoon).PRS.3PL DIST.SG.ACC spoon.SG.COM
And just like that they eat it with a spoon.

7.13. A

jäävv

ku

leʹjje

occanj , kook

well (D.P.) flour.PL.NOM when be.PST.3PL few
leʹjje
be.PST.3PL

, de

tõk

leeiʹb

sâjja

REL.PL.NOM

tõn

jäävvteeʹm
flour.without
raʹjje

.

then DIST.PL.NOM bread.SG.GEN place.SG.ILL DIST.SG.ACC make.PST.3PL

Well, when there was not much flour, those who were without flour then they made that in
place of bread.
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7.14. Teʹl

jäävv

kuuʹǩǩab peʹštte

.

at.that.time flour.PL.NOM far.CMPRT last.PL.3PL
Then the flour lasted for longer.

7.15. Jävv

nuʹtt

ij

peeʹšt

kuuʹǩǩ ku

flour.SG.NOM like.that NEG.3SG last.NEG long
tõin-i

ǥu

ij

sieʹjjet

DIST.SG.COM-just

when NEG.3SG mix.NEG

occanj lij

when few

,

be.PRS.3SG

.

Flour didn't last for long when there was a little and when they didn't mix it with that
(bark).

7.16. Veärrliõm

kuäivai

de

tõiʹn

soʹtǩǩii

,

soup.SG.NOM+stock.SG.ACC ladle.PST.3SG and DIST.SG.COM mix.PST.3SG
tõʹst

šõõddi

mâʹta leiʹbbtäiʹǧǧ

DIST.SG.LOC

become.PST.3SG like

diǥu .

bread.SG.NOM+dough.SG.NOM like

One ladled out some stock and mixed it with that (bark) and from that it became like bread
dough.

7.17. De tõn

poori

leeiʹb

sâjja

and DIST.SG.ACC eat.PST.3SG bread.SG.GEN place.SG.ILL
liõmin

.

stock.SG.COM
And one ate that in place of bread, and drank (it) with stock.
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, juuǥǥi
drink.PST.3SG

7.18. Kueʹl

poori

de

leeiʹb

sâjja

leäi

fish.SG.ACC eat.PST.3SG and bread.SG.GEN place.SG.ILL be.PST.3SG
pieʹcc

.

pine.flour.SG.NOM
One ate fish and in place of bread there was pine flour.

7.19. Toʹben leäi
there

ruõššääiʹjest

luõvâs meäʹcc

be.PST.3SG Russian+time.SG.LOC free

.

forest.SG.NOM

There, in Russian times,there was a free forest (= one could freely fell trees for fuel,
building and so on).

7.20. Na

seämmanalla

ǩeʹldde

, što

well (D.P.) in.the.same.way fordid.PRS.3PL
iǥõl

vueʹtǩǩed

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

strip.bark.INF

ceäggmuõrid

COMP

standing+tree.PL.ACC

.

Well, in the same way (as in Finland) they (the Russians) forbid people from stripping the
bark from standing trees.

7.21. Vuâtkk

ku

koon

strip.bark.PRS.3SG when REL.SG.ACC
muõr

, di

väʹldded âlgg

then take.INF

must.PRS.3SG

meädda .

tree.SG.ACC away
One must take away the tree from which one has stripped bark.

7.22. Aunnsen

âlgg

ââʹnned , kueʹđđed iǥõl

material.ESS must.PRS.3SG use.INF

leave.INF

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

nuʹtt

.

like.that

One must use it as material and not just leave it there like that.
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7.23. Tõnt

vueʹtǩǩempieʹccen

vaʹlljee

šõʹlles pieʹʒʒid

.

that.is.why strip.bark.ACT.PTCP+pine.ESS choose.PRS.3PL smooth pine.PL.ACC
That's why they choose smooth pine trees from which to strip the bark (lit. as bark-stripping
pines).

7.24. Tõin

jeäʹla

ååuʹs

DIST.PL.LOC NEG.3PL+be.NEG

nuʹtt jiânnai .

branch.PL.NOM so

much

Those don‟t have so many branches.

7.25. Tõin
DIST.PL.LOC

pieʹʒʒin

raʹjje

aaunâsmuõrid :

pine.PL.LOC make.PST.3PL timber.PL.ACC

nueʹttoolǥid

, säiʹmmoolǥid

seine.SG.NOM+drying.rack.PL.ACC
võõnâstealaid
boat.SG.NOM+stocks.PL.ACC

,

gill.net.SG.NOM+drying.rack.PL.ACC

, moostid
jetty.PL.ACC

, kaartid

da

nuʹtt

sheep's.trough.PL.ACC and so

ooudâs .
further
From those pine trees they made timber: seine drying racks, gill net drying racks, boat stocks
(= wooden structure for supporting boats out of water), jetties, sheep‟s troughs and so on.

8.1. 4. Pihttsin
clothes.PL.LOC
About clothes.
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9.1. Mon

pâi

mošttjem

, teʹl

1SG.NOM only recall.PST.1SG

jeä

leämma

kaaup

at.that.time NEG.3PL be.PST.PTCP shop.PL.NOM

ââlda , koʹst-a

puuʹtže

nearby

bring.POT.3PL Norway.LOC even Finland.SG.GEN

REL.SG.LOC-EMP

kaaupin

vääʹldet

Taarâst

håʹt Lääʹdd

.

shop.PL.LOC take.PRS.4
I just remember at that time there were no shops nearby from where they might bring
(things), from Norway or even from Finnish shops they took (bought).

9.2. Tõk

reggsab

DIST.PL.NOM

aunnsid

oummu

vuäʹstte

jäänab da

rich.CMPRT man.PL.NOM buy.PRS.3PL more

kallšab

and expensive.CMPRT

.

material.PL.ACC
Those richer people bought more things and more expensive cloth.

9.3. A

koin

iʹlla

vääʹrr

, vuäʹstte

well (D.P.) REL.PL.LOC NEG.3SG+be.NEG allowance.SG.NOM
hääʹlbʼbid

aunnsid

buy.PRS.3PL

.

cheap.CMPRT.PL.ACC material.PL.ACC
Well, those who didn't have an allowance, they bought cheaper material.

9.4. Pâi

jiijj

kuärra

jiijjâznallšem

pihttsid

,

always self.PL.NOM sew.PRS.3PL self.GEN.3PL+like clothes.PL.ACC
tuâlʼjõžmaall

pihttsid

.

former+model.SG.GEN clothes.PL.ACC
They always sew clothes themselves according to their own design, old-fashioned clothes.
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9.5. De mon

mošttjem

, ǥo

and 1SG.NOM recall.PST.1SG
, eʹčč

da

leʹjjem

šõddi

niõđâž

when be.PST.1SG grow.PRS.PTCP girl.DIM.SG.NOM

jeäʹnn

jieʹlle

Peäccmest

.

father.SG.NOM and mother.SG.NOM visit.PST.3PL Petsamo.LOC
And I remember when I was a growing girl, father and mother visited Petsamo.

9.6. Toʹben puʹhtte
there

muʹnne

bring.PST.3PL 1SG.ILL

säiʹmmčâʹlmmgaaʹrestkååut

da

net.SG.NOM+eye.SG.NOM (=checked)+wool.cloth.SG.NOM+skirt.SG.ACC and
čeäpstõkkuurta

.

band.SG.NOM+blouse.SG.ACC
From there they bought a checked woollen skirt and a banded blouse for me.

9.7. Oʹhssnti

leäi

kauppjõs

, suʹst

Oksenti (=man's name) be.PST.3SG shopkeeper.SG.NOM
niõđâž

, de

girl.DIM.SG.NOM
čaǥškuättam

täk

pihttâz

jiâ

leäi

3SG.LOC be.PST.3SG
suʹnne

and PROX.PL.NOM clothes.PL.NOM NEG.3PL 3SG.ILL
.

fit.INCP.PST.PTCP
Oksenti was the shopkeeper, he had a little girl, and these clothes didn't fit her anymore.

9.8. Tõid
DIST.PL.ACC

puʹhtte

bring.PST.3PL 1SG.ILL

They brough those for me.
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muʹnne .

9.9. Näʹde

muʹst

šõõddi

kuärgg

: muʹnne mooččâs

then (D.P.) 1SG.LOC become.PST.3SG joy.SG.NOM
pihttsid

puʹhtte

1SG.ILL

beautiful

.

clothes.PL.ACC bring.PST.3PL
Then I was really happy: they brought beautiful clothes for me.

9.10. A

nuʹtt leʹjje

well (D.P.) so
pihttsid

, pâi

be.PST.3PL

jiijj

kuärra

always oneself.PL.NOM sew.PRS.3PL

.

clothes.PL.ACC
So it was, they always sewed their own clothes.

9.11. Mij

jiijj

kuäraim

di

nuʹtt hå´t kook

1PL.NOM oneself.PL.NOM sew.PST.1PL and so

leʹjje

.

even REL.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL

We sewed ourselves and so did those who were there.

9.12. Kook

vaʹldde

REL.PL.NOM

gallmaantid , kook

take.PST.3PL [?]

kook

seeʹtcid

REL.PL.NOM

cotton.cloth.PL.ACC

faaʹnlid

REL.PL.NOM

, kook

mâiʹd

REL.PL.NOM

,

flannel.PL.ACC
.

what.SG.ACC

Some took [unknown material], some flannel, some cotton cloth, whatever there was.

9.13. Tõin
DIST.PL.LOC

jieʹnstez

jiijj-i

raʹjje

mäʹhtt silttee

self.PL-EMP make.PST.3PL how
muʹvddem mall

mother.SG.LOC.3PL that.kind

lij

,

be.able.PST.3PL
, nuʹtt-i

pattern be.PRS.3SG

raʹjje

.

like.that-just make.PST.3PL

From those (materials) they themselves made (clothes) however they were able, their mother
had a certain pattern and they made them just like that.
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9.14. Jiijj-i

kuärra

tõin

aunnsin

.

self-EMP sew.PRS.3PL DIST.PL.LOC material.PL.LOC
They themselves sewed from those materials.

9.15. Måttam vuârâ âʹnne
certain

time

pakk pihttsid

.

use.PRS.3PL warm clothes.PL.ACC

Sometimes they used warm clothes.

9.16. A

faaʹnal

leʹjje

ââʹzzteeʹm , a

well (D.P.) flannel.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL thin
tõk

liâ

âssas da

ravvsab

DIST.PL.NOM

be.PRS.3PL thick and firm.CMPRT

gallmaant ,

well (D.P.) [?]
.

Well, flannel was thin, well, [unknown material], that was thick and firmer.

9.17. Tõid
DIST.PL.ACC

Taarâst

puʹhtte

, tõin

Norway.LOC bring.PST.3PL

heäʹrvvkååutid

raajât

DIST.PL.LOC

eʹpet
again

.

decoration.SG.NOM+skirt.PL.ACC make.PRS.4
They brough those from Norway, and from those they made decorative skirts.

9.18. Nueʹttempihttâz

leʹjje

fish.with.seine.net.ACT.PTCP+clothes.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
There were seine fishing clothes.
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9.19. Kook

leʹjje

REL.PL.NOM

reggsab

oummu

, tõk

be.PST.3PL rich.CMPRT man.PL.NOM

värjjaunnsid

de

tõin

vuäʹstte

DIST.PL.NOM

buy.PRS.3PL

neezzan

tarpaulin.SG.NOM+material.PL.ACC and DIST.PL.LOC woman.PL.NOM
suâjjkååutid

kuårru

mâʹta määccǩid

protection.SG.NOM+skirt.PL.ACC sew.PST.3PL like

diǥu .

Saami.coat.PL.ACC like

Those who were richer people, they bought tarpaulin materials and from those the women
sewed protective skirts like Saami coats.

9.20. Tõk

liâ

DIST.PL.NOM

čääʹcctuõʹllʼjeei

pihttâz

be.PRS.3PL water.SG.NOM+keep.PRS.PTCP clothes.PL.NOM

nueʹttmen

ij

kaast

, što
COMP

.

seine.fish.PROG.PTCP NEG.3SG get.wet.NEG
They are waterproof clothes, (so) that (when) seine fishing one does not get wet.

9.21. Tõn-aa

puäǥǥanj

DIST.SG.GEN-EMP

veâl pirr

âânn

.

belt.SG.NOM[?] still around use.PRS.3SG

One uses a belt around it. [Would expect SG.ACC form of „belt‟, puäkkanj]

9.22. Muʹnne lij
1SG.ILL
pohttam

leäm

eʹččpokaineǩ

be.PRS.3SG be.PST.PTCP father.SG.NOM+deceased.SG.NOM
viʹlǧǧes väärj

bring.PST.PTCP white

.

tarpaulin.SG.ACC

My late father had brought me a white tarpaulin.
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9.23. A

mon

kååut

kuärstem

, tõn

well (D.P.) 1SG.NOM skirt.SG.ACC sew.quickly.PST.1SG
suäjjkååut

DIST.SG.ACC

.

protection.SG.NOM+skirt.SG.ACC
Well, I quickly sewed a skirt, that protective skirt.

9.24. Na

viõlggâd lij

well (D.P.) white

.

be.PRS.3SG

Well, it is white.

9.25. Mäʹhtt mon
how

vuäitam

nueʹtted

, sähss

1SG.NOM can.PRS.1SG fish.with.a.seine.net.INF

get.dirty.PRS.3SG

čuuʹt .
hard
How can I fish with a seine net, it will get really dirty.

9.26. Mon

mooštam

, jõnn nijdd

1SG.NOM remember.PRS.1SG

big

juʹn

leʹjjem

.

girl.SG.NOM already be.PST.1SG

I remember, I was already a big girl.

9.27. Mon

vaʹlddem

pâi lieʹppid

viǯǯlem

de

1SG.NOM take.PST.1SG just alder.PL.ACC bring.quickly.PST.1SG and
leäʹppčääʹʒʒest

tuõlddeem tõn

kåhttan

de

alder.SG.NOM+water.SG.LOC boil.PST.1SG DIST.SG.ACC skirt.SG.ACC.1SG and
šõõddi

mâʹta ruõʹpsses koomačkåhtä .

become.PST.3SG like

red

[?].skirt.SG.[?]

I just took alder trees and quickly brought (them) and boiled that skirt of mine in alder
water and it become like a red [?] skirt.
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9.28. Eʹčč

iʹlleäkku

leäm

tõʹst

.

father.SG.NOM NEG.3SG+be.NEG be.PST.PTCP DIST.SG.LOC
Father was not there.

9.29. Mij

nueʹttest

puõʹđim

vuânak

.

1PL.NOM seine.net.SG.LOC come.PST.1PL you see (D.P.)
We came from the net, you see.

9.30. Eʹčč

ij

tieʹđ

, što

father.SG.NOM NEG.3SG know.NEG
kåhtt

lij

COMP

šõddâm

muʹvddem muʹst
what.kind

ââʹn

1SG.LOC now

.

skirt.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG become.PST.PTCP
Father doesn't know, what kind my skirt has now become.

9.31. Eʹčč

ceälkk

father.SG.NOM say.PRS.3SG
ruõʹpsses kååutid
red

: " Mii

lij

Nääskast nåkam

what.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG Naska.LOC such

nueʹttest

?"

skirt.PL.ACC seine.net.SG.LOC

Father says: "How come Naska (= Anastasia) has such a red skirt (when we are) at the
seine net?" [Note use of PL.ACC]

9.32. Jeäʹnn

ceälkk

mother.SG.NOM say.PRS.3SG

: " Mii

lij

kååutid

?

what.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG skirt.PL.ACC

Mother says: "What kind of skirt? [Note use of PL.ACC]
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9.33. Årstõkkååutas

pääinai

lieʹppin

."

tarpaulin.SG.NOM+skirt.SG.ACC.3SG dye.PST.3SG alder.SG.COM
She dyed her tarpaulin skirt with alder."

9.34. " No

tuõđi , viõlggâd lij

well[FI] really

white

še

teâđast

sähss

."

be.PRS.3SG also of.course get.dirty.PRS.3SG

"Well really, it is white, of course it gets dirty."

10.1. 5. Piiđi

pirr

tax.PL.GEN around
About taxes.

11.1. Tuållâmsiidâst

puk leʹjje

Tuuloma+village.SG.LOC all

kueʹllšiiʹli

.

be.PST.3PL fish.SG.NOM+catch.NMLZ.PL.NOM

In Tuuloma village everyone was a fisherman.

11.2. Pâi

juõʹǩǩe

peälʼlõõžži kueʹl

always divide.PST.3PL in.half

håʹt mii

.

fish.SG.ACC even what.SG.NOM

They always divided the fish or whatever in half.

11.3. Kaaupše

kueʹlid

di

tieʹǧǧid

puk juõʹǩǩe

sell.PST.3PL fish.PL.ACC and money.PL.ACC all
They sold the fish and divided all the money in half.
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peälʼlõõžži .

divide.PST.3PL in.half

11.4. Jõnn piiđ
big
teäʹǧǧ

leʹjje

di

tõid

puk mähss

tax.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL and DIST.PL.ACC all
pääcc

Tuållâm di

pay.PRS.3SG Tuuloma and

veâl .

money.SG.NOM remain.PRS.3SG still
There were big taxes and Tuuloma (River) paid all those and there was still some money left
over.

11.5. Nåkam leäi
such

luõssjokk

tõt

.

be.PST.3SG salmon.SG.NOM+river.SG.NOM DIST.SG.NOM

Such was that salmon river.

11.6. A

kueʹlid

kaaupše

.

well (D.P.) fish.PL.ACC sell.PST.3PL
Well, they sold fish.

11.7. Čõhčč

šâdd

de

tõt

autumn.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG and DIST.SG.NOM
kauppkueʹllšeeʹllemäiʹǧǧ

poott

.

shop.SG.NOM+fish.SG.NOM+catch.ACT.PTCP+time.SG.NOM end.PRS.3SG
Autumn came and that time when they caught fish they could sell to shops came to an end.

11.8. Šeʹlle

šeʹlle

fish.PRS.3PL fish.PRS.3PL

, leâš-a teänab
but

jiâ

kaaupâž .

(any)more NEG.3PL sell.NEG

They fished and they fished, but they didn't sell anymore (fish).
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11.9. De tõid

kueʹlid

saʹlttje

.

and DIST.PL.ACC fish.PL.ACC salt.PRS.3PL
They salted those fish.

11.10. De kueʹlid

jueʹǩǩe

põõrti

mieʹldd .

and fish.PL.ACC divide.PRS.3PL house.PL.GEN among
And they divided the fish among the households.

11.11. Leâš-a teʹl
but

leäi

nijdd

vuäʹzzpieʹll

at.that.time be.PST.3SG girl.SG.NOM portion.SG.GEN+half.SG.NOM

ooumaž

, a

person.SG.NOM

ååumpäʹrnn

leäi

well (D.P.) man.SG.NOM+child.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG

tiuddvuäzzlaž

.

full+shareholder.SG.NOM
But back then a girl was only given half the amount of whatever (e.g. fish/money) was
distributed to boys (lit. a girl was a half-portion person, a male child was a full
shareholder).

11.12. De ǩeäʹst

liâ

ååumpääʹrn

jäänab ,

and who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL man.SG.NOM+child.PL.NOM more
tõt

jäänab vuäǯǯ

DIST.SG.NOM

more

.

get.PRS.3SG

Those who have more boys, they get more.
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11.13. A

ǩeäʹst

liâ

niõđ

, tõt

well (D.P.) who.SG.LOC be.PRS.3PL girl.PL.NOM
vuäǯǯ

uuʹccab

DIST.SG.NOM

small.CMPRT

.

get.PRS.3SG
Well, those who have girls, they get less.

11.14. A

ââʹn Lääʹddest

liâ

kuhttu õõutnalla

well (D.P.) now Finland.LOC be.PRS.3PL both
ååumai

da

neezzan

, ij

man.PL.NOM and woman.PL.NOM
vuäʹzzpieʹll

NEG.3SG

,

one.SG.GEN+like (=equal)

ni kuäbbaž
neither.SG.NOM

.

portion.SG.GEN+half.SG.NOM
Now in Finland both are equal, men and women, they get the same share (lit. neither of
them is a half portion (person)).

11.15. Tuållâmjokk

tõt

leäi

: poorti

Tuuloma+river.SG.NOM DIST.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG
piiđid

maauʹsi

da

eat.CAUS.PST.3SG and

.

tax.PL.ACC pay.PST.3SG
That was the River Tuuloma: it fed and it paid the taxes.

11.16. A

måtmin

siidin

jõnn piiđ

well (D.P.) certain.PL.LOC village.PL.LOC big
mäʹhssed jiâ

vueiʹt

pay.INF

can.NEG

NEG.3PL

leʹjje

de

tax.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL and

.

Well, some village had big taxes and are unable to pay.
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11.17. Piiđvaʹlddi

seeʹst

ǩieʹmn

väʹldde

,

tax.SG.GEN+take.NMLZ.PL.NOM 3PL.LOC saucepan.SG.ACC take.PRS.3PL
määccaǩ

lij

âʹlnn de

Saami.coat.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG on

tõn

jäʹhsse

piiđâst

.

and DIST.SG.ACC take.off.PRS.3PL tax.SG.LOC

The tax collectors take a saucepan from them, they have their Saami coat on and they take
that off (and discount it) from the tax.

11.18. Piiđ

päkk

lij

mäʹhssed .

tax.SG.ACC obligation be.PRS.3SG pay.INF
It was compulsory to pay tax.

11.19. Måtmin

iʹlla

ni mii

, di

certain.PL.LOC NEG.3SG+be.NEG nothing.SG.NOM
ǩeʹttemǩieʹmn

väʹldde

and

.

cook.ACT.PTCP+saucepan.SG.ACC take.PRS.3PL
Some people don't have anything and they (the tax collectors) took the saucepan used for
(everyday) cooking.

11.20. Håʹt-i

ââʹn âʹte

lij

de

mäʹhssed ij

even-EMP now then (D.P.) be.PRS.3SG and pay.INF
nårrai

nårrai

, ǩeäin

gather.PST.3SG gather.PST.3SG
mõõk

leʹžže

what.PL.NOM be.POT.3PL

põõrt

who.PL.LOC be.PRS.3PL house.PL.NOM

, puk mâʹnne
all

liâ

NEG.3SG

vueiʹt

,

can.NEG
, ǩeäin
who.PL.LOC

.

go.PRS.3PL

Even in the case one can't pay, he (the tax collector) gathers and gathers, (there are) those
who have houses, those who might have whatever, they all go (to pay the taxes).
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11.21. Tõʹst

mij

DIST.SG.LOC

ku

kuäʹss

leeiʹm

1PL.NOM when when/at.which.time be.PST.1PL

Ruõššjânnmest

, teʹl

Russian+land.SG.LOC

leäi

piiđ

.

at.that.time be.PST.3SG tax.SG.NOM

There, at that time when we were in Russia, then there was tax.

11.22. Ku

Tuållâmjokkšeeʹllem

peälʼlõõžži , teʹl

when Tuuloma+river.SG.NOM+catch.SG.NOM in.half
Tuållâmjokk

puk kaaʹtti

Tuuloma+river.SG.NOM all

tõid

piiđid

at.that.time
.

cover.PST.3SG DIST.PL.ACC tax.PL.ACC

When the catch from the Tuuloma River was (divided) in half, then the River Tuuloma
covered all those taxes.

11.23. Kaallâš jokk
rich

paaʹʒʒi

.

river.SG.NOM remain.PST.3SG

It remained a rich river.

12.1. 6. Juõʹǩǩpeivvsaž

jieʹllem

each+day.SG.NOM life.SG.NOM
Everyday life.
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13.1. Âʹnnʼjõžääiʹjest

sääʹmjieʹllem

iʹlla

ni voops

present+time.SG.LOC Saami.SG.GEN+life.SG.NOM NEG.3SG+be.NEG not.at.all
tuâlʼjõž saaʹminallšem
former

jieʹllem

, tõt

Saami.PL.GEN+like life.SG.NOM

jieʹllem

saaʹmin

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

, meäʹccjieʹllem

life.SG.NOM Saami.PL.LOC

jeeʹres

be.PST.3SG different
leäi

.

forest.SG.NOM+life.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG

Nowadays, the Skolt Saami life is not at all like the former Skolt Saami life , the Skolt Saami
had a different life, it was a life in the forest.

13.2. Täʹst

ââʹn lij

PROX.SG.LOC

ni

mâʹta diǥu gåårad

now be.PRS.3SG like

väʹʒʒed , iǥõl

even walk.INF
vuâlgg

like

ni

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

, iǥõl

city.SG.NOM

suukkâd koozz

even row.INF

REL.SG.ILL

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

ku
when

.

leave.PRS.3SG
Now it‟s like some kind of city here, you don't even have to walk or row where you go
somewhere.

13.3. Pâi

aautin

de

pyöräivuiʹm

de

motorivuiʹm

de

always car.SG.COM and bike[FI].PL.COM and motor.boat.PL.COM and
skotrivuiʹm

di

mõõivuiʹm jiâ

jååʹđ

.

scooter.PL.COM and what.PL.COM NEG.3PL travel.NEG
(People) always (go) by car and with bikes and with motor boats and with scooters and
what don't people travel with!?

13.4. A

tuuʹl

tõt

leäi

jeeʹres

jieʹllem

well (D.P.) in.former.times DIST.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG different life.SG.NOM
Well, life was different back then.
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13.5. Puk tuejjee
all

jiijj

: nuõʹttid

make.PST.3PL self.PL.NOM

võnnsid

, ǩeʹrrsid

boat.PL.ACC

, sääiʹmid

seine.net.PL.ACC

, ǩeâlkaid

"ahkio".sled.PL.ACC

,

gill.net.PL.ACC

di

saanid

.

"reki".sled.PL.ACC and "sani".sled.PL.ACC

They made everything themselves: seine nets, gill nets, boats, "ahkio" sleds, "reki" sleds and
"sani" sleds.

13.6. Puõccid

hoiʹddje

di

kueʹl

šiʹlle

.

reindeer.PL.ACC look.after.PST.3PL and fish.SG.ACC catch.PST.3PL
They looked after reindeer and they caught fish.

13.7. Tõt

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

jieʹllem

.

be.PST.3SG life.SG.NOM

That was life.

13.8. Mon

veâl šõʹddem

tõn

ääiʹjest

de

tõn

1SG.NOM still be.born.PST.1SG DIST.SG.LOC time.SG.LOC and DIST.SG.ACC
mooštam

.

remember.PRS.1SG
I was born when it was still that time and I remember it.

13.9. Mij

jeäp

teâttam

maaiʹlm

jieʹllem

ni mõõn

.

1PL.NOM NEG.1PL know.PST.PTCP world.SG.GEN life.SG.ACC nothing.SG.ACC
We didn't know about the life of the world at all.
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13.10. Pueʹrr leäi
good

da

hääʹsǩ leäi

be.PST.3SG and fun

.

be.PST.3SG

It was good and it was fun.

13.11. Mij

leeiʹm

ǩeeʹrjteʹmes

oummu

.

1PL.NOM be.PST.1PL letter.SG.GEN+without (=illiterate) person.PL.NOM
We were illiterate people.

13.12. Tõn

tiõʹđi

DIST.SG.ACC

jåått

da

ku

peiʹvv

pirr

ââʹlm

know.PST.3SG when sun.SG.NOM around sky.SG.GEN
piõgg

muõrid

da

čääʹʒʒ

liikktââll

da

travel.PRS.3SG and wind.SG.NOM tree.PL.ACC and water.SG.ACC move.PRS.3SG and
tääʹsn

ââʹlmest

jåʹtte

de

kuäʹss ooumaž

star.PL.NOM sky.SG.LOC go.PRS.3PL and when

rääi mâânn

.

person.SG.NOM past go.PRS.3SG

One knew when the sun travels around the sky and the wind moves the trees and the water
and the stars travel in the sky and when a person goes past.

13.13. A

jâkkooumaž

puätt

well (D.P.) strange.person.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG
sååʹrmest

diǥu .

death.SG.LOC like
Well, if a strange person came, they were scared to death.

13.14. Nuʹtt

pââll

like.that fear.PRS.3SG
Like that one fears.
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, pâʹlle

nuʹtt mâʹta

fear.PRS.3PL so

like

13.15. Mon

leʹjjem

nuʹtt põõlâč , da

1SG.NOM be.PST.1SG so
põõlee

fearful

nuʹtt-i leʹjje

še

måtam ,

and so-just be.PST.3PL also some

.

fear.PST.3PL
I was so fearful, and so too there were others who also feared.

13.16. Nuʹtt

liâ

kuuʹǩǩ kueʹttkõõsk

like.that be.PRS.3PL long
kueʹttkõõskin

, måtmin

Lapp.hut.SG.NOM+space.PL.NOM

kollai

piânnai

sometimes

uukkâm

,

Lapp.hut.SG.NOM+space.PL.LOC be.heard.PRS.3SG dog.SG.NOM bark.ACT.PTCP
jäänaš ij

kullu

.

mostly NEG.3SG be.heard.NEG
There is a big space between the Lapp huts, sometimes a dog barking can be heard from
between the huts, but mostly it can‟t be heard.

13.17. Tõk

juʹn

DIST.PL.NOM

jiõnn

liâ

âlddlõõžži

already be.PRS.3PL close.together

kollai

, ǥo

pieʹnne

when dog.SG.GEN

.

sound.SG.ACC be.heard.PRS.3SG
They are already close together, when the sound of a dog can be heard.

13.18. Jäänab kueʹttkõõskin
more
leʹjje

jiâ

kullu

Lapp.hut.SG.NOM+space.PL.LOC NEG.3PL be.heard.NEG

kuʹǩǩen kueiʹmsteez

, nuʹtt
like.that

.

be.PST.3PL far.(ESS) other.SG.LOC.3PL
Nothing else can be heard from between the huts, like that they were far away from each
other.
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13.19. Nuʹtt siidâst
So

âʹte

jälste

pâi

koumm oummu

village.SG.LOC then (D.P.) live.PRS.3PL only three

.

person.PL.NOM

So only three people live in the village.

13.20. Teʹl

liâ

õõutsââʹjest

.

at.that.time be.PRS.3PL one.LOC+place.SG.LOC
At that time they are together.

13.21. Mâŋŋa liâ
later

puk õõuti , kååʹtt

be.PRS.3PL all

alone

koʹst

.

REL.SG.NOM REL.SG.LOC

Later (= when they move to their summer dwelling places) they are all alone, each one in a
different place (lit. “whoever, wherever”).

13.22. Pâi

kuäʹss koʹst

only when
jeäll

REL.SG.LOC

ǩii

kueiʹmes

åʹrnn

who.SG.NOM other.(person).SG.GEN.3SG to.one's.place

.

go.PRS.3SG
Only sometimes somebody visits his neighbour. [?]

13.23. A

jâkkoummin

nuʹtt põʹlle

well (D.P.) strange.person.PL.LOC so

fear.PST.3PL as like

Well, they feared strange people like they feared a bear.
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ǥu mâʹta kaammǥast .
bear.SG.LOC

13.24. A

kaammǥast jeäʹp

nuʹtt põõllâm

well (D.P.) bear.SG.LOC NEG.1PL so
oummust

põõliim

ǥu mäʹhtt

fear.PST.PTCP as how

.

person.SG.LOC fear.PST.1PL
Well, we didn't fear a bear as much as we feared a person.

13.25. Ââʹn ij

põõl

ni mâʹst

.

now NEG.3SG fear.NEG nothing.SG.LOC
Now one doesn't fear anything.

13.26. Mon

âʹte

šõʹddem

di

jieʹllem

di

nuʹtt leäi

1SG.NOM then (D.P.) be.born.PST.1SG and life.SG.NOM and so
hääʹsǩ da
fun

be.PST.3SG

pueʹrr .

and good

So I was born and life and all that was fun and good.

13.27. Mõõn

vuõiʹti

da

mõõn

ǩirggni

what.SG.ACC be.able.PST.3SG and what.SG.ACC have.time.PST.3SG
rõsseed
keep.busy.INF

, tõn-i

tuejjii

DIST.SG.ACC-just

.

do.PST.3SG

What one was able and what one had time to do, just that one did.

13.28. Kooum

vuâra peeiʹvest

three.SG.GEN time
, kägg
pick.up.PRS.3SG

võõrâs kueʹl

day.SG.LOC fresh

, påårr

väldd

jääuʹrest

fish.SG.ACC take.PRS.3SG lake.SG.LOC

.

eat.PRS.3SG

Three times a day one takes fresh fish from the lake, picks (it) up, and eats it.
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13.29. Täʹlvv

šõõddi

, juŋstâʹlle

winter.SG.NOM become.PST.3SG

.

fish.with.ice.net.PRS.3PL

Winter arrives and one fishes with ice nets.

13.30. Ǩiđđ

šâdd

, seämmanalla

sping.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG

.

in.the.same.way

Likewise when spring arrives.

13.31. Di

tõõivuiʹm

jeäll

.

and DIST.PL.COM live.PRS.3SG
And with those one lives.

13.32. Kååʹtt

lij

REL.SG.NOM

zavoot

reggsab

ooumaž

de

jäänab

be.PRS.3SG rich.CMPRT person.SG.NOM and more

lij

, kådd

site RU .PL.NOM be.PRS.3SG
täʹlvvkueʹl

jäänab kueʹl

catch.PRS.3SG more
vuäǯǯ

,

fish.SG.ACC

.

winter.SG.NOM+fish.SG.ACC get.PRS.3SG
He who is a richer people and has more sites (where he can fish), he catches more fish and
gets fish for winter.

13.33. Leâš-a måtam liâ
but

some

nuʹtt

še

be.PRS.3PL help+without.CMPRT (=poorer) like.that also

But some are also poorer.
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ääʹpptab

.

13.34. Tõk-õs

kueiʹmm kueiʹmes

DIST.PL.NOM-as.for

šeʹlle

vieʹǩǩte

, sieʹbri

each.other.SG.ACC.3SG help.PRS.3PL

in.a.group

.

fish.PRS.3PL
As for those, they help each other, they fish together in a group.

13.35. Mon

âʹte

jiõm

väjldââʹtt ouddâl tõn

1SG.NOM then (D.P.) NEG.1SG forget.NEG before
ǥu

tunâlmma

pääiʹǩ

DIST.SG.ACC

place.SG.ACC

mõõnžem .

when after.life.SG.ILL go.POT.1SG
I won't forget that place until I might go to the afterlife.

13.36. Ââʹn mon

jiõm

pââʹst

ni koozz

, vueiʹt

now 1SG.NOM NEG.1SG be.able.NEG NEG+REL.SG.ILL
ni koozz

can.NEG

.

NEG+REL.SG.ILL

Now I'm not able to go anywhere, I can't go anywhere.

13.37. Muʹst

kâl årra

še

kueʹl

tob

1SG.LOC yes towards also fish.PL.NOM there

, koʹst
REL.LOC

liâ

.

be.PRS.3PL

I am not even able to fish any more (lit. as far as I‟m concerned, the fish can be where they
are).

13.38. Jiõm
NEG.1SG

vueiʹt

di

jiõm

kuåst

.

can.NEG and NEG.1SG be.capable.of.going.NEG

I can't and I am not capable of going (to fish).
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13.39. Poorčem

mon

kâʹl võõrâs kueʹl

eat.COND.1SG 1SG.NOM yes fresh
vääldak

, leâš-a koʹst

fish.SG.ACC

but

tõn

REL.LOC DIST.SG.ACC

.

take.PRS.2SG
I could eat fresh fish, yes, but where do you take it from.

13.40. Ǩii

pohtt

de

teʹl

lij

šiõǥǥ .

who.SG.NOM bring.PRS.3SG and at.that.time be.PRS.3SG good
If someone brings (me fish) it will be nice.

13.41. Puäʹresvuõtt

tõn

âma

ceäʹlǩǩe

, što

old.age.SG.NOM DIST.SG.ACC probably say.PRS.3PL
iʹlla

räädaʹst

NEG.3SG+be.NEG

in.high.spirits

tõt

COMP DIST.SG.NOM

.

People say that old age is not a joyful time.

13.42. Leâš-a tõn
but

âma

DIST.SG.ACC

puärasm
grow.old.PRS.3SG

vuäitt

påǥsted , što

probably can.PRS.3SG laugh.INF

, tõt
DIST.SG.NOM

juâkksiʹžže

puätt

kååʹtt

COMP REL.SG.NOM

.

each.one.SG.ILL come.PRS.3SG

But he can laugh at that, the one who grows old, (because) that (old age) comes to
everyone.

13.43. Äiʹǧǧ

lij

nuʹtt pijjum

time.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG so

.

put.PASS.PTCP

That is how time is destined (lit. time has been put like that).
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13.44. Ǩeäzz

ââʹǩǩ

lij

puäʹrespeiʹvv

.

who.SG.ILL age.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG old+day.SG.NOM
[Unsure of translation].

14.1. 7. Sääʹmǩiõl

pirr

Saami.SG.GEN+language.SG.GEN around
About the Skolt Saami language

15.1. Måttam jõõll
certain

liâ

nuʹtt

što

säämas

lunatic.PL.NOM be.PRS.3PL like.that COMP in.Saami.language

iǥõl

särnnad , ašttõʹlle

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

speak.INF

.

remember.PRS.3PL

There are certain lunatics (who say) that one mustn't speak in Skolt Saami, they say.

15.2. Meeʹst kâʹl tõk

jeä

leämmaš

1PL.LOC yes DIST.PL.NOM NEG.3PL be.PST.PTCP
säämas

, što

iǥõl

COMP NEG.3SG+must.NEG

särnnad .

in.Saami.language speak.INF
At ours (= in our family) there were none of those (who said) that we mustn't speak Skolt
Saami.

15.3. Kuhttu ǩiõʹlle
both

säärnat .

language.SG.ILL speak.4

We spoke both languages. [Note use of illative].
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15.4. A

mon

ǥu

Lääʹddjânnma

puõʹttem

, jiõm

well (D.P.) 1SG.NOM when Finn.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL come.PST.1SG
silttääm

lääddas

ni

čääʹʒʒ

raukkâd

NEG.1SG

.

be.able.PST.PTCP in.Finnish.language even water.SG.ACC ask.for.INF
Well, when I came to Finland I wasn't even able to ask for water in Finnish.

15.5. Nuʹtte

leʹjjem

, håʹt

like.that-just be.PST.1SG

leʹjjem

nelljlo-ekksaž

,

even.though be.PST.1SG forty+year.old.SG.NOM

pâʹjjel .
over
That‟s how I was, even though I was over forty years old.

15.6. Kâʹl lääʹddǩiõll
yes

ij

jååttam

.

Finn.SG.GEN+language.SG.NOM NEG.3SG travel.PST.PTCP

Yes, I couldn‟t speak Finnish at all (lit. Finnish language didn't flow).

15.7. Ruõššâs

kâʹl siltteem

, leâš-a ââʹn leäm

in.Russian.language yes be.able.PST.1SG
väjldâttam

but

now be.PRS.1SG all

.

forget.PST.PTCP
I was able to speak Russian, yes, but now I have forgotten it all.

15.8. Ǩeeʹrj

pannʼnalla vuäinam

book.SG.ACC bad+like
I can't see a book very well.
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see.PRS.1SG

.

puk

15.9. Âʹlǧǧe

leeʹd nåkam ååʹšk

must.PRS.3PL be.INF such

lookkâd ruõššǩeeʹrj

.

glasses.PL.NOM read.INF Russian+book.SG.ACC

I must use (lit. there must be) such a kind of glasses to read a Russian book.

15.10. Lääʹddǩiõl

mon

jiõm

fiʹtte

Finn.SG.GEN+language.SG.ACC 1SG.NOM NEG.1SG understand.NEG
ni mõõn

.

nothing.SG.ACC
I don't understand Finnish at all.

15.11. Eiʹdde tâma kâʹl
just
leʹjjem

[?]

tättad

leʹjjem

, jiõččan

certainly want.INF be.PST.1SG

ǩeeʹrjted , leâš-a jiõm

be.PST.1SG write.INF

but

NEG.1SG

nõõm

self.GEN.1SG name.SG.ACC

huõllâm

.

bother.PST.PTCP

I certainly would have wanted (to be able to read Finnish), I would have written my own
name, but I didn't bother.

15.12. Pueʹrab

lij

, jiõm

good.CMPRT be.PRS.3SG

NEG.1SG

silttâd

.

be.able.NEG

It is better that I am not able.

16.1. 8. Ceerkav

pirr

church.SG.GEN around
About church.
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17.1. Ceerkav

mij

siidâst

iʹlleäm

.

church.SG.NOM 1PL.GEN village.SG.LOC NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP
There was no church in our village.

17.2. Škooul

leäi

de

tõn-i

õʹnne

ceerkven ,

school.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG and DIST.SG.NOM-just use.PST.3PL church.ESS
kuäʹss papp
when

puätt

.

priest.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG

There was a school and they used just that as a church when the priest comes.

17.3. Ceerkav

leäi

tob

Risttǩeeʹddest

.

church.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG there Ristikenttä.SG.LOC
There was a church there at Ristikenttä.

17.4. Toʹben

jåʹtte

ku meeʹst iʹlleäm

ceerkav

.

from.there travel.PRS.3PL as 1PL.LOC NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP church.SG.NOM
They travel from there as we didn't have a church.

17.5. Papp

kuäʹss puätt

priest.SG.NOM when
diõtt

põõʹzzid

leʹbe veänccõõttâm

come.PRS.3SG holy.day.PL.ILL[?] or

kåčča

for.the.sake.of be.called.PRS.3SG

, de

škooulâst-i

marry.ACT.PTCP

õʹnne

.

and school.SG.LOC-just use.PST.3PL

When the priest comes for holy days or is called for a marriage, then they had the service in
the school.
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17.6. Tõʹst

leäi

DIST.SG.LOC

pijjum

âʹte

škooulâst

tuâǥǥpeäʹlnn zääʹvesǩ

be.PST.3SG then (D.P.) school.SG.LOC back+side

kõʹsǩǩe

curtain.SG.ACC

.

put.PASS.PTCP middle.ILL
So, there in the school, at the back, a curtain had been put up in the middle. [The school in
the story was one large classroom, hence the reference to “the back”].

17.7. Kuäʹss päärnain
when
tueʹǩǩen

ku

lij

mättʼtõsäiʹǧǧ

, tob

child.PL.LOC when be.PRS.3SG teaching.SG.NOM+time.SG.NOM
liâ

kavvâz

behind.(ESS) be.PRS.3PL icon.PL.NOM

, pâi

zääʹvesǩ

ouʹdde

there

roʹttješ

.

only curtain.SG.ACC in.front.ILL pull.PST.4

When the children had study time, the icons were there behind (the curtain), one only pulled
the curtain in front (of them).

17.8. A

sluuʹžbid

âʹnškuäʹtte

, teʹl

well (D.P.) service.PL.ACC hold.INCP.PRS.3PL
meädda vääʹldet
away

zääʹvesǩ

at.that.time curtain.SG.ACC

.

take.PRS.4

Well, when a church service began, at that time one would take the curtain away.

17.9. Mij

siidâst

leäi

še

ruõkkâmsââʹjj

de

1PL.GEN village.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG also bury.ACT.PTCP+place.SG.NOM and
Risttǩeeʹddest

leäi

.

Ristikenttä.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG
There was also a burial site in our village and it was in Ristikenttä.
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17.10. Leâš-a tuâlʼjõžääiʹjest
but

leʹjje

, de

former+time.SG.LOC be.PST.3PL

pâʹjjpääiʹǩin

lij

koʹst

and REL.LOC already

jälstemen

, ǩeäʹst-a

summer.dwelling.area.PL.LOC be.PRS.3SG live.PROG.PTCP
mâʹmmet

liâ

jälstemsââi

each.SG.LOC
, koozz

to.what.extent be.PRS.3PL live.ACT.PTCP+place.PL.NOM
de

tõõzz-i

rueʹǩǩe

juʹn

jäämm

REL.SG.ILL

,

die.PRS.3SG

.

and DIST.SG.ILL-just bury.PRS.3PL
But they were the olden days and where (a person) is already living in the summer dwelling
places, to the extent that each one has dwelling places, wherever he dies so they bury (him)
there.

17.11. Tõʹst

ââlda vuäʹmm jaaʹmi

DIST.SG.LOC

teʹl

nearby old

veʹǩǩe

ku

liâ

,

deceased.PL.NOM when be.PRS.3PL

õõutsâjja

.

at.that.time take.PRS.3PL one.ILL+place.SG.ILL
If there were some old graves nearby (lit. old deceased), then they buried them together.

17.12. A

kuuʹǩǩab kõskk

lij

well (D.P.) far.CMPRT distance.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG
jäämm
die.PRS.3SG

, de

tõõzz-i

peʹjje

, de

koozz

and REL.SG.ILL

.

and DIST.SG.ILL-just put.PRS.3PL

Well, if there is a longer distance (to go), so where one dies, then they put (= bury him)
right there.
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17.13. Kook

âʹte

REL.PL.NOM

leeʹtt

aauʹdid

maddu

, kook

then (D.P.) grave.PL.ACC dig.PRS.3PL

, kook

coffin.SG.ACC

kuäivva

pihttsid

REL.PL.NOM

peʹjje

räʹjje

REL.PL.NOM

da

tuejjee
do.PRS.3PL

pâʹsse

da

clothes.PL.ACC make.PRS.3PL and wash.PRS.3PL and

, teʹl

pâi

tõk

puõʹtte

ground.SG.ILL put.PRS.3PL

at.that.time only DIST.PL.NOM come.PST.3PL

ruõkkâmpoodd

.

bury.ACT.PTCP+time.PL.NOM
So, some people dig graves, some people make a coffin, some make clothes and wash (the
corpse) and put it into the ground, back then only those burial times came.

17.14. Teʹl

leäi

, jiõnnsa reäǥǥeeʹl pråʹššjõʹtte

at.that.time be.PST.3SG

aloud

.

cry.INSTR say.goodbye.PST.3PL

Back then people said their farewell by crying aloud.

17.15. Silttääm

mon

kâʹl

virsseed , leâš-a jiõm

be.able.PRS.1SG 1SG.NOM certainly wail.INF
ku

pâi teʹl

when only at.that.time

, ǥu

leäm

but

jaaʹmmja

NEG.1SG

vueiʹt
can.NEG

pråʹššjõõttmen

.

when be.PRS.1SG deceased.SG.ILL say.goodbye.PROG.PTCP

I am certainly able to wail, but I can‟t do it except at times when I am saying goodbye to
someone who has died.
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17.16. A

täʹst

ǥu

rueʹǩǩe

, tok

well (D.P.) PROX.SG.LOC when bury.PRS.3PL
kuâđđje

, päärna

remain.PST.3PL
kääʹlles
liâ

, håʹt niõđ

even mother.SG.NOM

, håʹt äkk

grandfather.SG.NOM

, jiõm

ask.PST.PTCP

NEG.1SG

vueiʹt

, håʹt

even girl.PL.NOM

, håʹt mõõk

even grandmother.SG.NOM

mäŋgg kõõččâm

be.PRS.3PL many

to.there relative.PL.NOM

, håʹt jeäʹnn

child.PL.NOM

ruåđ

even

, muʹst

even what.PL.NOM

1SG.LOC

.

can.NEG

Well, here when they bury (someone), the relatives who are left behind, the children,
mother, the girls, grandfather, grandmother, any relative, many have asked me (to wail),
but I can‟t (any more).

17.17. Grååm ǥu kuäʹss reäǥǥam
only.then

when

tõn

âʹlnn leäm

DIST.SG.GEN

on

de

kååʹtt

lij

jäämmam

cry.PRS.1SG and REL.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG die.PST.PTCP and
reäkkam

.

be.PRS.1SG cry.PST.PTCP

It is only then when I cry when someone has died and I have cried for him/her.

17.18. Teänab

mon

jiõm

vueiʹt

virsseed .

(any)more 1SG.NOM NEG.1SG can.NEG wail.INF
I can't wail any more.

17.19. Mon

leäm

mäŋggsest

kuâđđjam

1SG.NOM be.PRS.1SG many.people.SG.LOC remain.PST.PTCP
I have outlived many people.
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de

.

17.20. Kuõʹhtt källaz
two

liâ

mõõnnâm .

husband.(old).SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL go.PST.PTCP

Two husbands (of mine) have gone (= died).

17.21. Piârân

leäi

õhtt nijdd

, tõt

family.ESS be.PST.3SG one girl.SG.NOM
kuuđnieʹttlõõzzâž

, teä

six.SG.GEN+week.old.SG.NOM

leäi

DIST.SG.NOM

jaaʹmi

be.PST.3SG

.

then die.PST.3SG

As a family [?] there was one girl, she was a six-week-old and then she died.

17.22. Jeäʹnn

jaaʹmi

da

mon

kuâđđjem

mother.SG.NOM die.PST.3SG and 1SG.NOM remain.PST.1SG
kutmloekksiʹžžen

.

sixteen+year.old.ESS
Mother died and I was left as a sixteen-year-old.

17.23. Koummân

jieʹnnest

leäm

puärrsumus kuâđđjam

three.SG.LOC mother.SG.LOC be.PRS.1SG old.SUPL

.

remain.PST.PTCP

From three mothers, I am the oldest who has remained.

17.24. Eeʹjjest

leʹjje

koumm ääʹǩǩ

father.SG.LOC be.PST.3PL three
vuõssmõs ääʹǩǩ
first

mon

leäm

wife.SG.GEN and 1SG.NOM be.PRS.1SG

puärrsumus nijdd

wife.SG.GEN old.SUPL

de
.

girl.SG.NOM

Father had three wives and I am the first wife‟s oldest daughter.
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17.25. Kâʹl

tõʹst

lij

måtamvuâra

reäkkmuš

really DIST.SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG some+time (=once) cry.NMLZ.SG.NOM
puättam

, ku

come.PST.PTCP

tõk

mõʹnne

puk ruåđ

when DIST.PL.NOM go.PST.3PL all

.

relative.PL.NOM

Once it really made me cry, as all those relatives have gone (died).

17.26. Ouddâl tob
before

Risttǩeeʹddest

joʹtte

.

there Ristikenttä.SG.LOC travel.PST.3PL

In earlier times they travelled there, to Ristikenttä.

17.27. Papp

leäi

toʹben ââldmõõzzâst .

priest.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG there

near[?].SG.LOC

The nearest priest was there. [Unsure of exact meaning].

17.28. A

päärnaž

kuäʹss lij

well (D.P.) child.DIM.SG.NOM when
papp

ku

siʹjdde

šõddâm

,

be.PRS.3SG be.born.PST.PTCP in.winter

puätt

, de

priest.SG.NOM when village.SG.ILL come.PRS.3SG
reʹstte

tälvva

teʹl

and at.that.time

.

christen.PST.3PL
Well, when a child was born in winter, when the priest came to the village, then at that time
they christened (him).

17.29. A

ǩeässa

papp

vaaʹʒʒi

põõrti

mieʹldd

well (D.P.) in.summer priest.SG.NOM walk.PST.3SG house.PL.GEN among
päärnaid

risttâm

diõtt

.

child.PL.ACC christen.ACT.PTCP for.the.sake.of
Well, in summer the priest walked from house to house in order to christen the children.
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17.30. Teʹl

leʹjje

måtmin

juʹn

kuõiʹtes

riistǩeânnai

at.that.time be.PST.3PL sometimes already couple.(of.people) christen.ABE
de

suännaid õhttna riʹstte

.

and 3DU.PL.ACC at.once christen.PST.3PL
Then there were sometimes already a couple of unchristened (children) and they christened
the two of them at the same time.

17.31. Papp

ku

lij

kuʹǩǩen di

priest.SG.NOM when be.PRS.3SG far.ESS
jååʹtted

, de

ku

rââʹšš liâ

kuʹǩǩ lij

and long

siõmâž

be.PRS.3SG christen.INF
, de

travel.INF

then when weak be.PRS.3PL child.DIM.SG.NOM

vuäitt

risttâd

risttâd
teʹlles

then immediately

.

can.PRS.3SG christen.INF
If the priest is far away and it's a long way to travel to christen (someone), then when a
small child is weak, so then you can christen (the child) immediately.

17.32. Tõʹst

lij

DIST.SG.LOC

vuäitt

nåkam ooumaž

be.PRS.3SG such

person.SG.NOM

, ǥo

risttâd

when christen.INF

.

can.PRS.3SG
There is a certain person who can (= is permitted to) christen. [Unsure of exact meaning].

17.33. Sääʹmriistâst

restt

.

Saami.SG.GEN+christening.SG.LOC christen.PRS.3SG
He christens (using) the Skolt Saami christening. [Unsure of exact meaning; note use of
locative].
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17.34. Mâŋŋa papp
later
čääʹʒʒest

ku

puätt

, teʹl

priest.SG.NOM when come.PRS.3SG
kasttâd

, pâi

water.SG.LOC christen.NEG

miramâstt

teänab

ij

at.that.time (any)more NEG.3SG
.

only anoint.PRS.3SG

Later when the priest comes, then he doesn‟t christen with water any more, but anoints (with
oil).

17.35. A

riistǩeânnai iʹlleäm

lååʹpp

ââʹnned ,

well (D.P.) christen.ABE NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP permission.SG.NOM keep.INF
što

risttâd

âlgg

teʹlles-i

.

COMP

christen.INF must.PRS.3SG right.away-just

It was not permitted to have an unchristened (child), but he/she had to be christened
immediately.

17.36. Eʹčč

ij

vueiʹt

risttâd

ǥo

eiʹdde lij

father.SG.NOM NEG.3SG can.NEG christen.INF when just
šõddâm

be.PRS.3SG

.

be.born.PST.PTCP
A father cannot christen when (a child) has just been born.

17.37. Jeeʹres

ku

lij

different when be.PRS.3SG
eiʹddešõddâm

, son

vuäitt

risttâd

3SG.NOM can.PRS.3SG christen.INF DIST.SG.ACC

siõʹme

.

just+born.PST.PTCP small.child.SG.ACC
When it's a different (person), he can christen that new-born child.
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tõn

17.38. De

sääʹmriistâst

riʹstte

.

then Saami.SG.GEN+christening.SG.LOC christen.PST.3PL
Then they christened (using) the Skolt Saami christening. [Unsure of exact meaning; note
use of locative].

17.39. De

teʹl

leäi

pâi

säʹmmlaž

ku

then at.that.time be.PST.3SG always Skolt.Saami.SG.NOM when
restt

.

christen.PRS.3SG
At that time there was always a Skolt Saami person present when he christens.

17.40. Sääʹmriistâst

leäi

nõmm

Evvan da

Saami.SG.GEN+christening.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG name.SG.NOM John

and

Mäʹrjj .
Mary
In the Skolt Saami christening there was the name John and Mary. [In Skolt Saami
christenings it was only permitted to call a boy “John” and a girl “Mary”].

17.41. Papp

leäi

mieʹrrääm

nuʹtt

.

priest.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG order.PST.PTCP like.that
The priest had ordered like that.

17.42. De

mâŋŋa ku

then later
vaajted
change.INF

, de

reʹstte

, ku

when christen.PST.3PL
vaajat

nõõm

ǩii

tätt

when who.SG.NOM want.PRS.3SG
.

and change.PRS.4 name.SG.ACC

Then when they christened (the child) again, when someone wants to change (his/her
name), then one changes (his/her) name.
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17.43. Ku

ij

täätt

, de

when NEG.3SG want.NEG

tõid-i

peʹjje

.

then DIST.PL.ACC-just put.PRS.3PL

If one doesn‟t want (to change names), then those (previously given names) remain (lit. they
put those (names)).

17.44. Teʹl

leäi

ruõššääiʹjest

nuʹtt

.

at.that.time be.PST.3SG Russian+time.SG.LOC like.that
That's how it was in the Russian times.

18.1. 9. Rosttov

pirr

Christmas.SG.GEN around
About Christmas.

19.1. Mon

ǥu

šõõddim

, de

1SG.NOM when be.born.PST.1SG
teʹl

leäi

muʹst

jeäʹnn

leʹjje

,

and 1SG.LOC mother.SG.NOM be.PST.3PL

roostpââʹss

.

at.that.time be.PST.3SG Christmas.fast.SG.NOM
When I was born, and I had mothers (NB. the narrator‟s father had two wives)...at that time
there was a Christmas fast.

19.2. De suäna

jiâ

luâšttam

ni

vueʹǯǯ

poorrâd .

and 3DU.NOM NEG.3PL allow.PST.PTCP even meat.SG.ACC eat.INF
The two of them didn‟t even let (us) eat meat.
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19.3. Kutt nieʹttel
six
kueʹl

âlgg

pâi

pââʹzzted , pâi õõlǥi

week.SG.GEN must.PRS.3SG only fast.INF

only have.to.PST.3SG

poorrâd .

fish.SG.ACC eat.INF
For six weeks one had to just fast, one had to eat only fish.

19.4. De tõk

kutt neäʹttel

and DIST.PL.NOM six

ku

mâʹnne

week.SG.GEN when go.PRS.3PL

rosttovkäänan

puätt

.

Christmas.SG.NOM+eve.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG
And when those six weeks are over then Christmas eve arrives.

19.5. Rosttovkäänan

jiâ

poor

ni

kueʹl

.

Christmas.SG.NOM+eve.SG.GEN NEG.3PL eat.NEG even fish.SG.ACC
On Christmas eve they don‟t even eat fish.

19.6. Õõut

leeiʹb

påʹrre

tõn

käänanpeeiʹv

.

one.SG.ACC bread.SG.ACC eat.PRS.3PL DIST.SG.GEN eve.SG.NOM+day.SG.GEN
They eat one bread on that (Christmas) eve.

19.7. De rosttovpeiʹvv

puätt

, de

and Christmas.SG.NOM+day.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG
puätt
come.PRS.3SG

, seeʹst

šâdd

räädaʹst

pââʹss

and holy.day.SG.NOM
.

3PL.LOC become.PRS.3SG in.high.spirits

Then Christmas day comes, the holy day arrives, and they are in high spirits.
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19.8. Kuärgg

šâdd

, što

joy.SG.NOM become.PRS.3SG

pââʹss

pueʹđi

.

holy.day.SG.NOM come.PST.3SG

COMP

There is joy that a holy day has come.

19.9. De vueʹǯǯ

pâi räʹjje

, vueʹǯǯid

and meat.SG.ACC only make.PRS.3PL
lij

puõiʹdd

da

vuäʹǯǯ

ǩeeʹttet

, ǩeäʹst

meat.PL.ACC cook.PRS.4

who.SG.LOC

.

be.PRS.3SG fat.SG.NOM and meat.SG.NOM
And they only prepare meat, they cook meats, those who have some fat and meat.

19.10. De kueʹss

puäʹtte

, de

and visitor.PL.NOM come.PRS.3PL
kuâssted

vueʹǯǯin

äʹlǧǧe

and meat.SG.COM begin.PRS.3PL

.

entertain.INF
Then the visitors come and they begin to entertain (them) with meat.

19.11. Di

veiʹnn

lij

de

juǥškuäʹtte

and alcohol.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG and drink.INCP.PRS.3PL

, jeäʹlškuäʹtte

.

live.INCP.PRS.3PL

And there is alcohol and they start to drink and start to have a good time (lit. start to live).

19.12. Kuõʹhtt peeiʹv
two

liâ

day.SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL Christmas.SG.NOM+day.PL.NOM

There are two days of Christmas.
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rosttovpeeiʹv

.

19.13. Teʹl

tõid

põõʹzzid

nuʹtt-i

mõʹnne

.

at.that.time DIST.PL.ACC holy.day.PL.ACC like.that-just go.PST.3PL
Like that those holidays went by. [Unsure of exact meaning and why accusative case is
used].

19.14. De tõʹst

lij

, mäʹhtt lij

and DIST.SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG
veeʹrestkõskk

how

ââʹn še

,

be.PRS.3SG now also

.

Epiphany.SG.NOM+middle.SG.NOM
Then there is, like nowadays also, the time between Christmas Day and Epiphany.

19.15. Tät

mâânn

PROX.SG.NOM

lij

âʹte

kuõʹhtt nieʹttled

go.PRS.3SG then (D.P.) two

pâi argg

week.PART

, jeäʹla

be.PRS.3SG only weekday.SG.NOM

, teʹl
at.that.time

kueʹllpeeiʹv

NEG.3PL+be.NEG

.

fish.SG.NOM+day.PL.NOM

Two weeks go by and then it is a (normal) weekday, it isn‟t a fish day (= day of fasting).
(Note irregular use of partitive following the numeral two).

19.16. Di

tõʹst

veeʹrest

ku

mâʹnne

and DIST.SG.LOC Epiphany.PL.NOM when go.PRS.3PL
argg

vuâlgg

, de

väʹstt

then back

.

weekday.SG.NOM leave.PRS.3SG
And from there when Epiphany is over, then it‟s back to everyday life.
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19.17. Tõt

lij

DIST.SG.NOM

be.PRS.3SG

täʹlvvargg

.

winter.SG.NOM+weekday.SG.NOM (=time following Epiphany)
That was the time following Epiphany.

19.18. Leâš-a kuõʹhtt peeiʹv
but

two

liâ

kueʹllpeeiʹv

day.SG.GEN be.PRS.3PL fish.SG.NOM+day.PL.NOM

kõskknieʹttlest

: seärad

middle.SG.NOM+week.SG.LOC

da

piâtnâc

.

Wednesday and Friday[RU]

But two days are fish days in the middle of the week: Wednesday and Friday.

19.19. Teʹl

jiâ

poor

vueʹǯǯ

.

at.that.time NEG.3PL eat.NEG meat.SG.ACC
Then they don't eat meat.

19.20. Jeäʹnn

leäi

de

teʹl

jeät

vueʹǯǯ

porrum

mother.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG and at.that.time NEG.4 meat.SG.ACC eat.PASS.PTCP
de

puk kärldõõǥǥid pââss

and all

dish.PL.ACC

tõn

peeiʹv

.

wash.PRS.3SG DIST.SG.GEN day.SG.GEN

(When) mother was (alive), then meat was not eaten (on those days) and she washes all the
dishes that day.
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19.21. Ku

mij

peittast

mõõn

poorrâp

de

miʹjjid

when 1PL.NOM secret.SG.LOC what.SG.ACC eat.PRS.1SG then 1PL.ACC
reäŋgg

, što

scold.PRS.3SG

COMP

mõõzz vueʹǯǯ
why

poorrveʹted .

meat.SG.ACC eat.PRS.2PL

When we eat something in secret, then (mother) scolds us (and asks) why are you eating
meat.

19.22. De eʹpet neljdpeiʹvv

mâânn

, piâtnâc

and again fourth+day.SG.NOM (=Thursday) go.PRS.3SG
puätt

Friday

.

come.PRS.3SG
And again Thursday goes and Friday comes.

19.23. Eʹpet seämmanalla

kärldõõǥǥid pââss

again in.the.same.way dish.PL.ACC

.

wash.PRS.3SG

Again, in the same way she washes the dishes.

19.24. Sueʹvet

di

pâʹsspeiʹvv

di

Saturday and holy+day.SG.NOM (=Sunday) and
vuõssargg

di

mââibargg

first+weekday.SG.NOM (=Monday) and back+weekday.SG.NOM (=Tuesday)
tõk

liâ

DIST.PL.NOM

be.PRS.3PL weekday.SG.NOM+day.PL.NOM

påʹrre

arggpeeiʹv

, vueʹǯǯid

teʹl

meat.PL.ACC at.that.time

.

eat.PRS.3PL
Satuday, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, those are weekdays and they eat meat then.
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20.1. 10. Maiddpââʹzzlâšttam
Shrove.Tuesday.SG.NOM
Shrove Tuesday.

21.1. Maiddpââʹzzlâšttam

puätt

.

Shrove.Tuesday.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG
Shrove Tuesday comes.

21.2. De teʹl

vuâjsteš

di

siõʹrreš

.

and at.that.time drive.around.PST.4 and play.PST.4
Then one would drive around and play.

21.3. Maiddpââʹzzlâšttampeeiʹv

nuʹtt

vuâjat

saanivuiʹm

Shrove.Tuesday.SG.NOM+day.SG.GEN like.that drive.PST.4 "sani".sled.PL.COM
di

ǩeʹrrsivuiʹm

.

and "ahkio".sled.PL.COM
On Shrove Tuesday one drives with a "sani" sled and an "ahkio" sled.

21.4. Siõrât

de

vuâjat

play.PRS.4 and drive.PRS.4
tueʹlää

, taʹnssjet

de

nueʹr

dance.PRS.4 and rope.SG.ACC play.PRS.4

räjja .

in.the.morning until
One plays and drives, dances and plays the rope (game) until morning.
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siõrat

21.5. De eʹpet pââʹss

puätt

, jõnn pââʹss

and again holy.day.SG.NOM come.PRS.3SG
puätt

big

holy.day.SG.NOM

.

come.PRS.3SG
And again it‟s a holy day, a big holy day arrives.

21.6. De tok

tõt

hääʹsǩes podd

and to.there DIST.SG.NOM fun

mõõni

.

time.SG.NOM go.PST.3SG

And there that fun time went by.

21.7. Pââʹzzlâšttampeeiʹv

jeäʹǩǩää

väʹʒškuäʹtte

fast.SG.NOM+day.SG.GEN in.the.evening walk.INCP.PRS.3PL
proʹsttjõõttmen

kueiʹmm kueiʹmez

åʹrnn

puk põõrti

ask.forgiveness.PROG.PTCP each.other.SG.GEN.3PL at.one's.place all
puärraz

: " Proʹsttjeʹǩed

old.person.PL.NOM

muu

pâʹjjel jõnn pââʹzz

forgive.IMP.2PL 1SG.ACC over

big

house.PL.GEN
jieʹlled ."

fast.SG.GEN live.INF

On the day of fasting, in the evening, they start to walk asking for forgiveness at each other‟s
homes, all the old people from the houses (say): “Forgive me (in order) to live through this
big fast.”

22.1. 11. Eeʹjjpeiʹvv
year.SG.GEN+day.SG.NOM (=Easter)
Easter day.
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23.1. Teä jõnn pââʹss
then big
nieʹttled

pueʹđi

de

tõt

lij

čiččâm

fast.SG.NOM come.PST.3SG and DIST.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG seven

.

week.PART
Then a big fast arrived, which lasts seven weeks.

23.2. Čiiččad lij

strääznainieʹttel

.

seventh be.PRS.3SG passionate[RU]+week.SG.NOM (=Holy Week)
The seventh was Holy Week.

23.3. Pâi

liâ

kueʹllpeeiʹv

, pâi

only be.PRS.3PL fish.SG.NOM+day.PL.NOM

poorât

kueʹl

.

only eat.PRS.4 fish.SG.ACC

There are only fish days, one only eats fish.

23.4. Teä eeʹjjpeeiʹv

puäʹtte

de

eʹpet šâdd

seeʹst

then Easter.day.PL.NOM come.PRS.3PL and again become.PRS.3SG 3PL.LOC
hääʹsǩ .
fun
Then the days of Easter arrive and again they have fun.

23.5. A

takai

siõr

âʹte

seeʹst

leʹjje

:

well (D.P.) common game.PL.NOM then (D.P.) 3PL.LOC be.PST.3PL
nueʹrrsiõrr
rope.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM

, pällsiõrr

,

ball.SG.NOM+game.SG.NOM

põʹttepiâčkklemsiõrr

.

bottom.SG.ILL+smack.ACT.PTCP+game.SG.NOM
Well, common games that they had were: the rope game, the ball game, the bottom smacking
game.
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23.6. De tõn

aarǥ

ǩeeʹjjmieʹldd pâi

and DIST.SG.GEN weekday.SG.GEN until.the.end

seäʹrre

.

always play.PRS.3PL

And they always play until the end of Eastertide. [Here „argg‟ (weekday) refers to the Easter
period following Lent].

23.7. Leâš-a leʹjje
but

teʹl

be.PST.3PL at.that.time

pââʹzztemsluuʹžvpoodd

, de

fast.ACT.PTCP+church.service[RU].SG.NOM+time.PL.NOM
iǥõl

siõrrâd .

NEG.3SG+must.NEG

play.INF

teʹl

and at.that.time

But there were church service times of fasting, and then one was not allowed to play.

23.8. Staarõst

ij

lueʹšt

.

village.elder.SG.NOM NEG.3SG allow.NEG
The village elder doesn't allow (it).

23.9. Sluuʹzvääiʹj

mõʹnne

de

mâŋŋa eʹpet

church.service[RU].SG.NOM+time.PL.NOM go.PST.3PL and later
seäʹrre

again

.

play.PRS.3PL
The church service times go by and later they play again.

24.1. 12. Siidsåbbri

pirr

village.SG.GEN+meeting.PL.GEN around
About the village meetings.
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25.1. Teʹl

leäi

tuuʹl

meersååbbar

,

at.that.time be.PST.3SG in.former.times nation.SG.NOM+meeting.SG.NOM
ku

päärna

õʹlǧǧe

škoouʹle

puʹhtted .

when child.PL.NOM must.PRS.3PL school.SG.ILL bring.INF
In days gone by there used to be a public meeting [?]. [Unsure of exact meaing].

25.2. Siidâst

leʹjje

tõk

diʹseâckai

,

village.SG.LOC be.PST.3PL DIST.PL.NOM tithe.collector.PL.NOM
ceerkavstaarâst

da

oʹbjeeʹččiǩ

.

church.SG.NOM+keeper.SG.NOM (=verger) and overseer.PL.NOM
In the village there was a tithe collector, a verger and an overseer.

25.3. Koumm leʹjje
three

jiijjâz

siidâst

mieʹrrummu

.

be.PST.3PL self.GEN.3PL village.SG.LOC appoint.PASS.PTCP

The three (men) were appointed from their own village.

25.4. Muu

kääʹlles

še

leäi

1SG.GEN husband.(old).SG.NOM also be.PST.3SG
ceerkavstarsten

, tät

church.SG.NOM+keeper(=verger).ESS
jaaʹmi
die.PST.3SG

PROX.SG.NOM

nuʹbb
(an)other

, kååʹtt
REL.SG.NOM

, Ǩiurrâl .
Kiureli

My husband was also a verger, this other (husband), who died, (was) Kiureli.

25.5. De mâŋŋa leäi
and later

be.PST.3SG Jaakko

And later on it was Jaakko.
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Jääkk .

25.6. Ǩiurrâl ku

puärsmi

de

Jääkk šõõddi

suu

Kiureli when grow.old.PST.3SG then Jaakko become.PST.3SG 3SG.GEN
sâjja

ceerkavstarsten

.

place.SG.ILL church.SG.NOM+keeper.ESS (=verger)
When Kiureli grew old, then Jaakko became the verger in his place.

25.7. A

diʹseâckai

leäi

.

well (D.P.) tithe.collector.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG
Well, there was the tithe collector.

25.8. Såbbar

šõʹdde

de

diʹseâckai

risttsueʹbbin

meeting.PL.NOM become.PST.3PL and tithe.collector.SG.NOM crosier.SG.COM
jeäll

oummid

kåččmen

põõrtin

travel.PRS.3SG person.PL.ILL call.PROG.PTCP house.PL.LOC
lij

, što
COMP

sååbbar
assembly.SG.NOM

toʹben .

be.PRS.3SG there
When it is time for a meeting, the tithe collector goes with a crosier calling people from the
houses to come to the meeting (lit. that the meeting is there).

25.9. De tõin

sueʹbbin

jåått

da

teʹl

son

and DIST.SG.COM stick.SG.COM travel.PRS.3SG and at.that.time 3SG.NOM
lij

šurr

.

be.PRS.3SG official.SG.NOM
When he travels with that crosier then he is an official.
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25.10. Tõt

lij

DIST.SG.NOM

suäʹbb

šuur

meârkk

, tõt

be.PRS.3SG official.SG.GEN symbol.SG.NOM

DIST.SG.NOM

.

staff.SG.NOM
That is the symbol of an official, that staff.

25.11. A

ceerkavstarstest

lij

nåkam

well (D.P.) church.SG.NOM+keeper.SG.LOC be.PRS.3SG such
veäʹšǩǩmeârkk

, koozz

copper.SG.NOM+symbol.SG.NOM
pijjum

kähttan

lij

REL.SG.ILL

suåjju

ǩeeʹrjtum

,

be.PRS.3SG write.PASS.PTCP

.

put.PASS.PTCP jacket.SG.GEN sleeve.SG.ILL
Well, the verger has a certain copper symbol, which has been written on and which has been
put on the sleeve of his jacket.

25.12. Eʹpet son

kuäʹss täin

again 3SG.NOM when
teʹl

šurr

jåått

PROX.SG.COM

, son

travel.PRS.3SG

lij

3SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

.

at.that.time official.SG.NOM
Again, when he travels with this, then he is an official.

25.13. Oʹbjeeʹččiǩ

leʹjje

de

leâsnai

leʹjje

overseer.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL and forester.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL
meäʹccšuur

.

forest.SG.NOM+official.PL.NOM
There are overseers and foresters, they are the forest officials.
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, tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

25.14. Tõk

jiâ

nuʹtt jååttam

DIST.PL.NOM NEG.3PL

jeäʹlle

so

eeʹjjest

tärkka

, kuäʹss

travel.PST.PTCP precisely

when

.

go.visiting.PRS.3PL year.SG.LOC
They didn‟t travel so precisely (i.e. on a specific date), whenever during the year they
visited. [Note use of kuäʹss as an indefinite adverb].

25.15. Jiõm
NEG.1SG

muuʹšt

kââʹll

vuâra jeäʹlle

remember.NEG how.many time

ǩiččmen

, mäʹhtt meäʹcc

watch.PROG.PTCP

how

go.visiting.PRS.3PL

tõt

lij

.

forest.SG.NOM DIST.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG

I don't remember how many times they go to see how the forest is.

25.16. Mieʹccez

diõtt

joʹtte

.

forest.SG.GEN.3PL for.the.sake.of travel.PST.3PL
They (=the overseers and the foresters) travel for the sake of their forest. (Note, the forest
was state-owned, hence the reference to “their” forest, as they were working for the state).

25.17. A

Kuâlõõǥǥâst tob

leʹjje

šuuʹrab

šuur

,

well (D.P.) Kuola.SG.LOC there be.PST.3PL big.CMPRT official.PL.NOM
juõʹǩǩnallšem šuur
each+kind

.

official.PL.NOM

Well, on the Kola Peninsula there were more important (lit. bigger) officials, all kinds of
officials.

25.18. Tõk
DIST.PL.NOM

leʹjje

ruõšš

šuur

.

be.PST.3PL Russian official.PL.NOM

They were Russian officials.
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25.19. Tääiʹben tän
here
, ku

såbbrest

PROX.SG.LOC

mii

mâid

lij
, de

sort.out.INF
Risttǩeâdda

riõʹšše

meeting.SG.LOC what.SG.ACC already deal.with.PST.3PL
äʹšš

, jiâ

when what.SG.NOM be.PRS.3SG affair.SG.ACC
seʹlvvjed

juʹn

tõid

põʹmmjid

vueiʹt

NEG.3PL

jeeʹres

tääiʹb

can.NEG here.LOC

sâjja

vuõlttee

then DIST.PL.ACC paper.PL.ACC different place.SG.ILL send.PST.3PL
leʹbe Kuâlõʹǩǩe leʹbe koozz

Ristikenttä.ILL or

Kuola.ILL

or

.

REL.SG.ILL

Here in this village meeting some things they already dealt with, (but) if there is some kind
of affair that can‟t be resolved here, then they sent those papers to different places, to
Ristikenttä or to the Kola Peninsula or to wherever.

25.20. Leâš-a leʹjje
ku

teʹl

, koumm oummu

but

be.PST.3PL at.that.time

mij

meerääʹšš

three

peʹjje

tok

man.SG.GEN put.PRS.3PL to.there

diõtt

âlgg

.

when 1PL.GEN nation.SG.GEN+affair.SG.GEN for.the.sake.of must.PRS.3SG
But there was at that time (the custom whereby) they put three men forward (as
representatives) when it was necessary for the sake of the affairs of the people.

25.21. De koumm oummu
and three
aaʹššid

vaʹlljee

meer

man.SG.GEN choose.PRS.3PL population.SG.GEN in.front.of

håiddad

.

affair.PL.ACC look.after.INF
And they choose three men in front of the people to look after the affairs.

26.1. 13. Sääldatsluuʹžvest
soldier.SG.NOM+service.SG.LOC
About military service.
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ooudâst

,

27.1. Ruõšš

peäʹlnn sääldten

Russian side

mõʹnne

puk .

solider.ESS go.PST.3PL all

On the Russian side everyone became soldiers.

27.2. Mäʹhtt ââʹn lij
how
mõʹnne

" kutsunta

now be.PRS.3SG

", nuʹtt-i

invitation[FI].SG.NOM

teʹl

like.that-just at.that.time

.

go.PST.3PL
How now it's an "invitation", back there they went just like that.

27.3. Teʹl

leâš-a vuõiʹǧǧest mâânn

at.that.time but

directly

ǥu

ǩeän

väʹldde

.

go.PRS.3SG when who.SG.ACC take.PRS.3PL

But at that time the one they take (=call) goes directly (to military service).

27.4. Teʹlles-i

mâânn

, ij

right.away-just go.PRS.3SG
kuuʹǩǩ ku
long

sloožb

ni

NEG.3SG

puäʹđ

põrttses

nuʹtt

even come.NEG house.SG.ILL.3SG so

toʹben .

when be.in.service.PRS.3SG there

One goes right away and doesn't even come home for as long as one is serving there.

27.5. Kuâhttlokueʹhtten eeʹjjest
twenty+two.LOC
naraaz-i

mâʹnne

kåčča

de

teʹl

year.SG.LOC be.called.PRS.3SG and at.that.time
.

at.once-EMP go.PRS.3PL
At twenty-two years of age one is called and back then they went at once.
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27.6. Tälvva

mâʹnne

.

in.winter go.PRS.3PL
They went in winter.

27.7. A

ǩeän

jeät

valddu

, suʹst

well (D.P.) who.SG.ACC NEG.4 take.NEG2
leežž

ij

vuälže

viõkk

mäʹhtt

3SG.LOC strength.SG.NOM how

, mett

ij

vuälže

leʹbe

be.POT.3SG NEG.3SG reach.NEG:POT

height.SG.NOM NEG.3SG reach.NEG:POT or

mii

nuuʹbb

leežž

, son

what.SG.NOM be.POT.3SG

eeʹjj

eʹpet jeäll

.

3SG.NOM other.SG.GEN year.SG.GEN again go.PRS.3SG

Well, he who they didn‟t take, he might not have enough strength, might not be tall enough,
or whatever might be the reason, another year he will go again.

27.8. Eʹpet ij

ââʹnet

, kuälmad eeʹjj

again NEG.3SG be.suitable.NEG
leʹbe välddai
or

third

peäss

year.SG.GEN go.through.PRS.3SG

.

be.accepted.PRS.3SG

Again he is not suitable, the third year he will go through or be accepted.

27.9. Tälvva

joʹtte

in.winter travel.PST.3PL

, puõccin

vuõjju

reindeer.SG.COM drive.PST.3PL to.there

In winter they travelled, by reindeer they drove there.

27.10. Mij

siidâst

mõʹnne

puk .

1PL.GEN village.SG.LOC go.PST.3PL all
From our village, everyone went.
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tok

.

27.11. Muu

muuʹšteest

leäi

mij

siidâst

õhtt ooumaž

1SG.GEN memory.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG 1PL.GEN village.SG.LOC one man.SG.NOM
čiččâm eeʹǩǩed
seven

sääldatsluuʹžvest

.

year.PART soldier.SG.NOM+service.SG.LOC

From my memory, there was one man from our village who was serving as a soldier for
seven years.

27.12. Ku

mâânn

de

čiččâm eeʹǩǩed

when go.PRS.3SG and seven
kõõskâst

toʹben , ij

year.PART be.PST.3SG there

õʹhttešt jeällam

middle.SG.LOC once

leäi

põrtstes

ni

NEG.3SG

even

.

visit.PST.PTCP house.SG.LOC.3SG

When he goes and is there for seven years, he didn't even once in between visit his home.

27.13. Mij

ku

Lääʹddjânnma

puõʹđim

, son

1PL.NOM when Finn.SG.GEN+land.SG.ILL come.PST.1PL
veâl jieʹllmen

di

jaaʹmi

leäi

3SG.NOM be.PST.3SG

.

still live.PROG.PTCP and die.PST.3SG
When we came to Finland he was still living, and then he died.

27.14. Väinnääiʹjest

mõʹnne

nuʹtt jiânnai tok

war.SG.NOM+time.SG.LOC go.PST.3PL so
di

kåddje

di

läppje

much

di

jaʹmme

to.there and die.PST.3PL

.

and be.killed.PST.3PL and be.lost.PST.3PL
During the war so many went there and they died, they were killed, they were lost.
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27.15. Jiõm

muuʹšt

NEG.1SG

, mõõn

remember.NEG

sääldatvuõtt

what.SG.GEN long

, tõn

soldier.service.SG.NOM

kuuʹǩǩ leäi

jiõm

tõt

be.PST.3SG DIST.SG.NOM

leäkku vuäivvsan

DIST.SG.ACC NEG.1SG

piijjâm

.

be.NEG head.SG.ILL.1SG put.PST.PTCP

I don't remember how long that solider service time was, I haven't committed that to memory
(lit. put that in my head).

27.16. Meeʹst še

leäi

õhtt âʹlǧǧ

.

1PL.LOC also be.PST.3SG one boy.SG.NOM
We also had one boy.

27.17. Vuõššân jieʹli
first

sääldten

de

mâŋŋa näittlõõđi

go.PST.3SG soldier.ESS and later

.

marry.PST.3SG

First he went as a soldier and then he got married.

27.18. Väinn

šõõddi

, de

war.SG.NOM become.PST.3SG

eʹpet kočču

.

and again be.called.PST.3PL

War started and again they were called.

27.19. Mõõni

de

mõõn

leežž

leämmaž

peäʹl

avi pirr

go.PST.3SG and what.SG.GEN be.POT.3SG be.PST.PTCP half.SG.GEN or
eeʹjj
year.SG.GEN

, de

rännʼji

da

pueʹđi

põʹrtte

around

.

and be.wounded.PST.3SG and come.PST.3SG house.SG.ILL

He went and how long might he have been (there), half (the year) or around the year, and
he was wounded and came home.
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27.20. Måttam kõõvid
certain
sluuʹžvest

, ǩeäppnõskõõvid

disease.PL.ACC

vuäǯǯa

lung.SG.NOM+disease.PL.ACC get.PRS.3PL

.

service.SG.LOC
Some get diseases, lung diseases, during service.

27.21. Puäʹtte

de

pueʹcce

de

pueʹcce

de

nuʹtt-i

come.PRS.3PL and suffer.PRS.3PL and suffer.PRS.3PL and like.that-just
jäʹmme

kõummâz

ǩeeʹjjest da

die.PRS.3PL coldness.SG.GEN after

lossõõzzâst

.

and exertion.SG.LOC

They come back and they suffer, they suffer, and just like that they die after (=because of)
coldness and from exertion.

27.22. Na

toʹben Ruõššâst

well (D.P.) there

leäi

kõõrâs sääldatvuõtt

Russia.SG.LOC be.PST.3SG severe

.

soldier.service.SG.NOM

Well, there in Russia the soldier service was harsh.

28.1. 14. Škooul

pirr

school.SG.GEN around
About school.

29.1. Ouddâl leäi
before

Potkklasiidâst

škooul

.

be.PST.3SG Potkkla+village.SG.LOC school.SG.NOM

In the olden days there was a school in Potkkla village.
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29.2. Iʹlleäm

ǩeässa

NEG.3SG+be.PST.PTCP

ku

tälvva

leäi

.

in.summer when in.winter be.PST.3SG

There wasn't (school) in summer, but there was (school) in winter.

29.3. Ooudpeäʹlnn rosttvi
before
älgg

seeʹrdet

siʹjdde

, ku škooul

Christmas.PL.GEN move.PRS.4 village.SG.ILL

as school.SG.NOM

.

begin.PRS.3SG
Before Christmas everyone moves to the village, because the school begins. (Note
“Christmas” is in the plural, since it refers to the Christmas holidays, not just one day).

29.4. De eeʹjjpeeiʹv

räjja škooul

peštt

.

and Easter.SG.GEN until school.SG.NOM last.PRS.3SG
And school lasted until Easter.

29.5. Teä eʹpet pââjas vueʹlǧǧe
then again up

seʹrdded

.

leave.PRS.3PL transfer.INF

Then again they set off to move up (to the summer dwelling place).

29.6. Määŋgi

määŋgi

uʹčteeʹli

nõõmid

mon

many.PL.GEN many.PL.GEN teacher.PL.GEN name.PL.ACC 1SG.NOM
kuuleem
hear.many.times.PST.1SG

, määŋg

määŋg

tõk

many.SG.NOM many.SG.NOM DIST.PL.NOM be.PST.3PL

I often heard many, many teachers' names, there were many of them.
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leʹjje

.

29.7. Tõn

eeʹjj

DIST.SG.GEN

leʹjje

lij

õhtt leʹbe måttam eeʹjj

year.SG.GEN be.PRS.3SG one or

certain

year.SG.GEN

muånn .

be.PST.3PL couple
That year there was one or some years there were a couple.

29.8. Son

mäʹhtt-ne koozz-ne

3SG.NOM somehow

vuâlgg

REL.SG.ILL-INDEF

.

leave.PRS.3SG

Somehow he (the teacher) left for somewhere.

29.9. Eʹpet šâdd

jeeʹres

uʹčteeʹl

.

again become.PRS.3SG different teacher.SG.NOM
Again, another teacher came.

29.10. Škooul

leäi

, leâša jiõm

school.SG.NOM be.PST.3SG

but

NEG.1SG

šõddâm

jååʹtted

.

be.able[?].PST.PTCP travel.INF

There was school, but I wasn't able to go.

29.11. Mon

õõut

tääʹlv

leʹjjem

ǥo

jeäʹnn

1SG.NOM one.SG.GEN winter.SG.GEN be.PST.1SG when mother.SG.NOM
puâccji

.

become.ill.PST.3SG
I was(there) one winter when mother fell ill.
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29.12. Teʹl

leäi

Ruõššâst

nåkam mall

at.that.time be.PST.3SG Russia.SG.LOC such
vieʹǩǩ

ǥo

jeäʹla

, de

help.PL.NOM when NEG.3PL+be.NEG
škooulâst

, što

pattern.SG.NOM

COMP

puärrsõmmâz lueʹštte

then old.SUPL.SG.ACC be.allowed.PST.3PL

.

school.SG.LOC
Then in Russia they had such a system, whereby if there was no help they allowed the oldest
(child) to be away from school.

29.13. De nuʹtt-i sääldten

jiâ

välddam

puärrsõmmâz .

and so-just soldier.ESS NEG.3PL take.PST.PTCP old.SUPL.SG.ACC
And so they didn't take the oldest (son) as a soldier.

29.14. Na

jeäʹnn

puâccji

de

nellj eeʹjj

well (D.P.) mother.SG.NOM become.ill.PST.3SG and four year.SG.GEN
puõʒʒi

de

mon

jiõm

šõddâm

škoouʹle

.

be.ill.PST.3SG and 1SG.NOM NEG.1SG be.involved.in.PST.PTCP school.SG.ILL
Well, mother became ill and for four years she was ill and I didn't attend school.

29.15. Nuʹtt-i kuâđđjem

škooultää

.

so-just remain.PST.1SG school.SG.ABE
That is why I ended up unschooled.

29.16. Jiõm
NEG.1SG

ǩiõl

šõddâm

ni

mõõn

ǩeeʹrj

ǩiččâd di

progress.PST.PTCP even what.SG.ACC book.SG.ACC see.INF and
tieʹtted

.

language.SG.ACC know.INF
I didn‟t learn how (lit. progress) to read (lit. look at) at any books or know any languages.
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